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Abstract—In this research an innovative fully automated 3D face compression and recognition system is presented. Several novelties are introduced to make the system performance robust and efficient. These novelties include: First, an automatic pose correction and normalization process by using curvature analysis for nose tip detection and iterative closest point (ICP) image registration. Second, the use of spherical based wavelet coefficients for efficient representation of the 3D face. The spherical wavelet transformation is used to decompose the face image into multi-resolution sub images characterizing the underlying functions in a local fashion in both spacial and frequency domains. Two representation features based on spherical wavelet parameterization of the face image were proposed for the 3D face compression and recognition. Principle component analysis (PCA) is used to project to a low resolution sub-band. To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, experiments were performed on the GAVAB face database. Experimental results show that the spherical wavelet coefficients yield excellent compression capabilities with minimal set of features. Haar wavelet coefficients extracted from the face geometry image was found to generate good recognition results that outperform other methods working on the GAVAB database.

Keywords-3D Face Recognition; Face Compression; Geometry coding; Nose tip detection; Spherical Wavelets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Representing and recognizing objects are two of the key goals of computer vision systems [1-5]. Computing a compact representation of an item is usually an intermediate stage of the vision system, yielding results used by other processes that perform more abstract operations on the data acquired from the objects. Today, the recent development of 3D sensors and sensing techniques stimulated the demand for visualizing and simulating 3D data. The large amount of information involved and the complexity and speed requirements of the processing techniques demand the development of powerful yet efficient data compression techniques to facilitate the storage and transmission of data. The main objective of compression algorithms is to eliminate the redundancy present in the original data and to obtain progressive representations targeting the best trade-off between data size and approximation accuracy [1]. Recently, the interest in 3D face compression techniques has risen as a foundation stage in many areas with a wide range of potential applications such as identification systems in the army, hospitals, universities, and banks to medical image compression and videophones, ... etc.

Among numerous biometric modalities, face recognition is one of the most natural and widely accepted authentication and identification methods mainly because of its nonintrusive nature [6-11]. This trend has caught the attention of many academic and research groups and face recognition has become one of the most intriguing and active research areas in pattern recognition and computer vision. In traditional 2D face recognition systems pose and illumination variations always have been challenging problems that severely influence the accuracy of system. In the last decade 3D face recognition is attracting more attention as the increased computing power and 3D scanning technology has enabled the capturing and recognition of faces in 3D [7-8]. The additional knowledge about 3D facial shape has proven to be very useful in eliminating many of the drawbacks of 2D face recognition. This is due to the fact that the acquisition of faces is (to some extent) invariant to changes in illumination during recording and comparison as most equipment based on active stereo vision is robust to illumination variations. In addition, 3D measurements fully preserve the 3D nature of faces and the depth information can easily be used to separate fore- and background. Finally, pose variations can be accounted for by complete transformations (rotation and translations) between different 3D images computed in the 3D space. This efficiently removes the transformation out of the image plane, which is very difficult in 2D face recognition. Therefore, 3D face recognition algorithms are less prone to changes in viewpoint, pose, lighting conditions and subject expressions. The decreasing cost of three-dimensional (3D) acquisition systems and their increasing quality, together with the greater computational power available nowadays, will make real-time 3D systems for face recognition a commonplace in the near future. However, there exist some difficulties in 3D face recognition, such as coping with expression variations, the inconvenience of information capture and large computational costs, these problems have been the focus of recent research [8].
In this paper, a robust and accurate 3D face compression and recognition system is proposed. Gaussian curvature analysis is used for nose tip detection and face region extraction. The Iterative closest point (ICP) is employed to automatically align the face image and to perform the required fine pose correction. The system utilizes discriminative spherical wavelet coefficients which are robust to expression and pose variations to efficiently represent the face image with a small set of features. All processes included in the proposed system are fully automated and can be partitioned into two main stages: 3D preprocessing and registration, and spherical wavelet parameterization. The block diagram of the proposed system is presented in Figure 1. Descriptions of each stage are given as follows:

1. Preprocessing and registration: First we perform image smoothing using heat diffusion to filter out undesirable distortions and noise while preserving important facial features. Second, the nose tip is detected and used to remove irrelevant information such as data corresponding to the shoulder, neck, or hair areas. Third Delaunay Triangulation is applied to fill holes in the mesh of the extracted face region. Finally, the ICP algorithm is used to align the face image and to normalize the effect of face poses and position variations. This registration process typically applies rigid transformations such as translation and rotation on the 3D faces in order to align them.

2. Spherical wavelet parameterization: Robust feature representation is very important to the whole system. It is expected that these features are invariant to rotation, scale, and illumination. In our systems, we extract compact discriminative features to describe the 3D Faces based on spherical Wavelet coefficients. First, the 3D face is mapped to the spherical parameterization domain. Second, the geometry image is obtained as a color image and a surface image. Third, the spherical based wavelet coefficients are computed for efficient representation of the 3D face. Two different approaches are utilized for obtaining the wavelet coefficients. In the initial approach, the geometry image is transformed to a semi-regular mesh where the spherical wavelet transform is applied. Alternatively, the Haar wavelet transform can be applied directly to the geometry image.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: An overview of related work in 3D face compression and recognition is presented in Section II. The preprocessing and normalization tools used in the system are described in Section III. The process of extracting the spherical wavelet coefficients from the 3D face images is explained in Section IV. Section V reports the experimental results and gives some comparisons with existing methods in the literature. Finally, we summarize the paper with some concluding remarks in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

3D meshes are generally used in graphic and simulation applications for approximating 3D Faces. However, Mesh-based surface representations of a face image require large amounts of storage space [1-5]. The emerging demand of applications calling for compact storage, efficient bandwidth utilization, and fast transmission of 3D meshes have inspired the multitude of algorithms developed to efficiently compress these datasets. Image compression has recently been a very active research area but the central concept is straightforward: we transform the image into an appropriate basis and then code only the important expansion coefficients. The problem of finding a good transform has been studied comprehensively from both theoretical and practical standpoints. Excellent survey of the various 3D mesh compression algorithms has been given by Alliez and C. Gotsman in [1, 2]. The recent development in the wavelet transforms theory has spurred new interest in multi-resolution methods, and has provided a more rigorous mathematical framework. Wavelets give the possibility of computing compact representations of functions or data. Additionally, wavelets are computationally attractive and allow variable degrees of resolution to be achieved. All these features make them appear as an interesting tool to be used for efficient representation of 3D objects.

In a typical computer vision system, the compact representation generated from any compression system is used by other processes that perform further operations on the data.
in the reduced dimension space. Compression algorithms propose a versatile and efficient tool for digital image processing serving numerous applications. 3D Face recognition is one of the imperative applications calling for compact storage and rapid processing of 3D meshes.

Face recognition based on 3D information is not a new topic. It has been extensively addressed in the related literature since the end of the last century [6-11]. Further surveys of the state-of-the-art in 3D face recognition can be found in [7, 8]. Various approaches are reported for extracting and comparing data from facial shapes, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. However, whatever approach is used, three issues always exist that have to be taken into account. (1) The type of facial representation used from which the data is extracted. (2) The way pose or facial orientation differences between different faces are handled which is usually easier in 3D than in 2D but still impose an important challenge. (3) Feature extraction and dimensionality reduction techniques embedded in the system. Several criteria can be adopted to compare existing 3D face algorithms by taking into account the type of problems they address or their intrinsic properties. For example, some approaches perform very well only on faces with neutral expression, whereas other approaches try to address the problem of expression variations. An additional measure of the robustness of the 3D model is its sensitivity to size and pose disparities. This is due to the fact that the distance between the target and the camera can affect the size of the facial surface, as well as its height and depth.

3D Mesh-based surface representation is a popular facial representation strategy used in existing 3D face recognition techniques. In contrast to image-based representations, mesh-based surface representations use a spatially dense discrete sampling across the whole surface, resulting in a 3D point cloud representation of the face. These 3D points can be connected into small polygons resulting in a mesh or wireframe representation of the face. For facial comparison purposes, automated resampling of the facial surface is required to generate consistent and corresponding points. This would be an impossible task manually due to the 1000s of points describing every face. The recognition methods that work directly on 3D point clouds consider the data in their original representation based on spatial and depth information. Point clouds are not properly located on a regular grid therefore a prior registration of the point clouds is usually required. For this purpose, the ICP is the most widely used approach [6]. The classification is generally based on the Hausdorff distance that permits to measure the similarity between different point clouds. Chang et al. [7, 9] register overlapping face regions independently by using an ICP-based multi-region approach. Alternatively, recognition could be performed with “3D Eigen faces” that are constructed directly from the 3D point clouds. Another option is to extract geometrical cues based on Eigen values and singular values of local covariance matrices defined on the neighborhood of each 3D point [7]. The main drawback of the recognition methods based on 3D point clouds however resides in their high computational complexity that is driven by the large size of the data. Spherical representations have been used recently for modeling illumination variations [2, 12-13] or both illumination and pose variations in face images. Spherical representations permit to efficiently represent facial surfaces and overcome the limitations of other methods towards occlusions and partial views. To the best of our knowledge, the representation of 3D face point clouds as spherical signals for face recognition has however not been investigated yet. We therefore propose to take benefit of the spherical representations in order to build an effective and automatic 3D face recognition system.

III. 3D PREPROCESSING AND REGISTRATION

In this paper, each 3D face is described by a three-dimensional surface mesh representing the visible face surface from the scanner viewpoint. In this section, we describe how the original 3D data are preprocessed. The preprocessing of the 3D face images includes image smoothing and noise removal, nose tip detection, hole filling and the registration of the face surface.

A. Image smoothing

Image smoothing is an essential preprocessing stage that significantly affects the success of any image processing application. The main purpose of image smoothing is to reduce undesirable distortions and noise while preserving important features such as discontinuities, edges, corners and texture. Over the last two decades diffusion-based filters have become a powerful and well-developed tool extensively used for image smoothing and multi-scale image analysis. The formulation of the multi-scale description of images and signals in terms of scale-space filtering was first proposed by Witkin [14] and Koenderink [15]. Their basic idea was to use convolutions with the Gaussian filter to remove small-scale features, while retaining the more significant ones and to generate fine to coarse resolution image descriptions. The diffusion process (also called heat equation or anisotropic diffusion), is equivalent to evolving the input image under a smoothing partial differential equation using the classical heat equation. Since the diffusion coefficient in the partial differential equation (PDE) smoothing techniques is designed to detect edges [16-17], the noise can be removed without blurring the edges of the image.

In this paper we use the graph spectral image smoothing using the heat kernel proposed by Zhang and Hancock in [18] for smoothing the input image. The approach presents a discrete framework for anisotropic diffusion which is based on the heat equation on a graph instead of using diffusion-based PDEs in a continuous domain. The advantage of formulating the problem on a graph is that it requires purely combinatorial operators and as a result no discretization is required therefore the discretization error is eliminated. Graphs are used to represent the arrangement of image pixels where the vertices in the graph correspond to image pixels. Each edge is assigned a real-valued weight, computed using Gaussian weighted distances between local neighboring windows. This weight corresponds to the diffusivity of the edge. To encode the image structure by a graph without losing information, a function is defined to map changes in the image data to edge weights. The Gaussian weighting function is widely used to characterize the relationship between different pixels. If we encode the intensities of the image as a column vector \( \vec{t} \) via
sequential row or column raster ordering of the image pixels then the weight can be calculated as follows:

$$w(i, j) = \begin{cases} e^{-\frac{d^2(i, j)}{r^2}} & \text{if } \|X(i) - X(j)\|^2 \leq r \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(1)

Where $X(i)$ and $X(j)$ are the locations of pixels $i$ and $j$ respectively, $r$ is the distance threshold between two neighboring pixels which controls the local connectivity of the graph, and $d(i, j) = ||\vec{t}(i) - \vec{t}(j)||$ is the difference between the intensities $\vec{t}(i)$ and $\vec{t}(j)$ of the two adjacent pixels indexed $i$ and $j$. The adjacency weight matrix $W$ is then used to compute the Laplacian matrix $L$ as follows:

$$L(i, j) = \begin{cases} T(i, j) - w(i, j) & \text{if } i = j \\ w(i, j) & \text{if } e_{ij} \in E \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(2)

Where $T(i, j)$ is a diagonal matrix computed as follow: $T(i, j) = deg(i) = \sum_{j \in E} w(i, j)$. The spectral decomposition of $L = \phi \Lambda \phi^T$, where $\Lambda = \text{diag}(\lambda_1, \lambda_2, ... , \lambda_{|V|})$ is the diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues ascending order. $\phi = (\phi_1, \phi_2, ..., \phi_{|V|})$ is the matrix with the corresponding ordered eigenvectors as columns.

In order to use the diffusion process to smooth a gray-scale image, we inject at each node an amount of heat energy equal to the intensity of the associated pixel. The heat initially injected at each node diffuses through the graph edges as time progresses. The edge weight plays the role of thermal conductivity. According to the edge weights determined from (1), if two pixels belong to the same region, then the associated edge weight is large. As a result heat can flow easily between them. The heat kernel $H_t$ is a $|V| \times |V|$ symmetric matrix for nodes $i, j$ in the graph the resulting heat element is calculated as follows:

$$H_t(i, j) = \sum_{k=1}^{|V|} e^{-\lambda_k t} \phi_k(i) \phi_k(j)$$

(3)

And the heat equation on the graph can be characterized by the following differential equation:

$$\frac{\partial H_t}{\partial t} = LH_t$$

(4)

The algorithm can also be understood in terms of Fourier analysis, which is a natural tool for image smoothing. An image $\in \mathbb{R}^2$ normally contains a mixture of different frequency components. The low frequency components are regarded as the actual image content and the high frequency components as the noise. From the signal processing viewpoint, the approach is an extension of the Fourier analysis to images defined in graphs. This is based on the fact that the classical Fourier analysis of continuous signals is equivalent to the decomposition of the signal into a linear combination of the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian. The eigenvalues of the Laplacian represent the frequencies of the eigenfunctions. As the frequency component (eigenvalue) increases, then the corresponding eigenvector changes more rapidly from vertex to vertex. This idea has been used for surface mesh smoothing in [19]. The image $\vec{t}$ defined on the graph $G$ can be decomposed into a linear combination of the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian $L$, i.e.

$$\tau = \sum_{k=1}^{|V|} a_k \phi_k$$

(5)

To smooth the image using Fourier analysis, the terms associated with the high frequency eigenvectors should be discarded. However, because the Laplacian $L$ is very large even for a small image, it is too computationally expensive to calculate all the terms and the associated eigenvectors in (5). An efficient alternative is to estimate the projection of the image onto the subspace spanned by the low frequency eigenvectors, as is the case with most of the low-pass filters. We wish to pass low frequencies, but attenuate the high frequencies. According to the heat kernel, the function $e^{-\tau \lambda}$ acts as a transfer function of the filter such that $e^{-\tau \lambda} \approx 1$ for low frequencies, and $e^{-\tau \lambda} \approx 0$ for high frequencies. Therefore, the graph heat kernel can be regarded as a low-pass filter kernel. Figure 2 shows the face image before and after image smoothing.

B. Nose tip detection

Our 3D face compression and recognition system permits the faces to be freely oriented with respect to the camera plane with the only limitation being that no occlusions to hide the major face features such as the eyes, the nose, etc. Having this imperative advantage of being viewpoint invariant requires the detection of some facial features for proper face alignment. In this research alignment was performed automatically in two levels: coarse and fine. The coarse alignment is based on nose tip detection whereas the fine alignment is attained using the ICP registration algorithm. Nose tip is an important face feature point widely used for alignment due to its distinctive features.

![Figure 2. Heat diffusion image smoothing. (a) Input image (b) Image after smoothing using weights from Eq. (1).](image)

The nose is the highest protruding point from the face that is not prone to facial expression. Knowledge of the nose location will enable us to align an unknown 3D face with those in a face database. Besides that, the head pose can be deduced from information obtained from the nose. Therefore nose tip detection is an important part of a 3D face preprocessing [20-25].

Using 2D images, past works have included using luminance values to locate the nose tip [20-25]. This was achieved because the nose tip has a lower luminance value compared to other parts of the face. Besides that, the nostrils are considered as valley regions in a curvature map. However, this method would only work if the face was at a frontal position and looking straight into the camera. Tilted heads and non-frontal faces may cause error in nose detection since the nose tip luminance value might change or the nostrils cannot be detected. Other 2D works include training the computer to detect the nose using Support Vector Machine (SVM) or by
using contrast values and edge detection to locate the nose. The drawbacks are SVM has high computational complexity, thus a slow training time while the contrast and edge detection method is affected by expression changes. Using 3D images, one of the methods used was to take horizontal slices of the face and then draw triangles on the slices. The point with the maximum altitude triangle will be considered the nose tip. This method will work for frontal and non-frontal faces. However, for faces tilted to the top, bottom, left or right, errors can occur. This is because in these conditions, the nose tip on the horizontal slices will not be the maximum protruding point. Another method to locate the nose tip from 3D images was proposed by Xu et al. [22]. To locate the nose tip, this method calculates the neighboring effective energy of each pixel to locate suitable nose candidates. It then calculates the neighboring mean and variance of each pixel and then uses SVM to further narrow down the nose tip candidates. Finally, the nose tip is found by choosing the area which has the top three densest nose candidate regions. This method is able to locate nose tip from both frontal and non-frontal faces as well as tilted faces. However, it requires SVM which has high computational complexity.

In this paper the HK curvature analysis is utilized for efficient nose tip detection. To analyze the curvature of 3D faces we let S be the surface defined by a twice differentiable real valued function

\[ f: U \rightarrow R \] defined on an open set \( U \subseteq R^2 \)

\[ S = \{(x, y, z) / (x,y) \in U, z \in R; f(x,y) = z \} \] (6)

For every point \((x, y, z) \in S\) we consider two curvature measures, the mean curvature \((H)\) and the Gaussian curvature \((K)\) defined as follows:

\[ H(x,y) = \frac{(1+f_y^2)f_{xx}-2f_xf_yf_{xy}+(1+f_x^2)f_{yy}}{2(1+f_x^2+f_y^2)^{3/2}} \] (7)

\[ K(x, y) = \frac{f_{xx}f_{yy}-f_{xy}^2}{(1+f_x^2+f_y^2)^2} \] (8)

Where \(f_x, f_y, f_{xx}, f_{yy}, f_{xy}\) are the first and second derivatives of \(f(x, y)\).

In our system the face image is represented using an \(N \times M\) range image. Since we have only a discrete representation of \(S\), we must estimate the partial derivatives. For each point \((x_i, y_j)\) on the grid we considered a biquadratic polynomial approximation of the surface:

\[ g_{ij}(x, y) = a_{ij} + b_{ij}(x-x_i) + c_{ij}(y-y_j) + d_{ij}(x-x_i)(y-y_j) + e_{ij}(x-x_i)^2 + f_{ij}(y-y_j)^2, i = 1 \ldots N, j = 1 \ldots M \] (9)

The coefficients \(a_{ij}, b_{ij}, c_{ij}, d_{ij}, e_{ij}, f_{ij}\) are calculated by least squares fitting of the points in a neighborhood of \((x_i, y_j)\). The derivatives of \(f\) in \((x_k, y_j)\) are then estimated by the derivatives of \(g_{ij}\):

\[ f_x(x_k, y_j) = b_{ij}, \quad f_y(x_k, y_j) = c_{ij}, \quad f_{xx}(x_k, y_j) = d_{ij}, \quad f_{xy}(x_k, y_j) = 2e_{ij}, \quad f_{yy}(x_k, y_j) = 2f_{ij} \] (10)

HK classification of the points of the surface is performed to obtain a description of the local behavior of the surface. HK classification was introduced by Besl in 1986 [25]. Image points can be labeled as belonging to a viewpoint-independent surface shape class type based on the signs of the Gaussian and mean curvatures as shown in Table I.

As proposed by Gordon [26] we use the thresholding process to isolate regions of high curvature and to extract the possible feature points that can be utilized in face alignment during the recognition process. The possible extracted feature points are the two inner corners of the eyes and the tip of the nose. Since the calculation of Gaussian curvature involves the second derivative of the surface function, the noise and the artifacts severely affect the final result and applying a prepressing low-pass filter to smooth the data is required. The surface that either has a peak or a pit shape has a positive Gaussian curvature value \((K > 0)\). Points with low curvature values are discarded: \([H(u, v) \geq T_h, |K(u, v)| \geq T_k], \) where \(T_h\) and \(T_k\) are predefined thresholds. A nose tip is expected to be a peak \((K > T_k \text{ and } H > T_h)\), a pair of eye cavities to be a pair of pit regions \((K < T_k \text{ and } H < T_h)\) and the nose bridge to be a saddle region \((K < T_k \text{ and } H > T_h)\). These thresholds were experimentally tested to consider a smaller number of cases and reduce the system pipeline overhead, before choosing values similar to those used by Moreno et al. [27] where \((T_h=0.04; T_k=0.0005)\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(K&lt;0)</th>
<th>(K=0)</th>
<th>(K&gt;0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(H&lt;0)</td>
<td>Hyperbolic (saddle ridge)</td>
<td>Cylindrical (ridge)</td>
<td>Elliptical (peak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H=0)</td>
<td>Hyperbolic (symmetric (minimal))</td>
<td>Planar (flat)</td>
<td>Impossible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H&gt;0)</td>
<td>Hyperbolic (convex valley)</td>
<td>Cylindrical (valley)</td>
<td>Elliptical (pit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once the nose tip is successfully determined as the point with maximum z value, we translate it to the origin and align all the face to it. All the points of the face region are located under the nose tip with negative z values. By choosing a proper z-threshold value the face region can be extracted and irrelevant data can be removed such as points corresponding to the hair, neck and shoulders. Figure 3 shows the result of calculating the Gaussian curvature for one of the sample images in the gallery. After localizing the facial area, the portion of the surface below the detected nose tip is projected to a new image to have the face turned upright and where the nose is taken as the origin of the reference system. As can be seen in Figure 3(d) the detected face region contains holes that need to be filled. The Delaunay triangulations algorithm [28] was utilized in this research to fill missing areas in the detected face region and to place them on a regular grid.

C. Face Registration

The nose tip detection phase described above yields an initial raw position and orientation of the face which is very useful for the registration process. Although nose tip detection is sufficient for coarse face alignment, face registration is
essential to ensure that all 3D face images have the same pose before the spherical parameterization stage. The registration process typically applies rigid transformations on the 3D faces in order to align them. The ICP algorithm (originally Iterative Closest Point, and sometimes known as Iterative Corresponding Point) proposed by Besl and McKay [29] is a well-known standard algorithm for model registration due to its generic nature and its ease of application. ICP has become the dominant technique for geometric alignment of three-dimensional models when an initial estimate of the relative pose is known. Many variants of ICP have been proposed, optimizing the performance of the different stages of the algorithm such as the selection and matching of points, the weighting of the corresponding point pairs, and the error metric and minimization strategies [30-31]. An excellent survey of the recent variants of the ICP algorithm has been given by Rusinkiewicz and Levoy [30].

ICP starts with two point clouds of data \( X \) and \( Y \), containing \( N \) points in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) and an initial guess for their relative rigid-body transform. ICP attempts to iteratively refine the transformation \( M \) consisting of a rotation \( R \), and translation \( T \), which minimizes the average distance between corresponding closest pairs of corresponding points on the two meshes. At each ICP iteration, for each point \( x_i \in X \) for \( i = \{1...N\} \), the closest point, \( y_i \in Y \) is found along with the distance, \( d_{ni} \), between the two points.

\[
D = \sum_{i=1}^{N} ||M(x_i) - y_i||^2 \tag{11}
\]

The singular value decomposition of these points is then calculated and rotation/translation parameters are calculated. After this second step the positions of the data points are updated via \( X_{new} = M(X_{old}) \). Since the value of the objective function decreases in steps 1 and 2, the ICP algorithm always converges monotonically to a local minimum. This process is repeated either until either the mean square error falls below a predefined threshold or the maximum number of iterations is reached. The generic nature of ICP leads to convergence problems when the initial misalignment of the data sets is large. The impact of this limitation in the ICP process upon facial registration can be counteracted through the use of preprocessing stage that can be used to give a rough estimate of alignment from which we can be confident of convergence. Generating the initial alignment may be done by a variety of methods, such as tracking scanner position, identification and indexing of surface features, “spin-image” surface signatures, computing principal axes of scans, exhaustive search for corresponding points, or user input. In this paper, we assume that a rough initial alignment is always available through the HK curvature analysis performed in the preceding step. Figure 4 presents the face image before and after the ICP registration process.

IV. SPHERICAL WAVELET PARAMETRIZATION

Wavelets have been a powerful tool in planner image processing since 1985 [1-5, 12, 13, 32-36]. They have been used for various applications such as image compression [1, 2, 5], image enhancement, feature detection [8, 33], and noise removal [32]. Wavelets posse many advantages over other mathematical transforms such as the DFT or DCT as they provide more rigorous mathematical frame work that have the ability of computing accurate and compact representations of functions or data with only a small set of coefficients. Furthermore, wavelets are computationally attractive and they allow variable degrees of detail or resolution to be achieved.

In the signal processing context the wavelet transform is often referred to as sub-band filtering and the resulting coefficients describe the features of the underlying image in a local fashion in both frequency and space making it an ideal choice for sparse approximations of functions. Locality in space follows from their compact support, while locality in frequency follows from their smoothness (decay towards high frequencies) and vanishing moments (decay towards low frequencies). Therefore, 3D wavelet-based object modeling techniques have appeared recently as an attractive tool in the computer. However, traditional 2D wavelet methods cannot be directly extended to 3D computer vision environments, possibly for two main reasons: Wavelet representations are not translation invariant [5, 32]. The sensors used in 3D vision provide data in a way which is difficult to analyze with standard wavelet decompositions. Most 3D sensing techniques provide sparse measurements which are irregularly spread over the object’s external surface. This is also important, because sampling irregularity prevents the straightforward extension of 1D or 2D wavelet techniques.

Despite the drawbacks of multi-resolution object representations we believe it have a bright future in 3D computer vision for several reasons [5]. First, the bottom-up scene analysis methods essentially attempt to create
hierarchical symbolic representations. Wavelets are excellent for creating hierarchical geometric representations, which can be useful in the image data analysis process. Second, going to 3D implies an important increase in complexity. Wavelet decompositions can provide alternative domains in which many operations can be performed effectively. In this paper we utilize a wavelet transform constructed with the lifting scheme for scalar functions defined on the sphere. Aside from being of theoretical interest, a wavelet construction for the sphere has numerous practical applications since many computational problems are naturally stated on the sphere. Examples from computer graphics include: topography and remote sensing imagery, simulation and modeling of bidirectional reflection distribution functions, illumination algorithms, and the modeling and processing of directional information such as environment maps and view spheres.

A. Spherical Parameterization

Geometric models are often described by closed, genus-zero surfaces, i.e. deformed spheres. For such models, the sphere is the most natural parameterization domain, since it does not require cutting the surface into disk(s). Hence the parameterization process becomes unconstrained [35]. Even though we may subsequently resample the surface signal onto a piecewise continuous domain, these domain boundaries can be determined more conveniently and a posteriori on the sphere. Spherical parameterization proves to be challenging in practice, for two reasons. First, for the algorithm to be robust it must prevent parametric “foldovers” and thus guarantee a 1-to-1 spherical map. Second, while all genus-zero surfaces are in essence sphere-shaped, some can be highly deformed, and creating a parameterization that adequately samples all surface regions is difficult. Once a spherical parameterization is obtained, a number of applications can operate directly on the sphere domain, including shape analysis using spherical harmonics, compression using spherical wavelets [2, 5], and mesh morphing [36].

Given a triangle mesh \( M \), the problem of spherical parameterization is to form a continuous invertible map \( \varphi: S \rightarrow M \) from the unit sphere to the mesh. The map is specified by assigning each mesh vertex \( v \) a parameterization \( \varphi(v) \in S \). Each mesh edge is mapped to a great circle arc, and each mesh triangle is mapped to a spherical triangle bounded by these arcs. To form a continuous parameterization \( \varphi \), we must define the map within each triangle interior. Let the points \( \{ A, B, C \} \) on the sphere be the parameterization of the vertices of a mesh triangle \( \{ A' = \varphi(A), B' = \varphi(B), C' = \varphi(C) \} \). Given a point \( P = \alpha A' + \beta B' + \gamma C' \) with barycentric coordinates \( \alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1 \) within the mesh triangle, we must define its parameterization \( P = \varphi(P) \). Any such mapping must have distortion since the spherical triangle is not developable.

B. Geometry Image

A simple way to store a mesh is using a compact 2D geometry images. Geometry images were first introduced by Gu et al. [2, 37] where the geometry of a shape is resampled onto a completely regular structure that captures the geometry as a 2D grid of \( [x, y, z] \) values. The process involves heuristically cutting open the mesh along an appropriate set of cut paths. The vertices and edges along the cut paths are represented redundantly along the boundary of this disk. This allows the unfolding of the mesh onto a disk-like surface and then the cut surface is parameterized onto the square. Other surface attributes, such as normals and colors, are stored as additional 2D grids, sharing the same domain as the geometry, with grid samples in implicit correspondence, eliminating the need to store a parameterization. Also, the boundary parameterization makes both geometry and textures seamless. The simple 2D grid structure of geometry images is ideally suited for many processing operations. For instance, they can be rendered by traversing the grids sequentially, without expensive memory-gather operations (such as vertex index dereferencing or random-access texture filtering). Geometry images also facilitate compression and level-of-detail control. Figure 5(a)-(d) presents the spherical and geometric representations of the face image.

C. Wavelet Transform

Haar Transform

Geometry images are regularly sampled 2D images that have three channels, encoding geometric information \( (x, y, z) \) components of a vertex in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) [37]. Each channel of the geometry image is treated as a separate image for the wavelet analysis. The Haar wavelet transform has been proven effective for image analysis and feature extraction. It represents a signal by localizing it in both time and frequency domains. The Haar wavelet transform is applied separately on each channel creating four sub bands LL, LH, HL, and HH where each sub band has a size equal to 1/4 of the original image. The LL sub band captures the low frequency components in both vertical and horizontal directions of the original image and represents the local averages of the image. Whereas the LH, HL and HH sub bands capture horizontal, vertical and diagonal edges, respectively. In wavelet decomposition, only the LL sub band is used to recursively produce the next level of decomposition. The biometric signature is computed as the concatenation of the Haar wavelet coefficients that were extracted from the three channels of the geometry image.

Spherical Wavelets

To be able to construct spherical wavelets on an arbitrary mesh, this surface mesh should be represented as a multi-resolution mesh, which is obtained by regular 1:4 subdivision of a base mesh [12, 13, 38]. A multi-resolution mesh is created by recursive subdivision of an initial polyhedral mesh so that each triangle is split into four “child” triangles at each new subdivision level. Denoting the set of all vertices on the mesh before the \( j \)th subdivision as \( K(j) \) a set of new vertices...
$M(j)$ can be obtained by adding vertices at the midpoint of edges and connecting them with geodesics. Therefore, the complete set of vertices at the $j+1^{\text{th}}$ level is given by $K(j+1) = K(j) \cup M(j)$. Consequently, the number of vertices at level $j$ is given by: $10^4d^j+2$. This process is presented in Figure 6 (a)-(f) where the face image is shown at 5 different subdivision levels.

![Figure 6](image)

Figure 6. Visualization of recursive partitioning of the face mesh at different subdivision levels. (a) Initial icosahedron (scale 0). (b) Single partitioning of icosahedron (scale 1). (c) Two recursive partitioning of icosahedron (scale 2). (d) Three recursive partitioning of icosahedron (scale 3). (e) Four recursive partitioning of icosahedron (scale 4). (f) five recursive partitioning of icosahedron (scale 5).

In this research, we use the discrete bi-orthogonal spherical wavelets functions defined on a 3-D mesh constructed with the lifting scheme proposed by Schröder and Sweldens [12, 13, 38, 39]. Spherical wavelets belong to second generation wavelets adapted to manifolds with non-regular grids. The main difference with the classical wavelet is that the filter coefficients of second generation wavelets are not the same throughout, but can change locally to reflect the changing nature of the surface and its measure. They maintain the notion that a basis function can be written as a linear combination of basis functions at a finer, more subdivided level. Spherical wavelet basis is composed of functions defined on the sphere that are localized in space and characteristic scales and therefore match a wide range of signal characteristics, from high frequency edges to slowly varying harmonics [38, 40]. The basis is constructed of scaling functions defined at the coarsest scale and wavelet functions defined at subsequent finer scales. If there exist $N$ vertices on the mesh, a total of $N$ basis functions are created, composed of scaling functions and where $N_0$ is the initial number of vertices before the base mesh is subdivided. An interpolating subdivision scheme is used to construct the scaling functions on the standard unit sphere $S$ denoted by $\phi_{j,k}$.

The function is defined at level $j$ and node $k \in k(j)$ such that the scaling function at level $j$ is a linear combination of the scaling function at level $j$ and $j+1$. Index $j$ specifies the scale of the function and $k$ is a spatial index that specifies where on the surface the function is centered. Using these scaling functions, the wavelet $\psi_{j,m}$ at level $j$ and node $m \in M(j)$ can be constructed by the lifting scheme. A usual shape for the scaling function is a hat function defined to be one at its center and to decay linearly to zero. As the $j$ scale increases, the support of the scaling function decreases. A wavelet function is denoted by $\psi_{j,m}: S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$. The support of the functions becomes smaller as the scale increases. Together, the coarsest level scaling function and all wavelet scaling functions construct a basis for the function space $L^2$:

$$L^2 = \{ \varphi_{0,k} | k \in N_0 \} \cup \{ \psi_{j,m} | j \geq 0, m \in N_{j+1} \}$$

A given function $f: S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ can be expressed in the basis as a linear combination of the basis functions and coefficients

$$f(x) = \sum_k \lambda_{0,k} \varphi_{0,k}(x) + \sum_{j,m} \sum_{m} \gamma_{j,m} \psi_{j,m}(x)$$

Scaling coefficients $\lambda_{0,k}$ represent the low pass content of the signal $f$, localized where the associated scaling function has support; whereas, wavelet coefficients $\gamma_{j,m}$ represent localized band pass content of the signal, where the band pass frequency depends on the scale of the associated wavelet function and the localization depends on the support of the function. Figure 7 (a)-(e) presents the spherical wavelets of the face image.

![Figure 7](image)

Figure 7. Spherical wavelet transform of face image. (a) using 2% of wavelet coefficients (b) using 5% of wavelet coefficients (c) using 10% of wavelet coefficients (d) using 20% of wavelet coefficients (e) Using all coefficients.

### D. Dimensionality Reduction

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [23] is a well-known technique extensively used for dimensionality reduction in computer vision and image recognition. The basic idea of PCA is to find an alternate set of orthonormal basis vectors which span the entire data set. This is to maintain the information content of the original feature space while projecting into a lower dimensionality space more appropriate for modeling and processing. It is possible to use a subset of the new basis vectors to represent the same data with a minimal reconstruction error.

### V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The GAVAB 3D face database [41] was used for the evaluation of the proposed system. GAVAB database contains 549 3D facial surface images corresponding to 61 individuals (45 males and 15 females). Facial surfaces are represented by a mesh of connected 3D points without texture provided by the 3D digitizer VI 700 of Konica-Minolta. Cells of each mesh have four non-coplanar nodes, and sometimes three (in the contour). All subjects in the database are Caucasian with ages between 18 and 40 years. For each individual, there are nine different images containing systematic variations over the pose and facial expression. In particular, for each subject there are:
two frontal views with neutral expression, two x-rotated views (±30°, looking up and looking down respectively) with neutral expression, two y-rotated views (±90°, left and right profiles respectively) with neutral expression and 3 frontal gesture images (laugh, smile and a random gesture chosen by the user, respectively).

A. 3D Face Compression

The spherical wavelet transform can be used to compress the semi-regular mesh by keeping only the biggest coefficients. Different percentages of the biggest wavelet coefficient were examined and each time the inverse wavelet transform was utilized to reconstruct the approximation face. Figure 8 (a)-(e) shows the reconstructed versions of the original face image using different percentages of wavelet coefficients. As can be seen from Figure 8 there is no visually distinguishable difference between the original image and the corresponding reconstructed images using the various subsets of the wavelet coefficients. The face image can be approximated with a reasonable quality using only 2% of the wavelet coefficients. Figure 9 (a)-(d) presents the original mesh, wavelet transform and the reconstructed images for face images with various pose and facial expressions.

![Figure 8](image8.png)  
**Figure 8.** Wavelet approximation of face image. (a) using 2% of wavelet coefficients (b) using 5% of wavelet coefficients (c) using 10% of wavelet coefficients (d) using 20% of wavelet coefficients (e) Using all coefficients.

![Figure 9](image9.png)  
**Figure 9.** Wavelet approximation of face image for various facial expressions and orientations. (a) Angry expression (b) Laugh expression (c) Looking up (d) Looking left.

The Normalized Error (NE) and Normalized Correlation (NC) were used to evaluate the quality of the reconstructed face image. NE is given as follows:

$$NE = \frac{\|X - Y\|}{\|X\|}$$  
(14)

Where X is the original image and Y is the reconstructed image. i.e. NE is the norm of the difference between the original and reconstructed signals, divided by the norm of the original signal. The NC is given:

$$NC = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} X(i,j)Y(i,j)}{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} X(i,j)X(i,j)}$$  
(15)

Where $MxN$ is the size of the image. The NE and the NC values of the reconstructed images are presented in Table II for the different wavelet subsets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2%</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
<td>0.9998</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The NE and NC values indicate that the reconstructed images are very similar to the original image. In the case of using only 2% of the wavelets coefficients, the relative error of reconstruction is 0.67%. The reconstructed signal retains approximately 99.33% of the energy of the original signal.

B. 3D Face Recognition

Two approaches for feature extraction were employed to compare the abilities of the different wavelet transforms applied to the spherical parameterization of the 3D face image. First the spherical wavelet transform is applied to the semi-regular mesh of the face image. For further dimensionality reduction PCA is utilized to reduce the size of the feature vector. Second, the 2-dimensional Haar wavelet transform is applied to each of the three channels of the geometric image. The geometry image regularly samples the face surface and encodes this information on a 2D grid. Each of the X, Y, and Z channels of geometry image are treated as separate images. The concatenation of the Haar wavelet coefficients extracted from the three channels is used as the feature vector (metadata). Each application of the Haar wavelet decomposition reduces the size of the image to 1/4 of its original size. For further data reduction 4-level wavelet decomposition is performed. For example, for the 4-level wavelet decomposition the generated feature vector of $3(8x8) = 192$ features is the input to the K-fold cross validation method.
**K-fold cross-validation** is a well-known statistical method used to evaluate the performance of a learning algorithm [42]. It outperforms the traditional holdout method that divides the dataset into two fixed non-overlapped subsets: one for training and the other for testing. The major drawback of holdout method is that the results are highly dependent on the choice for the training/test split. Alternatively, in k-fold cross validation the data set is partitioned into k equally or nearly equal subsets. Subsequently, k iterations of the holdout method are performed. In each iteration, one of the k subsets is used as the test set and the other k-1 subsets are put together to form a training set. The average error across all k trials is computed. The main advantage of this method is that it is insensitive to how the data gets divided. Every data point gets to be in a test set exactly once, and gets to be in a training set k-1 times. The variance of the resulting estimate is reduced as k is increased. The main disadvantage of this method is that the k iterations of training are required, which means it takes k times as much computation to make an evaluation.

Table III shows the number of the extracted features and the recognition rates for the different feature extraction methods.

**TABLE III. RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS FEATURE EXTRACTION METHODS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Extraction Method</th>
<th>Recognition Rate</th>
<th>Number of Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spherical Wavelet + PCA</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>2000/500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haar (2-level decomposition)+ PCA</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>3072/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haar (3-level decomposition)+ PCA</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>768/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haar (4-level decomposition)</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The best average recognition rate of 86% is achieved using the 4-level Haar wavelet decomposition with only 192 features. This is a clear indication that the wavelet features extracted from spherical parameterization are a promising alternative for face recognition. However further research is to be performed to improve the recognition rate.

The performance of the proposed face recognition system based upon the 3D face images of the GAVAB dataset was compared to three different approaches presented by Moreno et al. in [43-45]. In the first approach [43], the range images were segmented into isolated sub-regions using the mean and the Gaussian curvatures. Various facial descriptors such as the areas, the distances, the angles, and the average curvature were extracted from each sub-region. A feature set consisting of 35 best features was selected and utilized for face recognition based on the minimum Euclidean distance classifier. An average recognition rate of 70% was achieved for images with neutral expression and for the images with pose and facial expressions. In the second approach [44], a set of 30 features out of the 86 features was selected and an average recognition rates of 79.1% and 84.03% when the images were classified using PCA and support vector machines (SVM) matching schemas respectively. In the third approach [45], the face images were represented using 3D voxels. An average recognition rate of 84.03% was achieved. Table IV summarizes the results as well as the results obtained from the proposed system.

**TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF RECOGNITION RATES FOR VARIOUS 3D FACE RECOGNITION ALGORITHMS BASED ON THE GAVAB DATASET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Avg. Recognition Rate</th>
<th>Number of Features/ Classifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moreno et al. [34]</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>35/Euclidean Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreno et al. [15]</td>
<td>79.1%</td>
<td>30 features / PCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>84.03%</td>
<td>30 features / SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreno et al. [16]</td>
<td>84.03%</td>
<td>3D voxel/ PCA and SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed system</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>192/ K-fold cross-validation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table IV, the proposed method based on 4-level Haar wavelet decomposition yields the best recognition rate of 86%. This is a clear indication that the wavelet feature set extracted from spherical parameterization is a promising alternative for 3D face recognition. However further investigation is to be performed to improve the recognition rate.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

In this paper an innovative approach for 3D face compression and recognition based on spherical wavelet parameterization was proposed. First, we have introduced a fully automatic process for the preprocessing and the registration of facial information in the 3D space. Next, the spherical wavelet features were extracted which provide a compact descriptive biometric signature. Spherical representation of faces permits effective dimensionality reduction through simultaneous approximations. The dimensionality reduction step preserves the geometry information, which leads to high performance matching in the reduced space. Multiple representation features based on spherical wavelet parameterization of the face image were proposed for the 3D face compression and recognition. The GAVAB database was utilized to test the proposed system. Experimental results show that the spherical wavelet coefficients yield excellent compression capabilities with minimal set of features. Furthermore, it was found that Haar wavelet coefficients extracted from the geometry image of the 3D face yield good recognition results that outperform other methods working on the GAVAB database.
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Abstract— This paper exemplifies a framework for development of multi-objective genetic algorithm based job sequencing method by taking account of multiple resource constraints. Along this, Theory of Constraints based Drum-Buffer-Rope methodology has been combined with genetic algorithm to exploit the system constraints. This paper introduces the Drum-Buffer-Rope to exploit the system constraints, which may affect the lead times, throughput and higher inventory holding costs. Multi-Objective genetic algorithm is introduced for job sequence optimization to minimize the lead times and total inventory holding cost, which includes problem encoding, chromosome representation, selection, genetic operators and fitness measurements, where Queuing times and Throughput are used as fitness measures. Along this, paper provides a brief comparison of proposed approach with other optimisation approaches. The algorithm generates a sequence to maximize the throughput and minimize the queuing time on bottleneck/Capacity Constraint Resource (CCR). Finally, Results are analysed to show the improvement by using current research framework.

Keywords- Synchronous Manufacturing; Drum-Buffer-Rope; Flow Lines; Multi-Objective Optimisation; Job Sequence.

I. INTRODUCTION

All standard paper components have been specified for three reasons: (1) ease of use when formatting individual papers, (2) automatic compliance to electronic requirements that facilitate the concurrent or later production of electronic products, and (3) conformity of style throughout the proceedings. Margins, column widths, line spacing, and type styles are built-in; examples of the type styles are provided throughout this document and are identified in italic type, within parentheses, following the example.

A. Drum-Buffer-Rope: A TOC based philosophy

The pull production system is evolved as a revolutionary system, which enabled organizations to the meet the uncertain customer demands at lower production cost and higher profits. Organizations can produce high variability/low volume products more efficiently and at lower cost by controlling critical process parameters, such as work-in-progress (WIP), changeover %, buffer sizes etc. For example, according to [1], accurate WIP management can have the huge impact on organizational performance as it can minimize the inventory levels, which can have direct impact on the throughput levels and queuing times.

Achieving and maintaining system efficiency is not a simple task, it needs close monitoring of critical processes, when it involves high product variability and each product has different resource/processing requirements such as setup time, processing time and routings. Otherwise, it can create organization wide devastating effects. For example, inventory level within system cannot be controlled individually; high inventories can appear in front of the bottleneck machine, just like a push system. Along this, bottleneck resource not only accumulates work in front of constrained resource but also it is one of the root cause for other problems such as extended lead times, missing due dates, higher inventory holding cost etc., which contributes towards increased operational cost, decreased profit and customer dissatisfaction. Therefore, bottleneck/Capacity Constraint Resource (CCR) is one of the decisive factors for controlling the production system. This is well emphasized by [1], [2] and [3], “If the bottleneck resource wasted one hour, it will be equivalent to one hour wasted for whole system”. Bottleneck can be seen as a resource with limited capacity to satisfy the demand. Also, there can be more than one bottleneck in a system, but only one bottleneck may be the real constraint. In fact, complexity and randomness involved (such as product dependent setup times, variable processing times, machine failure etc. in actual system makes it harder to control the bottleneck/CCR.

Researchers have proposed numerous tools to support pull production system and process of continuous improvement (CI). Drum-Buffer-Rope (DBR) is one of the vital tools that are used to maintain the system performance by exploiting the capacity constraint resources (CCR) and bottlenecks. DBR is
based on the theory of constraints (TOC) production methodology originated by Goldratt in 1980. Researchers have defined TOC implementation in five steps ([4], [5] and [6]):

1) *System constraint(s) identification.*
2) *Exploitation of identified constraint(s).*
3) *Subordinate everything else according to above decision.*
4) *Elevations of system’s constraint(s).*
5) *Go to step 1 if any system’s constraint is broken.*

DBR approach represents a set of rules to implement the first three steps of TOC. For instance, the constraints can be market demand, plant capacity or material shortages etc. DBR can be used here to improve the organization performance when it is limited by capacity constraint resources (CCR) or bottleneck i.e. identification and exploitation of CCR/bottleneck processes to maximize their utilization ([5] and [7]). CCR/bottleneck utilization limits the organization throughput, it needs to maximize in order to maintain on time deliveries, minimum WIP level and production cost, maximum profit and quality. As lack of material at CCR or underutilization of CCR can have devastating effects on throughput. In summary, the main aim of DBR is to schedule the material flow through the production line to produce according to customer demand by keeping lead time, WIP and production cost as lower as possible [7]. From current research’s perspective dynamic market demand can be seen as one of the causes of variability (in terms of processing times, setup times and routings followed by different work types) in the system, as in high variety/low volume manufacturing variable product demand can cause more often setups without an optimal schedule. This can cause larger queues, decreased throughput and bottleneck shifts.

The main focus of DBR theory is to concentrate on bottleneck constraints to achieve the maximum throughput with minimum lead time, operation expenses and inventory. According to [8], DBR system consists of three main elements (TABLE 1);

1) *Exploitation of CCR (Drum)*; Bottleneck defines throughput of production system i.e. capacity of production system must be set what a bottleneck can handle.
2) *Protection of CCR from starving (Time Buffer)*; Bottleneck should always have work i.e. buffer of jobs should be maintained to accommodate the upstream process interruption. As time wasted on the bottleneck resource is unrecoverable and can affect throughput of entire system.
3) *A material release schedule (Rope)*; Bottleneck processing capacity predicts the arrival of jobs. Jobs should be released only after receiving signal from bottleneck.

This provides one of the major benefits, production accordance to customer demand with a minimal manufacturing lead-time, inventory and production cost. Also, DBR provides ability to maintain flow at high variety and low volume. In Summary, DBR endeavour to achieve the three tasks [8];

1) Very reliable due date performance.
2) Constraint exploitation.
3) Achieving shortest possible response time within imposed limitations by CCR.

**B. Multi-Objective Optimization:**

Evolutionary computing is a research area within computer science that used for solving combinatorial optimization and complex problems, which they perform base on principles of generic population-based heuristic techniques [9]. Researchers have used various evolutionary optimisation techniques in manufacturing process optimisation; such as [19] has used practical swarm optimisation for flow shop scheduling to minimize the makespan with the limited buffer space. [20] has exemplified the buffer size optimisation using the genetic algorithms in an asynchronous assembly system. The main aim remains to determine the optimal buffer size in order to prevent blocking and waiting for succeeding and proceeding WorkCentre, but proposed method here only considers the single objective i.e. improvement reducing make span might degrade other performance measures. On the other hand, [21] has used variable neighbourhood search approach for flexible job shop scheduling with sequence dependent setup times to minimise the makespan and mean tardiness, where scheduling problem is solved by dividing it into two sub problems i.e. machine selection and sequence assignment. However, proposed algorithm in this research has tested without imposing any constraints on the flow line. Similarly, in the research literature there are other optimisation approaches been used such as ant colony mechanism, chaotic harmony search algorithms, mixed integer goal programming, Makovian analysis, immune algorithms etc. However, most of the approaches are single objective and are not integrated with the simulation model.

Current research has been used genetic algorithms (GA) for optimization process to get the optimal job sequence such that queuing time can be reduced and throughput can be increased. GA’s have been applied in wide range of applications. Some of the examples are; Optimization (job shop scheduling), Machine Learning (weather forecasting and prediction of protein structure), Automatic Programming (computer programs evolve for specific task or for other computational structure), Economic Models (development of bidding strategies and emergence of economic markets), Immune System Modelling, Ecological Modelling, Population Genetics Models, Interactions between Evolution and Learning and Social System Models ([9], [10] and [11]). Also, genetic algorithms are always remained as the one of the dominant approach in the optimisation process because the;

1) Adoptability and versatility that almost any problem can be described in GA code.
2) The uncomplicated nature of underlying GA code, as GA mimics the process of natural evolution.
3) Ability to deal with new problems, change in problem definition or change in objective function.

---

TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4) Multi-objective optimization (MOO) can be achieved effectively than the traditional techniques.

Fundamentally, genetic algorithms (GA) are the computer programs that mimic the process of biological evolution to solve complex problems and to model evolutionary systems. GA the phenomenon of natural adaptation and this mechanism can be used in evolutionary programming. According to theoretical framework of GA is simply to move from one population of chromosomes to other in order to find an optimal solution, where the selection of chromosomes is based upon the genetic operators, known as; crossover, mutation and inversion ([12] and [13]). There are various examples where GA’s have proved their effectiveness and efficiency to solve the complex computational problems. For example; algorithm to find a protein structure from large number of amino acids and algorithms to find fluctuation in financial markets. Some of the main advantages of GA’s can be listed as ([11], [13] and [14]);

1) GA provides effective use of parallelism i.e. different possibility can be explored simultaneously by using chromosomes.

2) GA as a tool of adaptive programming, where system can maintain its performance level with respect to changing environment.

3) GA provides solution for complex computational problems. For example, creating an artificial intelligent (AI) system from simple rules using bottom up approach, where GA can drive further rules from the simple rules.

GA’s are different from traditional optimization tools and based on digital imitation of biological evolution, using basic genetic operators Selection, Crossover, Mutation and Elitism. The population comprises a group of chromosomes from which candidates can be selected for the solution of a problem. Initially, a population is generated randomly. The fitness values of the all chromosomes are evaluated by calculating the objective function. A particular group of chromosomes (parents) is selected from the population to generate the offspring by the defined genetic operations and the fitness of the offspring is evaluated in a similar fashion to their parents. Current population is then replaced by newly generated offspring, based on a certain replacement strategy. Such a GA cycle is repeated until a desired termination criterion is reached (for example, a predefined number of generations are produced or objective function has been met). If all goes well throughout this process of simulated evolution, the best chromosome in the final population can become a highly evolved solution to the problem ([11], [13], [14] and [15]).

Current research has focused on multi-objective optimization. The main aim here is to find all the possible trade-offs among the multiple objective functions i.e. finding all the Pareto optimal solutions. Pareto optimal solution can be defined on the basis of domination rule. Researches have exemplified the concept of Pareto optimality based on two domination rules. These can be described as in [16];

A solution “S1” is said to be dominate the solution “S2” if and only if

1) The solution “S1” is no worse than “S2” in all objectives and,

2) The solution “S1” is strictly better than the solution “S2” in at least one of the objectives.

The domination concept has been used in current research to determine the better solution by combining the multiple objectives using the weighted sum approach. But non-dominance of objective functions has been maintained by generating variable weights for each chromosome [16] and [17]. Current GA implementation can be exemplified as;

1) Initialization; Generate an initial random population “P” having “m” chromosomes (strings), where “m” represents the population size, which can be given as;

   \[ P_i = \{p_{i1}, p_{i2}, ..., p_{im}, p_m\}, \text{where } i=1 \text{ and } i<n \]

   Where “n” is the number of generations.

2) Evaluation; Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome “P_i” against the fitness function “F”, where “F” is derived by using weighted sum approach using multiple objectives and weights are generated randomly for each chromosome. Update the tentative set of Pareto optimal solutions and replace the current generation with new population.

3) Parent Selection; It emulates the survival-of-the-fittest mechanism in nature. It is expected that a fitter chromosome receives a higher number of offspring and thus has a higher chance of surviving in the subsequent generation. There are many ways to achieve effective selection; including ranking, tournament, and proportionate schemes. Select the pair of chromosomes/chromosome from the current population to take it further to generate new offspring.

4) Crossover; A recombination operator is applied to combine subparts of selected pair to produce new offspring. Based on problem complexity, different crossover strategies are proposed, such as single point, multipoint or m-point crossover. However, according to researchers crossover operator to be the determining factor that distinguishes the GA from all other optimization algorithms [10].

5) Mutation; It introduces the variation into chromosome to prevent segmentation or premature convergence. Mutation is carried out according to the predefined, which randomly alters the value at specific string position/positions [10].

6) Elitism; Elitist strategy where one chromosome or a few of the best chromosomes are copied into the succeeding generation. The elitist strategy may increase the speed of domination of a population by a super chromosome, but on balance it appears to improve the performance [10].

7) Termination; Finally, GA can be terminated when stopping condition is satisfied, which can either the population limit “n” has been reached or fitness
function has been satisfied. Otherwise go to step 2 for next iteration.

8) The final set of Pareto optimal solutions represents dominated solutions from the each generation and it is up to the decision maker to select a solution according to the selected objectives.

II. SIMULATION OPTIMIZATION USING DBR

Current research has opted three phases approach to identify the CCR/Bottleneck resource in selected simulation model and quantify the DBR and GA based multi-objective optimization model. This can be given as;

A. Simulation Modelling

The simulation model has been established using discrete event simulation software Simul8 (Figure 1). There are total 240 jobs to complete having 5 work types (TABLE 1). The attributes of simulation models are;

1) Total simulation time was kept equal to the result collection period i.e. 20000 min and simulation warm-up period is kept as 0.

2) Triangular distribution has been used for work entry point to match system closely to real manufacturing environment. Also, inter arrival time has not been changed for different batch sizes.

3) Travelling time between workstations and machine failures are kept as zero. Job loading is kept as first-come first-serve (FCFS) dispatching policy at all stations. This enabled the system to work with the sequence generated using genetic algorithm.

4) Each work type follows a different route, which is defined in job matrix (product routing). Similarly, processing time and setup time with respect to each job and work station is established using job matrix (TABLE 1).

5) Initial buffer sizes are kept as default as set in simulation model, which will allow genetic algorithm to decide the optimal buffer size. This will be implemented at the later stage of research.

B. CCR/Bottleneck Identification

Bottleneck/CCR has been identified by analysis of data from initial runs. It is important to note the in current experiments the inter-arrival time has been kept constant for all batch sizes. A resource is said to be a bottleneck if [4];

1) Had largest pre-processing queues.

2) Servicing high capacity requirement jobs.

3) Had jobs longest waiting before being processed.

4) Possessed longest cycle time.

These four factors represent a simplistic approach; however in real world, high variety/low volume manufacturing bottleneck can be combination of more than one factor. For example, a bottleneck may not necessarily be the slowest or least capacity operation, but it may be result of combination of more than one factors discussed above or other reasons such as high inter-arrival times, product mix, routings and setups.

TABLE 2, shows the bottleneck as machine “M2” based on the maximum queue size with in system at any time “t”, which can related to the physical constraints. The Queue for “M2” is always largest than the all other machines. Along this, this argument can be supported by looking at the capacity requirements from the job matrix. “M2” is having relatively high capacity requirements then other machines. Similarly, one can argue “M2” is bottleneck by considering the logical constraints, such as current policies and procedures involved to process the job. In current scenario, job sequencing can be considered as a logical constraint, for example bad sequencing of jobs effects changeover, which can increase the queuing. Initial results have been collected by using a default sequence generated by program.

C. Model Optimization

Once the bottleneck/CCR has been identified, the next phase is to improve the system and to make it work near the ideal state (Figure 2). An improved genetic algorithm has been
proposed to generate an optimal sequence by using two objective functions i.e. maximizing the throughput and minimizing the queuing length. After running experiments a significant improvement has been shown.

The five primary components of the genetic algorithm used here are;

1) A chromosomal representation of solutions to the problem i.e. keeping track of job sequence with respect to the work type. The most important point to note here is that chromosome should not lose its integrity in terms of number of jobs encoded when genetic operations are performed.

2) Genetic operators that change the composition of the chromosomes.

3) A method to initialize a population.

4) An evaluation function that represents how well the individual solutions function in the environment, called their “fitness”.

5) The parameters that are required in order to implement the above components, including population size, number of generations that will be allowed, and stopping criteria.

![Figure 2. Optimization Model](image)

**TABLE 2. BOTTLENECK IDENTIFICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp. No.</th>
<th>Batch Size</th>
<th>Queue for M1</th>
<th>Queue for M2</th>
<th>Queue for M3</th>
<th>Queue for M4</th>
<th>Queue for M5</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3. OPTIMIZED RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp. No.</th>
<th>Batch Size</th>
<th>Queue for M1</th>
<th>Queue for M2</th>
<th>Queue for M3</th>
<th>Queue for M4</th>
<th>Queue for M5</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

From section 2-C, algorithm has shown improvement over the initial results without any optimization. Preliminary results were calculated based on the following parameters TABLE 3:

1) Batch size was kept 1 and 2 during the optimization process.

2) Genetic parameters; population size = 30, Number of generations = 100, Simulation time = 20000 min, No of elite solutions = 2 and crossover, mutation rates are calculated dynamically as solution emerges.

**TABLE 3.** shows the preliminary results collected after the optimization process. The results analysis has been shown in the Figure 3. Queue for M2, which was identified bottleneck initially was reduced from 117 to 69 and 65 having throughput 240 and 234 respectively. Similarly, for batch size 1 queue size for M2 has been reduced from 96 to 36 and throughput has been improved from 113 units to 168 units.

In current research a framework has been proposed using drum-buffer-rope and genetic algorithms to achieve identify bottlenecks/CCR, to decide on the optimal buffer sizes and to increase the throughput. It shows an improvement in throughput and noticeable decline in queue sizes. Along this work is more equally distributed within system (TABLE 3), which will improve system utilization and efficiency. In current implementation, inter-arrival time was kept constant to collect preliminary results. However, algorithm will be improved by adding the facility to deal with the inter-arrival time variations.

Further, improvement will be made on the performance of algorithm and to bring in adaptive inter-arrival times to match exactly with DBR system, as well as the most important factor to determine the optimal buffer sizes and batch sizes to enhance the performance further. As, selecting the appropriate buffer sizes for the flow manufacturing system is a complex task that must account for the random fluctuation in the production rates by individual WorkCentre. If buffer sizes are too large, it can lead to the excessive processing delays and more in-process inventories. On the other hand, if buffer sizes are too small, then small processing delays are small but the small buffer sizes may block upstream WorkCentre from releasing the work.

![Figure 3. Results Analysis](image)
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Abstract— It is inevitable that Cloud Computing will trigger off some loss exposures. Unfortunately, not much of scientific and objective researches had been focused on the identification and evaluation of loss exposures stemming from applications of Cloud Computing. In order to fill this research gap, this study attempts to identify and analyze loss exposures of Cloud Computing by scientific and objective methods which provide the necessary information to administrators in support of decisions of risk management. In conclusion, this study has identified “Social Engineering”, “Cross-Cloud Compatibility” and “Mistakes are made by employees intentionally or accidentally” are high priority risks to be treated. The findings also revealed that people who work in the field of information or Cloud Computing are somehow ignorant of where the risks in Cloud Computing lie due to its novelty and complication.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since 1980’s, the functions of Personal Computer (PC) have indicated that their capabilities have been widely developed to serve human beings with all kinds of daily works. After that, networks have reached every single corner on this planet. During the Past decade, there are more than 2 billion network users now around the world, 5 times of the number of year 2000. The quality and quantity of PC fall behind the pace of fast growing network and PC users. This was the reason why traditional functionality of computer could no longer satisfy PC users and scientists. As a result, engineers strived to devise new technologies to meet different needs all over the world.

Fortunately, Cloud Computing system, a revolutionary architecture of computer system, has been emerged in recent years. Statistics data shows that 66% of USB sticks are lost and around 60% of those lost contain commercial data. Feigenbaum said [1], the enterprise security director of Google, stated that data is typically lost when laptops and Universal Serial Bus(USB) flash drives are lost or stolen, however, local storage is no longer necessary if a company uses cloud-based apps.

This new development has brought computer users’ interests back to the information technology. Thanks to the rapidly increased popularity, Cloud Computing services are destined to be the next generation of information technology. Cloud computing providers offer individuals, enterprises and government agencies a variety of services that allow users to apply Cloud Computing for saving and sharing information, database management, data mining as well as their far-reaching web services ranging from mega datasets processing for complex scientific problems to utilizing clouds to administrate and supply access to certain records [2]. In other words, Cloud Computing, which yields highly scalable computing application, storage and platforms, is playing more and more important role through-out business information technology strategy [3]. The computing utility, like all other four existing utilities: water, gas, telephony, and electricity, will provide the basic level of computing service that is considered essential to meet the everyday needs of the general community [4].

While it is true that Cloud Computing services are a modern trend and around 75% of companies and public sectors intend to reallocate or increase their budgets to finance secure Cloud Computing and “Software as a Service” (SaaS) according to some surveys conducted within 2010, however, certain concerns about Cloud Computing and services do exist nowadays. For example, International Data Corporation’s (IDC) report shows that 30% of respondents were seeking data security and non-stop support from their cloud providers. Moreover, issues regarding reliability, security, availability, privacy, performance and the management of service level agreements of software services are deeply concerned by the users in the cloud [5][6][7]. In addition, the Chief Information Security officers (CISOs) pointed out that their particular concerns are about the lack of standards for working in the cloud, SaaS, and the secure internet access. Because lack of standards not only makes companies unable to back up their data from one Cloud Computing service providers to another, but also makes it difficult to handle the service interruption of Cloud providers.

We are never short of stories about Cloud Computing service interruptions. For example, Amazon put their users out of service for six hours in February 2008 while their Simple Storage Service (S3) and Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) suffered a three hours outage. In July, the same year, an eight hours outage was again caused by Amazon’s S3 [8]. Google’s Webmail service “Gmail” went down for three hours in early 2009, thus prevented its 113 million users from accessing their emails or documents they stored online as “Google Docs” [9].

Base on the discussion above, taking the advantages of Cloud Computing may obviously an ideal solution that leads to both cost-efficiency and flexibility. However, it is inevitable
that Cloud Computing will trigger off some loss exposures need to be treated. Unfortunately, there were rare scientific and objective researches focused on identifying and evaluating the loss exposures from applications of Cloud Computing. Insurers or enterprises have only limited information to refer to when they attempt to plan an appropriate risk management program. In order to fill the blank with regard to the research on loss exposures identification and evaluation in Cloud Computing services, the purposes of this study are:

1) to identify loss exposures of Cloud Computing services by scientific and objective methods;
2) to measure and analyze the loss exposures with regard to application of Cloud Computing;
3) to provide the necessary information to administrators in support of decision making risk management with regard to employment of Cloud Computing;
4) to support management’s authorization of Cloud Computing based on objectively and scientifically risk-focused assessments; and
5) to recommend essential risk management strategies could be employed to control or reduced losses attributable to the application of Cloud Computing.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The major purposes of this research are to identify loss exposures of Cloud Computing services by scientific methods and evaluate the loss exposures with regard to application of Cloud Computing. Therefore, this study is going to review the prior literatures related to the definition of Cloud Computing, risk management, and risks of applying Cloud Computing service.

A. The Definition of Cloud Computing

Throughout scientific literatures, many different definitions of Cloud Computing can be found. Svantesson and Clarke [10] defined Cloud Computing as typically a technical arrangement under which users store their data on remote servers under the control of other parties, and rely on software applications stored and perhaps executed elsewhere, rather than on their own computers. In other words, the Cloud Computing appears to be a single point of access for all the Information Technology (IT) requests from consumers.

Based on the observations of Knorr & Gruman [11] and Ward & Sipior [12], the essence of Cloud Computing may be an updated version of utility computing which includes virtual servers delivered over internet; while a broader definition encompasses IT resources outside of the firewall including conventional outsourcing. To draw a conclusion from the above definitions, Cloud Computing, obviously, is not a new technology but a new concept and a new business model. Moreover, Cloud Computing is an evolving term that describes the development into something different. Meanwhile, many studies or reports described Cloud Computing. The most common descriptions are “agility”, “scalability”, “availability”, “cost-efficiency” , “elasticity”, “extensibility” [3][13][14][15].

Figure 1. Products in Different Cloud Computing Service Level. [16]

There is not much doubt that Cloud Computing improves a company’s ability to flexibly scale services up and down. In detail, Cloud Computing can be classified into three services layers. The lowest level is Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). This is where pre-configured hardware is provided via a virtualized interface or hypervisor.

There is no high level infrastructure software provided such as an operating system, this must be provided by the buyer embedded with their own virtual applications. Platform as a Service (PaaS) goes a stage further and includes the operating environment included the operating system and application services.

PaaS suits organizations that are committed to a given development environment for a given application but like the idea of someone else maintaining the deployment platform for them. Software as a Service (SaaS) offers fully functional applications on-demand to provide specific services such as email management, Customer Relationship Manage, Enterprise Resource Planning, web conferencing and an increasingly wide range of other applications [12][15][17]. Fig. 1, for examples, shows products of every Cloud Computing service level.

B. Risk Assessment and Plotting in Risk Management Matrix

In the research of Marshall and Alexander [18], participants were asked to think of the risks their businesses faced and list these risks. The participants were then asked to evaluate the probability and the consequence of the risks on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is low and 10 is high.

The consequence of the risks can be evaluated by terms of severity and cost to the business. Once the participants have rated the probability and consequence of all risks, it can be placed on the risk management matrix shown in Fig. 2.
Many variations of above risk management matrix model are in use. Descriptions of consequence and probability along the two axes may vary [19][20], as many descriptions in particular cells, depending on the context and requirements of the organization using the model. Some versions incorporate references to the organization’s decision-making structure [21]. This facilitates assessment of where a particular risk falls in terms of consequence and probability (many other axes such as “frequency” and “severity” or “likelihood” and “impact” are also used, but changing names does not affect the logic.) and helps establish the organizational response to manage the risk [22][23]. Based on the prior studies, the standard and major approach of assessing and characterizing risk is to use matrices which categorize risks by consequence and probability of occurrence. In other words, a two-dimensional risk matrix was usually used to analyze exposures (also see Fig. 2). The consequence (severity) is displayed on the horizontal axis, and the probability (frequency) is displayed on the vertical axis. The resulting four quadrants are with the risk characteristics of high frequency and high severity; high frequency and low severity; low frequency and high severity; and low frequency and low severity. In determining the appropriate technique or techniques for handling losses, a matrix can be used that classifies the various loss exposures according to frequency and severity [24].

There is a widespread belief that the qualitative ranking provided by matrices reflects an underlying quantitative ranking. Typically these matrices are constructed in an intuitive (but arbitrary) manner. Unfortunately, it is impossible to maintain perfect congruence between qualitative (matrix) and quantitative rankings [21]. This is essentially due to the impossibility of representing quantitative rankings accurately on a rectangular grid [25]. Moreover, Categorizations of severity cannot be made objectively for uncertain consequences. Inputs to risk matrices (e.g., frequency and severity categorizations) and resulting outputs (e.g., risk ratings) require subjective interpretation, and different users may obtain opposite ratings of the same quantitative risks. Therefore developing an appropriate risk assessment approach may enable risk managers to plot risk on matrices in a more logically sound manner. Fortunately, some studies provided good references which may deal with the problems of tradition of quantitative risk assessment [26][27][28][29]. Their common approach is to employ relative severity and frequency to assess risks while severity and frequency information come from review of the literature and expert elicitation.

C. Risks of Cloud Computing Service

The sensitive data of each enterprise, which is in a traditional on-premise application deployment model, continues to reside within the enterprise boundary and is subject to its physical logical and personnel security and access control policies [14]. However, the enterprise data is stored outside the enterprise in the most of Cloud Computing service model. Therefore, the Cloud Computing vendor is usually suggested to adopt additional security checks to prevent breaches. This is because malicious users can exploit weakness in the data security model to gain unauthorized access to data. In other words, applying Cloud Computing service has the risk of system vulnerability through malicious employees [30]. Unfortunately, not all security breaches in the Cloud Computing are the fault attributable to the Cloud Computing service provider. Mistakes made by employees intentionally or accidentally are the risk which results in breaches [31]. For example, the use of poor passwords or company’s default password to log on to their network or e-mail platform [30][31].

Utilizing Cloud Computing service, enterprises may get into legal troubles which are caused by the risks of privacy, jurisdiction, and agreement or contract. The cloud infrastructure needs to suffer challengers beyond the traditional issues of remote access, data transfer, and intrusion detection and control through constant system monitoring [3]. The unique schema for physical data storage may well house multiple clients’ data on one physical device. This shared physical server model requires the vendor to ensure that each separate customer’s data remains segregated so that no data bleeding occurs across virtual servers [32]. Further, enterprises and individuals interested in applying Cloud Computing services must ensure they are aware of the privacy risk associated with using the product and take this risk into account when deciding whether to use it [33]. In many cases, vendors’ servers span multiple countries, due to compliance and data privacy laws in various countries, whose jurisdiction the data falls under, when an investigation occurs [3][14]. There is also another law issue raised by applying Cloud Computing between cloud users and cloud provider [32][34]. Such as to sign an unclear delineation of liability in a Cloud Computing service contract, or to get locked into a contractual arrangement that does not cater for the user’s needs.

Besides law issues, cross cloud compatibility is another risk need to be concerned as utilizing Cloud Computing service. An online storage service called The Linkup shut down on August 8, 2008 after losing access as much as 45% of customer data. The Linkup’s 20,000 users were told the service was no longer available and were urged to try out another storage site. In addition to mitigating data lock-in concerns, developing a new generalized usage model in which the same software infrastructure can be used in cross-cloud. Therefore, before developing interoperability technology and improving portability of data and resources between parts of the cloud, the risk of cross cloud compatibility actually is a significant uncertainty that will impact the efficiency of utilizing Cloud Computing service [3].
In practice, there is no specialized policy designed to cover Cloud Computing risks. However, the traditional policies (e.g. Cyber Security Liability Insurance, Cyber breach Insurance, Privacy-DATA Breach Insurance, and Network Security and Privacy Insurance) provide partial coverage regarding the risks of applying Cloud Computing such as information, cyber, or internet security. Thus, by reviewing coverage or exclusion noted in the policies, some risks related to utilizing Cloud Computing service could be recognized. The risks covered and excluded by policies can be classified into six categories, including legality, system vulnerability, social engineering, administrative or operational mistakes, damage caused by rogue employee, and damage caused by natural disaster.

III. METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this paper is to identify and analyze the Cloud Computing related risks. More importantly, combine risk management matrix and ANP’s result to provide practical implication. In order to achieve the objectives of this study, the estimation model in this study consists of three phases. In the first phase, the key success factors for Cloud Computing and hierarchical structure of evaluation are identified by using the modified Delphi method. In the second phase, risks’ weights of frequency and severity of Cloud Computing are also used as the evaluation criteria and are calculated effectively by employing the “Analytic Network Process” (ANP). In the third phase, the gaps between risks’ weights of Cloud Computing and the risk treatment priorities are recognized by using the “Risk Management Matrix”. Theoretical approaches adopted herein are described as Fig. 3.

A. Analytic Network Process

After Delphi study, this paper adapts ANP methodology is adapted herein for the purpose of identifying risks related to Cloud Computing due to its suitability in offering solutions in a complex multi-criteria decision environment since ANP uses a network without a need to specify levels in hierarchy. This study integrates the process of ANP comprises four major steps [35][36]. But we are not attempt to select the best alternatives in this study.

1) Step 1: Model construction and problem structuring.

The configuration decision problem needs to be stated clearly and structured into its important components. In this case, the relevant criteria is structured in the form of a control hierarchy where the higher the component level. A control hierarchy simply a hierarchy of criteria and sub-criteria where priorities are derived with respect to the overall goal of the system being analyzed [35]. The highest elements are decomposed into sub-components and attributes. The model development will require the determination of attributes at each level and a definition of their relationships. The model can be obtained by seeking the opinions of the decision makers through brainstorming or other appropriate methods. In this study, the ultimate objective is to determine risks of Cloud Computing.

2) Step 2: Pairwise comparisons matrices between component levels

In this step, elicitation of the decision maker’s priorities is completed. The decision maker is asked to respond to a series of pairwise comparisons. In ANP, like AHP, decision elements at each component are compared pairwise with respect to their importance for their control criterion, and the components themselves are also compared pairwise with respect to their contribution to the goal. In the case of interdependencies, components within the same level may be viewed as controlling components for each other, or levels may be interdependent on each other. We leave the interdependencies’ evaluation until Step 3.

Saaty [36] has suggested a scale of 1 to 9 when comparing two components. A score of 1 represents the criteria have same importance or indifference where a score of 9 indicates complete dominance to the comparison criteria in a pairwise comparison matrix. If criteria have some level of weaker impact than its comparison criteria the range of the scores will be from 1 to 1/9, where 1 indicates indifference and 1/9 represents an extreme importance by one criterion (row component in the matrix) compared to the other criteria (column component in the matrix). Thus, the value $a_{ij}$ for $a_{21}$ is equal to 1, whereas $a_{31}$ is equal to 1/2. When scoring is conducted for a pair, a reciprocal value is automatically assigned to the reverse comparison within the matrix. That is, $a_{ij}$ is a matrix value assigned to the relationship of $i^{th}$ element to $j^{th}$ element, then denotes $a_{ij} = 1/a_{ij}$. Once all the pairwise comparisons are complete, the relative importance weight for each component is determined (these results are shown in Table 6 and Table 7). Given that $A$ is the pairwise comparison matrix; the weights can be determined by expression (1).

\[
A \cdot w = \lambda_{max} 
\]  

Where $A$ is the matrix of pairwise comparison, $w$ is the eigenvector or priority vector, and $\lambda_{max}$ is the largest eigenvalue of $A$. Saaty [36] provides several algorithms for approximating $w$. In this study a two-stage algorithm to solve for the largest eigenvalue: the first one is the construction of the network (step 3), and the second one is the calculation of the priorities of the components.
elements (step 4). In order to construct the structure of the
problem, all of the interactions among the elements should be
considered. This procedure is referred to as the process of
averaging over normalized columns. The procedure may be
algebraically represented as follows (Formula 2):

$$W_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{J} \left( \frac{a_{ij}}{\sum_{j=1}^{J} a_{ij}} \right)}{I} \tag{2}$$

where

- $w_i$ = the weighted priority for component $i$,
- $J$ = index number of columns (components),
- $I$ = index number of rows (components).

Given an initial determinant of risks control hierarchy
network, pairwise comparisons need to be made between the
applicable attributes within a given risks dimension cluster.

3) Step 3: Pairwise comparisons matrices of
interdependencies

To reflect the interdependencies which occur in the
network, pairwise comparisons need to be created among all
the risk factors of Cloud Computing. We have not included the
influence of risks on itself yet. When the elements of a
component Y depend on another component X, represent this
relation with an arrow from component X to Y. All of these
relations are evaluated by pairwise comparisons and a super-
matrix, which is a matrix of influence among the elements, is
obtained by these priority vectors. The super-matrix is raised
to limiting powers to calculate the overall priorities, and thus the
cumulative influence of each element on every other element
with which it interacts is obtained [37]. If self-controlling
linkages are allowed, the graphical representation (which
would show in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8) would be a loop from the
controlling attribute to itself. The example question asked of
the decision maker for evaluating the interdependencies is
“When considering risks of Cloud Computing, with regards to
increasing robustness, what is the relative impact of criteria A
when compared to criteria B?” For example, “When
considering risks of Cloud Computing, with regards to
improving robustness, what is the relative impact of Hardware
when compared to Legality?” For the criteria cluster, this
procedure is repeated three times to account for all the
applicable risk factors as shown in Fig. 4.

To obtain global priorities in a system with interdependent
influences, the local priority vectors are entered in the
appropriate columns of a matrix known as a super-matrix. A
super-matrix is actually a partitioned matrix, where each matrix
segment represents a relationship between two nodes
(components or clusters) in a system [36]. Let the components
of a decision system be $C_k$, $k = 1,2,3,\ldots,n$ and let each
component $k$ have $m_k$ elements, denoted by $e_{k1}, e_{k2}, \ldots, e_{km_k}$. The
local priority vectors obtained in Step 2 are grouped and
located in appropriate positions in a super-matrix based on the
flow of influence from a component to another component, or
from a component to itself, as in the loop. A standard form of a
super-matrix is shown in formula (3) [35].

$$W = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & \ldots & 0 \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
0 & \ldots & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
W_{11} & \ldots & W_{1m_n} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
W_{n1} & \ldots & W_{nn}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(3)

For example, the super-matrix representation of a hierarchy
with three levels is as shown in Fig. 4(a) is as follows
(Formula 4) [32]:

$$W_h = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & w_{21} & 0 \\
0 & w_{32} & 1
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(4)

Where $w_{21}$ is a vector that represents the impact of the goal
on the criteria; $w_{32}$ is a matrix that represents the impact of
criteria on each of the alternatives; $I$ is the identity matrix; and
entries of zero correspond to those elements that have no
influence. For the above example, if the criteria are interrelated
among themselves, the hierarchy is replaced by a network, as
shown in Fig. 4(b). The $(2, 2)$ entry of $w_n$ given by $w_{22}$ would
indicate the interdependency, and the super-matrix would be as
follows (Formula 5):

$$W_n = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & w_{22} & 0 \\
0 & w_{32} & 1
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(5)

Note that any zero in the super-matrix can be replaced by a
matrix if there is an interrelationship of the elements in a
component or between two components. Since there usually is
interdependence among clusters in a network, the columns of a
super-matrix usually sum to more than 1. The super-matrix
must first be transformed to make it stochastic; that is, each
column of the matrix sums to unity. An approach
recommended by Saaty [34] is to determine the relative
importance of the clusters in the super-matrix with the column
cluster (block) as the controlling component [33]. That is, the
row components with nonzero entries for their blocks in that

![Figure 4. A hierarchy. (b) A nonlinear network.](www_ijacsa_thesaiorg)
column block are compared according to their impact on the component of that column block [32]. Through pairwise comparison of the row components with respect to the column component, an eigenvector can be obtained for each column block. For each column block, the first entry of the respective eigenvector is multiplied by all the elements in the first block of that column, the second by all the elements in the second block of that column, and so on. In this way, the block in each column of the super-matrix is weighted. The result is known as the weighted super-matrix, which is stochastic. Raising a matrix to powers gives the long-term relative influences of the elements on each other.

Figure 5. Network form for this paper.

To achieve convergence on the importance weights, the weighted super-matrix is raised to the power of 2k + 1, where k is an arbitrarily large number. This new matrix, called the limit super-matrix [32], has the same form as the weighted super-matrix, but all the columns are the same. By normalizing each block of the super-matrix, the final priorities of all the elements in the matrix can be obtained. The network model of this study is described in Fig. 5.

B. Combine ANP Results with Risk Management Matrix

This study uses ANP method that combines traditional technique of risks treatment and risk management matrix (Frequency/Severity matrix) to measure and understand the big picture of Cloud Computing related risks. First step, obtain relative weight of Cloud Computing risks’ frequency and severity separately by running ANP method twice. Second step, put relative weight of risks’ frequency and relative weight of risks’ severity on the risk management matrix.

IV. Results

A. Result of Delphi method

The goal of the first Delphi study is to identify the risk factors for Cloud Computing. Delphi panelists were asked to justify their answers to interview questions and rate their level of agreement toward risk factors, ranging from strongly agree (SA) (5) to strongly disagree (SD) (1).

The interview protocol was developed based on the literature review. The interview explored more fully the perceptions of experts about the risk factors for Cloud Computing. These qualitative responses helped to elaborate the quantitative responses to the standardized questions, and qualitative themes were indicative of opinions raised by a large majority of the Delphi panelists.

Descriptive statistics of attitude toward each key factor at interview were showed as Table 1. In the final round (3rd round), 6 Delphi panelists strongly agreed that “Normal Wear and Tear or Malfunction”, “Natural Disaster”, “System Vulnerability”, and “Social Engineering” are risk factors for Cloud Computing. Moreover 5 Delphi panelists strongly agreed that “Privacy”, “Agreement or Contract”, “Burglary”, and “Cross-Cloud Compatibility” are risk factors for Cloud Computing. There were no undecided (UD) (3), disagree (D) (2) and strongly disagree (SD) (1) answers for key factor item at round 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key factors of risk</th>
<th>Agreement or Contract</th>
<th>Privacy</th>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Burglary</th>
<th>Damaged or spoiled by employees result from intention or accidental</th>
<th>Natural Disaster</th>
<th>Normal Wear and Tear or Malfunction</th>
<th>System Vulnerability</th>
<th>Social Engineering</th>
<th>Mistakes are made by employees intentionally or accidentally</th>
<th>Cross-Cloud Compatibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitude toward key factors of risk</td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>UD</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>R3</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>R3</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>R3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement or Contract</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurisdiction</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damaged or spoiled by employees result from intention or accidental</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Disaster</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Wear and Tear or Malfunction</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Vulnerability</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Engineering</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistakes are made by employees intentionally or accidentally</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Cloud Compatibility</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Five Attitudes toward Necessary Competencies: Strongly Agree (SA), Agree (A) Undecided (UD), Disagree (D), and Strongly Disagree (SD).

Table 2: Comparison of interview round 2 and round 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delphi Panelist Attitude toward Each Risk Factor Between R2 and R3</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Sig.(2-tailed) (α=0.05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agreement or Contract</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurisdiction</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damaged or spoiled by employees result from intention or accidental</td>
<td>-1.732</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Disaster</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Wear and Tear or Malfunction</td>
<td>-1.342</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Vulnerability</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Engineering</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistakes are made by employees intentionally or accidentally</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Cloud Compatibility</td>
<td>-1.732</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As stated in the methodology chapter, the issues of divergence and convergence of opinion are fundamental to a Delphi study. Based on the result of a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, no significant attitude difference toward each key success factor was found between R2 and R3. Thus, the 10 items proposed by this study can be identified as risk factors for Cloud Computing.

The goal of the second Delphi study was to develop an evaluation hierarchical structure for risks of Cloud Computing. Delphi panelists were asked to justify their answers to interview questions and rate their level of agreement toward hierarchical evaluation structure developed by this research (see Fig. 6). These qualitative responses helped to elaborate the quantitative responses to the standardized questions, and qualitative themes were indicative of opinions raised by a large majority of the Delphi panelists.

B. Result of ANP method

The ANP questionnaire was developed based on the result of the second Delphi study and distributed to 6 experts same as the panelists in Delphi studies. The following is general sub-Matrix notation for the risk analysis of Cloud Computing:

\[
W = \begin{pmatrix}
G & C & S \\
\text{Goal}(G) & w_{21} & w_{22} & w_{23} \\
\text{Criteria}(C) & \text{Sub-criteria}(S) & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\]

This study asked experts to figure the relations among criterion as well as sub-criterion. Table 4 represents pairwise comparison and eigenvectors (e-Vector) of the criteria.

![Figure 6. Structure of criteria and sub-criteria.](image)

**Table 4: Criteria Pairwise Comparison Matrix of Frequency of Risk Factors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Legality</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Non-Hardware</th>
<th>Weights (e-Vector)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legality</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>0.0938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>0.1666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hardware</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7396</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, in Frequency, \( W_{21} = \begin{bmatrix} 0.0938 \\ 0.1666 \\ 0.7396 \end{bmatrix} \)

The respective of the three evaluative criteria in frequency (F) are “Legality” (F=0.0938), “Hardware” (F=0.1666) and “Non-Hardware” (F=0.7396). Then, same as criteria’s procedure, this study obtained sub-criteria’s e-Vector shown as table 5.
The e-Vector for “Legality” (W_{21} (Column 1)), “Hardware” (W_{32} (Column 2)) and “Non-Hardware” (W_{33} (Column 3)) are organized into matrix W_{32}. W_{32} represents the relative importance of sub-criteria with respect to criteria in frequency and severity as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
3.1.1 & 0.4934 & 0 \\
3.1.2 & 0.3108 & 0 \\
3.1.3 & 0.1958 & 0 \\
3.2.1 & 0 & 0.1936 & 0 \\
3.2.2 & 0 & 0.3564 & 0 \\
3.2.3 & 0 & 0.1243 & 0 \\
3.2.4 & 0 & 0.3257 & 0 \\
3.3.1 & 0 & 0 & 0.1906 \\
3.3.2 & 0 & 0 & 0.4182 \\
3.3.3 & 0 & 0 & 0.1205 \\
3.3.4 & 0 & 0 & 0.2707 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

In frequency, W_{32} =

The inner dependence network maps of criteria and sub-criteria were illustrated by experts as follows. (see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8)

Figure 7. Inner dependence among criteria.

Figure 8. Inner dependence among sub-criteria.

After data collection, the weights of risks of Cloud Computing were obtained by ANP. According to the results on Table 6, the highest weight of the criteria, both frequency (F) and severity (S), is “Non-Hardware” (Weight: F=0.60355, S=0.53099). The 2nd is “Legality” (Weight: F=0.25, S=0.40702) and the least important criteria is “Hardware” (Weight: F=0.14645, S=0.06199). Among the criteria of “Legality”, “Hardware” and “Non-Hardware”, the most important sub-criterion of frequency are: 1st “Cross-Cloud Compatibility” (Weight=0.24803), 2nd “Social Engineering” (Weight=0.17236). 3rd “Mistakes are made by employees intentionally or accidentally” (Weight=0.14337) respectively. The least important sub-criterion of frequency are “Natural Disaster” (Weight=0.01007, Rank=11), 10th is “Normal Wear and Tear or Malfunction” (Weight=0.0264) and 9th is “Burglary” (Weight=0.04295). Moreover, the most important sub-criterion of severity are “Cross-Cloud Compatibility” (Weight=0.25841), “Mistakes are made by employees intentionally or accidentally” (Weight=0.19201) and “Social Engineering” (Weight=0.09754). The lowest sub-criterion of severity are “Normal Wear and Tear or Malfunction” (Weight=0.00405, Rank=11), 10th is “Natural Disaster” (Weight=0.01246) and 9th is “Burglary” (Weight=0.03061). (see Table 7).

### Table 5: Pairwise Comparison Weights (e-Vector) for Sub-Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Criteria</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agreement or Contract</td>
<td>0.4934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>0.3108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurisdiction</td>
<td>0.1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>0.1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damaged or spoiled by employees result from intention or accidental</td>
<td>0.3564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Disaster</td>
<td>0.1243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Wear and Tear or Malfunction</td>
<td>0.3257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Vulnerability</td>
<td>0.1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Engineering</td>
<td>0.4182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistakes are made by employees intentionally or accidentally</td>
<td>0.1205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Cloud Compatibility</td>
<td>0.2707</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6: Criterion’s Relative Weight of Frequency and Severity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Frequency (Rank)</th>
<th>Severity (Rank)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Legality</td>
<td>0.25 (2)</td>
<td>0.40702 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Hardware</td>
<td>0.14645 (3)</td>
<td>0.06199 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Non-Hardware</td>
<td>0.60355 (1)</td>
<td>0.53099 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Geometric mean** | **0.280617152** | **0.237505995**
Table 7: Sub-Criterion’s Relative Weight of Frequency and Severity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Criteria</th>
<th>Frequency (Rank)</th>
<th>Severity (Rank)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1.1 Agreement or Contract</td>
<td>0.06947 (7)</td>
<td>0.07497 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1.2 Privacy</td>
<td>0.07854 (4)</td>
<td>0.09689 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1.3 Jurisdiction</td>
<td>0.06377 (8)</td>
<td>0.09575 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.1 Burglary</td>
<td>0.04295 (9)</td>
<td>0.03061 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.2 Damaged or spoiled by employees</td>
<td>0.0723 (6)</td>
<td>0.04421 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>result from intention or accidental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.3 Natural Disaster</td>
<td>0.01007 (11)</td>
<td>0.01246 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2.4 Normal Wear and Tear or Malfunction</td>
<td>0.0264 (10)</td>
<td>0.00405 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.1 System Vulnerability</td>
<td>0.07274 (5)</td>
<td>0.09311 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.2 Social Engineering</td>
<td>0.17236 (2)</td>
<td>0.09754 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3.3 Mistakes are made by employees</td>
<td>0.14337 (3)</td>
<td>0.19201 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intentionally or accidentally</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric mean</td>
<td>0.067289379</td>
<td>0.057189441</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. Result of Risk Management

VI. Conclusion and Management Implication

The major contribution of this paper lies in the identification and verification of Cloud Computing services’ risk factors in which no research has ever been conducted before. ANP method is capable of solving complicated problems. Implementation of ANP method enables decision-makers to visualize the impact of various criteria in the final result as well as measure the frequency and severity of risk of Cloud Computing services. Apply ANP method to evaluate relative weight separately. Then put weight into risk management matrix, a general technique for measuring risk, and proceed to prioritize risks.

As the results of risk management matrix illustrated in Fig. 9 that seven of the criteria, “Agreement or Contract”, “Privacy”, “System Vulnerability”, “Social Engineering”, “Mistakes are made by employees intentionally or accidentally” and “Cross-Cloud Compatibility”, located in the quadrant II needs to be handled with extra caution. Generally speaking, it is recommended to avoid the risk located in quadrant II. However, neither Cloud Computing users nor providers can escape risk such as “Cross-Cloud Compatibility” or “Social Engineering” in Fig. 9. In this situation, one may try to lower its frequency (which means loss prevention) so that it can be handled by insurance or transfer. This study suggests companies who plan to apply Cloud Computing technique or Cloud Computing service provider treat risk that falls within quadrant II as their first priority. Same reason, criterion in quadrant I, like “Damaged or spoiled by employees result from intention or accidental”, requires extra caution as well to prevent loss. But it should be prioritized after quadrant II. Generally, risks in quadrant III can be covered by insurance or transfer, because risks in quadrant III occur higher loss than frequency. Likewise, the same coverage applies to the risk in quadrant III identified in this study (namely “Jurisdiction”). In term of quadrant IV, it is supposed to be the least priority that does not even deserve further processing. All that we need to do is monitor and trace the risk in quadrant IV then respond to any frequency and severity changing/unchanging. This study also found interesting implication that people who work in the information field tend to underestimate some risks. For example, this questionnaire shows that most experts outweighed “Legality” over “Privacy” and “Jurisdiction”.

Fig. 9 represents a risk management matrix that illustrates a clear priority of risk management. In Fig. 9, the highest frequency of risk among all the seven risks is “Cross-Cloud Compatibility” (3.3.4), the second highest frequency is “Social Engineering” (3.3.2), while the third one is “Mistakes are made by employees intentionally or accidentally” (3.3.3). In addition to the above-mentioned risks, “Privacy” (3.1.2), “System Vulnerability” (3.3.1), “Damaged or spoiled by employees result from intention or accidental” (3.2.2) and “agreement or Contract” (3.1.1) are merely greater than the geometric mean. The frequencies of the rest four risks are below geometric mean. From the aspect of severity, however, the sequence of the top three risks is contrary to that of frequency. The top severity is “Cross-Cloud Compatibility” (3.3.4), followed by “Mistakes are made by employees intentionally or accidentally” (3.3.3), then “Social Engineering” (3.3.2). As a result, “agreement or Contract” (3.1.1), “Privacy” (3.1.2), “System Vulnerability” (3.3.1), “Social Engineering” (3.3.2), “Mistakes are made by employees intentionally or accidentally” (3.3.3) and “Cross-Cloud Compatibility” (3.3.4) all fall within quadrant II. It is noteworthy that the severity of “Mistakes are made by employees intentionally or accidentally” (3.3.3) following “Cross-Cloud Compatibility” (3.3.4) by a very insignificant difference. Additionally, risks such as “System Vulnerability” (3.3.1), “Privacy” (3.1.2), “Damaged or spoiled by employees result from intention or accidental” (3.2.2) are all above geometric mean, but only “Damaged or spoiled by employees result from intention or accidental” (3.2.2) in another quadrant II. Thus, “Jurisdiction” (3.1.3) fall within quadrant III. “Natural Disaster” (3.2.3), “Burglary” (3.2.1) and “Normal wear and tear or Malfunction” (3.2.4) represent relatively low risks on severity and frequency that lie on quadrant IV.
Furthermore, “Privacy” becomes the most severe and frequent risk among all risks in questionnaire. However, after adjust weight of criterion by ANP method base on connections drew in the questionnaire, the consequence reflects differently: “Privacy” becomes minor and “Cross-Cloud compatibility” becomes more important. That is the contribution of this study and also the reason why this study applies ANP method.

This study suggests further researches that focus on specific field or industry such as bank applying Cloud Computing service or insurance company applying Cloud Computing service, to acquire more certain, practical and clearer result.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RDF (“Resource Description Framework”) [1], [2] is a growing semantic web standard for the specification of ontologies. An RDF ontology contains a set of triples (s,p,o), denoting that subject s is associated with object o by property p. However, this information is static meaning that either does not change over time or the whole RDF ontology corresponds to a particular time point. However, the truth of statements often changes with time and Semantic Web applications often need to represent such changes and reason about them. For example, statements regarding airline flights are valid only in certain time intervals. Validity time should also be integrated in the query language allowing to retrieve “flights from London to Paris during Mary’s summer vacation”. Some additional example temporal queries are the following:

1. Who are the foaf:Persons whose lifespan overlaps with Einstein’s?
2. What is the temperature in Chicago at sunrise of July 20th, 2008?
3. What are the names of the engineers who committed code to a particular software in the first half of 2008?
4. What is the salary of Tom during the interval [2007-01-01, 2009-12-31]?
5. Who was the head of the german government before and after the unification of 1990?
6. Who are the service providers that provide web services for more than 4 consecutive years?
Who are the house members who sponsored a bill after April 2, 2008?

In this paper, we provide a survey on the models and query languages for temporally annotated RDF. In most of the works, a temporally annotated RDF ontology is essentially a set of RDF triples associated with temporal constraints, where, in the simplest case, a temporal constraint is a validity temporal interval. However, a temporally annotated RDF ontology may also be a set of triples connecting resources with a specific lifespan, where each of these triples is also associated with a validity temporal interval. Further, a temporal RDF ontology may be a set of triples connecting resources as they stand at specific time points. Several query languages for temporally annotated RDF have been proposed, where most of which extend SPARQL [3] or translate to SPARQL, the most widely accepted query language for RDF. Some of the works provide experimental results while the rest are purely theoretical.

We divide reviewed works into three main categories: (a) works that they have their own model theory (Section 2), (b) works that they extend RDF simple entailment [2] (Section 3), and (c) works that they extend RDFS entailment [2] (Section 4). Works that extend RDF simple entailment are further divided into works that directly translate into RDF and those that do not. Section 5 concludes the paper and provides a comparison of the presented approaches.

II. WORKS WITH THEIR OWN MODEL THEORY

In [4], a temporal RDF (tRDF for short) database is a set of triples of the form (s, p: T), (s, p: <n: T>, o), (s, p: n: T), and (p rdf:subPropertyOf p’), where s is a URI reference from a set U, p, p’ are URI references from a set P, o is an entity from R = U ∩ L, where L is a set of literals, n is a natural number, and T is a temporal interval. Intuitively, the triple (s, p: T, v) indicates that the association (s, p, o) holds at every time point in T, the triple (s, p: <n: T>, o) indicates that the association (s, p, o) holds at least n time points within T, and the triple (s, p: n: T), o) indicates that the association (s, p, o) holds at most n time points within T. An interpretation I of a tRDF database is a function from the set of time points to U x P x R. Satisfaction of a tRDF triple is defined in such a way that intuitive meaning is preserved. Obviously, a tRDF database may be inconsistent due to the temporal constraints imposed to RDF triples.

A tRDF query over a tRDF database D is a set of triples of the form (s, p: T), (s, p: <n: T>, o), (s, p: n: T), where s, p, o, T are possibly variables, with the constraint that each temporal variable appears only once. An answer to a tRDF...
query \( q \) is the set of all possible substitutions to the variables in \( q \) such that all triples in \( q \) after proper substitutions are entailed by \( D \).

To efficiently answer \( t\text{-RDF} \) queries, a \textit{tGRIN} index structure is proposed such that temporally closed resources and resources close in the \( t\text{-RDF} \) graph are stored in the same index node. Query answering using the \textit{tGRIN} index is shown to outperform query answering using \( R^* \)-trees, \( SK \)-trees, and the \( ST \)-index, the most promising representatives of valid-time indexing methods, according to [5].

In [6], the authors extend RDF triples with an annotation from a set \( A \) which is a partially ordered set. We consider the case that \( A \) is the set of all temporal intervals \([t,t']\), where \( t,t' \) are natural numbers. The inclusion ordering \( \subseteq \) is the partial ordering in this set. An \textit{annotated RDF theory} (\textit{aRDF-theory} for short) is a finite set of triples \((s \, p \, a \, o)\), where \( s \) is a resource from a set \( R \), \( p \) is a property from a set \( P \), \( a \) is a resource in \( R \), and \( o \in A \). In addition, an \textit{aRDF theory} contains statements \((p \, rdfs:subPropertyOf \, p')\), where \( p,p' \in P \), and statements indicating which properties are transitive.

Let \( O \) be an \textit{aRDF} theory, let \( p \) be a transitive property in \( O \), and let \( r,r' \in R \). Then, there is a \textit{p-path} between \( r,r' \) if there exists a set of triples \( t_1=(r,p,a_1,r_1), \ldots, t_{i}=(r_i,p,a_i,r_i) \) such that for all \( i \in [1,k] \), \((p \, rdfs:subPropertyOf \, p)\), A \textit{p-path} is indicated by the set of triples \( \{t_1,\ldots,t_i\} \) that form the path.

An interpretation \( I \) is a mapping from the set of triples \((s,p,a,o)\), where \( s,o \in R \) and \( p \in P \), to \( A \). An interpretation \( I \) satisfies \((s,p,a,o)\) iff \( a \in I(s,p,a,o) \). I satisfies an \textit{aRDF} theory \( O \) iff (i) \( I \) satisfies every \((s,p,a,o) \in O \) and (ii) for all transitive properties \( p \in P \), for all \textit{p-paths} \( Q = \{t_1,\ldots,t_k\} \) in \( O \), where \( t_i=(r_i,p,a_i,r_i), \) and for all \( a \in A \) such that \( a \in I(s,p,a,o), \) it is the case that \( d \in I(r,p,q) \), for all \( i \in [1,k] \).

A \textit{simple aRDF query} \( q \) has the form \((s,p,a,o)\), where \( s,p,a,o \) are variables. \( A_\varnothing(q) \) consists of all ground instances of \( q \) that are entailed by \( O \). However, \( A_\varnothing(q) \) may contain redundanttriplets. For example, if \((a,p,[1,100],o) \in A_\varnothing(q)\), then there is no point including redundanttriplets such as \((a,p,[1,10],o)\) in it. \textit{Answer}_\varnothing(q) eliminates all redundanttriplets from \( A_\varnothing(q) \).

A \textit{conjunctive query} \( Q \) is a set of simple \( a\text{-RDF} \) queries such that for any simple \textit{query} \( q \in Q \), there is a variable in \( q \) that appears in another simple query \( q' \in Q \).

The authors present efficient algorithms for simple and conjunctive query answering, showing that the time complexity for answering a conjunctive query is in \( O([\|R^*\|+|P|]^0) \), where \( |Q| \) is the number of simple queries in \( Q \).

The authors also provide experimental results showing the efficiency of their approach.

III. WORKS THAT EXTEND RDF SIMPLE ENTAILMENT

A. Approaches that translate to RDF

In [7], instead of having RDF triples associated with their validity temporal interval, named graphs [8] are used both for saving space and for querying the temporal RDF database using standard SPARQL. In particular, each created named graph \( g \) is associated with a temporal interval \( i \) and all RDF triples whose validity interval is \( i \) become members of \( g \) (in this process blank nodes are replaced by URIs). The authors introduce through examples a query language, named \textit{t-SPARQL} which extends the SPARQL query language for RDF graphs. Each \textit{t-SPARQL} query can be translated into a SPARQL query.

A \textit{t-SPARQL} query that retrieves all \textit{foaf:Persons} whose lifespan overlaps with Einstein’s is:

\[
\text{SELECT ?e2 \text{?person WHERE} \{ \\
\{ ?s1 \text{?e1} \text{"einstein foaf:firstName" "Albert Einstein"} \\
\{ ?s2 \text{?e2} \text{time:intervalOverlaps} \{?s1 \text{?e1}\} \\
\{ ?e2 \text{?person a foaf:Person} \.
\}}
\]

This query is translated into a SPARQL query, as follows:

\[
\text{SELECT ?e2 \text{?person WHERE} \{ \\
\{ ?g1 \text{\"einstein foaf:firstName" \"Albert Einstein\"} \}. \\
\{ ?g2 \text{time:intervalOverlaps} \{?g1\}. \\
\{ ?g2 \text{?person a foaf:Person} \}. \\
\{ ?e2 \text{time:hasBeginning} ?s2 \}. \\
\{ ?e2 \text{time:hasEnd} ?e2 \}.
\}
\]

Temporal relationships between named graphs, such that \textit{time:intervalOverlaps} are derived from a temporal reasoning system. Additionally, the authors propose an index structure for time intervals, called \textit{keyTree index}, assuming that triples within named graphs have indices by themselves. The proposed index improves the performance of time point queries over an in-memory ordered list that contains the intervals’ start and end times.

Experimental results are provided.

In [9], the \textit{time-annotated RDF} framework is proposed for the representation and management of time-series streaming data. In particular, a TA-RDF graph is a set of triples \((s,p,a,o)\), where \( s,p,a,o \) is an RDF triple and \( t_s, t_p, \) and \( t_o \) are time points. In other words, a TA-RDF graph relates streams at certain points in time. To translate a TA-RDF graph into a regular RDF graph, a data stream vocabulary is used, where (i) \textit{dvs:belongsTo} is a property that indicates that a resource is a frame in a stream, (ii) \textit{dvs:hasTimestamp} is a property indicating the timestamp of a frame, and (iii) \textit{dvs:Nil} is a resource corresponding to the Nil timestamp.

An RDF graph \( G \) is the translation of a TA-RDF graph \( G^\text{TA} \) iff (\( B \) is the set of blank nodes):

\[
<s[t_s, p[t_p], o[t_o]> \in G^\text{TA} \iff \exists r_s, r_p, r_o \\
[s[t_s, dvs:belongsTo, s> \in G \wedge s, dvs:hasTimestamp, t_s> \in G \wedge t_s \in B] \vee (t_s = dvs:Nil \wedge r_s = s)] \wedge \\
[s[p[t_p, dvs:belongsTo, p> \in G \wedge r_p = dvs:hasTimestamp, t_p> \in G \wedge t_p \in B] \vee (t_p = dvs:Nil \wedge r_p = p)] \wedge \\
[s[o[t_o, dvs:belongsTo,o> \in G \wedge r_o = dvs:hasTimestamp, t_o> \in G \wedge t_o \in B] \vee (t_o = dvs:Nil \wedge r_o = o)] \wedge \\
<s[r_s, r_p, r_o>] \in G.
\]

A query language for the time-annotated RDF, called \textit{TA-SPARQL}, is proposed which has a formal translation into normal SPARQL. For example, a TA-SPARQL query
requesting the temperature in Chicago at sunrise of July 20\textsuperscript{th}, 2008 is:

```sparql
SELECT ?temperature WHERE {
  <urn:OHARE> <urn:hasTemperatureSensor> ?x.
  ?x["2008-07-20T05:34:00Z"^^xsd:dateTime]!
  <urn:hasReading> ?temperature.
}
```

The above TA-SPARQL query is translated into the SPARQL query:

```sparql
SELECT ?temperature WHERE {
  <urn:OHARE> <urn:hasTemperatureSensor> ?x.
  ?x FILTER (?x["2008-07-20T05:34:00Z"^^xsd:dateTime]) !
  <urn:hasReading> ?temperature.
}
```

The system has been implemented on top of the Tupelo\textsuperscript{1} semantic middleware. However, no experimental results are provided.

In [10], the authors consider temporal RDF graphs which is a set of triples of the form \((s, p, [\text{start}, \text{end}], o)\), where \((s, p, o)\) is an RDF triple and \(p[\text{start}, \text{end}]\) is a shorthand for a URI that identifies a temporal property which has base property \(p\), beginning \text{start} and ending \text{end}.

The authors define a simple temporal interpretation by extending an RDF simple interpretation as follows:

1. \(T\) is a subset of the set of resources.
2. \(NT\) is a value representing no time.
3. The set of properties contains \(tb:\text{property}, tb:\text{begin}, \text{and}\ tb:\text{end}.
4. \(BP\) is a subset of resources, called the set of base properties.
5. \(PT\) is a mapping from \(BP \times (T \cup \{NT\}) \times (T \cup \{NT\})\) into the set of properties.
6. If \(tp=PT(bp, t, t')\) then (i) \((tp, bp) \in \text{IEXT}(tb:\text{property})\),
   (ii) if \(t \notin NT\) then \((tp, t) \in \text{IEXT}(tb:\text{begin})\), otherwise \(\text{IEXT}(tb:\text{begin})\) contains no pair \((tp, t)\), for any \(t\), and (iii) if \(t \notin NT\) then \((tp, t') \in \text{IEXT}(tb:\text{end})\), otherwise \(\text{IEXT}(tb:\text{end})\) contains no pair \((tp, t')\), for any \(t\).

As temporal RDF graphs are ordinary RDF graphs they can be queried using normal SPARQL. However, it is helpful to the writer of temporal queries to provide some extra syntax to enable queries to be written more compactly and to hide the details of the underline representation.

For example, a query asking for the names of the engineers who committed code to a particular software in the first half of 2008 is the following:

```sparql
SELECT ?name WHERE {
  ?module rdf:type "module name".
  ?module rdfs:label "module name".
  FILTER (?uBegin, ?uEnd) FILTER (?uBound, ?uEnd)
  "2008-01-01"^^xsd:dateTime, "2008-07-01"^^xsd:dateTime) !
  ?person exhasName ?name.
}
```

This query can be expressed in normal SPARQL, as follows:

```sparql
SELECT ?name WHERE {
  ?module rdf:type "module name".
  ?module rdfs:label "module name".
  FILTER (?uBegin, ?uEnd) FILTER (?uBound, ?uEnd)
  "2008-01-01"^^xsd:dateTime, "2008-07-01"^^xsd:dateTime) !
  ?person exhasName ?name.
}
```

Though an implementation of a prototype is mentioned, no experimental results are provided.

B. Other approaches

In [11], an \(N\)-dimensional time domain has the form: \(\mathcal{T}=T_{1} \times \ldots \times T_{N}\), where each \(T_{i}\) is a set of intervals. A multi-temporal RDF triple is defined as \(<s, p, o \mid T>\), where \(<s, p, o>\) is an RDF triple and \(T \subseteq \mathcal{T}\). Note that since \(T\) is a set, some compression is achieved in the storage of multi-temporal RDF triples.

As a query language, the authors propose T-SPARQL, an extension of SPARQL that has many features of TSQL2 [12] (a query language designed for temporal relational databases). As in TQL2, if \(T\) is a multi-dimensional time element, the expression \text{VALID}(T)\text{ AND TRANSACTION}(T)\text{ can be used to express conditions on the valid and transaction components of }T.\text{ T-SPARQL is demonstrated through examples and a query that requests the salary of Tom during the interval [2007-01-01,2009-12-31] is the following:}

```sparql
SELECT ?salary INTERSECT(?t, "[2007-01-01,2009-12-31]") WHERE {
  ?emp rdf:type ex:employee;
  ex:Name "Tom";
  ex:Salary ?salary ;
  FILTER (\text{VALID(?t), OVERLAPS \"[2007-01-01,2009-12-31]\")})
}
```

No implementation of T-SPARQL is provided.

In [13], an uncertain temporal knowledge base is a pair \(KB=\langle S, C\rangle\), where \(S\) is a set of weighted temporal RDF triples and \(C\) is a set of first-order temporal consistency constraints. In particular, a fact in \(S\) has the form: \(p(s, o, i)\), where \(p(s, o)\) is an RDF triple, \(i\) is a temporal interval, and \(d \in [0, 1]\) is a confidence degree that \(p(s, o)\) is true during interval \(i\). Additionally, a temporal consistency constraint in \(C\) has the form:

\[ p_{1}(s, o_{1}, i_{1}) \land p_{2}(s, o_{2}, i_{2}) \land \text{rel}(o_{1}, o_{2}) \rightarrow \text{rel}(i_{1}, i_{2}) \]

or of the form:

\[ p_{1}(s, o_{1}, i_{1}) \land p_{2}(s, o_{2}, i_{2}) \land \text{rel}(o_{1}, o_{2}) \rightarrow \text{false} \]

where \(i_{1}\) and \(i_{2}\) are temporal interval variables, \(\text{rel}\) is an (optional) arithmetic relation, such as = and ≠, and \(\text{rel}\) is a

\footnote{Tupelo. \url{http://tupeloproject.ncsa.uiuc.edu}}
temporal predicate such as overlap and before (see Allen’s temporal relations among intervals [14]).

For example, the fact that a player can only play for one club at a time is expressed by the query:

\[
\text{playsForClub}(?,s,o,?i) \land \text{playsForClub}(?,s,o,?i_2) \land ?o_1 \neq ?o_2 \rightarrow \text{disjoint}(?i,?i_2)
\]

A query \( Q \) is a conjunction of triples \( p(s,o) \), where \( s \) and \( o \) can be variables. To answer a query \( Q \), all matches from the KB at collected into a set \( F_Q \). Then, all facts possibly conflicting with them are also added to \( F_Q \). To resolve the conflicts, a consistent subset \( F_{Q_C} \) of \( F_Q \) is selected such that the sum of the weights of the facts in \( F_{Q_C} \) is maximized. Then, the matches to \( Q \) within \( F_{Q_C} \) are returned as answer to the query. The query answering problem is shown to be NP-hard. A scheduling algorithm for query answering is provided, as well as an efficient approximation algorithm with polynomial performance. Experimental results show the efficiency of the proposed approach.

In [15], the authors extend RDF with temporal features and evolution operators. In addition, in contrast to the rest of the reviewed works, they associate concepts with their lifespan. In particular, an evolution base \( \Sigma \) is a set of RDF triples and a mapping \( \tau \) from the set of considered RDF triples and considered resources to the set of temporal intervals. In addition, \( \Sigma \) may contain statements of the form \( (c, \text{term}, c') \), where term is one of the special evolution properties becomes, join, split, merge, and detach.

The expression \( (c, \text{becomes}, c') \) expresses that the concept \( c' \) originates from the concept \( c \) and should hold \( \tau(c). \text{end} < \tau(c'). \text{start} \). The expression \( (c, \text{join}, c') \) expresses that a part of concept \( c' \) born at time \( t \) comes from a part of concept \( c \). The expression \( (c, \text{split}, c') \) expresses that a part of concept \( c \) ending at time \( t \) becomes a part of a new concept \( c' \). The expression \( (c, \text{merge}, c') \) indicates that a part of concept \( c \) ending at time \( t \) becomes part of an existing concept \( c' \). The expression \( (c, \text{detach}, c') \) indicates the new concept \( c' \) is formed at time \( t \) with at least one part from \( c \).

An evolution base \( \Sigma \) is consistent, if for all \( (s,p,o) \in \Sigma \) it holds that \( \tau(s,p,o) \subseteq \tau(s) \land \tau(s,p,o) \subseteq \tau(o) \). Additionally, if \( p \in \{ \text{type}, \text{subClassOf}, \text{subPropertyOf} \} \) then it should hold that \( \tau(s) \subseteq \tau(o) \).

To support evolution-aware querying, the authors define a navigational query language to traverse temporal and evolution edges in an evolution graph. This language is analogous to nSPARQL [16], a language that extends SPARQL with navigational capabilities based on nested regular expressions. nSPARQL uses four different axes, namely self, next, edge, and node, for navigation on an RDF graph and node label testing. The authors extend the nested regular expressions constructs of nSPARQL with temporal semantics and a set of five evolution axes, namely join, split, merge, detach, and becomes that extend the traversing capabilities of nSPARQL to the evolution edges. The extended query language is formally defined.

An example query is “who was the head of the German government before and after the unification of 1990”. The query is expressed as follows:

\[
\text{SELECT} \ ?Y, \ ?W \\
(\exists X, \text{self}::\text{Reunified Germany}/\text{join}^+ [1990]/\text{next}:: \text{head}[1990], \ ?Y) \text{ AND} \\
(\exists Z, \text{self}::\text{Reunified Germany}/\text{next}:: \text{head}[1990], \ ?W)
\]

The first triple finds all the heads of state of the Reunified Germany before the unification by following join^+[1990] and then following next :: head[1990]. The second triple finds the heads of state of the Reunified Germany after the unification.

No implementation results of this theory are provided.

IV. WORKS THAT EXTEND RDFS ENTAILMENT

In [17], a temporal graph is a set of temporal triples of the form \( (s,p,o) [t] \), where \( (s,p,o) \) is an RDF triple and \( t \) is a time point. Given a temporal graph \( G, G(t) \) denotes the set of RDF triples in \( G \) corresponding to time point \( t \).

The authors define temporal entailment between two temporal graphs \( G, G' \) as follows:

1. For ground temporal RDF graphs \( G, G' \), define \( G \models_G G' \) iff \( G(t) \models_{\text{RDFS}} G'(t) \), for each \( t \).
2. For general temporal graphs \( G, G' \), \( G \models_G G' \) iff for every ground instance \( v(G) \) of \( G \) there exists a ground instance \( v'(G') \) of \( G' \) such that \( v(G) \models_{\text{RDFS}} v'(G') \).

It is shown that temporal entailment is NP-complete. To test temporal entailment, the authors define the slice closure of \( G \), as follows \( sc(G) = \cup \{ c(G(t)) \} \), where \( c(H) \) is the RDFS closure [18] of an RDF graph \( H \) and \( H = ((s,p,o) [t] \mid (s,p,o) \in H) \). In particular, it is proved that \( G \models_G G' \) iff there is a mapping \( v \) such that \( v(G) \) is a subgraph of \( sc(G) \).

The authors extend their theory to support also anonymous timestamps.

A query is defined as a pair \( (H, B \cup A) \), where \( H \) and \( B \) are temporal RDF graphs without blank nodes and with some elements replaced by variables and \( A \) is a set of usual arithmetic built-in predicates over time point variables and time points. All variables appearing in \( H \) should also appear in \( B \). For deriving maximal validity intervals a special structure is used. For example a query that asks for the service providers that have web services for more than 4 consecutive years is:

\[
(\exists X, \text{interval}, \ ?t_c \ ?t_t) \leftarrow (\exists Y, \text{provided by}, \ ?X) \parallel \ ?t_t \ ?t_t, \ ?t_t > 4
\]

No implementation of this theory is provided.

In [19], the authors extend the work in [17] and they define a temporal graph as a set of temporal triples of the form \((s,p,o,i)\), where \((s,p,o)\) is an RDF triple and \(i\) is a temporal interval variable or a temporal interval. A temporal constraint is an expression of the form \((i \equiv i')\), where \(i, i'\) are temporal intervals or temporal interval variables and \(\equiv\) is one of the relationships of Allen’s temporal interval algebra [14]. A temporal graph with temporal constraints (called c-temporal graph) is a pair \(C = (G, \Sigma)\), where \(G\) is a temporal graph and \(\Sigma\) is a set of temporal constraints over the intervals of \(G\).
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The authors define entailment between two c-temporal graphs \( C, C' \) as follows: \( C \models_{c(t_{\text{comp}})} C' \) iff for each time ground instance \( v(C) \) of \( C \), there is a time ground instance \( v'(C') \) of \( C' \) such that \( v(C) \models v'(C') \). The authors define the c-slice closure of \( C \), denoted by \( \text{cscl}(C) \), extending the definition of slice closure of [17]. It is proved that \( C \models_{c(t_{\text{comp}})} C' \) iff there is an interval map \( \gamma \) from \( C' \) to \( C \) and a mapping \( v \) s.t. \( v(\gamma(C')) \) is a subgraph of \( \text{cscl}(C) \). Entailment between two c-temporal graphs is shown to be NP-complete. No query language or implementation is provided.

In [20], [21], [22], the authors consider an extension of RDFS with spatial and temporal information. Here, we consider only the extension with temporal information. Assume a set \( D \) of RDF triples associated with their validity temporal interval \( i \). Starting from \( D \), the authors apply the inference rules \( A:i, B:i' \rightarrow C: i \cap i' \), where \( A, B \rightarrow C \) is an RDFS entailment rule [2] and \( i, i' \) are temporal interval variables, until a fixpoint is reached. Then, the temporal intervals of the same RDF triple are combined, creating maximal temporal intervals.

Based on these maximal temporal intervals, a formal extension of the SPARQL language is proposed, called SPARQL-ST, supporting however only the AND and FILTER operations. The TEMPORAL FILTER condition is precisely defined supporting all interesting conditions between temporal intervals including Allen’s temporal interval relations.

An example SPARQL-ST query that returns all house members who sponsored a bill after April 2, 2008, along with the temporal interval that the bill was sponsored is:

```
SELECT ?p, intersect(#t1, #t2, #t3, #t4) WHERE {
  ?p gov:hasRole ?r #t1.
  TEMPORAL FILTER (after(intersect(#t1, #t2, #t3, #t4), interval(04:02:2008, 04:02:2008, MM:DD:YYYY)))
}
```

SPARQL-ST has been implemented by extending a commercial relational database system and experimental results are provided.

In [23], [24], the authors extend the RDFS and ter-Horst entailment rules [25] (which extend RDF with terms from the OWL [26] vocabulary) with temporal information. Four example inference rules are presented, including:

- \( ?x \neq ?y \land ?z \land ?b \land ?e \rightarrow ?x \neq ?y \land ?z \land ?b \land ?e \)
- \( ?p \land ?b \land ?e \rightarrow ?x \land ?b \land ?e \)
- \( ?p \land ?b \land ?e \rightarrow ?x \land ?b \land ?e \)
- \( ?y \land \text{sameAs} \land ?z \land ?b \land ?e \land ?1 \land ?2 \land ?3 \land ?4 \)

provided that \([?b1, ?e1] \) and \([?b2, ?e2] \) overlap

Note that in the above rules \( ?b, ?e, ?b1, ?e1, ?b2, ?e2 \) are time point variables. The last rule indicates that inconsistency is expressed by assigning the bottom type \( \text{owl:Nothing} \) to individuals. For checking consistency two additional rules must be added addressing a combination of \( \text{owl:sameAs} \) and \( \text{owl:differentFrom} \), as well as \( \text{owl:disjointWith} \) together with two \( \text{rdf:type} \) statements.

The proposed extension has been implemented using the forward chaining engine HFC [27], which supports arbitrary tuples, user defined tests, and actions. Some experimental results are provided. However, no query language is provided.

In [28], a general framework for representing, reasoning, and querying annotated RDFS data is presented. The authors show how their unified reasoning framework can be instantiated for the temporal, fuzzy, and provenance domain. Here, we are concerned with the temporal instantiation. We define \( \perp = \{ \} \) and \( \setminus = \{ -\infty, +\infty \} \). Let \( L = \{ t | t \text{ is a finite set of disjoint temporal intervals} \} \cup \{ \perp, \setminus \} \). On \( L \), the authors define the partial order:

\[ t \leq t' \text{ iff for all } i \in t, \text{ there is } i' \in t' \text{ such that } i \subseteq i'. \]

Obviously, \( L, \leq, \perp, \setminus \) is a bounded lattice. Between the elements of \( L \), the authors define the operations + and \( \times \) are follows: \( t_1 + t_2 = \min(t \mid t_1 \leq t, t_2 \leq t; \text{ and } i_1 + i_2 = \min(t \mid t_1 \leq t, i_1 \leq i_2, t_2 \leq t, i_2 \leq i_1) \). For example, \([2,5],[8,12]\) + \([4,6],[9,15]\) = \([2,6],[8,15]\) and \([2,5],[8,12]\) \( \times \) \([4,6],[9,15]\) = \([4,5],[9,12]\). An annotated RDFS graph \( G \) is a set of temporal triples \( (s, p, o) : t \), where \( (s, p, o) \) is an RDF triple and \( t \in L \). The models of \( G \) are formally defined extending \( \rho\text{RDF} \) semantics, where \( \rho\text{RDF} \) [29] is a subset of RDF keeping its essential features.

The authors present a set of sound and complete inference rules of the general form:

\( (s_1, p_1, o_1) : ?t_1, \ldots, (s_n, p_n, o_n) : ?t_n ) \rightarrow (s, p, o) : (\text{?t}_1 \times \ldots \times ?t_n) \) \( \rightarrow (s, p, o) : (\text{?t}_1 \times \ldots \times ?t_n) \) \( \rightarrow (s, p, o) : (\text{?t}_1 \times \ldots \times ?t_n) \)

For example:

\( (e_1, \text{rdfs:subClassOf}, e_2) : ?t_1 \), \( (e_2, \text{rdfs:subClassOf}, e_3) : ?t_2 \)

\( (e_1, \text{rdfs:subClassOf}, e_3) : ?t_1 \times ?t_2 \)

Additionally, the inference rules contain the generalization rule:

\( (s, p, o) : ?t_1, (s, p, o) : ?t' \rightarrow (s, p, o) : (?t + ?t') \)

The generalization rule is destructive, meaning that this rule removes its premises as the conclusion is inferred.

An extension of SPARQL is presented for querying an annotated RDF graph. A basic annotated pattern is an expression \( (s, p, o) : t \), where \( s, p, o, t \) can be variables. Let \( P \) be
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a basic annotation pattern and $G$ be a temporal graph. The authors define the evaluation $[P]_G$ as the list of substitutions that are solutions of $P$, i.e., $[P]_G=\{\theta \mid G \text{ entails } \theta(P)\}$. Based on $[P]_G$, the evaluations $[P \land P']_G$, $[P \lor P']_G$, $[P \land \neg P']_G$, $[P \land \neg P \land \neg P']_G$, and $[P \land \neg P \land \neg P \land \neg P']_G$ are formally defined, where $R$ is a filter expression.

An example query asking for the employees of eBay during some time period that optionally owned a car at some point during their stay is:

$$\text{SELECT } ?p, ?t, ?o \text{ WHERE } \{$$

$$?p \text{ type eBayEmp}: ?t,$$

$$\text{OPTIONAL } \{(?p \text{ hasCar } ?c): ?t' \},$$

$$\text{FILTER } (\exists t' \subseteq ?t)\}$$

Note that the definition of $[P]_G$ is not based on maximal temporal intervals and, thus all temporal intervals that satisfy the query are returned. Therefore, the authors define an ordering between substitutions: $\theta' \leq \theta$ iff (i) $\theta \neq \theta'$, (ii) $\text{domain}(\theta) = \text{domain}(\theta')$, (iii) $\theta(x) = \theta'(x)$, for any non-temporal variable $x$, and (iv) $\theta(t') \subseteq \theta(t)$, for any temporal variable $t$. Then, for any $\theta \in [P]_G$, remove any $\theta' \in [P]_G$ such that $\theta' \leq \theta$.

No implementation is provided for this theory.

In [30], a temporal graph $G$ is a set of temporal triples $(s,p,o)[t,t']$, where $(s,p,o)$ is an RDF triple and $[t,t']$ is its corresponding validity temporal interval. The semantics of a temporal graph $G$, assuming an entailment relation $X$ (such as RDF, RDFS, and OWL2 RL/RDF [31] entailment) are formally defined using multi-sorted first-order logic.

A basic graph pattern (BGP) is a set of triples $(s,p,o)$, where $s,p,o$ can be variables. A temporal group pattern (TGP) is an expression defined inductively, as follows:

$$B \text{ at } t_3,$$

$$B \text{ during } [t_1,t_2],$$

$$B \text{ occurs } [t_1,t_2],$$

$$B \text{ maxinteval } [t_1,t_2],$$

$$B \text{ mintime } t_1,$$

$$B \text{ maxtime } t_1,$$

$$P_1 \text{ and } P_2,$$

$$P_1 \text{ union } P_2,$$

$$P_1 \text{ optional } P_2,$$

$$P_1 \text{ filter } R,$$

where $B$ is a BGP, $P_1$ and $P_2$ are TGP$s$, $R$ is a built-in expression, and $t_1,t_2$ and $t_1$ are either time points or variables.

Note that a TGP query is an extension of a SPARQL query. For example, a TGP query that retrieves all events $z$ in London having at least one time point in common with Oktoberfest is:

$$\text{SELECT } ?z \text{ WHERE } \{(\text{Munich, hosts, Oktoberfest}) \text{ maxint } [?x,?y],$$

$$(\text{London, host,?z}) \text{ occurs } [?x,?y]\}$$

The evaluation of a TGP query w.r.t. a temporal graph $G$ and an entailment relation $X$ is formally defined using multi-sorted first-order logic. Yet, evaluation of a TGP using this definition can be inefficient. Therefore, the authors describe an optimization.

Assume that the entailment relation $X$ is characterized by a set of definite rules of the form: $A_1,\ldots,A_n \rightarrow B$.

Then, the rules:

$$A_1[x_1,y_1], \ldots, A_n[x_n,y_n], \max(x_1,\ldots,x_n) \leq \min(y_1,\ldots,y_n) \rightarrow B[\max(x_1,\ldots,x_n), \min(y_1,\ldots,y_n)]$$

are applied until a fixpoint is reached, where $x_i$ and $y_i$ are time point variables. Then, based on the result, derived RDF triples are associated with their maximal validity intervals. Now, based on these maximal intervals the evaluation of a TGP query is efficiently defined.

Though the authors state that they have implemented their framework using the PostgreSQL database system, no implementation results are provided.

V. CONCLUSION-DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have reviewed models and query languages of temporally annotated RDF. Below, we compare these models and query languages on various aspects. First, we would like to state that approaches that have their own model theory or extend RDF simple entailment miss important inferences made from the works that extend RDFS entailment. For example, an object $o$ may be an instance of class $c$ during a temporal interval $i$ and the class $c$ may be subclass of a class $c'$ during an interval $i'$. Only works that extend RDFS entailment are able to derive that $o$ is instance of class $c'$ during the intersection of the intervals $i$ and $i'$.

From the works that extend RDFS entailment, the approach in [17] seems less efficient since it computes the RDFS closure of RDF triples at each time point. Additionally, [28] considers all temporal intervals that satisfy the query and then selects the maximal ones. In contrast, [22] and [30] achieve query answering using directly maximal temporal intervals achieving a higher performance.

In our opinion, the approach in [28] does not give always the desirable results: For example, assume that an annotated RDF graph consists of the triples $(s,p,o);[1998, 2009]$ and $(s',p',o');[2008, 2012]$. Consider now the query:

$$\text{SELECT } ?t, ?t' \text{ WHERE } \{(s,p,o): ?t,$$

$$(s',p',o'): ?t',$$

$$\text{FILTER } (\text{before}(?t,?t'))\}$$


In [30], the query:

$$\text{SELECT } ?t, ?t' \text{ WHERE } \{(s,p,o) \text{ during } ?t,$$

$$(s',p',o') \text{ during } ?t',$$

$$\text{FILTER } (\text{before}(?t,?t'))\}$$

will return the answers of [28], as well as the intervals $t,t'$ such that $t \subseteq [1998,2009]$, $t' \subseteq [2008,2012]$, and $t.end < t'.start$. In contrast, in [30], the query:

$$\text{SELECT } ?t, ?t' \text{ WHERE } \{(s,p,o) \text{ maxinteval } ?t,$$

$$\text{FILTER } (\text{before}(?t,?t'))\}$$

will return no answer to this query.
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(s’,p’,o’) maxinterval ‘t’;
FILTER (before(‘t’,‘t’))}

will return no answer. As a criticism, [30] is not able to return maximal intervals within a temporal interval of interest.

Approaches [7], [28], and [11] save some space since they either use name graphs associated with temporal intervals or associate each RDF triple with its set of validity temporal intervals.

Specialized indices for query answering are used only in [4] and [7], while the rest of the approaches use common indexes. As a final remark, we would like to state that [4] can handle some temporal constraints over RDF triples, [17] can handle anonymous timestamps, and [19] can handle anonymous temporal intervals satisfying Allen’s temporal interval algebra relations.

Temporal consistency constraints are considered only in [13], which however does not answer temporal queries but only normal queries.

As a criticism to the work in [6], each RDF triple is associated with a single maximal temporal interval while an RDF triple is normally associated with multiple maximal temporal intervals.

Some of the proposed models and query languages have been implemented as stated in the main text of the paper and for some of them experimental results are provided.

In the future, extensions of the proposed temporal RDF query languages with features of SPARQL 1.1 [32], such as subqueries, and negation, will be of great importance. For example, it will be interesting to ask for events that have not occurred simultaneously before a date and their maximal temporal intervals always overlap after that date. Additionally, it will be interesting to ask for companies located in Crete that have exactly one manager at each point in time within a particular temporal interval of interest.

Future work also concerns a survey on spatial, fuzzy, provenance, and contextual RDF. Of course, aspects of contextual RDF can be time, space, trust, and authority.
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An RGB Image Encryption Supported by Wavelet-based Lossless Compression
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Abstract— In this paper we have proposed a method for an RGB image encryption supported by lifting scheme based lossless compression. Firstly we have compressed the input color image using a 2-D integer wavelet transform. Then we have applied lossless predictive coding to achieve additional compression. The compressed image is encrypted by using Secure Advanced Hill Cipher (SAHC) involving a pair of involutory matrices, a function called Mix() and an operation called XOR. Decryption followed by reconstruction shows that there is no difference between the output image and the input image. The proposed method can be used for efficient and secure transmission of image data.

Keywords- Image compression; Wavelet Transform; image encryption; Lifting Wavelet ; Secure Advanced Hill Cipher.

I. INTRODUCTION

When network bandwidth and storage space are limited, an image to be transmitted has to be compressed. It is necessary to protect confidential image data during transmission from unauthorized access. Compression [1] reduces the storage space required to represent a given quantity of information. Image compression [1] is of two types: lossy and lossless (error- free). Lossless compression schemes are reversible so that the original data can be reconstructed exactly, while lossy schemes accept some loss of data in order to achieve higher compression. Lossless compression can be used for text, medical images and legal documents etc. whereas lossy compression is used for natural images, speech signals etc. Cryptography plays an important role in information security. Encryption [2] is the process of converting information into an unintelligible form. Image encryption has applications in Internet communication, multimedia systems, medical imaging, telemedicine, military communication, etc.

Wavelet Transform has emerged as a powerful mathematical tool in many areas of science and engineering. The power of Wavelets comes from the use of multiresolution analysis. In a recent investigation [3], we have studied the encryption of an image supported by lossy compression by using multilevel Wavelet Transform.

The study of integer wavelets based on lifting scheme [4] has gained considerable impetus in the recent years. Unlike classical wavelets which are obtained by translations and dilations of one function in the frequency domain, the wavelets governed by the lifting scheme are obtained by a new approach based on spatial domain. Many researchers [5-9] have dealt with image compression using lifting based wavelet transform.

In one of the recent investigations, Bibhudendra et al. [10] have proposed an advanced Hill cipher algorithm which uses an Involutory key matrix for image encryption. We have enhanced the advanced Hill cipher by introducing a pair of involutory matrices, a function called Mix( ) and XOR operation, and we have called this cipher as Secure Advanced Hill Cipher (SAHC).

In the present paper, our objective is to develop a method for an RGB image encryption using lifting scheme based on lossless compression. Firstly, we compress the input image using lifting wavelet transform and then encrypt the compressed image applying Secure Advanced Hill Cipher.

In what follows we present the plan of the paper. In section 2, we explain the proposed method. Section 3 describes the process of image compression using lifting wavelet transform. We present an approach for SAHC based image encryption in section 4. Section 5 deals with computations that are carried out in this analysis and draw conclusions.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

Encryption following compression leads to a faster and secure transmission of image data across a channel. So image is compressed prior to encryption. Perfect reconstruction is possible with Lifting Wavelet Transform. A digital color image is represented in terms of three color components, namely, Red, Green and Blue (RGB). Each component is like gray scale image. So the three components of an RGB image can be coded separately and concatenated at the end. The Schematic diagram of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1.

The proposed method is developed by the following steps.

1. Lifting scheme based Transform coding: Choose an integer wavelet and number of lifting steps (levels) N. Perform the transform coding of the image at level N.

2. Encoding: Use lossless predictive coding to achieve additional compression.

3. Encryption: Encrypt the encoded image using Secure Advanced Hill Cipher.

4. Decryption: Get encoded image by performing decryption using Secure Advanced Hill Cipher.

5. Decoding: Use lossless predictive decoding to get the transform coded image.
6. Reconstruction: Use Lifting scheme based inverse transform coding to get reconstructed original input image.

III. LIFTING SCHEME FOR IMAGE COMPRESSION

Lifting scheme is an alternative approach to Discrete Wavelet Transform. It was proposed by Sweldens [5]. Lifting is a way of describing and calculating wavelets. It calculates wavelets in place, which means that it takes no extra memory to do the transform. Every wavelet can be written in lifting form. The input signal is first split into even and odd indexed samples. The samples are correlated, so that it is possible to predict odd samples from even samples as given below.

\[
\text{odd}_{\text{new}} = \text{odd}_{\text{old}} + \alpha (\text{even}_{\text{left}} + \text{even}_{\text{right}})
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the predict step coefficient. The difference between the actual odd samples and the prediction becomes the wavelet coefficients. The operation of obtaining the differences from the prediction is called the lifting step. The update step follows the prediction step, where the even values are updated from the input even samples and the updated odd samples.

\[
\text{even}_{\text{new}} = \text{even}_{\text{old}} + \beta (\text{odd}_{\text{left}} + \text{odd}_{\text{right}})
\]

where \( \beta \) is the update step coefficient. They become the scaling coefficients which will be passed on to the next stage of transform. This is called the second lifting step. This lifting scheme, called forward lifting scheme, is shown in Figure 2.

The basic idea of the reverse process of the above lifting scheme is displayed in Figure 3. The inverse transform gets back the original signal by exactly reversing the operations of the forward transform with a merge operation in place of a split operation. The number of samples in the input signal must be a power of two, and these samples are reduced by half in each succeeding step until the last step which produces one sample.

To achieve additional compression, lossless predictive coding [1] is applied to each sub band using different values of predictor coefficients alpha and beta, giving an encoded image as output. The reverse process is applied to the encoded image to get back the transformed image. Then on applying inverse transform coding on the transformed image, we get back the reconstructed image. The reconstructed image which we have obtained in our analysis is an exact replica of the original input image.

Let us now consider an RGB image given in Figure 4. and focus our attention on one of the component images. On adopting the process of compression, described above, we get the corresponding compressed image. The same procedure is applied on the remaining component images to obtain the corresponding compressed images.

IV. SAHC BASED IMAGE ENCRYPTION

In the advanced Hill cipher, the basic equations governing encryption and the decryption are given by

\[
C = AP \mod N,
\]

\[
P = AP \mod N.
\]
respectively. Here A is an involutory matrix which includes the key matrix. As A is an involutory matrix, we have $A^{-1} = A$, where $A^{-1}$ is the modular arithmetic inverse of A. Thus in the case of this cipher, we need not compute the modular arithmetic inverse of A separately, once A is known to us. This is the advantage which is being achieved in this cipher.

Image encryption using Secure Advance Hill Cipher includes a pair of involutory matrices A and B, as multiplicands of the input matrix P, a function called Mix( ) and an operation called XOR. The function Mix( ) is used for mixing the binary bits to create confusion and diffusion thoroughly. The values of d and e are integers required in the development of the involutory matrices A and B. In our analysis, they are taken as 5 and 7 respectively. The value of N is taken as 256.

**Algorithm for Encryption**

1. Read P, K, L, d, e, r, N
2. $A = \text{Involute} (K, d)$
   and
   $B = \text{Involute} (L, e)$
3. Construct NT and ST
4. for $i = 1$ to $r$
   $P = (APB) \mod N$
   $P = \text{Mix} (P)$
   $P = P \oplus ST$
end
5. $C = P$
6. Write C.

**Algorithm for Decryption**

1. Read C, K, L, d, e, r, N
2. $A = \text{Involute} (K, d)$
   and
   $B = \text{Involute} (L, e)$
3. Construct NT and ST
4. for $i = 1$ to $r$
   $C = \text{XOR} (C, ST)$
   $C = \text{Imix} (C)$
   $C = (ACB) \mod N$
end
5. $P = C$
6. Write P.

Here K and L are the key matrices, NT is the number table containing the numbers 0 to 255, ST is the substitution table, and r denotes the number of rounds taken as 16. The details of the advanced Hill cipher can be found in [11].

On adopting the SAHC based encryption algorithm discussed in this section, on each one of the compressed component images separately, we get the encrypted image corresponding to each one of the component images. On combining all these encrypted component images in an appropriate manner, we get the encrypted form of the color image presented in Figure 7. On using SAHC decryption algorithm, we get back the encoded image.
Figure 7. Encrypted image.

Figure 8. Decrypted image.

Figure 9. Decoded image.

Figure 10. Reconstructed image.

The same experiment is carried out with another color image which is given in Figure 11.

Figure 11. An RGB color image.

Thus we get the following images at various stages of the process.

Figure 12. Image obtained after lifting based transform coding
From the above analysis, we conclude that the encryption supported by compression is an interesting one and it can be used for the transmission color images more effectively in a secured manner.
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Feature Subsumption for Sentiment Classification of Dynamic Data in Social Networks using SCDDF
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Abstract: The analysis of opinions till now is done mostly on static data rather than on the dynamic data. Opinions may vary in time. Earlier methods concentrated on opinions expressed in an individual site. But on a given concept opinions may vary from site to site. Also the past works did not consider the opinions at aggregate level.

This paper proposes a novel method for Sentiment Classification that uses Dynamic Data Features (SCDDF). Experiments were conducted on various product reviews collected from different sites using QTP. Opinions were aggregated using Bayesian networks and Natural Language Processing techniques. Bulk amount of dynamic data is considered rather than the static one. Our method takes as input a collection of comments from the social networks and outputs ranks to the comments within each site and finally classifies all comments irrespective of the site it belongs to. Thus the user is presented with overall evaluation of the product and its features.

Keywords- Sentiment classification, Natural language processing (NLP); opinions; features; Quick Test Professional (QTP); feature identification; sentiment prediction; summary generation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The present opinion mining is done statically only for a small set of data and the dependencies in the opinions are not considered for summarization. An architecture that could automatically process the comments, generate a generalized result out of the list of comments posted about a product by considering the dependencies could be useful to give a brief synopsis of the product. This becomes a real-life application, a completely automated solution that extracts the comments posted in a social network and categorizes them based on most prominent ranks. Thus it helps the user to know about the pros and cons of a product and its features based on the existing user’s feedback with little effort.

The proposed architecture is based on opinion mining, a sub discipline within data mining and computational linguistics, refers to the computational techniques for extracting, classifying, understanding, and assessing the opinions expressed in various online news sources, social media comments, and other user-generated content.

Many numbers of sites provide different comments on the products but viewing all of them become rather difficult so we evaluate them based on the ranks and present a generalized result. The opinions posted by various users in social networks are extracted, the comments are evaluated by dividing them into tokens and using the natural language processing techniques like POS (Parts Of Speech) tagging. Meanings are analyzed by using the web dictionary WordNet [7, 21]. The dependencies in the opinions are analyzed using the Bayesian Networks and the sentiment is predicted for those corresponding words. And finally based on the predicted word counts ranks are given to these sentiments and are summarized. System gives the cumulative rank and displays the string corresponding to it.

Section II presents related work on the present study. Section III presents our proposed system. Experimental results are given in section IV. Conclusion and Future Work are given in Section V and VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous works concentrated on opinions in individual sites and also limited the data set to a single line comment or static data or a limit on number of characters. Those current studies are mainly focused on mining opinions in reviews and/or classify reviews as to only positive or negative based on the sentiments of the reviewers but not on relative degree of positive or negativeness. Detailed study on previous works can be found in [13].

Abbasi et al. [1] considered web forms, blogs and articles and used WordNet score but haven’t considered the word dependencies. Ahmed Abbasi [2], worked on feature selection methods and considered Intelligent Feature Selection (IFS) approach that uses syntactic and semantic information to refine larger input features, but these formation modules need to be expounded on, and real-world knowledge bases could be considered.

Cardie et al. [3], concentrated opinion-oriented information extraction. They created opinion-oriented “scenario templates” for summary representations of the opinions expressed in a document, or a set of documents to perform question answering. They did not identify product features and user opinions on these features to automatically produce a summary.

Dave et al. [4], worked on semantic classification of reviews as positive or negative ones using the available corpus from web sites, where each review already had a class e.g., binary ratings or thumbs-up and thumbs-downs. Sentiment classifiers are build around them. However, the performance was limited because a sentence contains much less information than a review.

Gary Beverungen et al. [8], considered twitter posts and summarized them using clustering. Here the data set is limited as the twitter posts considered are not more than 140
characters. Hsinchu Chen et al. [9], considered only Wal-Mart data set statically and categorized the data as direct and indirect opinions.

Minqing Hu et al. [10], considered opinions posted by customers, identified the features and gave the sentiment without considering the dependencies in the opinions. Morinaga et al. [11], compared reviews of different products of one category to find about the target product. However, it does not summarize reviews, and it does not mine product features on which the reviewers have expressed their opinions.

B. Liu et al. [12] handbook categorized the information into two types: facts and opinions. The features are classified as explicit features and implicit features. But the dependencies are not considered here.

In [15] research work, they improved the performance of calculations and classifications using linguistic rules and constraints. Here supervised and unsupervised learning techniques are used. Feature selection methods, Information Gain (IG) and Mutual Information (MI), were applied and compared. They have compared their work with Ding et al. [6] but the results show that there is a fall in precision and recall rates which clearly state that these methods are not that accurate.

In [18], it takes one comment at a time, the dependencies in the text are not considered and also techniques used for sentiment classification are not mentioned.

In [20], NLTK 2.0.1rc1 powered text classification process is done. When the text is entered it expresses whether the text is positive negative or neutral sentiment. It takes one comment at a time, but the results are not so accurate.

Thus the existing works are limited to a particular site or a static data set. And the opinions are just classified as positive or negative opinions without considering the dependencies. Naïve Bayes classifier is used for sentiment classification.

But the dependencies that exist within words used in the comments are not considered. Section III presents our proposed system for sentiment classification.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system is a unique system which takes the data dynamically, classifies, ranks are given. These ranks may vary with in time and comments posted. Comments considered here are about mobile phones, cameras and laptops. Using this system the user can know the pro’s and con’s about a product.

Figure 1 presents the SCDDF architecture of our proposed system. The full length description of proposed system can be found in [13].

A. Preprocessing

Firstly comments are collected dynamically from the sites using web crawler [14] QTP. Then the data set collected is tokenized [17]. Stop words like “a”, “this”, “is”, etc are removed and dependency words like “not”, “no” are considered.

At the end of preprocessing stemming is done. Stemming is the process where the words suffixes are removed. Porter stemmer [19] is applied for stemming. It is a 6 steps algorithm, where in each step the words are trimmed and the size of the data set will be reduced in each step.

B. Feature Identification:

In this step features are identified for the comments collected. Features like “battery”, “touch” etc are identified in this step. For this process POS (Parts Of Speech) tagging is done.

Feature Identification step:

\[ P(O,T)=\prod_{i} P(t_{i-1}>t_{i})P(w_{i}|t_{i}); \]

where,
P(O): Opinions
P(t): Tags
P(O, T): Opinions with tags
P(w): probability of getting a word from word net

C. Sentiment Prediction:

In this step the sentiments for the comments i.e. positive and negative comments are predicted using wordnet [7, 21] and dependencies are resolved using the Bayesian network.

Example dependency comment:

This is not a great mobile.

Here “not” is a strong dependency word. Most of the works were dependencies are not considered says that the comment is a positive one as there is a positive word in it. But in actual sense it is a negative comment.
\[ P(C \mid A \land B) = P(C \mid B) \]  

(1)

So by applying Bayesian networks these dependencies are resolved.

D. Summary Generation:

At last considering the scores obtained from sentiment prediction level the results generated are shown using statistical summary report. Statistical summary report consists of comments, features extracted for each comment, positive or negative score assigned along with the positive and negative label and rank of the product. Thus the user can evaluate the odds and outs of the product.

II. RESULTS

This section presents the experimented results of our proposed work SCDDF. To evaluate the performance of sentiment classification, we adopted four indexes that are generally used in text categorization:[5] Recall, Precision, F-measure and Accuracy. Performance is measured using the following metrics.

Experimental results shows that our method has produced an accuracy of 0.9 after preprocessing, 0.91 after feature identification and 0.918 after sentiment prediction for the product mobile. This shows that after each level the results are more refined to get accurate results.

Precision (P) = \#Correct / #Guessed

Recall (R) = \#Correct / #Relevant

Accuracy (A) = \#Correct / # Total posts ; and

F-measure (F) = 2*Precision*Recall/ (Precision + Recall)

Table 1 presents the results of SCDDF when evaluated on sample data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>size</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Pre-processing</th>
<th>Feature Identification</th>
<th>Sentiment Prediction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The results of SCDDF when evaluated on sample data set.

**Fig 3:** Precision obtained at each level.

**Fig 4:** Recall obtained at each level.
Similarly for camera and laptops data set, accuracy has been increased within each step. Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 presents the comparison of the results with respect to each of the performance measure.

Table 2 presents the comparison of our method and online web tools. Figures 7, 8, 9 presents the snapshot of the execution of online tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fall in love on this phone! elegant design &amp; ideal specs. but i'm gonna buy the international version &amp; cos the brand logo is on top, on the bellow! :D</td>
<td>Overall sentiment is positive with probability of 0.985837</td>
<td>The text is neutral.</td>
<td>pos 0.8901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it really sucks that the T-Mobile Version is coming out in 6 days and will have the fcs straight out of the box and that's not fair. I think they should wait just like the rest of us at the back of the line and let the originals get the up-dates first.</td>
<td>Overall sentiment is negative with probability of 0.1854791</td>
<td>The text is neg.</td>
<td>neg 0.3011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Its not that good compared to iphone</td>
<td>Overall sentiment is positive with probability of 0.7626124</td>
<td>The text is neg.</td>
<td>neg 0.2425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Its good compared to iphone</td>
<td>Overall sentiment is positive with probability of 0.7626124</td>
<td>The text is neg.</td>
<td>pos 0.7575</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of SCDDF with existing online tools.
The above results shows that our proposed method performs in the same way as existing tools in some cases where as performs better in other cases. The results clearly show that the existing tools neglected the dependencies within the comments. And also one comment at a time are analyzed. But our method takes dynamic data considering the dependencies using the Bayesian networks.

Table 3 Compares our work with existing works [6, 15].

Table 3 shows that there is a clear fall in Yanyan Meng values compared with Ding et al. methods. Our method SCDDF has increase in values when compared with [6,15]. In [15] they just identified the product features using techniques like document vector, sentence vector, intensification and sentence relation. These methods are useful to find the polarities and features. Ding et al. [6] applied the rule-based sentiment analysis technique which just says about the opinion orientations and product features. Both [6,15] neglected the dependencies in the words.

IV. CONCLUSION

Feature subsumption for sentiment classification in social networks using natural language processing solves the problems in opinion mining and provides a novel approach for sentiment classification. It is a novel community-based evaluation that successfully captures the peculiarities of social networks.

However, the success of such an initiative eventually depends on the cooperation of the companies and institutions owning social network data, and on the agreement of enough organizations to participate in such a project.

V. FUTURE WORK

Our future work concentrates on classifying the sentiments of messages posted within the social networks such as Facebook, Twitter. This is required as in the recent times government is planning to involve a 3rd person to analyze the comments posted over such networks. Even though this is violation to human right but protects the society without leading to unwanted situations. But basic human rights should not be destructed; in this situation without causing harm to anyone our method can find sensitivity of the messages posted in the network.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>intensification</td>
<td>sentence relation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apex</td>
<td>0.66 0.63 0.64 0.63 0.65</td>
<td>0.64 0.89 0.88 0.89</td>
<td>0.91 0.9 0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanG3</td>
<td>0.53 0.74 0.61 0.64 0.64</td>
<td>0.76 0.93 0.92 0.93</td>
<td>0.93 0.92 0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikcool</td>
<td>0.61 0.76 0.64 0.75 0.67</td>
<td>0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96</td>
<td>0.96 0.96 0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nomp3</td>
<td>0.58 0.65 0.6 0.576 0.64</td>
<td>0.6 0.87 0.86 0.87</td>
<td>0.9 0.89 0.895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No6610</td>
<td>0.66 0.79 0.72 0.68 0.82</td>
<td>0.74 0.95 0.95 0.95</td>
<td>0.952 0.95 0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Comparison SCDDF with [6, 15]

[15] Yanyan Meng Sentiment analysis: A study on product features, University of Nebraska.
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Abstract—In the recent years, there has been a growing interest in the development of change detection techniques for the analysis of Intrusion Detection. This interest stems from the wide range of applications in which change detection methods can be used. Detecting the changes by observing data collected at different times is one of the most important applications of network security because they can provide analysis of short interval on global scale. Research in exploring change detection techniques for medium/high network data can be found for the new generation of very high resolution data. The advent of these technologies has greatly increased the ability to monitor and resolve the details of changes and makes it possible to analyze. At the same time, they present a new challenge over other technologies in that a relatively large amount of data must be analyzed and corrected for registration and classification errors to identify frequently changing trend. In this research paper an approach for Intrusion Detection System (IDS) which embeds a Change Detection Algorithm with Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) is proposed. IDS are considered as a complex task that handles a huge amount of network related data with different parameters. Current research work has proved that kernel learning based methods are very effective in addressing these problems. In contrast to Support Vector Machines (SVM), the RVM provides a probabilistic output while preserving the accuracy. The focus of this paper is to model RVM that can work with large network data set in a real environment and develop RVM classifier for IDS. The new model consists of Change Point (CP) and RVM which is competitive in processing time and improve the classification performance compared to other known classification model like SVM. The goal is to make the system simple but efficient in detecting network intrusion in an actual real time environment. Results show that the model learns more effectively, automatically adjust to the changes and adjust the threshold while minimizing the false alarm rate with timely detection.

Keywords—Intrusion Detection; Change Point Detection; Relevance Vector Machine; Outlier Detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reasonable level of security is provided by static defense mechanisms such as firewalls and software updates. Dynamic mechanisms can also be used to achieve security such as IDS and Network Analyzers (NA). The main difference between IDS and NA is that IDS aims to achieve the specific goal of detecting attacks whereas NA aims to determine the changing trends in network of computers [1] [18]. Earlier work emphasized that data can be obtained by three ways using real traffic, sanitized traffic and simulated traffic. But in real time fast response with reduced false positives to external events within an extremely short time is demanded and expected [19]. Therefore, an alternative algorithm to implement real time learning is imperative for critical applications for fast changing environments. Even for offline applications, speed is still a need, and a real time learning algorithm that reduces training time and human effort to nearly zero would always be of considerable value. Mining data in real time is still a big challenge [21].

IDS involve automatic identification of unusual activity by collecting data, and comparing it with reference data. An assumption of IDS is that a network's normal behavior is distinct from abnormal or intrusive behavior, which can be a result of various attack/s. In this research work, flow analysis is used for network traffic analysis which searches for behavioral characteristics in a flow. There are various characteristics such as transferred bytes, packets, flow length, inter-arrival times, inter-packet gaps, etc that are monitored and computed. Data that is collected from flows can be used on high-speed networks as there is no deep packet inspection.

In this paper a hybrid approach for improving the performance of detection algorithm by building more intelligence to the system is proposed. In this direction CP detection is considered for discovering change points if properties of network behavior change. CP is the change in characteristics that occur very fast with respect to the sampling period of the measurements, if not instantaneously. The detection of changes refers to tools that help to decide whether such a change has occurred in the characteristics or not. Outlier Detection is a major step in Data Mining (DM) problem which discovers abnormal or deviating data points with respect to distribution in data [20]. Outliers are often considered as an error or noise although they may carry very important information.

A real time detection system is one in which network intrusion detection happens while an attack is occurring. A real time IDS captures the present network traffic data which is on line data. Bayesian learning algorithms, like RVM allow the user to specify a probability distribution over possible parameter values from the learned classifier. This will provide one solution to the over fitting problem as the algorithm can use prior distribution to regularize the classifier.
II. RELATED WORK

Research shows that many Machine Learning (ML) techniques can be used for data classification. It is presented that popular supervised learning techniques gives high detection accuracy for IDS. A wide range of real world applications are discussed in the community of Statistical Analysis and DM [3] [13]. Statistical techniques usually assume an underlying distribution of data and require the elimination of data instances containing noise. Statistical methods though computationally intense can be applied to analyze the data [4]. Statistical methods are widely used to build behavior based IDS. The behavior of the system is measured by a number of variables sampled over time such as the resource usage duration, the number of processors, memory disk resources consumed during that session etc. The model keeps averages of all the variables and detects whether thresholds are exceeded based on the standard deviation of the variable. Very few on line (real time) network IDS approaches are proposed until now. Liao and Vemuri [5] develop a real time IDS using Self Organizing Maps (SOM) and preprocess their dataset with 10 features for each data record containing information of 50 packets. M. Al-Subaie [6] uses Hidden Markov Models over Neural Networks in anomaly intrusion detection to classify normal network activity and attack using a large training dataset. The approach was evaluated by analyzing how it affected the classification results. Ben Amor [7] designs a real time IDS using Naive Bayes and Decision Trees and the results show that the Naive Bayes gives higher detection speed and detection rate than the Decision Trees. Authors in [8] [14] propose a hybrid intelligent systems using Decision Trees (DT), SVM and Fuzzy SVM for anomaly detection (unknown or new attacks). The results show that the hybrid DT–SVM approach improves the performance for all the classes when compared to a SVM approach.

SVM proposed by (Burges 1998, Cortes and Vapnik 1995) is a supervised learning algorithm that is used increasingly in IDS. The classification performance of SVM model is better than the classification methods, such as ANN [9]. The benefit of SVMs is that they learn very effectively with high dimensional data. Rung Ching Chen [10] uses Rough Set Theory (RST) and SVM to detect intrusions. Initially, RST is used to preprocess the data and reduce the dimensions. Later, the features selected by RST are sent to SVM model to learn and test. This method proves to be effective and also decreased the space density of data. The SVM is one of the most successful classification algorithms in the DM area [17].

RVM, proposed by Tipping [11] is a sparse machine learning algorithm that is similar to the SVM in many respects. It is capable of delivering a fully probabilistic output and it is proved to have nearly identical performance to, if not better than, that of SVM in several benchmarks. Di He [12] proposes an IDS approach based on the RVM where a Chebyshev chaotic map is introduced as the inner training noise signal. The result shows that the approach can reach higher detection probabilities under different kinds of intrusions and the computational complexity reduces efficiently. Li Rui [16] improves the generalization performance of RVM by an incremental relevance vector machine algorithm and the results are better than RVM and SVM. This guarantees the reliability of using RVM based approach for designing IDS. RVM has a better generalization performance than SVM due to the less support vectors.

III. METHODOLOGY

Over 90% of Internet traffic uses the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). Because of its widespread use and its impressive growth, the research focuses on the detection of anomalous behavior within TCP traffic. Exploring the TCP packet attributes would enable a classifier to identify normal and abnormal activity on a packet-by-packet basis. From these attributes, a decision tree is built which will enable to identify and classify different attacks and violations. The process of building a classifier model using RVM is depicted in Fig. 1.

![Figure 1. Architecture of the model](image)

A. Dataset Description

The first stage of the implementation involves in training the system. For the present problem data is collected from the campus network to measure the accuracy and attacks. Data such collected is preprocessed and used to detect change point in network performance characteristics. Traffic in the network results in continuous change as the user’s login and make use of Internet. For capturing the packets in real time JPCAP and WINPCAP tool is used to collect the information that is being transmitted. JPCAP provides facilities to capture and save raw packets live. It can automatically identify packet types and can generate corresponding Java objects for Ethernet, IPv4, IPv6, ARP/RARP, TCP, UDP, and ICMPv4 packets. Packets can also be filtered according to the user requirement. JPCAP is developed on LIBPCAP / WINPCAP, which is implemented in C and Java and is the industry-standard tool for link-layer network access. In Windows environment WINPCAP allows applications to capture and transmit network packets bypassing the protocol stack. The network data is collected from the interface which is capable of capturing information flowing within the local network. For example, anomalies can be detected on a single machine, a group of network a switch or a router. For the current research work the TCP/IP packet is collected in real time from the research lab network and dumped for further process. The Data Preprocessing phase handles the conversion of raw packet or connection data into a
format that algorithms can utilize and store the results in the knowledge base. Rather than operating on a raw network dump file, the algorithm uses summary information to perform the analysis. Data is preprocessed to generate summary lines about each connection found in the dump file. The resulting summary file is then parsed and processed by the algorithm to give a count to each data/each time point, with a higher score indicating a high possibility of being an outlier/a change point.

The Log File stores the data as rules produced by the detection algorithm for further mining process. It may also hold information for the preprocessor, such as patterns for recognizing attacks and conversion templates. This Training Data is responsible for generating the initial rule sets that needs to be used for deviation analysis. It can be triggered automatically based on time or the amount of pre-processed data available.

The proposed Outlier Detection Algorithm examines the network data and creates summary descriptions of differences and stores in the outlier vectors for further reference. If a deviation is detected it signals the alarm unit. A strategy for invoking the deviation analyzer is by querying periodically the outlier vectors for the new profiles. Also the profiler may signal when a new profile is added and the Alarm Unit is responsible for informing the administrator when the deviation analyzer reports unusual behavior in the network stream. This can be in the form of SMS, e-mails, console alerts, log entries etc.

In the data preprocessing step as shown in Figure 1, packets are captured using JPCAP library and information is extracted that includes IP header, TCP header, UDP header, and ICMP header from each packet. After that, the packet information is partitioned and formed into a record by aggregating information every 30 minutes. Each record consists of data features considered as the key signature features representing the main characteristics of network data and activities.

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
A. Change Point Outlier Detection (CPOD):

To illustrate the problem, network data collected is observed with threshold values in the college local area network at regular intervals of time window for a certain period of time. Most of the threshold variations may be statistically regular, but once a while there may be an outlier point i.e. a marked deviation from the previous data. In general detecting such outliers is important because they may be caused by an anomaly within the network or from the external environment.

B. CP Distribution

Since the CP can occur randomly and at different times the current model assumes that the number of CP m is fixed and treated as an unknown random variable.

If there are n observations which are denoted by o1, o2,…, on, and a set of CP denoted by 0 < c1 < c2 < … < cm < n, where the number of CP m is unknown it is assumed that the CP occur at discrete time, 1, …, n − 1. From this a priori distribution of the CP is considered.

C. Sampling stage for CP

1. At time n the algorithm starts
2. N data collected is sampled for time t without attack
3. Within this data sample if any CP is detected it is saved as a training data with parameter Wi
4. These values are updated to the training database

This algorithm has a computational cost of O(n). The following are the requirements of CPOD algorithm. The statistics should be on line meaning an outlier has to be detected as it appears. A change point has to be detected within some constant number of observations after the change happens. Specific assumptions regarding distributions are not done and hence the detection can be adaptive to a non-stationary time series and robust to a wide variety of distributions.

D. The CPOD Algorithm

We denote a data sequence as \{x_i : i = 1, 2,..., N\}, i is the time variable, p denotes the number of data points to be observed before initiating analysis. \(C_x\) denotes the current data point in the time series being considered for analysis. t and s denotes the thresholds for change point and outlier detection respectively. Threshold value is the mean magnitude of fluctuation allowed in the data points within which they won’t be classified. Window size w, v denotes the number of data points to consider for computing the median and mean respectively. The algorithm chooses median over a small window, as it is less sensitive to outliers and helps in localizing the deviation. \(w < v\) in all cases, \((w/v) < 0.5\) is found optimal. We maintain a vector to signify the classification state of each data point. States could be \{0, 1, 2, 3\} where ‘0’ means neither outlier nor change point, ‘1’ means outlier, ‘2’ means outlier with high probability that previous point was the change point, and ‘3’ means the change point done from previous two observations.

If the thresholds are well tuned, CPOD can detect maximum outliers and change points in a time series.

CPOD Algorithm (Input: p, s, t, w, v)

Step 1: The iteration for all data points is done after initializing \(i = p+1\)

\[ \forall (i > p) : p < w < v < (N - i) \]

Step 2: The median and mean over the windows v, w is computed respectively as in (1) and (2)

\[ C_{\bar{x}_i} = \frac{i - 1}{i - v} \]  
(1)

Mean of values in window ‘v’

\[ C_{\bar{x}_i} = \frac{i - v}{i - 1} \]  
(2)
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Step 3: Score1 is the ratio of absolute difference between the current data point from the median to the mean amplified by the threshold and calculated as

\[ \text{Score}_1 = \left( \frac{|C_{x_i} - \bar{C} - \bar{x}_i|}{\bar{C} - \bar{x}_i} \right) \times t / \bar{C} - \bar{x}_i \]  \hspace{2cm} (3)\]

Score 2 is the normalized ratio of two distance magnitudes i.e. the median from mean and the from the current data point and calculated as

\[ \text{Score}_2 = \left( \frac{|C_{x_i} - \bar{x}_i|}{|C_{x_i} - \bar{C} - \bar{x}_i|} \right) \times 100 \]  \hspace{2cm} (4)\]

The median is over the short term window w and mean over the longer term window v. By taking ratio, makes the score robust to fluctuations that may happen in the mean over a long term. We heuristically found w/v < 0.5 to be the best choice. The resolution of detection is dependent on the threshold.

If Score1 > Score2, we classify the point as an outlier. Score2 is used as a data-dependent cutoff to classify Score1 as outlier or not. Score1 is sensitive to mean and to the deviation of current data point from median. Score2 is sensitive to deviation of current point from mean and to deviation of mean from median. In window v, Score1 will be greater than Score2, with the presence of outliers or with data points subsequent to a change point.

Step 4: A stronger possibility of current data point being an outlier or CP is indicated if Score1 is higher than Score2. To classify the current data point as CP an additional check is made to find if the point lies beyond a certain band around the median represented as \( LL_i \) and \( UL_i \). The classification state is then saved in vector \( V \).

\[ \text{Score}_1 \]

\[ > \text{Score}_2, \wedge (C_{x_i} < LL_i \vee C_{x_i} > UL_i) : V_i = 1 \]

\[ \leq \text{Score}_2, \cup (LL_i > C_{x_i} > UL_i) : V_i = 0 \]  \hspace{2cm} (5)\]

Step 5: State information in vector \( V \) is used to classify outlier and CP. If the current point has a higher Score1 as indicated in \( V_i \) the past three states are considered for classification. Vector \( V_{ai} \) is used to express the sum state of \( V_i, V_i+1 \) and \( V_i+2 \). \( V_{ai} \) stores state of the current data point with respect to past two data points. If the value of \( V_{ai} \) is 3 it indicates that outliers were detected in the past and current point could be the change point. We test the previous states to make sure there was no change point detected in the past two data points. If detected then the CP is inferred as an outlier. Similarly if the value of \( V_{ai} \) is 1 then it is possible that current point is an outlier as shown in (6) and (7).

\[ V_i \begin{cases} 1 &: V_{ai} = (V_i + V_{i-1} + V_{i-2}) \\ 0 &: V_{ai} = 0 \end{cases} \]  \hspace{2cm} (6)\]

\[ V_{ai} \begin{cases} 3 &: (V_{i-1} = 3 \vee V_{i-2} = 3) \cdot V_{i-1} = 1 \\ 1 &: (V_{i-1} = 1 \vee V_{i-2} = 1) \cdot V_{i-1} = V_{i-1} + V_{i-2} - 1 \end{cases} \]  \hspace{2cm} (7)\]

Finally \( C_{x_i} \) is classified depending on the values of \( V_{ai} \). If the state of current point is 0, then there is no significant deviation. If the current point is 1 or 2 and the current data point deviates more than 5% threshold it is inferred as an outlier and signifies a higher possibility of \( C_{x_i} - 1 \) being a CP. If the state of current point is 3, with accuracy it is inferred that two points prior to current one is the CP.

\[ V_{ai} = 0 : \text{No change, adapt LL, UL to } C_{x_i} \]  \hspace{2cm} (8)\]

\[ = (1 \vee 2) \wedge (C_{x_i} > (C_{x_i} + s \% C_{x_i})) : \text{Outlier} \]

\[ > 2 : \text{Change point, adapt LL, UL to change} \]

Step 6: The classification of outliers and change points as signified in the \( V_{ai} \) vector is reported. The scores and state elements of vector \( V, V_i \) for past data points \( N, N-1 \) and \( N-2 \) are persisted. Persistence of median and mean over the window sizes while classifying current data point enables online implementation.

Table I List of Network Dataset Features Collected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. appName</td>
<td>10. direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. totalSourceBytes</td>
<td>11. sourceTCPFlagsDescription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. totalDestinationBytes</td>
<td>12. destinationTCPFlagsDescription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. totalDestinationPackets</td>
<td>13. source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. totalSourcePackets</td>
<td>14. protocolName</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. sourcePayloadAsBase64</td>
<td>15. sourcePort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. sourcePayloadAsUTF</td>
<td>16. destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. destinationPayloadAsBase64</td>
<td>17. destinationPort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. destinationPayloadAsUTF</td>
<td>18. startDateTime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19. stopDateTime</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RVM is currently of much interest in the research community as they provide a number of advantages. RVM is based on a Bayesian formulation of a linear model with an appropriate prior that results in a sparse data representation. As a result, they can generalize well and provide inferences at very low computational cost. Many applications like object detection and classification, target detection in images, classification of micro calcifications from mammograms etc are developed. RVM produces a function which is comprised of a set of kernel functions also known as basis functions and a set of weights. This function represents a model for the system presented to the learning process from a set of training data set. The kernels and weights calculated by the learning process and the model function defined by the weighted sum of kernels are fixed. From this set of training vectors the RVM selects a sparse subset of input vectors which are deemed to be relevant by the probabilistic learning scheme. This is used for building a function that estimates the output of the system from the inputs. These relevant vectors are used to form the basis functions and comprise the model function.

In the classification phase each of the network data selected from the feature selection phase is classified as normal data or attack data. This phase consists of two main dataset which are used for training and testing. The log file contains four weeks of training data and one week of testing data. A total of 19 features are captured as listed in Table I. During the first phase training is performed using RVM with a set of network records with known answer classes. Based on the training the IDS model can
classify the data in each record into normal network activity or main attack types. Then the model is tested with new or untrained dataset where each record was captured in a real time environment in the college research lab.

For an input vector \( x \), an RVM classifier models the probability distribution of its class labeled \( C \in \{1, +1\} \) using logistic regression as

\[
p(C = 1|x) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-f_{\text{RVM}}(x))}
\]

where \( f_{\text{RVM}}(x) \) the classifier function is given by,

\[
f_{\text{RVM}}(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i K(x, x_i)
\]

where \( K(.,.) \) is a kernel function, and \( x_i, i = 1,2,...,N \), are training samples. The parameters \( \alpha_i, i = 1,2,...,N \) in \( f_{\text{RVM}}(x) \) are determined using Bayesian estimation, introducing a sparse prior on \( \alpha_i \). The parameters \( \alpha_i \) are assumed to be statistically independent obeying a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with variance \( \lambda_i^{-1} \), used to force them to be highly concentrated around zero, leading to very few nonzero terms in \( f_{\text{RVM}}(x) \).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Sample statistics of IP addresses and their count observed in our research laboratory for a time period of 30 minutes specified as window ‘\( w_1 \)’, ‘\( w_2 \)’, ‘\( w_3 \)’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source IP Address</th>
<th>Time Window ‘( w_1 )’</th>
<th>Time Window ‘( w_2 )’</th>
<th>Time Window ‘( w_3 )’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>172.16.30.28</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172.16.30.91</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172.16.30.75</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172.16.30.108</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172.16.30.70</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172.16.30.92</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172.16.30.68</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172.16.30.69</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172.16.30.96</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172.16.30.35</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172.16.30.95</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172.16.30.101</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the real time statistics the data was collected for one week and the graph is as shown in Figure 2 and 3.

Table III Comparison between RVM and SVM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Number of training data</th>
<th>Number of vectors</th>
<th>Testing Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III shows the comparison between the SVM and RVM models. The value of testing performance from RVM model is effectively same as that of SVM with lesser support vectors. The performance of the RVM is also better than the SVM.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this research work a solution for classifying outliers and change points from real time data is proposed which is addressed in two parts: scoring and classification. Scores are computed that reflect outliers and incrementally discover to keep the state of outliers in data series. The algorithm is characterized in its property to address outliers and change points at the same time. This enables to deal with frequent and fast changes in the source. The current implementation and usage indicates the success of the algorithm. This gives a unifying view of outlier detection and change point detection in real time network data.

Usage of RVM shows a competitive accuracy maintaining its sparseness ability. Experimental results show that the RVM model achieves essentially the same performance with a much sparser model as a previously developed SVM model. The much reduced computational complexity in RVM makes it more feasible for real time processing while designing IDS. The proposed method is competitive with respect to processing time and allows the use of selected training data set. The result shows an improvement in RVM classification performance. In this work, the design and successful implementation of a system with outlier detection was done.
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Abstract—When a patient comes to a hospital, clinic, physician practices or other clinics, the enrollment section will ask whether the patient in question had never come or not. If the patient in question said he had never come then the officer will ask you Medication Patient Identification Card (KiB), which will be used to search for patient records in question. In the conventional health care, then the officer will use a tracer to locate patient records at the storage warehouse in the form of stacks of paper. If a patient at a hospital is still a bit it will not be problematic, but if the patient sudha achieve large-scale number in the hundreds of thousands or even millions it will certainly cause problems.

Database records are kept in hospital untapped to the maximum to be exchanged at another hospital when the patient arrives at another hospital for further treatment or research purposes. This study aims to produce a computerized model of inter Medical Information Systems Hospital. Facilitate the benefits of this research is in the medical records of patients get information, patient history properly stored in computerized medical records, patient data search can be found quicker resulting in faster unhandled The expected outcome of this research is rapidly tertangannya patients coming to a clinic and when the patient comes to the clinic to another place then the patient's medical resume database and the analysis can be found immediately.
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I. BACKGROUND PROBLEM

Medical Record management activities will produce data and information in the form of indicators to be used as the evaluation of hospital services. Medical record service system goal is to provide information to facilitate management of the service to patients and facilitate managerial decision-making by the provider of clinical and administrative health care facilities. Therefore we need good data management RM start of input, process and output.

But the RM data management activities are currently running there are still some problems that the patient data input, written by officers in TPPRJ not complete, the process (data management still done conventionally) and output (reports / information only in the form of the ratio of old and new patient visits, the ratio of patient visits and specialists poly) so that the evaluation activities undertaken by service managers in particular to determine the productivity of outpatient services to be obstructed.

Hospital Information System should be able to contribute to all activities of the hospital management. Management information system of a hospital not only serve the statistical data requirements alone but should be able to generate useful information for medical decision-making process. In addition to the medical record contains information about all patients who had been treated, it can also be used as a reference when the patient was treated again. Health workers will be difficult to take action if not yet know the history or the history of the patient's disease before the action is recorded in the previous medical record file. One other important matters contained in the medical record file is the availability and completeness of its contents when needed.

As an initial illustration, there is a case study conducted by Clarke toxicology section, hospital, Edinburgh, UK that is usually used for inpatient services. The main function of the toxicology section is to provide medical care. In practice there is often confusion between the team of physicians and delivery of health services to patients. A patient should be placed in service where and treated by a doctor who? The problem is long and difficult quest to collect patient data is fragmented. Telephone and the conversation became a fact of discussion and exchange of information to get the conclusion of patient care. But after using EMR, EMR servants saw enough to get the patient's medical summary and decided conclusion. Prihartono (2008)

Electronic Medical Records are required to provide web-based system, easy to use and requires no investment in costly infrastructure and resources. The system is also required to have electronic prescriptions, receiving lab results electronically, using a structured data and nomenclature are given by the SNOMED (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine), NDC (National Drug Code), or other data for documentation and have the ability to generate clinical data, administrative and demographic reports. Gates and Roeder (2011)

Electronic Medical Record is widely used in various hospitals in different parts of the world to replace or complement the medical record file form. Since the development of e-Health, EMR is at the heart of information from hospital information systems. Prihartono (2008) Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) is a computerized medical information system that collects, stores and displays
Data warehouse modeling method has been used in the industry standard for years for decision support in various fields. Data warehouse design for healthcare industry outside well understood and has been widely discussed. Healthcare is still far behind, in the field of data warehouse management, decision support and the need to move forward in this direction. Parmanto et al (2005)

With the awareness of medical errors and increase the focus on improving the quality of patient care, President George W. Bush (American President Currently it is) called for electronic health records for all Americans by 2014. Latest figures estimate the adoption of EHR in the outpatient environment to 13% for the base system and 4% only for a fully functional EHR system. It also includes penalties for providers who fail to adopt. Morton et al (2009)

Program to introduce an electronic medical record that enables the sharing of health information between sites is being conducted in many developed countries including Australia, Canada, Denmark, England, Finland, France, New Zealand and the United States. The information is uploaded records the patient's identity, CHI number (unique patient identifier in Scotland), and the prescription drug reactions or allergies. All patients have the information that is uploaded to a central database 2 times a day unless they have actively opted out of the system. Health professionals who want to access information in the ECS is expected to obtain consent of the patient at the time of contact (unless the patient is unconscious). Johnstone and McCartney (2010)

Health Level Seven (HL7) is a standard for electronic exchange of patient medical record information is supported by the National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS). HL7 standards developed by bodies accredited by the American National Standards Institute. This is a message standard that allows software applications to exchange information across platforms in a way to protect the meaning of the information submitted. Gudea (2005)

II. MEDICAL RECORD

In the explanation of Article 46 paragraph (1) Medical Practice Act, which is a medical record is a file containing records and documents about the identity of the patient, examination, treatment, action, and other services provided to patients. In the Minister of Health of the Medical Record Number 749a / Menkes / Per / XII / 1989 explained that the medical record is a file containing records and documents about the identity of the patient, examination, treatment, action, and other services to patients in healthcare facilities.

III. ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD

Electronic Medical Record (EMR) is the lifetime of the patient medical records in electronic format and can be accessed by computer from a network with the main purpose to provide or improve care and health services in an efficient and integrated. EMR become a key strategy of integrated health services at various hospitals. Prihartono (2008)
IV. BENEFITS OF MEDICAL RECORDS

a. Treatment of Patients. Medical records serve as the basis and guidance to plan and analyze the disease and plan treatment, care and treatment to be given to the patient.

b. Improving the Quality of Service. Creating Medical Record for the organization of medical practice with a clear and complete information will improve the quality of care to protect medical personnel and the achievement of optimal health.

c. Education and Research. Medical record is the chronological progression of disease information, medical services, treatments and medical procedures, useful for the development of information materials for teaching and research in the field of medical and dental professions.

d. Financing. Medical record file can be used as guidance and materials to establish the financing of health services at health facilities. Notes can be used as proof of financing to the patient.

e. Health Statistics. Medical records can be used as health statistics, especially for studying the development of public health and to determine the number of patients on specific diseases.

f. Problems of Proof Law, Discipline and Ethics. Medical record is the main written evidence, making it useful in the resolution of legal issues, discipline and ethics.

V. STUDY REFERENCES

According Hosizah explained that implementation of the hospital Medical Records Indonesia started in 1989 in line with the Regulation of Minister of Health Affairs Medical Record, which includes the setting is still paper-based medical records (conventional). Conventional medical record is considered no longer appropriate for use in the 21st century the use of information-intensive and environment-oriented automation and health care is not solely focused on the work unit. Currently in Indonesia there were approximately 1300 hospitals and thousands of health centers (Menkes RI) that the government would need to think about the design of the parent (grand design) EHR strategically arranged by region includes eastern Indonesia, Central and West.

According Prihartono (2008) From Clarke writing a case study that the effects of EMR technology implementation is often unpredictable and can only be determined by using it. To be successful applied technology such as EMR, theory and practice must be balanced. So we need a test EMR. Janz and Brian Hennington test the adoption of EMR by physicians with the model Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT). By doing a literature study of the implementation of the UTAUT Model year 2000 - 2007, Hennington concluded that the factors influencing the decision-making EMR adoption: uncertainty on investment turnover EMR, EMR integration with existing business processes before, the potential of EMR to improve quality of care, convenience of use EMR, the amount of effort to change the workflow to fit the use of EMR, as well as funding availability and duration of adaptation. EMR adoption by a hospital, is also influenced by the local law of privacy and the use of EMR by the trend of other hospitals. Miller and Tucker empirically using a variation in the privacy of local law. The result indicates a positive network effect in the spread of EMR. There are five variables used to help predict the decision for pushing hospitals to adopt EMR, namely:

a. InstalledHSA: number of hospitals are adopting EMR in a year
b. HospPrivLaw: Indicators of privacy laws
c. HospPrivLaw * InstalledHSA: results of a variable time before
d. Xit: hospital characteristics and state
e. Eit: Error stochastic

All of the data to a formula derived from the data base of 2005 issued by the “Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society. HIMSS database covers most of the hospitals in the United States. The author gets the data as much as 4010 the hospital. 1937 hospitals have adopted EMR. 3988 the hospital's decision to adopt a system of "enterprise-wide EMR".

Two researchers from Malaysia, Mohd and Mohamad, forming a model of acceptance of EMR in the form of the questionnaire survey, particularly for the major hospitals in Malaysia. The core of their model is the incorporation of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) with User Interface Interaction Satisfaction Questionnaire (Marquis). By combining the TAM and the Marquis, as well as several other models of theories, then obtained a receipt of the appropriate models to evaluate the EMR.

According Handoyo et al (2008), are presented in this paper that in order to build the Hospital Information System is the most efficient use of the Prado due Framework.

According Arianto in his paper entitled Open Platform-Based Applications Programming Xml Web Services (Case Study: Collaboration Applications and Data Exchange of the Population With Medical Records). It is said that the population data can be used to mensupport patient data at a hospital. In the presented architecture is one solution for distributed computing applications in a cluster collaboration and data exchange. Architecture described in his presentation.

According Setyanto in his paper entitled Mobile Medical Records said that the medical records of mobile applications will make double the storage of medical records. Medical records will be stored on the server where the hospital treated patients and in patients of coffee in the mobile device. Double the storage is done so that when the required medical records of patients at other hospitals where new patients never treated, the new hospital can retrieve data from the patient's pertinent medical records without the need to deal with patients from the hospital. The addition of medical records at the time of treatment of transactions to be recorded back into the patient's mobile device. In this way the medical records contained in the mobile device will be the most complete data. To enable the synchronization with the data at the beginning of the hospital if the patient wants a new backup data as well as his medical records to synchronize the applications that are embedded in the mobile device will synchronize with the hospital system from which he recorded via web services service owned hospitals. This feature can be designed.
Doctors will be helped in doing the best treatment decisions for patients. Patients will benefit from the certainty of the data unreadable medical history and basis for treatment decisions for themselves. Government and health researchers will get an abundance of data is ready if that research could be done more easily and the data is more complete. Strategic decisions taken by the government can also better because of the completeness of data. Mobile data communication service providers also benefit from the increased traffic that is not only extended service mobile banking, but possess the new land mobile medic.

According to Boonstra and Broekhuis (2010) explained that the implementation of Electronic Medical Records, Financial constraints become a major factor. Monetary aspect is an important factor for many physicians. Common questions faced by clinicians is whether the costs of implementing and running an affordable EMR system and whether they can benefit financially from it. The cost of EMR can be divided into two, namely the initial cost and ongoing costs, monitoring, upgrades, and administration costs. Their surveys, have concluded that the physician has adequate technical knowledge and skills to deal with EMRs. Meade et al observed in a context that most of the current generation of doctors in Ireland to receive their qualifications before the IT program was introduced.

According to Desroches et al in his paper entitled Use of Electronic Health Records in U.S. Hospitals. Conduct a survey using the methods surveyed all acute care hospitals that are members of the American Hospital Association to the presence of the specific functions of electronic records. Using the definition of electronic health records based on expert consensus, to determine the proportion of hospitals that have such systems in their clinical areas. Also examined the relationship of adoption of electronic health records with certain hospital characteristics and the factors that are reported to be barriers or facilitators of adoption.

From a survey based on responses from 63.1% of surveyed hospitals, only 1.5% of U.S. hospitals have comprehensive electronic records system that is in all clinical units and an additional 7.6% have basic systems in which at least one clinical unit. Computerized provider order for the drug has been applied to 17% of the hospital. Larger hospitals located in urban and teaching hospitals were more likely to have an electronic records system. Respondents cited capital requirements and high maintenance costs as the main barriers to implementation, although hospitals with electronic records systems were less likely to mention the constraints of a hospital without such a system. AK Jha concluded his research is a very low level of adoption of electronic health records in U.S. hospitals suggest that policymakers face major obstacles to the achievement of healthcare performance goals that depend on health information technology.

Raisinghani and Young put his research, entitled Personal health records: key adoption issues and implications for management. Presented that Electronic Personal Health (PHRs) have been considered as a tool to empower consumers to become active decision makers about their health, instead of leaving the decision to the provider. Paper-based health systems and fragmented is no longer suitable for the digital economy in the 21st century. Integrated health information technology system is the solution to change clinical practice to consumer centric and information. Tools such as PHRs are a means to achieve goals that provide better health, safer and more affordable for consumers. However, there has been little research done to show the real value of PHR, although widely perceived value of this technology. Although survey data indicate that there is a lack of awareness among the public, consumers accept this concept, especially when the doctor recommends it.

Zaroukian and Sierra in his paper benefiting from ambulatory EHR implementation: solidarity, six sigma, and willingness to strive. Explained that the system of electronic ambulatory health records has the potential to improve the quality of healthcare. Optimizing the value of EHR implementation requires that providers and staff to be effective and efficient EHR users so that the graph paper is no longer needed or desired. Transition from paper charts to EHR systems require changes in new learning. This case study describes how the EHR implementation of timely and routine use in a large medical clinic. Observed benefits include improved patient access, workflow efficiency, communication, use of decision support, and financial performance. These success factors and implementation strategies can help others trying to encourage greater adoption and use of EHRs.

Balfour et al in his paper entitled Health Information Technology presented the United States have been slow to use HIT. However, a variety of factors including increased government involvement, which accelerate the implementation and use of HIT. E-prescribing and EHR both electronic means to provide better coordination of care by allowing the various health care professionals to access patient medical records. Adoption of e-prescribing can reduce medication errors due to bad handwriting. Unfortunately, barriers to implementing e-prescribing and EHR is still there, including resistance to learning new technologies, the initial start-up costs, delays in seeing a return on investment, lack of standard platforms, increasing the administrative burden and incentive alignment.

Shekelle et al in the paper Costs and benefits of health information technology to take the source data from PubMed, Cochrane Controlled Clinical Trials Register and Cochrane Database purpose Effectiveness Reviews (DARE) is an electronic search for articles published since 1995. Some of the reports prepared by private industry were also reviewed. Using the method of the 855 studies screened, 256 were included in the final analysis.

The results of 256 studies, 156 concerned decision support, electronic medical records of 84 and 30 about to be computerized physician entry (categories are not mutually exclusive). 124 of the studies assessing the effects of HIT systems in outpatient settings or outpatient; 82 assessed its use in the hospital setting or hospitalization. The ability of Electronic Health Records (EHRs) to improve the quality of care in ambulatory care facilities is shown in a small series of studies conducted at four sites (three U.S. medical centers and
one in the Netherlands). HIT has the potential to enable a dramatic transformation in the delivery of health care, making it safer, more effective and more efficient.

Gagnon et al, Interventions for promoting information and communication technologies adoption in healthcare professionals. Exposure produces 10 studies met the inclusion criteria. Use of the Internet for audit and feedback, and email to the provider-patient communication, were targeted in two studies. Their conclusion is very limited evidence on effective interventions to promote the adoption of ICT by health professionals. Small effects have been reported for interventions targeting the use of electronic databases and digital libraries. Effectiveness of interventions to promote the adoption of ICT in healthcare settings is still uncertain, and further trials are designed with both needed.

Morton et al (2009) concluded EHR has been developed over nearly three decades, yet some providers to realize an integrated electronic health records. Recent figures estimate 3-8% of EHR adoption in ambulatory care settings to 13% for the base system and 4% only for a fully functional EHR system. Patients seemed to accept that their physicians have computerized records secure and confidential, but they are increasingly unhappy with the safety record is held centrally. The concern is that the data may be used inappropriately by the government or may be hijacked. The risk increases with the number of illegal access data stored in a single repository (honeypot effect).

Pusic et al (2004) presented to exploit the opportunities for this type of clinical decision support interventions then it must have an effective health information systems. While electronic health records and databases to help physicians manage information, patient-specific recommendations provided by the clinical decision support systems can do more to improve decision making and help ensure patient safety. Computer technology can help to generate suggestions for specific cases of clinical decision making. The system used is usually referred to as clinical decision support systems. Computerization can help make this valuable investment with a safer, more efficient and more effective health care. It is imperative that physicians involved in the development and rigorous scientific evaluation of this system.

Skouroliaou et al (2008) describes use of computerized hospital records could potentially reduce medical errors and improve the cost effectiveness of care by revealing the relationship between the severity of illness and resource consumption in the ICU setting. The importance of computerized data management to improve the safety and efficacy in the ICU for premature neonates has been fully realized for several decades. Availability of this information is enabling physicians to minimize the errors and re-evaluate current clinical practice.

AbdRbo et al (2011) described information systems can facilitate communication between nurses, doctors and other health team members and improve patient outcomes. In addition, the use of IS will ensure the completeness of documentation of patient care, facilitating the evaluation of the results of patient care and improve patient safety.

Parmanto et al (2005) presented to achieve national interoperability and realizing benefits, physician adoption rate should be increased substantially. However, implementing the right systems the right way is essential to ensure the success of the project and protect patient safety. Nearly 75% of all the major health information technology projects fail. Understanding of the factors associated with the acceptance of physicians’ will enable organizations to better assess the readiness of the system and facilitate a successful implementation.

Johnstone and McCartney (2010) presented patients seem to accept that their physicians have a safe and confidential computerized records, but they are increasingly unhappy with the holding of centralized security record. The concern is that the data may be used inappropriately by the government or may be hijacked. The risk increases with the number of illegal access data stored in a single repository (honeypot effect).

Skouroliahou et al in an article entitled Data Analysis of the Benefits of an Electronic Registry of Information in a Neonatal Intensive Care Unit in Greece explained that the electronic documentation of several procedures for neonates, such as parenteral nutrition in the ICU, has been referred to in the literature. Establishment of monitoring systems allow for the research results as well as for the management of information. Availability of this information is enabling physicians to minimize the errors and re-evaluate current clinical practice. Over the last two years of a software program that combines rapid report generation and capacity for simple statistical analysis was developed and used for collecting, storing, and analyzing the data of newborns treated in intensive care unit three levels of Lito Maternity Hospital.

Et al in his paper AbdRbo Development and Testing of a Survey Instrument to Measure Benefits of a Nursing Information System. Health Information Management concluded benefits associated with quality of care using the System Information is associated with improved accessibility, accuracy and completeness of patient information that increases the effectiveness of nursing care . Nauright and Simpson12 reported high reliability (Cronbach alpha = .94) for quality-of-care items included in the questionnaire they used in their study of 697 nurses and staff of public hospitals.

Survey conducted by Hussein et al (2011) of 80 patients as responders were randomized at Bandung in January-May 2011. About 70% of respondents (56 people) were aged 18-50 years, while 30% of respondents (24 people) were aged or under 20 years following table Generate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Understand the medical record in general</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Knowing the long-term goal of the medical</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>record</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Knowing the content rather than medical</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>record</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Registered in more than one hospital in</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bandung</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Percent came to the medical is about 1 times</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ month or more</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Been admitted to hospital</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ever have one of the actions by the medical</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>officer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the above table it can be concluded that patients rarely remember who had obtained medical services from childhood to the present, patients given the drug also rarely ever consumed from childhood to the present, when the average to obtain medical services once a month and is registered in more from one hospital. Thus the need for a complete documentation of the patient’s health, correct and up to date that can provide health information to patients and medical personnel in times of need. Also needed the flexibility to read and access information by the patient’s health is concerned. A total of 40 respondents had experienced any of the actions by medical personnel. The interviews explained that the medical officers often make mistakes because the action does not ‘know’ the patient at hand, that does not hold a valid and complete information regarding the patient’s personal health information, not even knowing the patient’s medical history at hand. The result is a medical tort (malpractice) so that patients suffering from trauma, fainting, itching rash, should be treated intensively, even resulting in loss of life.

Development of the National Medical Record System Web-based, so that medical record information can be accessed freely by the patient and medical personnel wherever the patient is or requires medical treatment. Web technologies into one technology that is widely used today because of the ability to meet the needs of web users are mobile. Due to the web-based system, then both patients and medical personnel have access rights to different medical record. For example, the patient has a right to see medical records and medical history, while the doctor has the right to record into the patient’s medical record is examined. The hospital is the party who first made the patient medical record (if the patient has not had a medical record), after the patient’s medical record form the physician and / or other hospital staff can record the medical treatment and see pasian medical record, if needed. National web-based medical record can be accessed by the patient’s mobile, so that patients can learn about personal health, knowing his medical history, and the patient can decide to choose a doctor or hospital that is suitable based on medical records. Know yourself is important, so are familiar with our own personal health, hospital and medical staff of data.

Implementation and Maintenance of Web-based Medical Record System to build Portal Center is administered by the Department of Health, Handling security using username and password plated, Maintenance of data by backing up your data based on a specific time period.

Every user has different levels of access rights to maintain the validity of the data. Normal development of databases that can make a good implementation of the system. Server support 24 hours to make the availability of patient health information for patients and physicians. Simple interface but achieve the delivery of information.

### VI. DISCUSSION

Physician practice conditions, hospital treatment and Hall are still many who use handwritten notes on paper to write medical records. That is not good, but in a previous study found many weaknesses. Various studies have previously shown that a lot of paper medical records led to the wrong perception because the article misspelled the difficult doctor read by other paramedics. Because medical records are poor or non-existent making it difficult to trace the history of the patient before the doctor who caused the wrong diagnosis will allow the caused the wrong diagnosis that will allow the mall practice. Electronic Medical Record technology allows medical providers to storend mempertukan medical information using a computer instead of paper. Different metadata systems in hospitals and other clinics should be made uniform by the authorities to enable the synchronization of data and can be utilized to the maximum.

Web portal development database of medical records are appropriately built in Indonesia which was shaded by the relevant departments of the ministries of health should require hospitals to build a database that is connected to the portal. Access password is not enough to use, it must use additional authentication, can be a barcode or fingerprint. Thus there is no one else can enter into the system unless the patient is concerned even if the user id and password not remembered.

### VII. CONCLUSION

a. Indonesia has not been widely applied in electronic medical records so that there are many drawbacks

b. Medical Record Information system is built in standard among hospitals and clinics will provide benefits of convenience and carrying medical resume so that patients can be misdiagnosed and press the number mall practice

### VIII. ADVICE

Leadership of hospitals and clinics need to think logically and humbled to be willing to apply the patient’s medical record system
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Abstract— This paper discusses the computational parsing of GP sentences. By an approach of combining computational linguistic methods, e.g. CFG, ATN and BNF, we analyze the various syntactic structures of pre-grammatical, common, ambiguous and GP sentences. The evidence shows both ambiguous and GP sentences have lexical or syntactic crossings. Any choice of the crossing in ambiguous sentences can bring a full-parsed structure. In GP sentences, the probability-based choice is the cognitive prototype of parsing. Once the part-parsed priority structure is replaced by the full-parsed structure of low probability, the distinctive feature of backtracking appears. The computational analysis supports Pritchett’s idea on processing breakdown of GP sentences.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of the World Wide Web has greatly increased demand for natural language processing (NLP). NLP relates to human-computer interaction, discusses linguistic coverage issues, and explores the development of natural language widgets and their integration into multi user interfaces[1]. The development of language technology has been facilitated by two technical breakthroughs: the first emphasizes empirical approaches and the second highlights networked machines [2]. Natural language and databases are core components of information systems, and NLP techniques may substantially enhance most phases of query processing, natural language understanding and the information system [3-5].

By means of developed or used methods, metrics and measures, NLP has accelerated scientific advancement in human language such as machine translation [6-7], automated extraction systems from free-texts [8], the semantics-originated Generalized Upper Model of a linguistic ontology [9], artificial grammar learning (AGL) system [10], NIMFA [11], etc. Understanding natural language involves context-sensitive discrimination among word senses, and a growing awareness is created to develop an indexed domain-independent knowledge base that contains linguistic knowledge [12-17].

There are a lot of helpful NLP models for linguistic research focusing on various application areas, e.g. Zhou & Hripcsak’ medical NLP model and Plant&Murrell’s dialogue system.

Figure 1 Zhou & Hripcsak’ Medical NLP Model

Zhou & Hripcsak’ medical NLP model comprises three parts, i.e. “structure”, “analysis” and “challenges”. “Analysis” consists in morphological, lexical, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic parts. Morphology and lexical analysis determine the sequences of morphemes used to create words. Syntax emphasizes the structure of phrases and sentences to combine multiple words.

Semantics highlights the formation of the meaning or interpretation of the words. Pragmatics concerns the situation of how context affects the interpretation of the sentences and of how sentences combine to form discourse. [18]

Plant&Murrell’s Dialogue NLP System discusses the importance of Backus–Naur Form (BNF). This system analyzes the possibility for any user who understands formal grammars to replace or upgrade the system or to produce all possible parses of the input query without requiring any programming.

In the model, BNF is extended with simple semantic tags. The matching agent searches through a knowledge base of scripts and selects the most closely matching one. In this model, BNF is very helpful and useful for system to analyze natural language. [19]
The computational analysis of Garden Path (GP) sentences is one of the important branches of NLP for these sentences are hard for machine to translate if there is no linguistic knowledge to support.

GP sentences are grammatically correct and its interpretation consists of two procedures: the prototype understanding and the backtracking parsing. At the first time, readers most likely interpret GP sentences incorrectly by means of cognitive prototype. With the advancement of understanding, readers are lured into a parse that turns out to be a dead end. With the help of special word or phrase, they find that the syntactic structure which is being built up is different from the structure which has been created, namely it is a wrong path down which they have been led. Thus they have to return and reinterpret, which is called backtracking. "Garden path" here means "to be led down the garden path", meaning "to be misled". Originally, this phenomenon is analyzed by the psycholinguists to illustrate the fact that human beings process language one word at a time when reading. Now, GP phenomenon attracts a lot of interest of scholars from perspectives of syntax[20-24], semantics[25-28], pragmatics[29-30], psychology[31-34], computer and cognitive science[35-38].

In this paper, Context Free Grammar (CFG) and BNF will be used to discuss the automatic parsing of GP sentences. Meanwhile, the pre-grammatical sentences, common sentences and ambiguous sentences will be analyzed from the perspective of computational linguistics as the comparison and contrast to GP sentences.

II. THE NLP-BASED ANALYSES OF NON-GP SENTENCES

Non-GP sentences in this paper include the pre-grammatical sentences, common sentences and ambiguous sentences, all of which are shown how different they are from GP sentences.

A. Analysis of Pre-Grammatical Sentences

A pre-grammatical sentence is incorrect in grammar even though we can guess the meaning by the separated words or phrases. According to CFG, this kind of sentence fails to be parsed successfully.

Example 1: *The new singers the song.

Example 2: The new singers the song

G={Vn, Vt, S, P}
Vn={Det, Adj, N, NP, S, VP, V}
Vt={the, new, singers, song}
S=S
P:
1. S→NP VP
2. NP→Det N
3. NP→Det Adj N
4. VP→V NP
5. Det→{the}
6. N→{singers, song}
7. Adj→{new}
8. V→{?}

The new singers the song

Det new singers the song (5)

a. Det Adj singers the song (7)
b. Det Adj N the song (6)
c. NP the song (3)
d. NP Det song (5)
e. NP Det N (6)
f. NP NP (2)
g. FAIL

From the parsing of Example 1, we can see the whole structure of sentence is [The new singers]NP+[the song]NP, namely the absence of V is the reason why it fails to be parsed successfully.

In a pre-grammatical sentence, the syntactic structure is not correct and the relationships among the parts are isolated even though sometimes the possible meaning of the sentence can be inferred from the evidence. For example, in the programming rules of (8), we can enter a lot of related verbs to rewrite example 1, e.g. V→{hear/play/write/sing/record}. Thus the pre-grammatical sentence can be created into a common one.

B. Analysis of Common Sentences

A common sentence is grammatically acceptable and both CFG and BNF can parse it smoothly and successfully. If "record(verb)" is added into example 1, the formed sentence is a common one.

Example 2: The new singers record the song.

G={Vn, Vt, S, P}
Vn={Det, Adj, N, NP, V, VP, S}
Vt={the, new, singers, record, song}
S=S

P:
1. \( S \rightarrow NP \; VP \)
2. \( NP \rightarrow \text{Det} \; N \)
3. \( NP \rightarrow \text{Det} \; \text{Adj} \; N \)
4. \( VP \rightarrow V \; NP \)
5. \( \text{Det} \rightarrow \{\text{the}\} \)
6. \( N \rightarrow \{\text{singers, song}\} \)
7. \( \text{Adj} \rightarrow \{\text{new}\} \)
8. \( V \rightarrow \{\text{record}\} \)

The new singers record the song

a. \( \text{Det new singers record the song} \) (5)

b. \( \text{Det Adj singers record the song} \) (7)

c. \( \text{Det Adj N record the song} \) (6)

d. \( \text{NP record the song} \) (3)

e. \( \text{NP V the song} \) (8)

f. \( \text{NP V Det song} \) (5)

g. \( \text{NP V Det N} \) (6)

h. \( \text{NP V NP} \) (2)

i. \( \text{NP VP} \) (4)

j. \( S \) (1)

k. SUCCESS

The syntactic structure of example 2 is [The new singers] NP+[record]V+[the song]NP, and the whole parsing is smooth.

Backus-Naur Form (BNF) is another useful formal language to describe the parsing of NLP. The details of BNF definition are as follows.

```plaintext
syntax ::= 
  rule ::= identifier "::=" expression 
  expression ::= term | term "|" term 
  term ::= factor 
  factor ::= identifier | 
  quoted_symbol | 
    "(" expression ")" | 
    "[" expression "]" | 
    "{" expression "}" 
  identifier ::= letter | letter digit 
  quoted_symbol ::= """"""
```

Thus we can use BNF to define Augmented Transition Network (ATN) which will be introduced to analyze the related sentences in this paper.

```plaintext
<ATN>::=<State Arc>[<State Arc>] 
<State Arc>::=<State><Arc>[<Arc>] 
<Arc>::=<CAT><Category>[<Preaction> 
  [PUSH]<State><Preaction> 
  [TST]<Node><Preaction> 
  [POP]<Expression><Test> 
<Preaction>::=<Test>[<Action>]<Terminal Action> 
<Action>::=<SEND><Register><Expression> 
  [SEND]<Register><Expression> 
  [LIFTR]<Register><Expression> 
<Terminal Action>::=<TO><State>[<Form>] 
<Expression>::=<GETR><Register>* 
  [GETR]<Register><Expression> 
  [APPEND]<Register><Expression> 
  [BUILD]<Fragment>[<Register>]
```

In the semantic network, some nodes are associated with lexicon entries. In order to analyze example 2 clearly and concisely, we find a detailed description of lexicon is necessary besides the grammatical analysis. “CTGY” means category; “PRES”, present; “NUM”, number; “SING”, singular.

```plaintext
(The((CTGY. DET))) 
(New((CTGY. ADJ))) 
(Singers((CTGY.N) (NUM. PLURAL))) 
(Record((CTGY.V) (PAST.RECORDED) (PASTP. RECORDED))) 
(Record((CTGY. V) (TENSE.PRES))) 
(Song((CTGY. N) (NUM. SING)))
```

Based on the evidence discussed above, we can create an augmented transition network to analyze example 2.
The ATN in Fig. 3 shows the details of parsing of example 2, which belongs to the category of common sentence. There is no backtracking or ambiguity existing in the procedure shown below.

1. System tries to seek NP in arc 1 and then PUSH NP <The new singers> to NP subnet;
2. NP subnet begins to parse NP <The new singers>. In arc 4, Det <the> is set in register.
3. In arc 7, Adj <new> is analyzed and the result is set in register.
4. In arc 5, N<singers> is interpreted.
5. In arc 6, the result of parsing in NP subnet is popped to general net in arc 1.
6. Again in arc 1, the popped result is set in register.
7. In arc 2, system starts to seek VP <record the song> and PUSH to VP subnet.
8. VP subnet begins to parse VP <record the song>. In arc 8, V<record> is set in register.
9. In arc 9, VP subnet begins to interpret NP <the song>. There is no related rule to support the procedure in this VP subnet and as a result, the sub-sub-net of NP is activated again. NP <the song> is pushed to NP subnet.
10. NP sub-sub-net begins to parse NP <the song>. In arc 4, Det <the> is set in register again.
11. In arc 5, N <song> is parsed.
12. In arc 6, the result of parsing in NP sub-sub-net is popped to VP subnet.
13. In arc 9, NP <the song> is set in register.
14. In arc 10, VP <record the song> is popped.
15. In arc 2, the parsing result of VP subnet is set.

All the parsing results of subnets and sub-subnets show that S <the new singers record the song> is grammatically and semantically acceptable and reasonable. The information is set in register. System returns “SUCCESS” and parsing is over.

The algorithm of parsing discussed above can be found in Table 1, in which “Number” means the steps of parsing; “Complexity”, the hierarchical levels of net; “Arc” or “A-?”; the respective numbers shown in Fig. 3; “Programming”, the BNF description.

C. Analysis of Ambiguous Sentences

An ambiguous sentence has more than one possible meaning, any of which can convey and carry the similar, different and even opposite information.

Example 3: The detective hit the criminal with an umbrella.

The example above brings syntactic ambiguity for the different syntactic structures convey different meanings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Arc</th>
<th>Programming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-1</td>
<td>PUSH NP &lt;The new singers&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-4</td>
<td>SETR Det &lt;the&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-7</td>
<td>SETR Adj &lt;new&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-6</td>
<td>SETR N &lt;singers&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-5</td>
<td>POP NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-1</td>
<td>SETR NP &lt;The new singers&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-2</td>
<td>PUSH VP &lt;record the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>A-8</td>
<td>SETR V &lt;record&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>A-9</td>
<td>PUSH NP &lt;the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>A-1</td>
<td>SETR Det &lt;the&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>A-5</td>
<td>SETR N &lt;song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>A-2</td>
<td>POP VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>A-8</td>
<td>SETR NP &lt;the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>A-10</td>
<td>POP VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>A-2</td>
<td>SETR VP &lt;record the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>SETR &lt;The new singers record the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SUCCESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Parsing Algorithm of Example 2

In example 3, two meanings are carried. The first is the detective using an umbrella hit the criminal, while the other is the detective hit the criminal who is carrying an umbrella.

G={Vn, Vt, S, P}
Vn={Det, N, NP, V, VP, S, Prep, PP}
Vt={the, detective, hit, criminal, with, an, umbrella}
S=S
P:
1. S → NP VP
2. NP → NP PP
3. NP → Det N
4. PP → Prep NP
5. VP → VP PP
6. VP → V NP
7. PP → Prep NP
8. Det → {the, an}
9. N → {detective, criminal, umbrella}
10. Prep → {with}
11. V → {hit}

(The((CTGY, DET)))
(Detective((CTGY, N) (NUM, SING)))
(Hit((CTGY, V) (PAST, HIT) (PASTP, HIT)))
(Hit((CTGY, V) (ROOT, HIT) (TENSE, PASTP)))
(Hit((CTGY, V) (ROOT, HIT) (TENSE, PASTP)))
(Criminal ((CTGY, N) (NUM, SING)))
The detective hit the criminal with an umbrella.

a. Det detective hit the criminal with an umbrella (8)
b. Det N hit the criminal with an umbrella (9)
c. NP hit the criminal with an umbrella (3)
d. NP V the criminal with an umbrella (11)
e. NP V Det criminal with an umbrella (8)
f. NP V Det N with an umbrella (9)
g. NP V NP with an umbrella (3)
h. NP VP with an umbrella (6)
i. NP VP Prep an umbrella (10)
j. NP VP Prep Det umbrella (8)
k. NP VP Prep Det N (9)
l. NP VP Prep NP (3)
m. NP VP PP (4)
n. NP VP (5)
o. S (1)
p. SUCCESS

Based on the parsing above, we can find the first exact meaning of example 3 is “The detective using an umbrella hit the criminal”. Another parsing which means “The detective hit the criminal who is carrying an umbrella” is shown as follows.

The detective hit the criminal with an umbrella

a. Det detective hit the criminal with an umbrella (8)
b. Det N hit the criminal with an umbrella (9)
c. NP hit the criminal with an umbrella (3)
d. NP V the criminal with an umbrella (11)
e. NP V Det criminal with an umbrella (8)
f. NP V Det N with an umbrella (9)
g. NP V NP with an umbrella (3)
h. NP V NP Prep an umbrella (10)
i. NP V NP Prep Det umbrella (8)
j. NP V NP Prep Det N (9)
k. NP V NP Prep NP (3)
l. NP V NP PP (4)
m. NP V NP (2)
n. NP VP (6)
o. S (1)
p. SUCCESS

In ATN created by means of example 3, three subnets are involved, i.e. NP subnet, VP subnet and PP subnet. S net is the general net. The reason why the different meanings of example 3 can be expressed lies in the attached structures of PP subnet. When PP subnet is attached to VP subnet, namely VP→VP PP is activated, the parsing result is “The detective using an umbrella hit the criminal”. When PP subnet serves NP subnet, i.e. NP→NP PP, the interpretation is “The detective hit the criminal who is carrying an umbrella.”

![Figure 4 ATN of Example 3](https://example.com/figure4.png)

From the Fig. 4, we can notice the difference of PP subnet which can be attached to NP subnet in arc 4 or to VP subnet in arc 8.

The parsing algorithm of example 3 in “VP→VP PP” includes 24 steps and highest level of syntactic structure is “IV”.

1. In arc1, S-net seeks NP<the detective>. NP subnet used to parse noun phrase is activated.
2. In arc 5, NP subnet finds Det<the>.
3. In arc 6, N<detective> is parsed and set in register.
4. In arc 7, the parsing result is popped up to arc 1 where it is pushed.
5. In arc 1, NP<the detective> is set in register.
6. In arc 2, S-net seeks VP and the other part of VP<hit the criminal with an umbrella> is pushed down to VP subnet.
7. In arc 9, VP subnet seeks V<hit> firstly.
8. In arc 10, subnet seeks NP, and NP<the criminal> is pushed again to NP subnet to interpret.
9. In arc 5, NP subnet finds Det<the>.
10. In arc 6, NP subnet seeks N<criminal>.
11. In arc 7, the result of parsing of NP<the criminal> is popped up to arc 10 where it is pushed down.
12. In arc 10, NP<the criminal> is set in register.
13. In arc 8, VP subnet seeks PP<with an umbrella> and PP subnet is activated.
In arc 12, PP subnet finds Prep<with>.
In arc 13, PP subnet tries to parse NP <an umbrella> and for the third time, NP subnet is provided for the parsing.
In arc 5, NP subnet searches for Det<an>.
In arc 6, N<umbrella> is parsed in NP subnet.
In arc 7, the result is popped back to arc 13.
In arc 13, NP <an umbrella> is set in register.
In arc 14, PP<with an umbrella> is parsed successfully and it is popped up to arc 8.
In arc 8, PP<with an umbrella> is set in register.
In arc 11, the parsing of VP<hit the criminal with an umbrella> is finished and system has the result popped up to arc 2.
In arc 2, VP<hit the criminal with an umbrella> is set in register.
In arc 3, S<the detective hit the criminal with an umbrella> is parsed completely. System returns “SUCCESS” and parsing is over.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Arc</th>
<th>Programming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-1</td>
<td>PUSH NP: 'The detective'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-5</td>
<td>SETR Det: 'The'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-6</td>
<td>SETR N: 'detective'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-7</td>
<td>POP NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-1</td>
<td>SETR NP: 'The detective'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-2</td>
<td>PUSH NP: 'hit the criminal with an umbrella'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-9</td>
<td>SETR V: 'hit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-10</td>
<td>PUSH NP: 'the criminal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>A-5</td>
<td>SETR Det: 'the'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>A-6</td>
<td>SETR N: 'criminal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>A-7</td>
<td>POP NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>A-10</td>
<td>PUSH NP: 'the criminal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>A-9</td>
<td>SETR NP: 'an umbrella'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>A-12</td>
<td>SETR Prep: 'with'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>A-12</td>
<td>PUSH NP: 'an umbrella'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>A-5</td>
<td>SETR Det: 'an'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>A-6</td>
<td>SETR N: 'umbrella'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>A-7</td>
<td>POP NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>A-11</td>
<td>SETR NP: 'an umbrella'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>A-16</td>
<td>PUSH NP: 'with an umbrella'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>A-4</td>
<td>SETR PP: 'with an umbrella'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>A-11</td>
<td>PUSH NP: 'the criminal with an umbrella'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-2</td>
<td>SETR VP: 'hit the criminal with an umbrella'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>SETR: 'The detective hit the criminal with an umbrella'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Parsing Algorithm of Example 3 in “VP→VP PP”

The parsing algorithm of example 3 in “NP→NP PP” also has 24 steps and highest level of syntactic structure is “V”, which means this parsing needs more cognitive or system burden to parse.

From Step 1 to Step 7, system parses example 3 along the same path in which both NP<the detective> and V<hit> are interpreted successfully without the existence of ambiguity. The same algorithm can be seen in both Table 2 and Table 3.

From Step 8, the difference appears. For the sake of clear and concise explanation, we start the algorithm used in Table 3 from step 8.

In arc 10, VP subnet seeks NP. Different from Step 8 in Table 2 where NP<the criminal> is pushed down to NP subnet, NP<the criminal with an umbrella> in Table 3 is pushed down, which means <with an umbrella> is just a modifier for <the criminal>.

In arc 5, NP subnet finds Det<the>.
In arc 6, NP subnet seeks N<criminal>.
In arc 12, PP subnet finds Prep<with>.
In arc 13, PP subnet seeks NP. NP<an umbrella> is pushed down to NP subnet again.
In arc 5, NP subnet seeks Det<an>.
In arc 6, N<umbrella> is parsed in NP subnet.
In arc 7, the result of parsing NP<an umbrella> is popped back to arc 13.
In arc 13, NP<an umbrella> is set in register.
In arc 14, the parsing result of PP<with an umbrella> is popped back to arc 4.
In arc 4, PP<with an umbrella> is set in register.
In arc 7, the parsing result of NP<the criminal with an umbrella> is popped back to arc 10.
In arc 10, NP<the criminal with an umbrella> is set in register.
In arc 11, the result of parsing VP<hit the criminal with an umbrella> is popped up to arc 2.
In arc 2, VP<hit the criminal with an umbrella> is set in register.
In arc 3, S<the detective hit the criminal with an umbrella> is parsed smoothly. System returns “SUCCESS” and parsing is over.

The difference between Table 2 and Table 3 shows that “VP→VP PP” parsing is easier than “NP→NP PP” parsing since the first is less complex than the second. This provides the evidence that there is a default parsing even though more than one interpretation is involved in an ambiguous sentence.

In example 3, “VP→VP PP” algorithm in which the sentence is parsed into “The detective using an umbrella hit the criminal” is the default interpretation.

Besides syntactic ambiguity shown in example 3, the existence of homographs is another important model to produce multi-meaning.
Example 4: Failing student looked hard.

In example 4, both “failing” and “hard” have two meanings, namely, “failing(adj or Grd)” and “hard(adj or adv)”. The semantic network of lexicon conveys the information.

(Failing((CTGY. GRD)))
(Failing((CTGY. ADJ)))
(Student((CTGY.N) (NUM. SING)))
(Look((CTGY.V)(PAST.LOOKED) (PASTP.LOOKED)))
(Looked((CTGY. V) (ROOT.LOOK) (TENSE. PAST)))
(Hard((CTGY. ADJ)))
(Hard((CTGY. ADV)))

From the lexicon, we can see the difference of homographs, which lead to four ambiguous sentences.

G={Vn, Vt, S, P}
Vn={N, NP, V, VP, S, Adv, Adj, Grd}
Vt={failing, student, looked, hard}
S=S
P:
1. S→NP VP
2. NP→Adj N
3. NP→Grd N
4. VP→V Adj
5. VP→V Adv
6. Adj→{failing, hard}
7. Grd→{failing}
8. N→{student}
9. V→{looked}
10. Adv→{hard}

Failing student looked hard (Grd+Adj)

a. Grd student looked hard (7)
b. Grd N looked hard (8)
c. NP looked hard (3)
d. NP V hard (9)
e. NP V Adj (6)
f. NP VP (4)g. S (1)h. SUCCESS

Failing student looked hard (Adj+Adj)
a. Adj student looked hard (6)b. Adj N looked hard (8)c. NP looked hard (2)d. NP V hard (9)e. NP V Adj (6)f. NP VP (4)g. S (1)h. SUCCESS

Failing student looked hard (Grd+Adv)
a. Grd student looked hard (7)b. Grd N looked hard (8)c. NP looked hard (3)d. NP V hard (9)e. NP V Adv (10)f. NP VP (5)g. S (1)h. SUCCESS

Failing student looked hard (Adj+Adv)
a. Adj student looked hard (6)b. Adj N looked hard (8)c. NP looked hard (2)
According to the ambiguous interpretations of example 4, a special ATN used to analyze the sentence can be shown below.

In Fig. 5, we can see both NP subnet and VP subnet have bi-arcs which act as the same function of grammar. For example, arc 4 and arc 5 before NP1 exist in the same syntactic position and have the same function. Meanwhile, arc 8 and arc 10 before VP2 perform similar grammatical function in VP subnet. The BNF of example 4 is provided as follows.

```plaintext
G={Vn, Vt, S, P}
Vn={Det, Adj, N, LinkV, Adv, Num, NP, VP, S, NumP}
Vt={the, opposite, number, about, 5000}
S=S;
1. S→NP VP
2. NP→Det Adj
3. NP→Det Adj N
4. NumP→Adv Num
```

Table 4 Parsing Algorithm of Example 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Arc</th>
<th>Programming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-1</td>
<td>PUSH NP&lt;failing student&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-4</td>
<td>SETN Adj Grd=failing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-6</td>
<td>SETN N=failing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-7</td>
<td>POP VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>SETN VP&lt;failing student&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-4</td>
<td>POP VP &lt;looked hard&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-9</td>
<td>SETV V=looked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-8</td>
<td>SETR Adj+hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-10</td>
<td>SETR Adj+hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-11</td>
<td>POP VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-2</td>
<td>SETR VP&lt;failing student&gt; hard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUCCESS

From the discussion above, we can know a pre-grammatical sentence (e.g. example 1) is not good enough to meet the requirements of syntax for it fails to consist in the necessary components. A common sentence (e.g. example 2) is the essential part of natural language, and the exact expression is the core of the sentence. An ambiguous sentence comprises ambiguous structures (e.g. example 3) or ambiguous words (e.g. example 4), and any ambiguous interpretation is acceptable and understandable even though sometimes the parsing has different complexity.

III. THE NLP-FOCUSED ANALYSES OF GP SENTENCES

The parsing of a GP sentence includes two procedures, i.e. the prototype understanding and the backtracking parsing. The prototype understanding refers to the default parsing of cognition according to decoder’s knowledge database. The backtracking parsing means the original processing breaks down and the decoder has to re-understand the GP sentence when the new information used to decode the sentence is provided linearly. Therefore, processing breakdown is the distinctive feature of the parsing of GP sentence.

Example 5: The opposite number about 5000.

The sentence is a GP one which contains the prototype understanding and backtracking parsing. The decoding experiences the breakdown of cognition.

G={Vn, Vt, S, P}
Vn={Det, Adj, N, LinkV, Adv, Num, NP, VP, S, NumP}
Vt={the, opposite, number, about, 5000}
S=S
P:
1. S→NP VP
2. NP→Det Adj
3. NP→Det Adj N
4. NumP→Adv Num
5. VP→LinkV NumP
6. Det→{the}
7. N→{number}
8. Adv→{about}
9. LinkV→{number}
10. Adj→{opposite}
11. Num→{5000}

(The((CTGY. DET)))
(Opposite((CTGY. ADJ)))
(Number((CTGY.LINKV)(PAST.NUMBERED)(PASTP.NUMBERED)))
(Number((CTGY.LINKV)(TENSE. PRES)))
(Number((CTGY. N) (NUM. SING)))
(About((CTGY. ADV)))
(5000((CTGY. NUM))))

The opposite number about 5000

a. Det opposite number about 5000 (6)
b. Det Adj number about 5000 (10)
c. Det Adj N about 5000 (7)
d. NP about 5000 (3)
e. NP Adv 5000 (8)
f. NP Adv Num (11)
g. NP NumP (4)
h. FAIL and backtrack to another path:
i. Det Adj number about 5000 (10)j. NP number about 5000 (2)k. NP LinkV about 5000 (9)
l. NP LinkV Adv 5000 (8)m. NP LinkV Adv Num (11)n. NP LinkV NumP (4)o. NP VP (5)p. S (1)q. SUCCESS

From the lexicon analysis of example 5, we can notice the significant difference between “number (noun)” and “number (linking verb)”.

According to the interpretation in LDOCE, “number (noun)” can mean “a word or sign that represents an amount or a quantity” just in the sentence of “Five was her lucky number”; or “a set of numbers used to name or recognize someone or something” in the sentence of “He refused to swap it with opposite number Willie Carne after the game because he had promised it to the Mirror.”

Besides the noun function, “number” can be parsed as “lingking verb”. For example, in the sentence of “The men on strike now number 5% of the workforce”, “number” is interpreted as “if people or things number a particular amount, that is how many there are.”

Based on the discussion above, ATN of example 5 can be created.

In Fig. 6, the core of the parsing lies in NP subnet in which both “NP→Det Adj” and “NP→Det Adj N” are accepted. In cognitive system, “number (noun)” functions in order of priority while “number (linking verb)” has a notably low probability. The difference of cognition can be shown in the ERP experiments and the psychological results develop the prototype ideas.[39-41]

The BNF-based algorithm of example 5 includes 22 steps during the parsing, which can be shown in Table 5.

1. In arc 1, S net firstly seeks NP. System pushes down to NP subnet. According to the cognitive knowledge of decoder, “number(noun)” in <the opposite number>” is firstly parsed.
2. In arc 5, Det<the> is set in register.
3. In arc 8, Adj<opposite> is interpreted successfully.
4. In arc 6, N<number> is set in register.
5. In arc 7, parsing result of NP<number> is popped up to arc 1 in S network where it is pushed down.
6. In arc 1, NP<number> is set in register.
7. In arc 2, S network seeks VP and tries to push down to VP subnet. But the left components<5000> fail to find V according to lexicon analysis. System returns “FAIL” and backtracks to the original path in arc 1 where another parsing can be chosen besides the original one. In example 5, the cognitive crossing lies in the difference of “number(noun)” and “number(linking verb)”.
8. In arc 1, system seeks NP and <the opposite> instead of the original <the opposite number> is pushed down to NP subnet.
9. In arc 5, Det<the> is set in register.
10. In arc 4, Adj<opposite> is parsed.
11. In arc 7, NP<the opposite> is parsed successfully and sent back to arc 1.
12. In arc 1, the parsing result of NP<the opposite> is set in register.
13. In arc 2, VP<number about 5000> is pushed down to VP subnet.
14. In arc 9, <number> is interpreted as a linking verb according to (Number((CTGY. LINKV))), and the result of parsing is set in register.
15. In arc 10, VP subnet seeks NumP<about 5000>. NumP subnet is activated.
16. In arc 12, the interpretation of Adv<about> is set in register.
17. In arc 13, the number <5000> is parsed.
18. In arc 14, NumP<about 5000> is popped up to arc 10.
19. In arc 10, the result of parsing NumP<about 5000> is set in register.
20. In arc 11, after parsing VP<number about 5000> successfully and smoothly, system returns to arc 2.
21. In arc 2, VP<number about 5000> is set in register.
22. In arc 3, both NP<the opposite> and VP<number about 5000> are set in register and the whole parsing of S<The opposite number about 5000> is completed. System returns “SUCCESS” and parsing is over.

From the algorithm in Table 5, we can see the distinctive feature of parsing is the existence of “backtracking”, at which breakdown happens and system has to return to the original crossing to find another road out. This optional procedure needs the help of lexical, semantic, grammatical and cognitive knowledge.

Example 6: The new record the song.
G={Vn, Vt, S, P}
Vn={Det, Adj, N, V, NP, VP, S}
Vt={the, new, record, song}
S=S
P:
1. S→NP VP
2. NP→Det Adj
3. NP→Det Adj N
4. NP→Det N
5. VP→V NP
6. Det→{the}
7. N→{record, song}
8. V→{record}
9. Adj→{new}
(The((CTGY. DET)))
(New((CTGY. ADJ)))
(Record((CTGY.V)(PAST.RECORDED)(PASTP.RECORDED)))
(Record((CTGY.V)(ROOT.RECORD)(TENSE. PRES)))
(Song((CTGY.N) (NUM. SING)))

The new record the song
a. Det new record the song (6)
b. Det Adj record the song (9)
c. Det Adj N the song (7)
d. NP the song (3)
e. NP Det song (6)
f. NP Det N (7)
g. NP NP (4)
h. FAIL and backtrack to another path:
i. Det Adj record the song (9)
j. NP record the song (2)
k. NP V the song (8)
l. NP V Det song (6)
m. NP V Det N (7)
n. NP V NP (4)
o. NP VP (5)
From the parsing above, we can know example 6 is another GP sentence since there is breakdown in the processing. In example 6, “record(verb)” and “record(noun)” can be chosen randomly. However, NP<the new record> has a high probability of parsing. This is the reason why the priority parsing selects “record(noun)” rather than “record(verb)”. The process of choosing can be shown in ATN networks.

In Fig. 7, NP subnet structure is the obvious reason why the GP phenomenon appears. Both NP→Det Adj and NP→Det Adj N are reasonable and acceptable when “the new record” is parsed. Generally speaking, Adj is used to modify the Noun, the model of NP→Det Adj N is the prototype of parsing, and system interprets example 6 by means of this programming rule rather than NP→Det Adj. After completing the NP subnet parsing of ‘the new record’, system returns to S network to seek VP. However, the left phrase <the song> has no VP factor according to the lexicon knowledge, and system stops, backtracks and transfers to another programming rule, i.e. NP→Det Adj. Cognitive breakdown happens. The whole processing algorithm of example 6 is shown in Table 6.

1. In arc 1, S network needs NP information. The prototype of NP<the new record> has higher probability than NP<the new> in decoder’s cognition, and NP<the new record> is pushed down to NP subnet.
2. In arc 5, system finds Det<the>.
3. In arc 8, Adj<new> is found.
4. In arc 6, N<record> is matched.
5. In arc 7, system finishes the parsing NP<the new record> and returns to arc 1.
6. In arc 1, the parsing result of NP<the new record> is saved.
7. In arc 2, system seeks VP information. However, no related lexicon knowledge is provided in (The((CTGY. DET))) and (Song((CTGY.N) (NUM. SING))). System fails and backtracks to arc 1 to find another programming rule of NP→Det Adj instead of NP→Det Adj N.
8. In arc 1, NP<the new> is chosen as a new alternative. NP subnet is activated once more.
9. In arc 5, Det<the> is set in register.

Table 6 Parsing Algorithm of Example 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Arc</th>
<th>Programming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-1</td>
<td>PUSH NP&lt;The new record&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>A-5</td>
<td>SETR Det&lt;the&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-6</td>
<td>SETR Adj&lt;new&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-9</td>
<td>SETR N&lt;record&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-7</td>
<td>POP VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A-1</td>
<td>SETR NP&lt;The new record&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A-2</td>
<td>PUSH VP&lt;the song&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>SETR V&lt;record&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-4</td>
<td>SETR N&lt;song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-7</td>
<td>POP NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>A-10</td>
<td>SETR NP&lt;the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-11</td>
<td>PUSH VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-2</td>
<td>SETR VP&lt;record the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>SETR N&lt;the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-10</td>
<td>SETR NP&lt;the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-11</td>
<td>PUSH VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>SETR N&lt;the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>SETR V&lt;record the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>SETR V&lt;record the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>SETR N&lt;record the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>SETR N&lt;the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>SETR V&lt;record the song&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUCCESS
22. In arc 3, system finishes the parsing of NP<the new> and VP<record the song>. S<the new record the song> is saved. System returns “SUCCESS” and parsing is over.

From the discussion about example 5 and example 6, we can find both of them have the distinctive feature of “backtracking”. The fact that high probability parsing in GP sentences has to be replaced by the low probability interpretation is the fundamental distinction from pre-grammatical sentences, common sentences and ambiguous sentences. Processing breaks down when system backtracks to find new path out.

Based on the analyses of computational linguistics shown above, we can see more likeness and unlikeness exist between the ambiguous sentences and GP sentences. An effective and systematic attempt at comparison and contrast may contribute to our understanding of the special phenomenon.

IV. THE COMPARISON AND CONTRAST OF AMBIGUOUS SENTENCES AND GP SENTENCES

Ambiguous sentences and GP sentences have close similarities and significant differences in many aspects, e.g. lexicon knowledge, syntactic structures and decoding procedures.

A. The Similarity and Difference in Lexicon Knowledge

The lexicon knowledge is the basic information for system to parse and a detailed analysis of related category is essential and necessary. Let’s firstly compare the similarity and contrast the difference among example 3, example 4, example 5 and example 6, which are shown as follows.

In example 3, the lexicon analysis includes Det<the, an>, N<detective, criminal>, Prep<with> and V<hit>. Since the singular noun N<detective> needs present verb <hits> or past verb <hit> to cooperate, example 3 must be a past tense rather than a present tense for there is no <hits> provided in the sentence. Example 3 is a structure-based ambiguous sentence and lexicon knowledge helps few for reducing ambiguities.

(The((CTGY. DET))

(Detective((CTGY.N) (NUM. SING)))

(Hit((CTGY. V) (PAST. HIT) (PASTP. HIT)))

(Hit((CTGY. V) (ROOT. HIT) (TENSE.PAST)))

(Hit((CTGY. V) (ROOT. HIT) (TENSE.PASTP)))

(Criminal ((CTGY.N) (NUM. SING)))

(With((CTGY.PREP)))

(An((CTGY. DET)))

(Umbrella((CTGY.N) (NUM. SING)))

In example 4, lexicon knowledge contains the analyses of Grd<failing>, Adj<failing, hard>, N<student>, V<looked>, Adv<hard>. The homonyms of <failing> and <hard> bring the double ambiguities in the sentence, which results in four different meanings. The whole ambiguity lies in the lexical multi-meaning. Therefore, example 4 is the model of lexical ambiguity.

(Failing((CTGY. GRD)))

(Failing((CTGY. ADJ)))

(Student((CTGY.N) (NUM. SING)))

(Look ((CTGY.V)(PAST.LOOKED))

(PASTP.LOOKED))

(Looked((CTGY. V) (ROOT.LOOK) (TENSE. PAST)))

(Hard((CTGY. ADJ))

(Hard((CTGY. ADV)))

In example 5, the lexical database comprises Det<the>, Adj<opposite>, LinkV<number>, N<number>, Adv<about>, and Number<5000>. The homonym <number> has two grammatical functions, i.e. linking verb and noun.

The different choices result in different sentences. According to the probability, NP<the opposite number> is the prototype parsing, and correspondingly, N<number> is adopted firstly even though this path is considered to be a dead end finally. Generally speaking, the lexical crossing leads to the processing breakdown of GP sentence.

(The((CTGY. DET)))

(Opposite((CTGY. ADJ))

(Number((CTGY.LINKV)(PAST.NUMBERED)(PASTP. NUMBERED))

(Number((CTGY. LINKV)(TENSE. PRES))

(Number((CTGY. N) (NUM. SING)))

(About((CTGY. ADV)))

(5000((CTGY. NUM)))

In example 6, a lot of lexicons are analyzed, i.e. Det<the>, Adj<new>, V<record> and N<record, song>. The meaning of <record> diverges markedly when N<record> is replaced by V<record> to meet the requirements of syntax. This sentence is another example in which processing breakdown is a direct consequence of lexical divergence.

(The((CTGY. DET)))

(New((CTGY. ADJ))

(Record((CTGY.V)(PAST.RECORDED)(PASTP. RECORDED))

(Record((CTGY. V)(ROOT.RECORD)(PAST. PRES))

(Record((CTGY. N) (NUM. SING)))

(Song((CTGY.N) (NUM. SING)))

From the discussion above, we can see the existence of homonyms is an obvious reason which brings ambiguous phenomenon and GP effect, just as in example 4, example 5 and example 6.

However, this is not the only reason for the appearance of ambiguity or GP phenomenon. Sometimes, the divergence of syntactic structures also leads to ambiguity or GP effect.
B. The Similarity and Difference in Syntactic Structures

Stanford parser is a very useful parser which is created by means of both highly optimized PCFG (probabilistic context free grammar), lexicalized dependency parsers and lexicalized PCFG. “Probabilistic parsers use knowledge of language gained from hand-parsed sentences to try to produce the most likely analysis of new sentences.” The Stanford parser can be used to parse example 3, example 4, example 5 and example 6 on line. The results of syntactic structures are provided as follows.

In example 3, the tags include <the/DT>, <detective/NN>, <hit/VBD>, <criminal/NN>, <with/IN>, <an/DT>, and <umbrella/NN>. The parsing structure is a full parsed one in which <the detective> is parsed as NP; <hit the criminal with an umbrella>, VP; <the criminal>, sub-net’s NP; <with an umbrella>, sub-net’s PP parsed as a modifier for <hit>; <with>, sub-net’s PP; <an umbrella>, sub-sub-net’s NP. The hierarchical structure is similar to the complexity in Table 2. Stanford parser provides one of the two interpretations, namely model of “VP→VP PP” rather than the model of “NP→NP PP” since the former has higher probability than the latter from the perspective of statistics. In other words, “VP→VP PP” is the prototype parsing for its simpler syntactic structure.

(Root)

(S)

(NP (DT the) (NN detective))

(VP (VBD hit))

(NP (DT the) (NN criminal))

(PP (IN with))

(NP (DT an) (NN umbrella)))

(..))

In example 4, the tags are <Failing/NNS>, <student/NN>, <looked/VBD> and <hard/JJ>. This is another whole parsed structure in which all the components are interpreted successfully. The word of <failing> is considered Noun (i.e. Grd); <hard>, JJ (i.e. Adj). The parsed syntactic structure is similar to “Grd+Adj” which is the highest probability in statistics of parsing database among four ambiguous models. The hierarchical level is II shown in Table 4.

(Root)

(S)

(NP (NN Failing) (NN student))

(VP (VBD looked)(ADJP (JJ hard)))

(..))

In example 5, tags are <the/DT>, <opposite/JJ>, <number/NN>, <about/RB> and <5000/CD>. According to Stanford parser, this is a part-parsed sentence since the final result is NP rather than S, which shows the prototype of NP<the opposite number> has the higher probability than NP<the opposite>. In other words, Stanford parser only finishes the first part of the parsing before the backtracking in Table 5.

(Root)

(NP)

(NP (DT the) (JJ opposite) (NN number))

(QP (RB about) (CD 5000))

(..))

From the discussion about syntactic structures, we can see both ambiguous sentences and GP sentences can have more than one syntactic structure. According to PCFG, the strongest probability parsing is the final result in Stanford parser. If another more complex structure is adopted, cognitive burden of decoders will be lifted and increased. Once this happens, another ambiguous sentence will be provided by means of the ambiguous syntactic structure besides the original one. On the contrast, if probability-based parsing returns the final result of a GP sentence as a part-parsed structure, the rule-based programming will be activated and a full-parsed new structure can be obtained only if the processing breakdown can be overcome.

During the re-parsing procedures, an ambiguous structure can bring different full-parsed results, while a GP sentence breaks down firstly for its part-parsed structure and then moves on to another full-parsed path. An ambiguous structure leads to multi-results, all of which are reasonable and acceptable while a GP sentence structure only brings one full-interpreted result besides the processing breakdown.

V. CONCLUSION

By comparing programming procedures, lexicon knowledge, parsing algorithms and syntactic structures between pre-grammatical sentences, common sentences, ambiguous sentences and GP sentences, we conclude that the formal methods of computational linguistics, e.g. CFG, BNF, and ATN, are useful for computational parsing. Pre-grammatical sentences have part-parsed structure and system returns the final result to be Phrases rather than S. Common sentences are normal in grammar and semantics, and there is
no lexical or syntactic crossing for parsing. Ambiguous sentences have ambiguity created by ambiguous structures or lexicons, both of which can bring full-parsed results. GP sentences comprise part-parsed structure built by the high statistical probability method, and full-parsed structures created by rule-based method. When the parsing shifts from part-parsed structure to the full-parsed one, processing breakdown of GP sentences occurs. This paper supports the idea raised by Pritchett [42] that processing breakdown is a distinctive feature in the parsing of a GP sentence.
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Abstract—The Noise estimation and avoidance are becoming critical, in today’s high performance IC design. An accurate yet efficient crosstalk noise model which contains as many driver/interconnect parameters as possible, is necessary for any sensitivity based noise avoidance approach. In this paper, we present an analysis for crosstalk noise model which incorporates all physical properties including victim and aggressor drivers, distributed RC characteristics of interconnects and coupling locations in both victim and aggressor lines. Also shown that crosstalk can be minimized by driver sizing optimization technique. These models are verified for various deep submicron technologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Coupling capacitance between neighboring nets is a dominant component in today’s deep submicron designs as taller and narrower lines are being laid out closer to each other [1]. This trend is causing the ratio of crosstalk capacitance to the total capacitance of a wire to increase. On top of these interconnect related trends, more aggressive and less noise immune circuit structures such as dynamic logic are being employed more commonly due to performance requirements.

As a result, a significant crosstalk noise problem exists in today’s high performance designs. The net on which noise is being induced is called the victim net whereas the net that induces this noise is called the aggressor net. Crosstalk noise not only leads to modified delays [2, 3] but also to potential logic malfunctions [4, 5]. To be able to deal with the challenges brought by this recently emerging phenomenon, techniques and tools to estimate and avoid crosstalk noise problems should be incorporated into the IC design cycle from the early stages. Any such tool requires fast yet accurate crosstalk noise models both to estimate noise and also to see the effects of various interconnect and driver parameters on noise. Several papers, which propose crosstalk models, can be found in recent literature. In [6], telegraph equations are solved directly to find a set of analytical formulae for peak noise in capacitively coupled bus lines. [7] derives bounds for crosstalk noise using a lumped model assuming a stepping input for aggressor driver. The peak noise expression in [7] is extended by [8, 9] to consider a saturated ramp input and a π circuit to represent the interconnect. These models fail to represent the distributed nature of the interconnect. In [10], an Elmore delay like peak noise model is obtained for general RC trees but it assumes an infinite ramp input. This assumption causes the model to significantly overestimate peak noise, especially for small aggressor slews, which is very likely to occur in today’s deep submicron designs. Devgan’s metric has been improved in [11]. Interconnect crosstalk can be modeled and minimized using different techniques [12, 13] It is also shown that crosstalk can be minimized by driver sizing optimization technique [14, 15].

II. NOISE AVOIDANCE TECHNIQUE: DRIVER SIZING

A general case for two coupled lines is shown in Figure 1. Both aggressor and victim lines are divided into 3 regions: interconnect segment before coupling location, coupling location and interconnect segment after coupling location. These regions of aggressor and victim lines are represented by $L_{ai}$, $L_c$, $L_{ar}$, $L_{aj}$ and $L_v$, as seen in the figure 3. We propose the linear model shown in Figure 4 to compute crosstalk noise at the receiver of victim net. Victim driver is modeled by effective holding resistance $R_h$ whereas aggressor driver is modeled by an effective Thevenin model consisting of a saturated ramp voltage source with a slew rate of $t_s$ and the Thevenin resistance $R_v$. Other components of our model are computed based on the technology and geometrical information obtained from Figure 1. Coupling node (node 2 in aggressor net and node 5 in victim net) is defined to be the middle of coupling location for both nets, i.e. $L_{ai} + L_c/2$ away from aggressor driver and $L_{aj} + L_v/2$ away from the victim driver. For the aggressor net, let the upstream and downstream resistance-capacitance at node 2 be $R_{ad} - C_{ad}$ and $R_{a2} - C_{ad}$ respectively. Then, $C_{ai} = C_{ai}/2$, $Ca2 = (C_{ai}+C_{ad})/2$ and $C_{aj} = C_{ad}/2+C_{ai}$. Similarly for the victim net, let the upstream and downstream resistance capacitance pair at

![Figure 1. Linear crosstalk noise model](image-url)
node 5 be $R_v1-C_{v2}$ and $R_v2-C_{vd}$ respectively. Then, $C_{v1} = C_{vu}/2$, $C_{v2} = (C_{vu} + C_{vd})/2$ and $C_{v3} = C_{vd}/2 + C_{lv}$.

$$\delta v_{peak} = -\left( R_v + R_{th} \right) C_{c} \left( C_{u1} + C_{u2} + C_{u3} \right) e^{-t_r/t_s} \tag{16}$$

Since Equation (16) is always negative, sizing down the aggressor driver (i.e., sizing up $R_{th}$) will always reduce peak noise. But how effective a reduction it will be, depends on the parameters of Equation (16). Increasing $R_{th}$ will be more effective on noise reduction if the numerator of Equation (16) is greater than its denominator.

If the equation parameters are carefully observed, this mathematical condition translates to the following circuit condition. Noise reduction effect of increasing $R_{th}$ is more, when we have a strong aggressor (strong aggressor driver, wide/short aggressor line). The effects of sizing up victim driver (i.e., sizing down $R_v$) is more complicated. In terms of peak noise reduction, victim driver sizing becomes a more effective noise avoidance tool as the RC time constant of victim line decreases.
Figure 5 shows change in $\delta v_{\text{peak}}/\delta (1/R_d)$ as victim driver is sized up, for a range of victim line lengths. As can be seen, the effect of driver sizing diminishes as victim driver is sized up. A driver sizing tool should take this effect into account to be able to steer away from non-optimal sizes and to make sure that the area trade-off is worthwhile.

III. RESULTS

Figure 6. Experimental circuit using AWR

Figure 7 to figure 11. Shows the variation in crosstalk noise voltage with the change in driver resistance for different technology nodes.
Figure 11. Noise voltage with change in driver resistance for 45nm

III. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented analysis for crosstalk noise model which incorporates all victim and aggressor driver/interconnect physical parameters including coupling locations on victim and aggressor nets, distributed RC characteristics of interconnects. Crosstalk noise minimization technique using driver sizing also developed and validated for deep submicron technologies. Output voltage is observed for increased driver size and shown that crosstalk can be minimized by driver optimization.
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E-learning System Which Allows Students’ Confidence Level Evaluation with Their Voice When They Answer to the Questions During Achievement Tests
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Abstract—E-learning system which allows students’ confidence level evaluation with their voice when they answer to the question during achievement tests is proposed. Through experiments of comparison of students’ confidence level between the conventional (without evaluation) and the proposed (with evaluation), 17-57% of improvement is confirmed for the proposed e-learning system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Under the ADL: Advanced Distributed Learning Initiatives\(^1\), Sharable Content Object Reference Model: SCORM\(^2\) which is a collection of standards and specifications for web-based e-learning is promoted [1]. It defines communications between client side content and a host system called the run-time environment, which is commonly supported by a learning management system. Reusability, accessibility, inter-operability, and maintainability are important for the SCORM standard.

One of the issues to be discussed for the conventional e-learning system is that improvement of achievement level. In other word, effectiveness of the e-learning system as well as e-learning contents is one of the major issues. Although there are many suspected causes, quality of achievement test is one of them. Namely, students can precede one step forward even if they do not have confidence. Because only think students have to do is click a supposed appropriate radio button among four or five candidate radio button as possible answers. Thus the students may get trouble when they get one step advance even if they do not have confidence.

E-learning system can be divided into two categories, synchronous and on-demand type. In particular, the synchronous type includes a quasi-real time based Q and A systems. Students may get an answer when they make a question. Therefore, effectiveness of the synchronous type is better than the on-demand type. For both types of e-learning system, achievement tests are important. The proposed e-learning system allows check confidence levels during achievement tests. Therefore, achievement test results can be evaluated much properly rather than that without confidence evaluations. Confidence level evaluation can be done with students’ voice for the proposed e-learning system.

In the following section, the proposed e-learning system is described followed by some experiments with students. Then conclusion with some discussions is flowed.

II. PROPOSED E-LEARNING SYSTEM

A. Fundamentals of Confidence Level Evaluations

It is assumed that voice input and output software is installed in the proposed e-learning system in advance. In particular, voice input and output software is used for confidence level evaluation during achievement tests period. If confidence level is not high enough, then such students have to conduct another achievement test again.

There are some methods which allow evaluation of confidence level with students’ voices and moving pictures during they answer to questions in achievement tests. With moving picture, it can be recognized that students are ill at ease, or are not in a calm situation in particular during achievement test. It is much easy to check students’ confidence level using their voice. Frequency components as well as loudness of voice can be used. These are referred to pitch frequency\(^3\) and power level, hereafter. The pitch frequency is defined as fundamental frequency which can be estimated with auto-correlation function, \(r_i\) of human voice signals (equation (1)).

\[
r_i = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{t=0}^{N-l-1} x_t x_{t+l}
\]

(1)

where \(N\) and \(x_t\) denotes the number of samples of voice signals and voice signal itself, respectively. The typical human voice signal is shown in Fig.1 (a) while typical auto-

---

correlation function is shown in Fig.1 (b). From the auto-correlation function, pitch frequency can be determined.

It depends on personal voice characteristics. The student whose voice includes high pitch frequency components usually there are high pitch frequency components during achievement tests as well. The student who speaks loudly always answers to the questions loudly. Therefore, some normalization is required for pitch frequency and loudness during achievement test by using those in calm status (Normal situation).

On the other hand, students’ voice loudness, power level, P can be calculated with equation (2).

\[ P = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N} x_i^2}{N}} \]  

\[(2)\]

**B. Evaluation of Students’ Confidence Level**

Fig.2 shows an example of two dimensional scatter plots of the pitch frequency and the power level of the students’ voices during achievement tests. Typical scatter plot of students’ voices during achievement tests in the two dimensional distribution between pitch frequency and power level is shown in Fig.3. In general, students’ voices that have a high confidence level during achievement tests are loud and include high pitch frequency components while students’ voices that do not have enough confidence level during achievement tests are not loud and do not include enough high pitch frequency components.

\[ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autocorrelation \]

\[ http://ejje.weblio.jp/content/center+of+gravity \]
Fig. 4 shows gravity centers of students' voice of pitch frequency and power level. Plot #1 denotes the gravity center of the students' voice plots of which students have a high confidence level while Plot #2 denotes the gravity center of the students' voice plots of which students are in calm status or normal situation. Plot #3, on the other hand, denotes the gravity center of the students' voice plots of which students do not have a high confidence level during answering to the questions in achievement tests.

During scatter plots of pitch frequency and power level, cluster analysis can also be applied to the data plots. There are some clustering methods. The proposed e-learning system uses hierarchical clustering method for human emotion recognitions. There are minimum distance, maximum distance, gravity, median, Ward’s methods in the hierarchical clustering method. The proposed method uses Dendrogram utilized Ward’s method [2]. It is one of hierarchical clustering method based on the following equation for representation of dis-similarity. \( d_{tr} \) between two clusters, \( i \) and \( r \), which are created from cluster \( p \) and \( q \),

\[
d_{tr} = \frac{n_p + n_r}{n_i + n_r} d_{pr} + \frac{n_q + n_r}{n_i + n_r} d_{qr} - \frac{n_r}{n_i + n_r} d_{pq}
\]

(3)

where \( n_i \) denotes the number of data in the cluster \( i \) in concern. Thus clusters are created by step by step basis as shown in Fig.6. Starting from dark blue and yellow, through light blue and orange, then purple, and finally green colored cluster is created eventually.

Process flow of these processes is shown in Fig.7.

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Implementation

The proposed e-learning system is implemented on a Windows XP OS machine. Question and answer system and e-learning contents are created with Java script with Internet Explore of web browser. On the other hand, students’ emotion recognition software is created with gcc of C programming language. It contains real time voice recognition software tool. Screen shot image is shown in Fig.8.

B. Experiments

10 students are participated the experiment. Firstly, students have to input their voice, just say their names, to the proposed e-learning system in a calm status, normal situation. Then the pitch frequency and power level is plotted on feature plane. After that gravity center of the scatter plots is determined and it becomes standard axis for determination of the angle which corresponds to confidence level.

Through the experiments with 10 students, around 87.6% of confident or not confident classification performance is confirmed by comparing subjective and objective evaluation of confidence levels. 10 questions which include three programming Language related questions from Synthetic Personality Inventory: SPI test, three general questions from SPI test which are not related to programming language, and four questions of physics are provided to each student.

---

6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cluster_analysis
8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ward’s_method
9 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hierarchical_clustering
Then students have to take look at the explanations for each question. If the proposed e-learning system decides the student does not have enough confidence, then such students have to have another 10 questions of which the difficulty of the questions are almost same as previous questions. After that, the score of the tests before and after the retry test.

Also, pre-exercise is prepared. Pre-exercise uses the explanation of questions. The experiments are conducted with and without pre-exercise. The experimental results with and without pre-exercise is shown in Table 1. In the table, elapsed time is also evaluated. It takes much long time for the first test with pre-exercise in comparison to the elapsed time for the first test without pre-exercise. This is because students have to read the explanations for the questions first then answer to the questions. The elapsed time for the second test with pre-exercise is very fast because most of students feel confidence to their answer.

**TABLE I.** **ACHIEVEMENT TEST RESULTS WITH AND WITHOUT PRE-EXERCISE OF THE FIRST AND SECOND TESTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre Exercise</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
<th>Elapsed Time(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Test</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13'11&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Test</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>13'03&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>-20%</td>
<td>26'14&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>29&quot;33&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Test</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>8'58&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>38'31&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II.** **ACHIEVEMENT TEST RESULTS WITH AND WITHOUT PRE-EXERCISE OF THE FIRST AND SECOND TESTS FOR EACH SUBJECT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre Exercise</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>General</th>
<th>Physics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>without</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Test</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Test</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>-117%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Test</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Test</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>16.70%</td>
<td>57.10%</td>
<td>18.20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Improvement on achievement test scores is different by subjects. Improvements for programming language related questions and physics are around 16.7-18.2% while that for general questions is 57.1%. The score for the programming language related questions is essentially poor while that for
physics is essentially good. That is the reason for the improvement depends on subject. On the other hand, general questions are essentially easy to answer and students feel a little bit confusion. Students have careless mistakes at the first test even if they have pre-exercises. Therefore, students answer to the questions without confidence. The confusion, however, disappears in the second test. Therefore, improvement of the score is remarkable.

After the experiments, we conduct interviews for each student. Their impressions are almost same as the previously supposed aforementioned reasons.

IV. CONCLUSION

E-learning system which allows students’ confidence level evaluation with their voice when they answer to the question during achievement tests is proposed. Through experiments of comparison of students’ confidence level between the conventional (without evaluation) and the proposed (with evaluation), 17-57% of improvement is confirmed for the proposed e-learning system.

Further improvement is required for human emotion recognition performance with several sources, not only pitch frequency and loudness of voice but also students’ motions and eye movement using moving pictures.
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Error Analysis of Air Temperature Profile Retrievals with Microwave Sounder Data Based on Minimization of Covariance Matrix of Estimation Error
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Abstract—Error analysis of air temperature profile retrievals with microwave sounder data based on minimization of covariance matrix of estimation error is conducted. Additive noise is taken into account in the observation data with microwave sounder onboard satellite. Method for air temperature profile retrievals based on minimization of difference of brightness temperature between model driven microwave sounder data and actual microwave sounder data is also proposed. The experimental results show reasonable air temperature retrieval accuracy can be achieved by the proposed method.

Keywords-Error analysis; leastsquare method; microwave sounder; air temperature profile.

I. INTRODUCTION

Air temperature and water vapor profiles are used to be estimated with Microwave Sounder data [1]. One of the problems on retrieving vertical profiles is its retrieving accuracy. In particular, estimation accuracy of air-temperature and water vapor at tropopause altitude is not good enough because there are gradient changes of air-temperature and water vapor profile in the tropopause due to the fact that observed radiance at the specific channels are not changed by the altitude [2].

In order to estimate air-temperature and water vapor, minimization of covariance matrix of error is typically used. In the process, error covariance matrix which is composed with the covariance of air-temperature and water vapor based on prior information and the covariance of observed brightness temperature based on a prior information as well as difference between model driven and actual brightness temperature. Error analysis is important for design sensitivity and allowable observation noise of microwave sounder. For this reason, error analysis is conducted for the conventional air temperature profile retrieval method. Other than this, this paper propose another air temperature profile retrieval method based on minimization of brightness temperature difference between model driven and actual brightness temperature acquired with real microwave sounder. Experiment is conducted for the proposed method. Reasonable retrieval accuracy is confirmed.

The following section describes the conventional air temperature and water vapor profile retrieval method followed by excremental results. Then another retrieval method is proposed with some experimental results. Finally, conclusion is followed together with some discussions.

II. ERROR ANALYSIS

A. Microwave Sounder

Air temperature profile can be retrieved with the microwave sounder data at absorption wavelength due to oxygen while water vapor profile can be estimated with the microwave sounder data at the absorption wavelength due to water. The microwave sounder which is onboard AQUA satellite as well as NOAA-15, 16, 17 is called Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit: AMSU. Description of AMSU is available in Analytical Theoretical Basis Document: ATBD document. Observation frequency ranges from 23.8 GHz to 89 GHz. 22.235 GHz is the absorption frequency due to water while absorption frequency due to oxygen is situated in 60 GHz frequency bands. At the absorption frequency, observed brightness temperature is influenced by the molecule, oxygen, water. The influence due to molecule depends on the observation altitude as shown in Fig.1 (a). Also absorption due to atmospheric molecules depends on the observation altitudes as shown in Fig.1 (b). Therefore, it is possible to estimate molecule density of oxygen and water at the different altitude results in air temperature and water vapor profiles retrievals.

References:

Weighting function \(^9\) is defined as the gradient of atmospheric transparency against altitude. The weighting function depends on observation frequency. Observed brightness temperature at the frequency, therefore, is influenced depending on the weighting function. Therefore, the altitude of which peak of weighting function is situated is the most influencing to the observed brightness temperature at the observation frequency. The following observation frequencies are selected for estimation of oxygen absorption (air temperature at the following altitudes, 15, 18, 20, 23, 14, 19, 7 km

58.7, 59.3, 60.2, 60.5, 61.8, 62.3, 63.7 GHz

![Graph showing weighting functions for different frequencies and altitudes.](image)

---

B. Conventional Air Temperature and Water Vapor Profile Retrieval Method

In order to estimate air-temperature and water vapor, minimization of covariance matrix of error is typically used. In the process, covariance matrix which is composed with the covariance of air temperature and water vapor based on prior information \(^14\) and the covariance of observed brightness temperature based on a prior information as well as difference between model driven and the actual brightness temperature. Covariance matrix of estimation error is defined as follows,

\[
X - X_0 = (S_x^{-1} + A^T S^{-1}_\epsilon A)^{-1} A^T S^{-1}_\epsilon (G - G_0)
\]

where \(X_0, S_x, A, S_\epsilon, G, G_0\) denote air temperature at each altitude, covariance matrix of air temperature for a prior information, Jacobian matrix \(^13\) for brightness temperature of each frequency band, covariance matrix of observation error for a prior information, model driven brightness temperature, and estimated brightness temperature, respectively.

---

\[^9\] http://www.lmd.jussieu.fr/~fa/sofware_code

\[^10\] http://www.sat.ltu.se/workshops/radiative_transfer/minutes.php

\[^11\] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_radiative_transfer_codes

\[^12\] http://www.nict.go.jp/

\[^13\] http://www.arm.gov/publications/proceedings/conf05/extended_abs/mlawer_e_j.pdf

\[^14\] http://andrewgelman.com/2011/03/prior_informati/

\[^15\] http://andrewgelman.com/2011/03/prior_informati/
function at the peak altitude, respectively. On the other hand, $G_0$ can be calculated with equation (3).

$$
\sum_{h=1}^{H} B(T_h, \lambda_1) \times K(\lambda_1, h) \\
\sum_{h=1}^{H} B(T_h, \lambda_7) \times K(\lambda_7, h)
$$

(3)

where $h$, $H$, $T_h$ denotes altitude, peak altitude at which weighting function is maximum, and air temperature at altitude.

C. Inverse Problem Solving Based Method with Microwave Sounder Data

As aforementioned, $A$ can be calculated in advance for air temperature profile retrievals. $A$ is square matrix. Therefore, it is easy to calculate inverse matrix of $A$. Using inverse matrix $A$, air temperature profile can be retrieved as follows,

$$
T = T_0 + A^{-1}(G - G_0)
$$

(4)

where $T_0$, $G$, $G_0$ denotes air temperature at the designated altitude, brightness temperature derived from the acquired AMSU data, and model derived brightness temperature, respectively. This method is referred to Inverse Matrix Method: IMM hereafter. Fig. 3 shows the weighting functions for assumed observation frequencies, 52.8, 55.5, and 57.29 GHz, respectively.

![Weighting functions for designated observation frequencies of 52.8, 55.5, and 57.29 GHz](image)

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Error Analysis on Air Temperature Profile Retrieval Accuracy for the Conventional Error Covariance Based Method

Brightness temperature at the designated observation frequency can be calculated with MAES (Mid. Latitude Summer of atmospheric model). One of the input parameters is air temperature profile. Therefore, error analysis is made through the following procedure:

(1) Designate air temperature profile

(2) Calculate observed brightness temperature at the designated observation frequencies

(3) Estimate air temperature profile based on the conventional error covariance method

(4) Compare the designated and estimated air temperature profiles at the altitudes at which weighting function is maximum (peak weighting function altitude)

Table 1 shows estimated air temperature derived from the conventional covariance matrix based method and truth air temperature as well as estimation error. Table 1 (a) shows those for 1K of additive noise while Table 1 (b) shows those for 3K of additive noise. On the other hand, Table 1 (c) shows those for 5K of additive noise. 1, 3, 5K of noises are added to the observed brightness temperature of AMSU data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. AIR TEMPERATURE PROFILE ESTIMATION ACCURACY FOR THE CONVENTIONAL ERROR COVARIANCE BASED METHOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Altitude (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trend of the estimation error against additive noise shows exponential function as shown in Fig.4. The estimation error at additive noise is zero (without any observation noise is added to brightness temperature) ranges from 1.2 to 2.5 K. It is a reasonable accuracy of air temperature profile.
B. AMSR Data Used

The proposed method which minimizing the difference between model derived and the actual microwave sounder data derived air temperature is validated with AMSU data of suburban of London (Longitude: 0 degree West, Latitude: 51.3 North) which is acquired on July 8 2004.

Fig.5 (a), (b), (c) shows brightness temperature of the AMSU Channel 4, 8, and 9, respectively.

The brightness temperature at the test location for the designated three frequency bands are as follows,

- 52.8GHz (247.2 K),
- 55.5GHz (213.3K), and
- 57.29GHz (210.6K)

Assuming Mid. Latitude Summer of atmospheric model, brightness temperature of these three observation frequency bands is estimated.

C. Air Temperature Estimation Accuracy

Using these brightness temperature, air temperature profile is estimated with the proposed method. Fig.6 and Table 2 shows the estimated and model derived air temperature profiles.

The estimation error at the altitudes of 7 and 14 km are common to the conventional method and the proposed method. Therefore, the averaged estimation error at altitude of 7 and 14 km are compared. The result is shown in Table 3.
TABLE II. AIR TEMPERATURE PROFILE ESTIMATION ACCURACY FOR THE PROPOSED INVERSE MATRIX BASED METHOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Altitude(km)</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>Truth</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>289.745</td>
<td>294.2</td>
<td>4.456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>251.429</td>
<td>254.7</td>
<td>3.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>210.913</td>
<td>215.7</td>
<td>4.787</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. AVERAGE AIR TEMPERATURE ESTIMATION ERROR BETWEEN ERROR AT THE ALTITUDE OF 7 AND 14KM FOR BOTH OF THE CONVENTIONAL AND THE PROPOSED METHODS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Additive Noise</th>
<th>1K</th>
<th>3K</th>
<th>5K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Method</td>
<td>1.845</td>
<td>3.961</td>
<td>5.459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Method</td>
<td>4.029</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though, the estimation error of the proposed method do not take into account any additive noise, the estimation error is corresponding to the error of the conventional method with 3K of additional noise. Although the proposed method is not so accurate retrieval method for air temperature profile, it is quite fast and does not required huge computer resources because only thing we have to do is to calculate inverse matrix of A. It is 10 times faster than the conventional method.

IV. CONCLUSION

Error analysis of air temperature profile retrievals with microwave sounder data based on minimization of covariance matrix of estimation error is conducted. Additive noise is taken into account in the observation data with microwave sounder onboard satellite. Method for air temperature profile retrievals based on minimization of difference of brightness temperature between model driven microwave sounder data and actual microwave sounder data is also proposed.

The experimental results shows reasonable air temperature retrieval accuracy can be achieved by the proposed method. The air temperature estimation error of the proposed Inverse Matrix Based Method is around 4K and is corresponding to that of the conventional method with 3K of observation noise. Also it is found that air temperature estimation error of the conventional error covariance based method ranges from 1.2 to 2.5K and is getting large exponentially in accordance with increasing of observation noise.
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Fast DC Mode Prediction Scheme For Intra 4x4 Block In H.264/AVC Video Coding Standard
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Abstract— In this paper, the researchers proposed a new scheme for DC mode prediction in intra frame for 4X4 block. In this scheme, the upper and left neighboring pixels would be used to predict each of the pixels in the 4X4 block with different weight. The prediction equations for each position of the 4X4 block in DC mode would be static with fixed weighting coefficients. As a result, the computational time for intra frame would be decreased considerably with an increase in PSNR.

Keywords- Intra; macroblock (MB); DC mode; luma; prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

H.264 or MPEG-4 Part 10 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) is a joint venture of video coding experts from both the Joint Video Team (JVT) of ITU-T and Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) of ISO [1].

H.264/AVC is an important format, which is most commonly used in recording, compression and distribution of high definition video. It was first released in May, 2003.

After its release, it has been found that it has very broad application that covers all forms of digital compressed video from low bit-rate internet streaming applications to HDTV broadcast and digital cinema applications where nearly lossless coding is very important [2].

A number of new features have been added to the H.264/AVC. Some of these features are multiple reference frames, variable block size motion estimation, multiple motion vectors per macroblock, weighted prediction, spatial prediction from the edges of neighboring block for intra coding rather than DC only etc. These features allow H.264/AVC to compress video more efficiently but complexity of implementation also increases.

In H.264/AVC standard, spatial redundancy is removed in intra frame by using 9 modes [3]. DC mode is one of the modes that are used for encoding intra 4X4 block.

In DC mode, the luminance values of entire pixels of current 4X4 block are predicted by computing average of the luminance values of pixels from upper and left neighbors. For 4X4 block, there are 8 such pixels in total.

We observed that most of the variations of luminance values in intra 4X4 block are removed by the standard DC mode as the luminance value of 16 pixels are predicted by a single value, which is calculated by averaging the 8 pixels. Therefore, we are enthusiastic to propose a new pattern for DC mode which will preserve the variations of luminance values. We call this pattern as “ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction”.

A lot of efforts have been made to improve the intra prediction scheme of H.264/AVC. Many researches have been done to reduce computational complexity. But it has been witnessed that in most of the cases the researchers have less contribution in improving coding efficiency.

This ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction can improve coding efficiency by preserving more details and can reduces computational time with significant increase in PSNR.

II. INTRA PREDICTION SCHEME IN H.264/AVC STANDARD

Prediction for intra macroblocks (MB) is called intra prediction. Intra prediction is used to remove spatial redundancy of intra frames. Intra frames are encoded without any reference of other frames. Intra prediction is performed in pixel domain. It uses only transform coding and the neighboring blocks of the same frame to predict block values. Intra prediction is performed on 16X16 luma and 4X4 luma blocks.

No intra prediction is performed on 8X8 luma blocks [4]. In this standard, intra prediction forms predictions of pixel values as linear interpolations of pixels from the adjacent edges of neighboring MBs that are decoded before the current MB that is to be encoded. The interpolations are directional in nature, with multiple modes, each implying a spatial direction of prediction [3].

A 4X4 luma block contains samples as shown in figure 1 (a). There are nine intra prediction modes as shown in figure 1 (b). The modes are given in table 1.
TABLE 1: INTRA PREDICTION MODES FOR 4X4 LUMA BLOCK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Intra 4X4 prediction mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Diagonal down left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Diagonal down right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Vertical right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Horizontal down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Vertical left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Horizontal up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modes 0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 are directional prediction modes as indicated in figure 1 (b) and mode 2 is the DC prediction mode with no direction. The prediction block is calculated from the samples A-M as shown in figure 1 (a). In figure 1 (b), the arrows indicate the direction of prediction in each mode.

While predicting a sample in the current 4X4 block, the neighboring samples of upper side and left side have previously been encoded and reconstructed. The neighboring samples are available to the encoder and decoder to form prediction references.

I. Standard Algorithm For DC Mode Prediction

The standard form of DC mode prediction for 4X4 block is to replace all pixels in the current 4X4 block by the mean value of the neighboring pixels. The pixels in the current 4X4 block that are to be predicted are shown in figure 1(a) by using a box. The reference pixels are A, B, C, D, I, J, K and L. These are also shown in the same figure. The DC prediction is accomplished by using the following rules [4]:

1. If all samples A, B, C, D, I, J, K, L are available, all samples are predicted by 
   \[(A+B+C+D+I+J+K+L+4)>>3\]

2. If A, B, C, D are not available and I, J, K, L are available, all samples shall be predicted by 
   \[(I+J+K+L+2)>>2\]

3. If I, J, K, L are not available and A, B, C, D are available, all samples shall be predicted by 
   \[(A+B+C+D+2)>>2\]

4. If all eight samples are unavailable, the prediction for all luma samples in the 4X4 block shall be 128.

A block therefore can always be predicted in DC mode. A typical case for luma prediction using DC mode in 4X4 block is shown in figure 2 [5].

Figure 2: A typical case of DC Mode prediction.

Figure 2 shows that all pixels in the current 4X4 block are predicted by an average of their neighboring pixels. So, most of the variations of luminance value are removed by using DC prediction mode.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR DC MODE PREDICTION

The DC mode prediction scheme of pixel values in current 4X4 block can be improved by using ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction. In ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction, the 16 pixels in current 4X4 block are predicted one by one using a ZIG-ZAG order. The prediction sequence of the pixels in current 4X4 block is indicated in figure 3 using arrows. The reference pixels are A, B, C, D which belong to the upper neighboring block and I, J, K, L which belong to the left neighboring block. Besides these reference pixels, we also used previously predicted pixels of the current 4X4 block to predict another pixel belonging to the same block. But the priority of pixels from upper and left neighboring block was high and priority of pixels belonging to the same block was low. This was done by assigning different weighting coefficient to different pixels.

For example, we use predicted luminance values of pixels in the positions of i, e, f and g to predict the luminance value of pixel in the position of j. As shown in the figure, i, e, f and g are previously predicted pixels positions. Similarly, luminance value of a pixel in the position of c is predicted from the predicted luminance value of pixels in the positions of f, b, B and C.

Figure 3: ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction
Each pixel in current 4X4 block was predicted using different prediction equations. Each equation contains the luminance value of the pixels that are used to predict the luminance value of the current pixel in 4X4 block. The weight assigned to each of the reference pixels was different and it also depended on the pixel’s position in current 4X4 block. We assigned higher weight to the upper and left neighboring pixels than the pixels belonging to the current 4X4 block.

The equations that are used for the prediction of luminance value of each pixel in the 4X4 block in ZIG-ZAG DC mode are given as follows:

\[ a = 0.25A + 0.125B + 0.25X + 0.25I + 0.125J \]
\[ b = 0.25A + 0.25B + 0.0833X + 0.0833I + 0.0833J + 0.25C \]
\[ e = 0.05A + 0.05B + 0.3K + 0.3I + 0.3J \]
\[ i = 0.06A + 0.06B + 0.06X + 0.2I + 0.2J + 0.2K + 0.2L \]
\[ f = \frac{a + b + e + i}{4} \]
\[ c = \frac{(B + C + D) + b + f}{3} \]
\[ d = \frac{c + (C + D)}{2} \]
\[ g = \frac{b + c + d + f}{4} \]
\[ j = \frac{e + f + g + i}{4} \]
\[ m = \frac{i + j + (K + L)}{3} \]
\[ n = \frac{i + j + k}{3} \]
\[ k = \frac{f + g + j + n}{4} \]
\[ h = \frac{k + j + c + d}{4} \]
\[ l = \frac{g + h + k}{3} \]
\[ o = \frac{j + k + l + n}{4} \]
\[ p = \frac{o + k + l}{3} \]

We can see from the equations that the pixels in current 4X4 block are predicted using both the previously encoded pixels of upper and left neighbor and previously predicted pixels of the same block with different weighting coefficients.

From these equations we can also tell that, the luminance values of each position of the current 4X4 block are not same. So, the proposed scheme preserves more details than the previous scheme which leads to an increase in PSNR.

IV. SIMULATION RESULT

The proposed algorithm was coded and simulated in JM software version 18.2 [http://iphome.hhi.de/suehring/tml/]. Using the reference software, first we encoded the 10 sequences with the standard DC mode prediction algorithm and collected the PSNR(Y), computational time and bit rate. Then we coded and simulated the ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm in JM software version 18.2 and then encoded the same sequences with the proposed ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm and collected the PSNR(Y), computational time and bit rate of those sequences.

We encoded three frames for each sequences and all sequences were encoded in QCIF resolution. We compared the PSNR(Y), computational time and bit rate of the encoded sequences for both the standard DC mode prediction algorithm and ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm. We observed the improvement of PSNR(Y) and computational time for most of the sequences where the bit rates for the sequences were almost the same.

The difference in PSNR(Y), computation time and bit rate between standard algorithm and proposed ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm was calculated. The machine was Intel® Core™ i5-2430M @ 2.40GHz with 4.00GB RAM. Operating system was 64 bit OS. The condition for testing of standard algorithm and proposed algorithm were same. Observed change in results was tabulated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>ΔPSNR (dB)</th>
<th>Δbit rate (kbps)</th>
<th>Δ time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miss America</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>-20.16</td>
<td>-14.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreman</td>
<td>1.588</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-12.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>-0.095</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>-12.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>2.679</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highway</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>-8.594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastguard</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>-0.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandma</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salesman</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>-3.60</td>
<td>-68.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-9.627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>-12.651</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In table 2, we calculated the differences of the PSNR(Y), computational time and bit rate of the standard algorithm from the ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm.

As we can see from table 2, the PSNR(Y) increases in most of the cases. For the sequence “Paris”, the PSNR(Y) was same. For the sequences “Bus” and “Mobile”, the decrease in PSNR(Y) for ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm is almost negligible.
Also we observe that, the decrease in computational time for the ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm is noticeable for most of the sequences. For the sequences “Miss America” and “Mother-daughter” the difference in computational time is almost the same.

We calculated the average of the change in PSNR(Y), computational time and bit rate. From the average value, we observed that, increase in PSNR(Y) and computational time were satisfactory. The change in bit rate was almost negligible.

Our target was to increase the PSNR(Y) value and decrease the computational time. As we observed that the standard algorithm for DC mode prediction looks for several conditions for predicting each 4X4 block, the computation time for standard DC mode prediction algorithm is higher. The conditions are whether the upper samples are available or not, whether the left samples are available or not, whether the upper and left samples are available together, whether there is no sample available.

These four steps consume most of the time for predicting the pixel values in DC mode. As in our proposed ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm, there is no such condition to check for, the computational time decreases than the standard DC mode prediction algorithm.

Again in standard DC mode prediction algorithm, all pixels in current 4X4 block are predicted by a single value as discussed earlier. But in our proposed ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm, each pixel is predicted separately and variation in luminance values are preserved more in current 4X4 block. As a result for most of the cases, the PSNR(Y) increases.

Figure 4 to 6 shows the graph of PSNR(Y), computation time and bit rate values respectively. Each graph contains values for 10 sequences. The result for standard algorithm and proposed algorithm are shown side by side on same graph.

Figure 4: Comparison of PSNR(Y) of standard and ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm.

Figure 5 (a) & (b): Comparison of total encoding time of standard and ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm.

Figure 6: Comparison of bit rate (kbps) of standard and ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm.
In standard DC mode, due to the replacement of all the pixels with a single value, most of the variations in luminance were omitted. But with our proposed ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm, this factor is improved and as a result the PSNR increases. The decrease in processing time with the ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm is due to the absence of conditions as involved with the standard DC mode prediction algorithm.

Actually in ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm, the concepts of all the eight modes of prediction are combined. As a result, the prediction accuracy is improved.

V. CONCLUSION

From the observation and comparison of simulation results, we see that the computation time decrease which makes the ZIG-ZAG DC mode prediction algorithm more efficient for live video broadcasting application as well as teleconferencing application where lowering computation time adds advantage. Also increase in PSNR improves signal quality for the video signal.

VI. FUTURE WORK

In future, we will try to further decrease the computation time for intra frame in H.264/AVC standard. We can do this by observing the relative usage of each of the nine modes in intra frame and discarding the less used modes for prediction of intra frame. If the changes in PSNR(Y) and bit rate were not worse, then the reduction in prediction mode in intra frame would reduce the computation time.
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Abstract— Free Open Source Software: FOSS based Geographic Information System: GIS for spatial retrievals of appropriate locations for ocean wind and tidal motion utilizing electric power generation plants is proposed. Using scatterometer onboard earth observation satellites, strong wind coastal areas are retrieved with FOSS/GIS of PostgreSQL/GIS. PostGIS has to be modified together with altimeter and scatterometer database. These modification and database creation would be a good reference to the users who would like to create GIS system together with database with FOSS.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Geographic Information System: GIS is used for exploration and spatial retrieval of appropriate locations and areas. GIS software is widely available now a day [1]. GIS can be created with Free Open Source Software: FOSS [2]. Functionalities of GIS is as follows,

- Display superimposing the thematic maps and imagery data
- Spatial and temporal retrieval of the maps and data
- Quantitative analysis (length, area, etc.)
- Simulation (assessment, 3D scenery analysis, etc.)

There are the following issues should be discussed,

- Difficulty on customization of the GIS to specific applications
- Expensive system and database updating cost
- Reverse retrievals for the spatial and temporal search for confirmation of the original data
- Apply image processing to the retrieved data

In order to overcome the aforementioned problems of FOSS-based GIS, example of customization of PostgreSQL/LGIS (PostGIS) for the specific purpose of spatial retrieval of ocean energy [4], or marine energy [5], ocean wind and tidal motion utilizing power generation plant locations are attempted.

In order for that, retrievals of the appropriate ocean areas in the Japanese vicinity for exploration of ocean related energy sources, geoid, ocean winds, wave heights and tidal effects are required [3]. The data for the aforementioned energy sources are available from satellite based radar altimeter [6] and scatterometer [7]. Then exploration of possible areas for ocean related power generations is followed by [4], [5]. Also, create the database containing geoid [8], tides, ocean winds, wave height and so on from the NASA/JPL PODAAC [9] (Topex/Poseidon [10] and Jason satellites [11]) data by extracting the geo-referenced and time stamped data from the PODAAC has to be done. After that, access to the database through php [12] and Mapscript [13] then display the retrieval results of the appropriate ocean areas for the ocean energy exploration on the php web browser. These procedures are demonstrated in this paper. Also the GIS is used as Neural Network [6], [7].

The following section describes the proposed PostGIS followed by the data descriptions required for spatial retrievals of appropriate locations for electric power generation plants utilizing ocean energy. Then demonstration is followed by. Finally, conclusion and some discussions are followed.

II. PROPOSED FOSS/GIS

A. Availability of FOSS/GIS

There are not so small numbers of FOSS/GIS systems which are available and downloadable from their web sites. Table 1 shows just a small portion of available FOSS/GIS. As for the well-known Grass of GIS, it is easy to install it on your computer through the following procedure,

1 http://c-words.jp/w/FOSS.html
2 http://www.postgresql.org/
3 http://postgis.refractions.net/
4 http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/tech/ocean-energy
5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marine_energy
6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radar_altimeter
7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scatterometer
8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geoid
9 http://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/
10 http://sealevel.jpl.nasa.gov/
11 http://ilrs.gsfc.nasa.gov/satellite_missions/list_of_satellites/jas2_general.html
13 http://mapserver.org/mapscript/index.html

www.ijacsa.thesai.org
Link to Grass of GIS software

Installation of GRASSLink$^ {14}$'s

GRASSLinks is web interface for GRASS GIS of PDS installation

Before using GRASSLinks, GRASS GIS has to be installed

Information on Installation of GRASS is available from the http://www.media.osaka-cu.ac.jp/~raghavan/grassinfo/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. EXAMPLES OF AVAILABLE FOSS/GIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MapServer$^ {15}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostGIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass$^ {16}$Ver.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for the well-known Mapserver, it is easy to install it on your computer through the following procedure,

MapServer international version (i18n) (i18n Version of Mapserver: Package)

MapServer 4.0.1 source code and patch for the international use

As for the well known PostgreSQL/GIS, PostGIS, it is easy to install it on your computer through the following procedure,

PostGIS allows store the objects in concern to the GIS (Geographic Information Systems) database

PostgreSQL extension of PostGIS supports fundamental functions for analysis of GIS objects and spatial R-Tree index of the GiST base

PostgreSQL can be downloaded from the http://www.postgresql.org/

PostGIS is source code tree of the PostgreSQL and can be installed by using the definition of installation process of the PostgreSQL

PostGIS can be compiled with GNU C$^ {17}$, gcc and/or ANSI C$^ {18}$ complier

GNU Make, gmake and/or make can be used for making the PostGIS. GNU make is the default version of make. Version can be confirmed with “make –v”. Make file of PostGIS will not be processed properly when the different version of make is used

Proj4 is the library of the map projection conversion tools as one of the options of the PostGIS. Proj4 is available from the http://www.remotesensing.org/proj

In order to utilize Mapserver, the following procedure is required,

Minnesota Mapserver is the internet Web mapping server and is compatible to the mapping server specification

Mapserver is available from the http://mapserver.gis.umn.edu/

Web Map specification of OpenGIS is available from the http://www.opengis.org/techno/specs/01-047r2.pdf

B. FOSS of GIS

The required systems are as follows,

PostgreSQL

FOSS of relational database system

SQL: Structured Query Language

PostGIS

GIS extension of PostgreSQL

Good interface to the GIS database

MapServer

Web mapping engine

Database access with php and MapScript

MapServer(php/MapScript)

php

Interface to database with php

Retrievals are then available through php Web page

Submit queries then the retrieved results are displayed from the database table

MapScript

Map engine allows displaying the retrieved results superimposing the other existing thematic maps

Multiple layers

Raster and vector data of maps, meshed data and images through the php web browser

C. Example of Database Creation

Conversion of binary data to GIS database is required together with analysis program. After that, Modification of the analysis program is required followed by extraction of the required data. Conversion of the extracted data to GIS database (database table can be created with PostgreSQL) is

$^{14}$ http://ippc2.orst.edu/glinks/$^{15}$ http://mapserver.org/
$^{16}$ http://grass.fbk.eu/
$^{17}$ http://gcc.gnu.org/
$^{18}$ http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/C%E8%A8%80%E8%AA%9E
also required. Table 2 shows example of the database in PostGIS. Database is described with table style.

**TABLE II. EXAMPLES OF DATABASE IN POSTGIS**

```
BEGIN;
CREATE TABLE "MGB102.001" (cid serial, "days" int8, "noecs" int8, "Lon_iter" float8, "Lon_Tmu" float8);
SELECT AddGeometryColumn('"MGB102.001"', 'the_geom', '4269', 'POINT', 2);
INSERT INTO "MGB102.001" (cid, "days", "noecs", "Lon_iter", "Lon_Tmu", "OMH", "H_MOS", Wind);
INSERT INTO "MGB102.001" (cid, "days", "noecs", "Lon_iter", "Lon_Tmu", "OMH", "H_MOS", Wind);
INSERT INTO "MGB102.001" (cid, "days", "noecs", "Lon_iter", "Lon_Tmu", "OMH", "H_MOS", Wind);
INSERT INTO "MGB102.001" (cid, "days", "noecs", "Lon_iter", "Lon_Tmu", "OMH", "H_MOS", Wind);
```

Editing of the database can be done in accordance with PostgreSQL data manipulation as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows example of PostgresSQL database server.

**D. The Data Required for Spatial Retrievals of Appropriate Locations for Ocean Energy Utilizing Electric Power Generation Plants**

There are some of required data for finding appropriate locations of ocean energy utilizing electric power generation plants. Namely,

1. **Topex/Poseidon**

   Topex/Poseidon was launched on Aug. 10 1992. This is the joint mission between U.S.A. and France. Specific features are the followings,
   - Microwave altimeter
   - Non sun-synchronous
   - Inclination: 66°
   - Global coverage within 10 days

   ![Figure 3 Topex/Poseidon observes ocean surface along with its orbit](image)

2. **Scatterometer**

   Ocean wind direction and speed can be estimated with scatterometer data. One of the scatterometers onboard satellites is SeaWinds on Advanced Earth Observing Satellite: ADEOS-II. Major specification of SeaWinds is shown in Table 3.

   ![Figure 4 Geoid potential and wave height is estimated with the altimeter onboard Topex/Poseidon satellite](image)

   ![Figure 5 Sea Surface Height Anomaly Map](image)


TABLE III. MAJOR SPECIFICATION OF SEA WINDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radar</td>
<td>13.4 gigahertz; 110-watt pulse at 189-hertz PRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna</td>
<td>1-meter-diameter rotating dish producing 2 spot beams sweeping in a circular pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>200 kilograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>220 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Data Rate</td>
<td>40 kilobits per second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Along with satellite orbit, scatterometer observes ocean surface as shown in Fig. 5. Global coverage can be done. Then ocean wind direction and speed is estimated as shown in Fig. 6 (a), (b).

5 days average of wind speed and vector wind is shown in Fig. 6 (a) while 5 days average of dynamic height and winds are shown in Fig. 6 (b), respectively.

From the MapServer site, Japan and its vicinity of map is downloaded. Web site is designed with php. Under the web site, there is the PostGIS with the databases of Topex/ Poseidon altimeter data derived geoid and significant wave height as well as ADEOS-II scatterometer (SeaWinds) data derived wind direction and wind speed. Through web site, search conditions of ocean wind speed, significant wave height, and geoid can be input using radio button. Then search results are obtained after the input. If the search condition of wind speed (it is greater than 20 m/s) is input, then spatial retrieval result is displayed as shown in Fig. 7.

Spatial retrieval result with the search condition of which wind speed is greater than 20 m/s is shown in Fig. 8. Also, spatial retrieval result with the search condition of which geoid potential is greater than 40 m is shown in Fig. 8. Similarly, spatial retrieval result with the search conditions of which geoid potential is greater than 40 m and wind speed is greater than 20 m/s is shown in Fig. 9. Meanwhile, Fig. 10 shows spatial retrieval result with the search conditions of which wind speed, significant wave height, geoid potential, and the distance from the nearest coastal lines. Such these spatial retrievals are specific feature of GIS.

References:

http://www.euro-argo.eu/content/download/21538/311050/file/04_guinehut_euro_argo_01.pdf
IV. CONCLUSION

Customization can be done smoothly. It is easy to customize the PostGIS (extension of PostgreSQL) with Mapserver through the php. Also, it is confirmed that the most of functionalities of PostGIS (Submission of queries, retrievals of the appropriate data from the database, display the retrieved results on the php web browser). Furthermore, image processing and analysis are also available and can be applied to the retrieved data.

Because the proposed PostGIS is modified version of free open source software, everybody may download and install and modify easily. The proposed system is open to the public upon request with the condition of credibility of the name of Arai/Saga University.
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Abstract— In this paper we present a novel knowledge sharing protocol (KSP) for semantic technology empowered ubiquitous computing systems. In particular the protocol is designed for M3 which is a blackboard based semantic interoperability solution for smart spaces. The main difference between the KSP and existing work is that KSP provides SPARQL-like knowledge sharing mechanisms in compact binary format that is designed to be suitable also for resource restricted devices and networks. In order to evaluate the KSP in practice we implemented a case study in a prototype smart space, called Smart Greenhouse. In the case study the KSP messages were on average 70.09% and 87.08% shorter than the messages in existing M3 communication protocols. Because the KSP provides a mechanism for automating the interaction in smart spaces it was also possible to implement the case study with fewer messages than with other M3 communication protocols. This makes the KSP a better alternative for resource restricted devices in semantic technology empowered smart spaces.

Keywords- Semantic Web; SPARQL; Ambient Intelligence; Ubiquitous Computing; embedded system; M3.

I. INTRODUCTION

Smart spaces are realizations of ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) [1] and ambient intelligence (AmI) [2] visions. A typical smart space consists of a large amount of devices which in co-operation provide services for users. In order to provide relevant services in the right situations the devices need to share knowledge about the smart space with each other. Fortunately, a lot of knowledge representation (KR) technologies have been developed for the emerging Future Internet paradigm, called the Semantic Web [3] that could be also exploited in ubicomp/AmI domain. This has also been proposed by Lassila [4], and Chen [5], for example. The M3 concept [6] is a recent example of ubicomp interoperability framework which utilizes semantic technologies for knowledge representation.

Many of the devices in smart spaces are resource restricted in terms of memory, processing capacity, and energy. Additionally, typical communication technologies in smart spaces such as the 6LowPAN [7], and Bluetooth low energy (BLE) [8], for example, possess limited capabilities when compared to the technologies used in the Web. On the other hand, the current technologies enabling KR in the Semantic Web such as Resource Description Framework (RDF) [9], RDF Schema (RDFS) [10], Web Ontology Language (OWL) [11], and SPARQL [12] use either Extensible Markup Language (XML) based or human readable\(^1\) syntax. These formats both require a large amount of memory and are slow to process in low capacity computing platforms. As a result they are not as such feasible for real-life smart spaces. Binary XML formats such as Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) [13] and X.694 [14] provide feasible solutions for compressing XML, but cannot be used with non-XML based semantic technologies such as the SPARQL, for example. Another interesting approach for Semantic Web based KR in resource restricted devices is the Entity Notation (EN) [15]. As a lightweight KR notation the EN is a good alternative for typical RDF serialization formats such as the RDF/XML, Turtle, and N-Triple, but it does not provide SPARQL-like mechanisms to query and update knowledge in smart spaces.

In M3 applications the problem with resource restricted computing platforms has been typically solved by utilizing gateways which transform the proprietary format data from low capacity devices to semantic format. However, this approach complicates the system unnecessarily as for each new device a new gateway is needed (or new interface to existing gateway needs to be added). If all the communication between smart space agents would be based on common knowledge sharing protocol instead, the smart spaces would be much easier to develop and maintain. Additionally, since the common knowledge sharing protocol would enable also resource restricted devices to access the information published by other devices it would be easier to develop context-aware embedded systems capable of providing relevant services for users.

In this paper we present a novel Knowledge Sharing Protocol (KSP) for M3-like semantic interoperability frameworks. The KSP provides all kind of agents from low capacity embedded systems to high end personal computers with SPARQL-like mechanisms for accessing and manipulating the knowledge in smart spaces. Unlike normal SPARQL, however, the KSP is designed to be suitable for smart spaces. Instead of the sparse human readable syntax used in SPARQL the KSP uses a compact binary format which allows significantly shorter messages to be created. Features such as the persistent update and max request size option make it also easier to exploit semantic technologies in resource restricted devices and networks. Additionally, to support the

\(^{1}\) By human readable syntax we refer to notations designed to be used by developers as such. These kinds of formats are used, for example, in SPARQL, Notation3, and Turtle.
heterogeneous nature of smart spaces the KSP defines various bindings for typical communication and networking technologies used in smart spaces. In the paper bindings for the most typical transports User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) are presented.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the section 2 we present short overview of the SPARQL and M3 concepts as necessary background information for the paper. The section 3 describes the KSP in high detail. In the section 4 we illustrate the KSP with practical example and compare it with existing M3 communication protocols (M3CP). In the section 5 conclusions and future work directions are presented.

II. BACKGROUND

A. SPARQL

SPARQL provides the standard way to access and manipulate RDF data in the Semantic Web. The importance of SPARQL to the Semantic Web is formulated by the W3C Director Tim Berners-Lee as follows: “Trying to use the Semantic Web without SPARQL is like trying to use a relational database without SQL.”[16]

SPARQL 1.1 defines four types of query forms: SELECT, CONSTRUCT, ASK and DESCRIBE. All these query forms use solutions obtained via pattern matching to form result sets or RDF graphs. The SELECT query returns the bound variables as such. The CONSTRUCT query returns an RDF graph constructed by substituting variables in a set of RDF triple patterns with bound variables obtained from the pattern matching. ASK query returns a Boolean value indicating whether the query has a solution or not. The DESCRIBE query returns a single RDF graph that contains data about the requested resource.

In addition to the query language the SPARQL 1.1 specification defines an update language for manipulating RDF data. The update operations are classified into two groups: graph management and graph update. Management type operations provide mechanisms for creating, destroying, moving and copying named graphs, or adding the contents of one graph to another. In contrast to the management operations used for operating on the graph level the update operations are used for modifying triples inside the graphs. The update operations are: INSERT DATA, DELETE DATA, DELETE/INSERT, LOAD and CLEAR. The DATA format operations operate on concrete RDF triples meaning that the use of variables is prohibited. Blank nodes are also not permitted in the DELETE DATA operation. The DELETE/INSERT operation is used to modify triples in the graph store based on bindings obtained via query pattern matching. It is possible to omit either DELETE or INSERT part of the operation in which case only the remaining part of the operation is executed. LOAD operation is used to insert triples from a RDF document specified by an URI into the graph store. CLEAR operation is used to remove all triples from the specified graphs.

SPARQL provides also many features that can be used to modify the outcome of query and update operations. These features include, for example, OPTIONAL graph pattern, FILTER, BIND, subquery, GROUP BY, and various solution sequence modifiers. The OPTIONAL graph pattern is used to declare a graph pattern which does not need to match in order for the query pattern match to succeed. FILTER keyword provides a way to restrict the solution to those in which the FILTER expression evaluates as true. The BIND feature allows a variable to be bound with a new value. The subquery feature makes it possible to combine results of multiple queries by allowing queries to be put inside of queries. The GROUP BY keyword allows sets of data to be grouped together so that aggregate functions such as average, minimum, maximum, sum, and count can be performed on the individual groups.

In SPARQL the results of the query operations can be modified using modifiers such as ORDER BY, LIMIT, OFFSET, and DISTINCT. The ORDER BY keyword can be used to sort the results of the query to either ascending or descending order. The LIMIT keyword allows the number of results to be restricted. The OFFSET keyword provides a way to skip a number of results. The DISTINCT feature can be used to remove duplicates from the results set.

B. M3 Concept

The M3 aims to combine Semantic Web technologies with publish/subscribe-based blackboard[17] architecture to provide multi-device, multi-domain and multi-vendor solution to semantic level interoperability in smart spaces. Like in typical blackboard systems the idea in M3 is that knowledge is shared between various knowledge sources via common knowledge base.

The main advantage of the blackboard architecture is flexibility. In blackboard system the knowledge sources are not tied together in any way. The knowledge sources do not in fact have to know anything about each other – they just see the information published to the knowledge base. This makes it possible to add new, or remove existing knowledge sources without the need to reconfigure other knowledge sources. The blackboard system is also independent of any particular application domain. This means that the blackboard architecture can be used for sharing any kind of information and the shared information can be used in all kind of applications. Because of these features the blackboard architecture is ideal for smart spaces where it is not possible to a priori determine all the components or features needed in the future.

The difference between M3 and typical blackboard systems is that the knowledge in M3 is presented with semantic technologies such as RDF, RDFS, and OWL. There are many advantages in using the semantic technologies to present the knowledge in ubiquitous computing systems. First, because semantic technologies provide a natural way to describe any kind of knowledge as common machine-interpretable ontologies they make it easier to develop context-aware applications to smart spaces. Second, because of the flexible data model of RDF it is possible to add new information and create links between the information available in the knowledge base without breaking the existing applications. Third, the ontologies described with OWL and RDFS make it possible for knowledge sources to learn new
concepts much in the same way as humans use encyclopedias to describe unfamiliar words.

In M3 the blackboard is called Semantic Information Broker (SIB). The Knowledge Processor (KP) is the name for the knowledge sources. M3 applications are created by KPs who provide services for end-users by interacting with each other via the SIB. The Smart Space Access Protocol (SSAP) defines the rules for KP-SIB interaction.

There are currently two serialization formats for the SSAP available: SSAP/XML and SSAP/WAX. Both formats define eight operations: join, leave, insert, remove, update, query, subscribe, and unsubscribe. The SSAP/XML version provides three types of query operations: Triple, Wilbur, and SPARQL 1.0. The M3 implementation using the SSAP/XML is called Smart-M3 [18]. A Word Aligned XML (WAX) version of the SSAP was introduced to better support the exploitation of M3 in low capacity devices [19]. In SSAP/WAX encoding scheme each XML tag is 32 bit long. This allows more compact messages to be constructed. The SSAP/WAX is used in RIBS version of the M3 [20]. Wilbur queries are not supported in the RIBS.

III. KNOWLEDGE SHARING PROTOCOL

A. Overview

The objective of the KSP is to define the methods and syntax for knowledge sharing in AmI/ubicomb domain. The idea was to develop similar protocol to Semantic Web enhanced ubicomb systems, as the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [21] is to the embedded web (i.e. the idea was to do the same for SPARQL/HTTP, as the CoAP has done for the HTTP). Initially we even planned to implement the KSP solely on top of CoAP. However, we soon understood that the heterogeneous nature of smart spaces requires the KSP to be usable also directly with various lower level transport technologies. In this paper bindings for TCP and UDP transports are presented. The principal model of KSP stack is illustrated in the fig. 1.

![M3 application logic](image)

Figure 1. Knowledge Sharing Protocol stack

The different requirements of various transport technologies is managed in the KSP header presented in the section C. The KSP messages can contain also transport independent data and options fields. The structure for these fields is presented in sections D and E respectfully. All KSP messages are encoded in little endian format.

There are five major differences with the KSP and existing M3CPs (namely the SSAP/XML and SSAP/WAX). First, to provide a feasible solution for low capacity devices a binary format for the messages is used in KSP. The binary format is more compact and faster to parse, but not as versatile as the XML format used in the SSAP. Second, all the transactions in KSP are based on the SPARQL 1.1 whereas in SSAP the SPARQL is only one of the three query formats. Third, KSP does not require join and leave operations because the access control parameters can be added to any KSP message when needed. This makes the basic KP-SIB interaction more scalable because the SIBs do not have to keep track of the state of KPs. Fourth, the KSP allows KPs to define the maximum size for SIB responses. This is very useful for low capacity devices because the memory requirements can be estimated at the compile time. The fifth main difference is that the KSP defines persistent format also for update operations (i.e. DELETE, INSERT, and UPDATE). The persistent type update operations work so that the data manipulation part of the operation is executed if a solution is found from the query pattern matching. Similarly to the query operation the persistent update operations are re-evaluated every time the content of the SIB change. By allowing KPs to create simple rules to the SIB the persistent update operations provide a way to reduce the traffic in resource restricted networks and lighten the load on low capacity devices. The persistent operation are terminated with TERMINATE operation.

B. Messaging Model

The KP always initiates the transaction by sending a request (REQ) message to the SIB. To support the needs of the wide range of communication technologies the KSP defines two types of requests: Non-confirmable (NON), and Confirmable (CON). With NON request the SIB sends a response (RES) message only if results are found or an internal error has occurred. The NON requests are useful for TCP-like transports that provide a reliable delivery of messages and do not therefore require extra control from the KSP. Additionally, the NON request are useful for reducing the network traffic when it is not required that every message is delivered to the SIB. For example, a low capacity accelerometer updating acceleration value in high intervals does not have to care if a message is lost because it would take more time to update the old value than to insert a new one. The NON requests are also useful when KSP is used in multicast/broadcast manner to discover the available SIBs in the network. With CON type requests the SIB always sends a response to the KP. Therefore, the CON type request is typically used with transport technologies such as the UDP that do not provide reliable delivery of messages. The RES message is always send to the same socket where the REQ message was received.

In addition to normal RES messages, the KSP defines indication (IND) messages which are used to notify the KP about changes in the persistent operations. The IND messages are typically used when the results of a persistent query operation (i.e. subscribe) change. Indications are also used to inform KP when a persistent operation needs to be terminated for some reason. Because transports such as UDP do not provide reliable delivery of messages the KSP provides acknowledgement (ACK) messages to be used with unreliable communication protocols to notify the SIB when the IND message has been received. The decisions on how long to wait before retransmitting and how many times to retransmit the
IND message are left for various SIB implementations. It is even possible to implement a SIB that can dynamically adjust to various networks by making these values modifiable via a specific graph in the SIB. The fig. 2 presents a sequence chart which illustrates the message exchange between KP and a SIB in a scenario where a KP1 subscribes to a triple and KP2 modifies the triple using UPDATE operation. Confirmable and Non-confirmable type requests are used by KP1 and KP2 respectfully.

Figure 2. Example of message exchange with CON and NON requests

C. Message Format and Semantics: Header field

The fixed size header field contains parameters such as the version, transaction type, request type, and transaction identifier that are common for all transactions. The structure of the header field depends on the message type (REQ, RES, IND, or ACK) and the transport technology. The header size is eight bytes for TCP, four bytes for UDP REQ/RES/ACK messages, and six bytes for UDP Indications. Fig. 3 and fig. 4 illustrate the header formats for different message types with TCP and UDP transports.

![Header formats for TCP](image)

Figure 3. KPS header formats for TCP

The 8-bit Version field specifies the KSP version number. Value 0x01 is used for the version presented in the paper. With TCP the length of the KSP messages is defined in the 32-bit Length field. The length of the message is needed with TCP because the KSP message can be divided into multiple TCP segments. With UDP the Length field is not present and the whole KSP message must fit to a single UDP datagram. The maximum size for UDP datagram depends on the underlying protocols. For example, with 6LowPAN the maximum message size is 1024 bytes. In KP initiated messages the 7-bit Transaction type field specifies the type of the operation and the 1-bit Request type the type of the request (either NON or CON). Table 1 presents the code values for different transaction types. With connectionless transports the ACK message is identified by assigning value 0x00 for the transaction type and request type fields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction type</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DELETE_DATA</td>
<td>0x01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSERT_DATA</td>
<td>0x02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDATE_DATA</td>
<td>0x03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETE</td>
<td>0x04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSERT</td>
<td>0x05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDATE</td>
<td>0x06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT</td>
<td>0x07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASK</td>
<td>0x08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTRUCT</td>
<td>0x09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETE_PERSISTENT</td>
<td>0x0a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSERT_PERSISTENT</td>
<td>0x0b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDATE_PERSISTENT</td>
<td>0x0c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT_PERSISTENT</td>
<td>0x0d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASK_PERSISTENT</td>
<td>0x0e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTRUCT_PERSISTENT</td>
<td>0x0f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERMINATE</td>
<td>0x10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESET</td>
<td>0x11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREATE</td>
<td>0x12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DROP</td>
<td>0x13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPY</td>
<td>0x14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVE</td>
<td>0x15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADD</td>
<td>0x16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In RES and IND messages the Transaction type and Message type fields are replaced with 7-bit Status code and 1-bit Response type fields (either RES or IND). The Status code specifies whether operation was successfully executed. Available status codes are illustrated in the table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status code</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>0x00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERROR: KSP version not supported</td>
<td>0x01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERROR: Invalid transaction type</td>
<td>0x02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERROR: Invalid message type</td>
<td>0x03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERROR: Invalid data field format</td>
<td>0x04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERROR: Invalid option type</td>
<td>0x05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERROR: Invalid option format</td>
<td>0x06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERROR: SIB internal error</td>
<td>0x07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to be able to pair RES and IND messages with the requests each KSP transaction is identified with 16-bit Transaction ID. UDP-like transports (no ordered delivery of messages) need also an additional identifier for the IND messages. The 16-bit Sequence number field is used for this purpose. The first indication for each persistent transaction must use a value 0x01 and the value is incremented by one for each following indication. A KP may discard an indication as outdated under the following condition:
\[-\frac{2^{16}}{2} < I_2 - I_1 < 0 \] (1)

Where \( I_1 \) is the sequence number of the previous (not discarded) indication and \( I_2 \) is the sequence number of the most recent indication. The right side of the equation checks if the sequence number for \( I_2 \) is smaller than for \( I_1 \). The left side of the equation checks whether the sequence number for the \( I_2 \) has wrapped around.

**D. Message Format and Semantics: Data field**

The KSP transactions can be divided into three categories: query, update, and terminate. In query and update operations the REQ message Header field is followed by the Data field which contains the transaction specific information. With TERMINATE operation the Data field is not needed because transaction identifier in the request header can be used to define the active persistent transaction to be terminated. In RES messages only query operations contain the Data field.

1) **Encoding Format for RDF graph**

Since the KSP is a query and update protocol for RDF the RDF graphs play a central role in almost all KSP messages. The common structure for Graph fields is illustrated in fig. 5.

```
Graph field:
    TC [0-255]Triple
```

Figure 5. RDF graph field structure

The Graph field consists of 8-bit triple count (TC) field and a zero or more (maximum 255) Triple fields. Each Triple field starts with 3-bit ST, 2-bit PT, and 3-bit OT fields, which specify the content of the following Subject, Predicate, and Object fields respectively. Possible types for these triple members (subject, predicate, and object) are presented in the table 3. The Literal type can be only used in objects.

![Literal types](table)

With \( xsd:string \) type literal the first 8-32 bits is reserved for the length of the string. The two most significant bits specify the number of bytes used for the length field and following 6-30 specify the length of the \( xsd:string \). The \( xsd:integer \) and \( xsd:float \) fields are 32-bit long. The IEEE 32-bit floating-point format is used for the \( xsd:float \) type. \( xsd:dateTime \) field is 19 byte ASCII string. The \( xsd:Boolean \) field contains a 8-bit unsigned integer. Value 0x00 is reserved for “false” and 0x01 for “true”.

Variable type triple member field contains 8-bit variable index which is used as an identifier for the variable in the KSP message. With \( n \) variables the largest variable index is \( n-1 \). In SELECT operation it is also required that the indexes for projected variables (i.e. variables whose bindings are returned) start from zero. For example, in SELECT query with six variables of which two are projected variables the variable indexes 0x00 and 0x01 are used for projected variables and indexes from 0x02 to 0x05 are reserved to other variables.

The target in KSP is to provide as compact messages as possible and therefore two triple member types are designed just for this purpose. With Empty type the field (subject, predicate, or object) is not present and the corresponding value from the previous triple is used. The purpose of the Empty type is to enable more compact messages to be constructed by grouping triples with common subjects, predicates, and objects. The basic idea is similar to the Predicate-Object and Object lists in SPARQL, but the Empty type is more versatile because it allows both predicates without common subject, and objects without common subject-predicate to be grouped. The Reserved word type is another mechanism for shortening KSP messages. The idea in reserved words is to present common vocabulary with eight bit unsigned integers. The code values

![Literal types](table)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empty</td>
<td>0x00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URI</td>
<td>0x01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved Word</td>
<td>0x02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>0x03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literal</td>
<td>0x04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The target in KSP is to provide as compact messages as possible and therefore two triple member types are designed just for this purpose. With Empty type the field (subject, predicate, or object) is not present and the corresponding value from the previous triple is used. The purpose of the Empty type is to enable more compact messages to be constructed by grouping triples with common subjects, predicates, and objects. The basic idea is similar to the Predicate-Object and Object lists in SPARQL, but the Empty type is more versatile because it allows both predicates without common subject, and objects without common subject-predicate to be grouped. The Reserved word type is another mechanism for shortening KSP messages. The idea in reserved words is to present common vocabulary with eight bit unsigned integers. The code values
for various reserved RDF, XML Schema (XMLS), RDFS, and OWL words are presented in the table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rdf:type</td>
<td>0x00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:Class</td>
<td>0x01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:subClassOf</td>
<td>0x02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:property</td>
<td>0x03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:subPropertyOf</td>
<td>0x04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:range</td>
<td>0x05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfs:domain</td>
<td>0x06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>owl:TransitiveProperty</td>
<td>0x07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>owl:SameAs</td>
<td>0x08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsd:string</td>
<td>0x09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsd:integer</td>
<td>0x0a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsd:float</td>
<td>0x0b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsd:dateTime</td>
<td>0x0c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsd:Boolean</td>
<td>0x0d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Data field format for query operations

KSP defines six types of query operations. These operations include the transient and persistent formats for SELECT, ASK and CONSTRUCT. The persistent query operations in KSP are very similar to the SSAP equivalents. The only difference is that in KSP the SIB does not inform the KP about new and obsolete results, but just sends the current status of the query when the results have changed. The Data field format for transient and persistent query REQ and RES messages is presented in the fig. 7.

SELECT REQ:
VC | Basic graph | OGC | [0-255]Optional graph

SELECT RES/IND:
PC | [0-255]URI | VC | TRC | RC | [0-65535]Result

ASK REQ:
Basic graph | OGC | [0-255]Optional graph

ASK RES/IND:
Ask result

CONSTRUCT REQ:
Construct graph | Basic graph | OGC | [0-255]Optional graph

CONSTRUCT RES/IND:
PC | [0-255]URI | TRC | RC | [0-65535]Triple

Figure 7. Data field format for query requests and responses

In SELECT requests the 8-bit VC field specifies the number of variables whose bindings are returned in the RES message. The following three fields are reserved for the query pattern which is matched against the RDF-database of the SIB. The query pattern consists of a Basic graph, and a number of Optional graph fields. The Basic graph field defines a triple pattern that must match in order for there to be a solution. The Optional graph fields contain graphs that do not reject the solution if no match for the graph pattern is found. The optional graphs are useful when a KP wants to receive some results even though not all the requested triples exist in the SIB. The 8-bit OGC field defines the number of optional graphs in the query pattern. The ASK request is otherwise identical to the SELECT request except there is no VC field. The CONSTRUCT request is also similar to the SELECT request except the VC field is replaced by a Construct graph field. The Construct graph field defines triples to be constructed by replacing the variables with RDF terms obtained from the query pattern matching.

As already mentioned the query RES and IND messages are identical in KSP. This simplifies parser and SIB implementations when compared to the SSAP where the indications contain both new and obsolete results. The SELECT RES/IND messages start with 8-bit PC field which specifies the number of following URIs associated to the prefix indexes. The 16-bit TRC and RC fields specify the number of total results and results respectfully. The difference between these fields is that the total result count specifies the total number of results of the query operation whereas the result count defines the number of results in the RES message. These values can be different if all the results do not fit to a single message due the max response size. Each Result field in SELECT RES/IND message contains a number of bound variables. The exact number of variables (maximum 255) in a single Result field is defined by the 8-bit VC field. The first eight bits in the Variable field specify the type of the RDF term to which the variable is bound. Possible types for bound variables include Empty, URI, Reserved Word, and Literal. Same formats for these RDF terms fields are used as in the Triple field (see fig. 6). The CONSTRUCT RES/IND messages expect there is no VC field and the Results field contains triples instead of RDF terms. The Data field in ASK RES/IND messages contains 8-bit unsigned integer defining whether solutions were found.

3) Data field format for update operations

In addition to the query operations the KPS provides various operations for manipulating the data in the SIB. These operations can be roughly divided into two groups: update and management. The difference between these operation types is that update operations are used to modify triples inside the graphs whereas the management operations provide mechanisms for creating, destroying, etc. complete graphs. Fig. 8 illustrates the data field formats for the data manipulation requests.

INSERT/DELETE data request:
Graph

UPDATE data request:
Delete graph | Insert graph

INSERT/DELETE request:
Graph | Basic graph | OGC | [0-255]Optional graph

UPDATE request:
Delete graph | Insert graph | Basic graph | OGC | [0-255]Optional graph

CREATE/ DROP request:
GC | [0-255]/Graph name

COPY/MOV/ADD request:
Input graph name | Destination graph name

Figure 8. Data field structure for update request

The DATA format KSP update requests consist of various graphs which depending on the operation define either the triples to be deleted or/and inserted. The difference between plain and DATA type operations is that variables are not allowed in DATA operations. The advantage of DATA type operations is that large updates can be done without the need to first query bindings to the variables. The plain update
operations provide also many advantages over the DATA type operations, however, and it depends on the situation which type should be used. The plain update operations are especially useful in situations where a KP would need to first query information and then use the information for modifying triples in the SIB. It is also possible to create simple rules to the SIB by defining the update to be persistent. In persistent update operation a new query pattern match is executed always when information in the SIB is modified. If solutions are obtained from the query pattern matching the data manipulation part of the operation is executed.

With SSAP it is only possible to access a single graph in the SIB. Sometimes it is feasible to be able to create separate graphs for different purposes however (e.g. privacy management). A simple way to manage privacy in M3 is to create separate graphs for various user groups and make the graphs accessible only to specific users. In KSP the CREATE and DROP operations are used for creating and destroying graphs respectfully. The 8-bit GC field defines the number of following Graph name fields which specify the URIs for the graphs to be created or destroyed. The encoding of the Graph name field is identical to the URI field. In COPY, MOVE and ADD operations the Source graph and Destination graph fields specify the source and destination graphs of the operation respectfully. Same encoding is used as for the Graph name field.

E. Message Format and Semantics: Options field

One of the main advantages of XML based protocols is extendibility. In KSP options are a way to achieve a certain level of extendibility in a non-XML protocol. Another advantage of options is that because options are, as the name implies, optional they make it possible to create more compact messages by leaving out the parts that are not needed in the particular message. The Options field follows the Data field in the KSP REQ messages. The 8-bit OC field defines the number of options in the request. Eight bits are reserved for the type in each option field. The table 6 presents the code values for the various option types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PREFIX</td>
<td>0x00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETE GRAPH</td>
<td>0x01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSERT GRAPH</td>
<td>0x02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUERY GRAPH</td>
<td>0x03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTIONAL PATTERN</td>
<td>0x04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILTER</td>
<td>0x05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLUTION MODIFIER</td>
<td>0x06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIND</td>
<td>0x07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX RESPONSE SIZE</td>
<td>0x08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREDENTIALS</td>
<td>0x09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fig. 9 illustrates the field formats for the various KSP options. One of the most important design guidelines for the KSP was to support low capacity computing platforms. There are two options specified for this purpose: Prefix and Max response size. The Prefix option works as the PREFIX keyword in SPARQL and it is useful for shortening URIs appearing multiple times in a message. In Prefix field the first eight bits specify the number of following URI fields. In KSP messages the order number (prefix index) of the URI is used in the same way as the prefix label in SPARQL. By allowing the maximum size for RES and IND messages to be specified in the REQ message, the 32-bit Max response size option makes it easier for a KP to estimate the memory requirements at compile time.

![Figure 9. Field structures for options](image-url)
operator tokens presented in Reverse Polish notation (RPN). The RPN was chosen because it provides a compact notation and allows fast processing of the expressions. The 8-bit TC field defines the number of tokens in the expression. The type for each token is also presented with eight bits. Values from 0x00 to 0x06 are reserved for operands and values from 0x07 onwards for operators. The table 7 presents the code values for various token types. If the token is operand type the Type field is followed by the Operand field which specifies the value for the operand.

**TABLE VII. TOKEN TYPES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token type</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xsd:string</td>
<td>0x00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsd:integer</td>
<td>0x01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsd:float</td>
<td>0x02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsd:dateTime</td>
<td>0x03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsd:Boolean</td>
<td>0x04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variable</td>
<td>0x05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URI</td>
<td>0x06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>0x07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!=</td>
<td>0x08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>0x09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>0x0a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;=</td>
<td>0x0b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;=</td>
<td>0x0c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>0x0d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>0x0e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>0x0f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td>0x10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; &amp;</td>
<td>0x11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regex</td>
<td>0x12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Solution modifier option provides ways for altering the solution sequence. By default the solution sequence of query operations is unordered. The 2-bit Order field can be used to define the solution order (unordered, ascending, or descending). The 1-bit Limit flag, Offset flag, and Distinct flag fields define whether the Limit, Offset, and Distinct modifiers are used. These modifiers are identical to the SPARQL equivalents. The next 3-bits are unused in this version of the KSP. If the solution sequence is ordered the 8-bit Variable index field defines the variable based on which the order of the solution sequence is created. For example, alphabetic order for the solution sequence is used if the variable is bound to xsd:string type. If the Limit and Offset flags are set the 16-bit Limit and Offset fields specify the maximum number and the offset for the results respectfully. The Limit and Offset modifiers are especially useful in large queries because they allow the KP to request the results in smaller packets.

The last option type in KSP is the Bind. The Bind option allows new values for variables to be assigned. Unlike the BIND keyword of SPARQL (can be used inside the query pattern) the Bind option is always executed after the query pattern matching. The Bind option is especially useful in update operations. Certain scenarios are even quite difficult to execute without the bind. For example, let’s consider a scenario where the KP needs to increment a certain literal by one. Without the Bind option the KP would first need to query the value, update it by one, and then insert the new value to the SIB. However, if another KP modifies the literal between the query and the update operations, the update operation does not work correctly. The structure of the Bind field is similar to the Filter field. The only difference is the 8-bit Variable index field specifying the variable to be bound.

**IV. VALIDATION**

In order to evaluate the KSP in practice we compared it with the other M3 communication protocols in a prototype smart space called Smart Greenhouse [22]. Of all the KPs in the Smart Greenhouse we chose to implement the Autocontrol KP because it is the most complex embedded system in that smart space. First, the Autocontrol KP was implemented with SSAP/XML and SSAP/WAX using as few and as compact messages as possible. In order to reduce the amount of messages the SPARQL queries were used instead of the Triple queries. We used both the Predicate-Object and Object list, as well as, minimum number of characters in variables to make the SPARQL queries as compact as possible. Then, to make direct comparison of the M3CPs possible we implemented the Autocontrol KP with KSP using the same operations used with SSAP. Finally, to demonstrate the full capabilities of the KSP we implemented the Autocontrol KP using persistent update operations.

In Smart Greenhouse the Autocontrol KP is responsible for modifying the status of the virtual actuators (LEDs, fans, and a water pump) available in the SIB. To do this it utilizes information about plant preferences and sensor measurements for humidity, temperature, and luminosity. For example, when the temperature is too high for a given plant the Autocontrol KP publishes information stating that the fans should be turned on. The information published by the Autocontrol KP is used by Actuator KP which modifies the physical actuators accordingly.

The operations needed for modifying the status for LEDs, fans, or the water pump when the luminosity, temperature, or humidity are out of the range of plant preferences are very similar. First, the Autocontrol KP needs to query the available actuators. Then to be aware when the state of an actuator needs to be modified the KP executes two ASK subscriptions. The first subscription informs when an actuator needs to be turned on and the second when an actuator needs to be turned off. The content of the subscriptions depends on the actuator type. After performing the ASK subscriptions the Autocontrol KP waits for IND messages from the SIB. Every time the SIB notifies the Autocontrol KP that the status of an actuator needs to be modified the KP updates a new status using the SSAP update operation. Again the content of the message depends on the actuator type.

The fig. 10 illustrates the message exchange between Autocontrol KP, Sensor KP, Actuator KP and the SIB. To make the sequence diagram as clear as possible we simplified it in two ways. First, only the messages related to the temperature and fans are illustrated and it should be noted that in reality similar message exchange is executed for other measurements and actuators as well. Second, only one of the two ASK subscriptions is illustrated in the sequence chart. It is also assumed that the static plant preference values for minimum (19.5 Celsius degree) and maximum (25.7 Celsius degree) temperature have been published into the SIB. The
Autocontrol KP uses CON type request while NON type request are used by the Sensor KP and the Actuator KP.

![Figure 10. Sequence chart illustrating the message exchange between the KPs and the SIB in Smart Greenhouse](image)

The average size of REQ messages sent by the Autocontrol KP is illustrated in the fig. 11. The sizes for RES and IND messages are presented in the fig. 12. TCP was used as the transport technology with all M3CPs. For clarity sake we did not include the join and leave messages needed with SSAP/XML and SSAP/WAX. The first column in the fig. 11 presents the average size of messages used to query the different actuators (fans, LEDs, or a water pump) from the SIB. In the fig. 12 the first column presents the average size of the RES messages to the actuator query. The second and third columns in fig. 11 and fig. 12 represent the ASK subscription requests and indications respectfully. In fig. 11 the fourth column presents the average size for the update message that is send every time a subscribe indication is received from the SIB. The average size for the update response message is illustrated in the fourth column of the fig. 12. As can be seen from the fig. 11, the size for KSP query/subscribe request is on average only 18.63% of the corresponding SSAP/XML and 43.58% of the corresponding SSAP/WAX requests. In the case of the update request the average size of KSP message size is 15.22% of SSAP/XML and 27.50% of the SSAP/WAX requests. In the RES and IND messages the difference between KSP and SSAP is even bigger. The KSP response/indication message size is on average 6.89% of the SSAP/XML and 19.06% of the SSAP/WAX RES/IND messages.

![Figure 11. Average request size of Autocontrol KP with different M3 communication protocols](image)

In the previous study we illustrated how implementing the Autocontrol KP with KSP leads to a significantly shorter message sizes than with other M3CPs even when the same operations are used. The KSP provides also more advanced ways to implement the Autocontrol KP however. By using the persistent update operation both the workload on the Autocontrol KP and the network traffic can be dramatically decreased. Only two persistent update operations are needed for each actuator type and once the Autocontrol KP has performed these operations it can enter to a sleep mode. The persistent update requests are the only messages the Autocontrol KP has to send and it is therefore practical to compare them with the largest messages needed with other M3CPs. The average size of the persistent update requests sent by the Autocontrol KP is 165 bytes which is only 14.27% and 25.78% of the largest SSAP/XML and SSAP/WAX requests respectfully.

![Figure 12. Average message size of the response and indication messages received by the Autocontrol KP with different M3 communication protocols](image)

When CON type requests are used the size for each persistent update RESP message is four bytes (UDP assumed) which is only 0.59% of the largest SSAP/XML and 1.50% of the largest SSAP/WAX RES message. When used with TCP it is feasible to use NON type request in which case the persistent update response messages are not needed at all. The fig. 13 presents the message exchange between the KPs and the SIB in Smart Greenhouse when persistent update operations are used by the Autocontrol KP.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a novel knowledge sharing protocol for semantic technology empowered Aml systems. The KSP is designed for M3 applications but it can be also used with any other application that requires a compact protocol for knowledge sharing.
In the future we will also need to make a more comprehensive study on the benefits and drawbacks of the KSP when compared to SPARQL/HTTP used in the Semantic Web. Because the KSP is a binary format with predefined places for parameters it is obviously much faster to parse than the SPARQL. However, the actual difference in parsing times needs to be measured with different workloads to justify the drawbacks caused by the binary format. The effect of persistent update operations on the performance of the SIB needs to also be carefully analyzed in the future.
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Abstract— This paper describes a method to localise all those areas which may constitute the date field in an Indian handwritten document. Spatial patterns of the date field are studied from various handwritten documents and an algorithm is developed through statistical analysis to identify those sets of connected components which may constitute the date. Common date patterns followed in India are considered to classify the date formats in different classes. Reported results demonstrate promising performance of the proposed approach.

Keywords- Connected Components; Feature Extraction; Spatial Arrangement; K-NN classifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many institutions, business organisations etc. face the problem of processing handwritten document. No successful work regarding the decipherment of unconstrained cursive handwriting has been reported till date [1]. Nevertheless, when focused on certain restricted applications of handwritten text like revealing the location certain numerical data (phone number, pin code...), work becomes quite interesting. The deciphering of the location of the ‘date’ field in a handwritten document is one such interesting work which has been illustrated in this paper. This may find huge industrial importance as many handwritten documents are required to be sorted or categorized according to the dates mentioned on it. Our proposed algorithm is an advancement to make these industrial or organizational works automated. This will allow additional advantage to fax, photocopy and scanning machines, where sorting handwritten documents based on dates (mentioned in it) could appreciably be made automated.

Works regarding the recognition of a given date information has been reported by many [2][3][4], each establishing a unique technique of its own. These algorithms however assume that the given input is a date field (i.e. the pixel locations of the ‘date’ field is already considered to be known). The challenging task remaining, however, is the detection or identification of those pixels from handwritten documents which may constitute the date field. Our paper focuses only on this challenging issue, so that those pixels which are extracted could be fed into the above mentioned algorithms for recognition, thus making our work a pioneering one in the field of Document Image Analysis.

In India, the most commonly followed date patterns are DD-MM-YY, DD/MM/YY and DD.MM.YY. There are more date patterns like DD-MM-YYYY, DD/MM/YYYY, DD.MM.YYYY etc. but our paper focuses only on the above three patterns. It could be convincingly said that the proposed algorithm to locate the former patterns could also be used to locate the later ones with slight alterations.

In this paper we necessitate that the spatial orientation of the connected components in a numerical date field follows a specific structure and can be exploited for the localisation task. We thus target to find all classified date fields in each and every text line of the handwritten document.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The proposed algorithm comprises of a series of processes (depicted by a flowchart shown in Figure I) which includes Pre-processing, Scrutinization of Eight Consecutive Connected Components (ECCC) and Further Classification of DD-MM-YY and DD.MM.YY. Each of these processes is discussed in detail in the subsequent sections of the paper.

Since our study demanded us to have a well maintained database, a database was created (for both training and testing) by scanning numerous handwritten documents of various individuals. Each of these images (documents written on white paper) were scanned at 600 dpi and stored in JPEG format.

A section is also devoted to demonstrate the outcome of our experimentation. All the results obtained, having been enunciated to corroborate our study.
III. PREPROCESSING

Since our algorithm basically focuses on the scrutiny of the spatial arrangements of connected components and not on other aspects such as colour, texture etc, all the handwritten documents which are considered for statistical analysis or testing are converted to binary image such that the background is assigned a ‘zero’ pixel value and all the handwritten components are assigned a pixel value of ‘one’. The overall image thus appears as shown in Figure III.

Once the document is converted into binary image (in the above mentioned way), all the text lines are extracted from it. Extraction of text lines implies grouping of connected components that belongs to the same line. For scrutinization of spatial features, the precise knowledge of these alignments is necessary. A histogram projection based text segmentation technique (inspired from [5]) is used.

IV. SCRUTINIZATION OF EIGHT CONSECUTIVE CONNECTED COMPONENTS (ECCC)

The text lines extracted are then used for further examination. Since all the above specified classes (DD-MM-YY, DD/MM/YY and DD.MM.YY) deals with eight connected components so a group of eight consecutive connected components (ECCC) is extracted one at a time (say for example C₁, C₂, C₃,……C₈; where all Cᵢ belong to the same text line and C₁ is the first connected component of the ECCC). The widths of the minimum bounding rectangle enclosing these eight connected components are calculated and the maximum of these is found out and stored (say as Wₘᵢₙ). A condition: Xₘᵢₙ(Cᵢ⁺₁) > Xₘᵢₙ(Cᵢ) is used to eliminate instance(s) like the dot of ‘i’, noises, disoriented connected components (shown in Figure V and Figure VI.) etc. The goal now is to decipher whether the set of ECCC may constitute a date or not?

The outline of the process is described as follows:-

1) The horizontal interspatial distance between the above processed eight connected components is calculated (say for example S₁, S₂,……S₇; where Sᵢ is the horizontal interspatial distance between Cᵢ and Cᵢ⁺₁ ). It is then checked to see that the value of no Sᵢ exceeds the value of 1.5times of Wₘᵢₙ. This relation has been found out experimentally to avoid cases shown in Figure VII. It is a common observation that when dates are written, all the components representing it are within a certain horizontal interspatial distance from its neighbouring.

2) If the set of eight consecutive connect components (say Cᵢ, Cᵢ⁺₁,……Cᵢ⁺₇) obeys with the conditions of the above step(Step I), then it is sent for further examination(Step III), else the next set (i.e. Cᵢ⁺₁, Cᵢ⁺₂,……Cᵢ⁺₈) is considered and processed(Step I). This process goes on iteratively until all the set of eight consecutive is considered for a particular text line. When a text line is checked thoroughly (i.e. all the set of eight consecutive components is scrutinized), then the next text line is processed.

3) Verification of numeric fields:-
It could be easily learnt that in any classified format (as discussed above), the first, second, fourth, fifth, seventh and eighth constitute a numerical field. This process is inspired from [6] where features are defined to characterise the regularity of numerical fields. The feature vector is defined comprising of the following component f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6.

Where for the set ECC (say from C1 to C17) f1= \( \frac{H(C+1)}{Y(C)} \), f2= \( \frac{Y(C+1)}{Y(C)} \), f3= \( \frac{Y(C+4)}{Y(C)} \), f4= \( \frac{Y(C+7)}{Y(C+4)} \), f5= \( \frac{H(C+7)}{Y(C+7)} \), f6= \( \frac{H(C+6)}{H(C+4)} \);

where H represents height and Y represents Y co-ordinate of the centre of gravity of the minimum bounding rectangle enclosing the connected component. A training set of 250 documents is studied to learn the range values in which these features lie. These relations of the connected components with its immediate neighbours reveal features which may characterise it as a numerical field [6].

4) Spatial Orientation of Numerical fields with respect to its Separators:-

The above classified categories of date formats accommodate three types of separators, which are slash (/), dash (-) and dot (.). Learning of the spatial orientation of the numerical field with respect to its separators is the crux of our algorithm. A pattern is studied from a database of around 250 documents which thoroughly emphasizes on the localisation of the date field and classification of it into various categories of date format. Spatial features are extracted to classify the date format into DD/MM/YY, DD-MM-YY or DD.MM.YY and NON-DATE SET. Further classification is done to distinguish among DD-MM-YY and DD.MM.YY format.

A feature vector is defined comprising of elements Ymin(C1), Ymin(C2), Ymin(C3), Ymax(C4), Ymax(C5), Ymax(C6); Ymin(C7), Ymax(C8), Ymax(C9), Ymax(C10), Ymax(C11), Ymax(C12), Ymax(C13); where Ymin and Ymax implies the minimum and maximum values of the Y co-ordinate of the minimum bounding rectangle.

Relationships are obtained among these features elements by training around 250 documents, these kinships are expressed (for the above defined classifications: DD/MM/YY, DD-MM-YY or DD.MM.YY and NON-DATE SET) in the form of mathematical inequalities (shown below).

For Class DD/MM/YY:

\[
Y_{\min}(C_i) \leq Y_{\min}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\min}(C_i) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\max}(C_i) \leq Y_{\min}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\max}(C_i) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\min}(C_i) \leq Y_{\min}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\max}(C_i) \leq Y_{\min}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\min}(C_i) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\max}(C_i) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j)
\]

For Class DD-MM-YY or DD.MM.YY

\[
Y_{\min}(C_i) \leq Y_{\min}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\min}(C_i) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\max}(C_i) \leq Y_{\min}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\max}(C_i) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\min}(C_i) \leq Y_{\min}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\max}(C_i) \leq Y_{\min}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\min}(C_i) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \\
Y_{\max}(C_i) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j) \leq Y_{\max}(C_j)
\]

The above eight cases of inequalities (defined for each of the above two categories i.e. DD/MM/YY and DD-MM-YY or DD.MM.YY) are used to categorise a set of ECC into the above defined date formats. A set of ECC falls into either of the categories if and only if it satisfies all the eight conditions defining that class. Those sets of ECC which do not fall into either of the above categories are rejected and are labelled as ‘NON-DATE’ sets.

5) Registering pixel locations:-

Once the set of ECC is labelled as ‘date’, the pixel location range (i.e. a rectangle having the co-ordinates Xmin, Ymin(C), Xmax, Ymax(C)), Xmax, Ymin(C17), Xmax, Ymax(C17)) is extracted. This region is now registered as ‘date’. The output of a sample document (Figure IX) when processed is shown in Figure X.

The area localised is then sent for further classification if required (in case of DD-MM-YY and DD.MM.YY classes).

![Figure VIII: a sample of the patterns of the minimum bounding rectangles of ECC of all the three classes.](image)

![Figure IX: showing the image of a sample document that is used as an input for the above algorithm.](image)

![Figure X: showing the output image when the sample document (shown in Figure IX) is fetched as an input to our proposed algorithm (only the date fields are enunciated with pixel intensity value ‘1’).](image)

V. FURTHER CLASSIFICATION OF DD-MM-YY AND DD.MM.YY FORMATS (OR CLASSES)

Both these classes of dates share common spatial attributes, hence categorising them based on the above features (or conditions) is not possible. The only distinguishing factor among them is the 3\textsuperscript{rd} and 6\textsuperscript{th} element of the set of ECC.

A feature vector comprising of elements W_{c3} and W_{c6} is defined; W_{c3} and W_{c6} denote the width of the 3\textsuperscript{rd} and 6\textsuperscript{th} connected component respectively. A database comprising of 246 handwritten dates is trained to classify these classes based on the feature vector defined. Then KNN classifier (with value K=3) is used to classify the testing data (result shown in Table 1).
Table I: Enunciating the results of the K-NN classifier used to distinguish between DD-MM-YY and DD.MM.YY format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Documents</th>
<th>FAR (%)</th>
<th>FRR (%)</th>
<th>Efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>94.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>95.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>96.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

As mentioned earlier, the experiment was carried out (using Matlab 7.5.0.342, R2007b) on a database of 344 documents (157 of it were used for training and the remaining were used for testing). The results obtained are thus mentioned in a tabular form show in Table II.

Table II: Enunciating the results of date detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Documents</th>
<th>FAR (%)</th>
<th>FRR (%)</th>
<th>Efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>82.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>86.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>87.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

The proposed algorithm shows quite an interesting result. It can be clearly seen (from table I) that FRR (False Rejection Ratio) is far less than that of FAR (False Acceptance Ratio), moreover the percentage of efficiency increases as the number of documents considered(for testing) is increased. The high percentage of FAR is due to cases as depicted by Figure XI. FRR is basically due to illegible handwriting, deviations from the normal patterns (or syntax) and occurrence of double digits (Figure XII).

Since the localisation technique does not involve any recognition process, so the overall algorithm could be rated as quite simple and fast. As mentioned earlier this prescribed algorithm could be modified to localise more classes of dates.

Future works include studying similar patterns among alpha-numeric date formats and addressing the failure in localising dates (numerical) pregnant with ‘double digits’.
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Abstract—The Xinanjiang model, a conceptual hydrological model is well known and widely used in China since 1970s. Therefore, most of the parameters in Xinanjiang model have been calibrated and pre-set according to different climate, dryness, wetness, humidity, topography for various catchment areas in China. However, Xinanjiang model is not applied in Malaysia yet and the optimal parameters are not known. The calibration of Xinanjiang model parameters through trial and error method required much time and effort to obtain better results. Therefore, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is adopted to calibrate Xinanjiang model parameters automatically. In this paper, PSO algorithm is used to find the best set of parameters for both daily and hourly models. The selected study area is Bedup Basin, located at Samarahan Division, Sarawak, Malaysia. For daily model, input data used for model calibration was daily rainfall data Year 2001, and validated with data Year 1990, 1992, 2000, 2002 and 2003. A single storm event dated 9th to 12th October 2003 was used to calibrate hourly model and validated with 12 different storm events. The accuracy of the simulation results are measured using Coefficient of Correlation (R) and Nash-Sutcliffe Coefficient (E^2). Results show that PSO is able to optimize the 12 parameters of Xinanjiang model accurately. For daily model, the best R and E^2 for model calibration are found to be 0.775 and 0.715 respectively, and average R=0.622 and E^2=0.579 for validation set. Meanwhile, R=0.859 and E^2=0.892 are yielded when calibrating hourly model, and the average R and E^2 obtained are 0.705 and 0.647 respectively for validation set.

Keywords - Conceptual rainfall-runoff model; Particle Swarm Optimization; Xinanjiang model calibration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past half century, numerous hydrological models have been developed and applied extensively around the world. With the advent of digital computers in early 1960s, hydrologists began to develop sophisticated conceptual and physically hydrological models that are able to keep track of water movement using physical laws. One of the conceptual rainfall-runoff models developed is Xinanjiang model (Zhao et al., 1980). Xinanjiang model has been successfully used in humid, semi-humid and even in dry areas mainly in China for flood forecasting since its initial development in the 1970s.

The main advantage and merit of Xinanjiang model is it can account for the spatial distribution of soil moisture storage (Liu et al., 2007). In recent decades, the distributed hydrological models have been increasingly applied to account for spatial variability of hydrological processes, to support impact assessment studies, and to develop rainfall-runoff simulations owing to their capability of explicit spatial representation of hydrological components and variables (Liu et al., 2009).

In fact, no single model is perfect and best for solving all problems (Duet et al., 2007; Das et al., 2008). The model performance can vary depending on model structure (distributed or lumped), physiographic characteristics of the basin, data available (resolution/accuracy/quantity), and also on how the relevant parameters are defined. Generally, Xinanjiang model consists of large number of parameters that cannot be directly obtained from measurable quantities of catchment characteristics, but only through model calibration. The aim of model calibration is to find the best set parameters values so that the model will be able to simulate the hydrological behavior of the catchment as closely as possible.

In fact, no single model is perfect and best for solving all problems (Duet et al., 2007; Das et al., 2008). The model performance can vary depending on model structure (distributed or lumped), physiographic characteristics of the basin, data available (resolution/accuracy/quantity), and also on how the relevant parameters are defined. Generally, Xinanjiang model consists of large number of parameters that cannot be directly obtained from measurable quantities of catchment characteristics, but only through model calibration. The aim of model calibration is to find the best set parameters values so that the model will be able to simulate the hydrological behavior of the catchment as closely as possible.

In early days, the model calibration was performed manually, which is tedious and time consuming due to the subjectivities involved. Besides, Xinanjiang model is never applied in Malaysia, and the pioneer modeler is not confident to determine the best parameters values for using Xinanjiang model in Malaysia.

Therefore, it is necessary and useful to develop the computer based automatic calibration procedure. Some of the automatic optimization methods that have calibrated Xinanjiang model are genetic algorithm (Cheng et al., 2006), shuffled complex evolution (SCE) algorithm (Duan et al., 1992, 1994) and simulated annealing (Sumner et al., 1997).
Among the Global Optimization Methods, Kuok (2010) found that Particle Swarm Optimization method (PSO) is more reliable and promising to provide the best fit between the observed and simulated runoff.

Xinanjiang model in Malaysia. Therefore, it is necessary and useful to develop the computer based automatic calibration procedure. Some of the automatic optimization methods that have calibrated Xinanjiang model are genetic algorithm (Cheng et al., 2006), shuffled complex evolution (SCE) algorithm (Duan et al., 1992, 1994) and simulated annealing (Sumner et al., 1997). Among the Global Optimization Methods, Kuok (2010) found that Particle Swarm Optimization method (PSO) is more reliable and promising to provide the best fit between the observed and simulated runoff.

Even though PSO is simple in concept and easy to implement, the convergence speed is high and it is able to compute efficiently. Besides, PSO is also flexible and built with well-balanced mechanism for enhancing and adapting global and local exploration abilities (Abido, 2007). Thus, PSO is proposed to auto-calibrate Xinanjiang model in this paper.


II. STUDY AREA

The selected study area is Bedup basin, located approximately 80km from Kuching City, Sarawak, Malaysia. The catchment area of Bedup basin is approximately 47.5km², which is mainly covered with shrubs, low plant and forage. The elevation are varies from 8m to 686m above mean sea level (JUPEM, 1975). The historical record shows that there is no significant land use change over the past 30 years. Bedup River is approximately 10km in length. Bedup basin is mostly covered with clayey soils. Thus, most of the precipitation fails to infiltrate, runs over the soil surface and produces surface runoff. Part of Bedup basin is covered with coarse loamy soil, thus producing moderately low runoff potential.

Bedup River is located at upper stream of Batang Sadong. It is not influence by tidal and the rating curve equation for Bedup basin is represented by Equation 1 (DID, 2007).

\[ Q = 9.19(H)^{0.9} \]

(1)

Where \( Q \) is the discharge (m³/s) and \( H \) is the stage height (m). These observed runoff data were used to compare the model runoff.

Fig.1 presents the locality plan of Bedup basin. Sadong basin is located at southern region of Sarawak and Bedup basin is located at the upper catchment of Sadong basin. The five rainfall stations are Bukit Matuh (BM), Semuja Nonok (SN), Sungai Busit (SB), Sungai Merang (SM) and Sungai Teb (ST), and one river stage gauging station at Sungai Bedup. All these gauging stations are installed by Department of Irrigation and Drainage (DID) Sarawak.

Daily and hourly areal rainfall data obtained through Thiessen Polygon Analysis are fed into Xinanjiang model for model calibration and validation. The area weighted precipitation for BM, SN, SB, SM, ST are found to be 0.17, 0.16, 0.17, 0.18 and 0.32 respectively. Thereafter, the calibrated Xinanjiang model will carry out computation to simulate the daily and hourly discharge at Bedup outlet.

III. XINANJIA NG MODEL ALGORITHMS

Xinanjiang model was first developed in 1973 and published in English in 1980 (Zhao et al., 1980). It is a lumped hydrological model that required stream discharge and meteorological data.

The basic concept of Xinanjiang model is runoff only generated at a point when the infiltration reached the soil moisture capacity (Zhao, 1983, 1992). A parabolic curve of FC (refer Fig. 2) is used to represent the spatial distribution of the soil moisture storage capacity over the basin (Zhao et al., 1980):

\[ f_p = 1 - \left(1 - \frac{W_M}{W_{MM}}\right)^b \]

(2)

where \( W_M \) is the FC at a point that varies from zero to the maximum of the whole watershed \( W_{MM} \). Larger \( W_M \) means larger soil moisture storage capacity in a local area and more difficult runoff generation.

Parameter \( b \) represents the spatial heterogeneity of FC (Zhao, 1983, 1992). For uniform distribution, \( b \) always equal to zero. In contrast, large \( b \) represents significant spatial variation. The \( b \) parameter is usually determined by model calibration.

Fig.2 presents \( f_p \) versus \( W_M \) curve. The watershed average FC (\( W_M \)), is the integral of \( 1 - f_p \) between \( W_M =0 \) and \( W_M=W_{MM} \), as represented by Equation 3.

\[ W_M = \frac{W_{MM}}{1+b} \]

(3)

Meanwhile, the watershed average soil moisture storage at time \( t \) \( (W_t) \), is the integral of \( 1 - f_p \), between zero and \( W_M^* \), which is a critical FC at time \( t \) as presented in Equation 4 and Fig.2:

\[ W_t = \int_0^{W_M^*} \left(1 - \frac{f_p}{W_{MM}}\right) d(W_M) \]

\[ = W_M \left[1 - (1 - \frac{W_M^*}{W_{MM}})^{1+b}\right] \]

(4)
The critical FC ($WM^*_t$) corresponding to watershed average soil moisture storage ($W_t$) is presented in Equation 5.

$$WM^*_t = WMM \left[ 1 - \left(1 - \frac{W_t}{WMM}\right)^{1+\alpha} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Fig. 2: FC curve of soil moisture and rainfall—runoff relationship.

Note: $WMM$ is maximum FC in a watershed; $\beta F$ is a fraction of the watershed area in excess of FC; $WM^*_t$ is FC at a point in the watershed; $R_t$ is runoff yield at time $t$; $\Delta W_t$ is soil moisture storage deficit at time $t$ and is equal to $WM-W_t$; $W_t$ is watershed-average soil moisture storage at time $t$

When rainfall ($P_t$) exceeds evapotranspiration ($E_t$), $P_t$ is infiltrated into soil reservoir. Runoff ($R_t$) will only be produced when the soil reservoir is saturated (soil moisture reaches FC). As shown in Fig. 2, if the net rainfall amount (rainfall minus actual evapotranspiration) in a time interval $[t - 1, t]$ is $P_t - E_t$ and initial watershed average soil moisture (tension water) is $W_t$, the runoff yield in the time interval $R_t$ can be calculated as follows:

$$R_t = P_t - E_t - \Delta W_t$$

$$R_t = P_t - E_t - \int_{WM^*_t}^{WMM} \left(1 - \frac{1}{F}\right) d(WM')$$

$$R_t = P_t - E_t - WM + W_t + WM[1 - (P_t - E_t - WM^*_t)/WMM]^{1+b}$$

The original Xinanjiang model is divided into two components named as runoff generating component and runoff routing component. Basin is divided into series of sub-areas, and runoff is calculated from water balance component. The runoff from each sub-area is routed to the main basin outlet using Muskingum method. However, runoff generating and runoff routing components are combined together in this study as shown in Fig. 3. There are 12 parameters to be calibrated include $S$, $D_t$, $K$, $C$, $B$, $I_m$, $S_m$, $E_x$, $K_i$, $K_g$, $C_i$ and $C_g$. The model parameters are listed in Table 1. During the calibration, the parameter must satisfy the constraints of the Muskingum method for each channel of sub-basin.
PSO algorithm was developed by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995). It is a simple group-based stochastic optimization technique, initialized with a group of random particles (solutions) that were assigned with random positions and velocities. The algorithm searches for optima through a series of iterations where the particles are flown through the hyperspace searching for potential solutions. These particles learn over time in response to their own experience and the experience of the other particles in their group (Ferguson, 2004). Each particle keeps track of its best fitness position in hyperspace that has achieved so far (Eberhart and Shi, 2001). For each iteration, every particle is accelerated towards its own personal best, in the direction of global best position and the fitness value for each particle’s is evaluated. This is achieved by calculating a new velocity term for each particle based on the distance from its personal best, as well as its distance from the global best position.

Once the best value the particle has achieved, the particle stores the location of that value as “pbest” (particle best). The location of the best fitness value achieved by any particle during any iteration is stored as “gbest” (global best). The basic PSO procedure was shown in Fig. 4.

The particle position is updated according to Equation 7.

\[
\text{presLocation} = \text{prevLocation} + V_i \tag{7}
\]

where \( V_i \) is current velocity, \( \omega \) is inertia weight, \( V_{i-1} \) is previous velocity, \( \text{presLocation} \) is present location of the particle, \( \text{prevLocation} \) is previous location of the particle and \( \text{rand()} \) is a random number between (0, 1). \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are acceleration constant for gbest and pbest respectively.

Table 1: Parameters for Xinanjiang Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Depth of free surface water flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dt</td>
<td>Time interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Ratio of potential evapotranspiration to pan evaporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Coefficient of the deep layer, that depends on the proportion of the basin area covered by vegetation with deep roots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Exponential parameter with a single parabolic curve, which represents the non-uniformity of the spatial distribution of the soil moisture storage capacity over the catchment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Im</td>
<td>Percentage of impervious and saturated areas in the catchment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>Areal mean free water capacity of the surface soil layer, which represents the maximum possible deficit of free water storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex</td>
<td>Exponent of the free water capacity curve influencing the development of the saturated area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ki</td>
<td>Outflow coefficients of the free water storage to interflow relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kg</td>
<td>Outflow coefficients of the free water storage to groundwater relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ci</td>
<td>Recession constants of the lower interflow storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cg</td>
<td>Recession constants of the groundwater storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. MODEL CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION

The basic calibration procedure for Xinanjiang model using PSO algorithm for both daily and hourly runoff simulation is presented in Fig. 5.

A. Daily Model

The Xinanjiang model for Bedup basin is calibrated with daily rainfall-runoff data Year 2001. Since the model is firstly used in Malaysia, the best parameters values are not known. Therefore, all the 12 Xinanjiang model parameters (S, Dt, K, C, B, Im, Sm, Ex, Ki, Kg, Ci and Cg) either they are related to the average climate or surface conditions of the studied region, are calibrated automatically using PSO algorithm.

At the early stage of the calibration, the parameters of PSO that will affect the calibration results are pre-set. Various sets of daily rainfall-runoff data are calibrated to find the best model configuration for simulating daily runoff. The objective function used is Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). As the calibration process is going on, the initial parameters that set previously are changed to make the simulated runoff matching the observed one. The PSO parameters investigated are:

   a) Different acceleration constant for gbest ($c_1$) ranging from 0.5 to 2.0
   b) Different acceleration constant for pbest ($c_2$) ranging from 0.5 to 2.0
   c) Max iteration of 100, 125, 150, 175 and 200
   d) 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 225, 250, 275 and 300 number of particles

Input data series to the Xinanjiang model are daily average areal rainfall calculated using Thiesen Polygon method. Daily data from 1st January 2001 to 31st December 2001 are used for model calibration. The model is then validated with rainfall-runoff data Year 1990, 1992, 2000, 2002 and 2003. The details of data used for model validation are presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation Daily Data Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Hourly Model

Similarly, all 12 Xinanjiang model parameters including S, Dt, K, C, B, Im, Sm, Ex, Ki, Kg, Ci and Cg are calibrated automatically using PSO algorithm for hourly runoff simulation. The objective function used is Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). PSO algorithm parameters investigated are including:

   a) Different acceleration constant for gbest ($c_1$) ranging from 0.1 to 2.0
   b) Different acceleration constant for pbest ($c_2$) ranging from 0.1 to 2.0
   c) Max iteration of 100, 125, 150, 175 and 200
   d) 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 225, 250, 275 and 300 number of particles
An average areal rainfall single storm event dated 9th to 12th October 2003 is used to calibrate and optimize Xinanjiang model parameters. Once obtained the optimal parameters, the model will be validated with 12 single storm events. The details of validation storm events are presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Hourly Validation Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation Daily Data Set</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5th to 8th April 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26th to 31st January 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20th to 24th January 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5th to 8th February 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1st to 4th March 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11th to 15th December 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22nd to 25th November 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4th to 8th January 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>15th to 18th April 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8th to 12th December 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>17th to 21st December 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>14th to 19th February 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V.III Performance Measurement

The accuracy of the simulation results are measured using Coefficient of Correlation (R) and Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (E^2). R and E^2 are measuring the overall differences between observed and simulated flow values. The closer R and E^2 to 1, the better the predictions are. The formulas of R and E^2 are presented in Equations 8 and 9 respectively.

\[ R = \frac{\sum (obs - \bar{obs})(pred - \bar{pred})}{\sqrt{\sum (obs - \bar{obs})^2 \sum (pred - \bar{pred})^2}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

\[ E^2 = 1 - \frac{\sum (obs - pred)^2}{\sum (obs - \bar{obs})^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where \( obs \) = observed value, \( pred \) = predicted value, \( \bar{obs} \) = mean observed values and \( \bar{pred} \) = mean predicted values.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Daily Result

PSO algorithm achieved the optimal configuration at the RMSE of 2.3003 for daily model. The optimal configuration for PSO algorithm was found to be 200 number of particles, max iteration of 150 and \( c_1=1.8 \) and \( c_2=1.8 \). The best R and \( E^2 \) obtained for calibration set were found to be 0.775 and 0.715 respectively as presented in Fig. 6. The 12 parameters of Xinanjiang model optimized by PSO algorithm can be found in Table 4.

The results showed that runoff generated by Xinanjiang model optimized by PSO algorithm is controlled and dominant to 8 parameters named as S, B, Im, Sm, Ex, Ki, Kg and Ci. In contrast, Dt, K, C and Cg are less sensitive to storm hydrograph generation.

Fig. 7 shows the validation results when the optimal configuration of Xinanjiang model optimized by PSO algorithm. As R is referred, the results obtained for Year 2000, 2003, 2002, 1992 and 1990 are found to be 0.674, 0.649, 0.616, 0.616, 0.553 and 0.622 respectively. As \( E^2 \) is used as level mark, the \( E^2 \) obtained are ranging from 0.550 to 0.623. The average R and \( E^2 \) are yielding to 0.622 and 0.579 respectively.
Table 4: Optimized parameters for daily model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>5.1424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dt</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.0772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Im</td>
<td>0.1542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>30.2411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex</td>
<td>27.8412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ki</td>
<td>0.0521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kg</td>
<td>6.3272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ci</td>
<td>7.4719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cg</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Hourly Results

For hourly runoff calibration, the optimal configuration of PSO was found to be $c_1 = 0.6$, $c_2 = 0.6$, 200 number of particles and max iteration of 150. The best $R$ and $E^2$ obtained for calibration set were found to be 0.859 and 0.892 respectively (as presented in Fig. 8). RMSE obtained by optimal configuration of PSO algorithm was 2.6303. Optimal 12 parameters of Xinanjiang model obtained for hourly runoff simulation were tabulated in Table 5.

Table 5: Optimized parameters for hourly model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>20.0810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dt</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.2309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.6296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Im</td>
<td>13.3202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>7.6331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex</td>
<td>1.5781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ki</td>
<td>1.9105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kg</td>
<td>4.2626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ci</td>
<td>17.3510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cg</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results indicated that hourly runoff produced by optimized Xinanjiang model is dominant to 9 parameters. These 9 dominant parameters are S, K, C, Im, Sm, Ex, Ki, Kg and Ci. Contrary, parameters Dt, B and Cg show less sensitive to storm hydrograph generation.

Fig. 6: Comparison between observed and simulated runoff generated by daily Xinanjiang model optimized with PSO algorithm.
As optimal configuration of Xinanjiang model validated with 12 different events, the $R$ values obtained are ranging from 0.552 to 0.854, whilst 0.510 to 0.763 for $E^2$. The average $R$ and $E^2$ for validated storm events are 0.705 and 0.647 respectively. The validation results are presented in Fig. 9.

VII. CONCLUSION

A general framework for automatic calibration of Xinanjiang model using PSO algorithm has been successfully demonstrated for Bedup Basin, Malaysia for both daily and hourly runoff generation. The framework includes model parameterisation, choice of calibration parameters and the optimization algorithm. In this study, PSO proved its promising abilities to calibrate and optimize 12 parameters of Xinanjiang model accurately. For daily model calibration, PSO had achieved $R=0.775$ and $E^2=0.715$ with optimal model configuration of $c_1=1.8$, $c_2=1.8$, 200 number of particles and 150 max iteration. Besides, optimal configuration of $c_1=0.6$, $c_2=0.6$, 200 number of particles and 150 max iteration also yielded $R$ and $E^2$ to 0.859 and 0.892 respectively for calibration of hourly model.

These results show that the newly developed PSO algorithm is able to calibrate and optimize 12 parameters of Xinanjiang model accurately. Besides, PSO had shown its robustness by validating 5 different sets of rainfall-runoff data by yielding average $R$ and $E^2$ to 0.622 and 0.579 respectively for daily runoff simulation, and average $R=0.705$ and $E^2=0.647$ for hourly runoff validation.
These indicated that PSO optimization search method is a simple algorithm, but proved to be robust, efficient and effective in searching optimal Xinanjiang model parameters. This was totally revealed by the ability of PSO methods in searching the optimal parameters that provided the best fit between observed and simulated flows.
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Abstract—An on-demand route discovery method in mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) uses simple flooding method, whereas a mobile node blindly rebroadcasts received route request (RREQ) packets until a route to a particular destination is established. Thus, this leads to broadcast storm problem. This paper presents a novel algorithm for broadcasting scheme in wireless ad hoc networks using a fuzzy logic system at each node to determine its capability to broadcast route request packets, based on the node location. Our simulation analysis shows a significant improvement in performance in terms of routing overhead, MAC collisions and end-to-end delay while still achieving a good throughput compared to the traditional AODV.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, broadcasting means sending a message from one given node (the source station) to all the nodes in the network. In a (multi-hop) decentralized network, the broadcasted data has to be relayed by intermediate nodes in such a way that the entire network graph is spanned. In MANET, simplistic broadcast schemes result in network with redundancy, contention, and collision which is often called ‘Broadcast Storm Problem’. This can prevent broadcasts from achieving the objectives of optimal delivery ratio, energy balancing, and latency.

The main objective of a broadcasting scheme is to avoid broadcast storm problems and to provide good network performance and scalability. Therefore, a route discovery technique that can guarantee an efficient utilization of the limited system resources while achieving acceptable levels of other important performance metrics such as throughput and end-to-end delay is highly desirable. Till date, research on efficient broadcasting schemes in mobile ad hoc networks has proceeded along two main schemes:
A. Deterministic Schemes
B. Probabilistic Schemes

Deterministic Schemes use network topological information to build a virtual backbone that covers all the nodes in the network. In order to build a virtual backbone, nodes exchange information, typically about their immediate or two hop neighbors. This results in a large overhead in terms of time and message complexity for building and maintaining the backbone, especially in the presence of mobility.

Probabilistic Schemes, however, rebuild a backbone from scratch during each broadcast. Nodes make instantaneous local decisions about whether to broadcast a message or not using information derived only from overheard broadcast messages. These schemes incur a smaller overhead and demonstrate superior adaptability in changing environments when compared to deterministic schemes [1, 2, 4, 17].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work on some route discovery techniques. Section III presents analysis of node location, while section IV gives an introduction of fuzzy logic based distance route discovery method. Section V and VI gives simulation parameter, conducts a comparison and performance evaluation of the proposed route discovery methods. Finally, Section VII concludes the study and scope of future research work.

II. RELATED WORK

One of the earliest broadcast mechanisms in both wired and wireless networks is flooding, where every node in the network retransmits a message to its neighbors upon receiving it for the first time. Although flooding is simple and easy to implement, it can be costly in terms of network performance, and may lead to a serious problem, often known as the broadcast storm problem [4, 5, 7]. The broadcast problem is then characterized by high redundant message retransmissions, network bandwidth contention, and collision. Ni [4] have studied the flooding protocol and the results obtained have shown that rebroadcast could provide at most 61% additional coverage and only 41% additional coverage in average over that already covered by the previous broadcast. As a result, they have concluded that rebroadcasts are very costly and should be used with caution.

Probabilistic broadcasting is one of the simplest and most efficient broadcast techniques that have been suggested [6] in the literature. The advantage of probabilistic broadcasting over the other proposed broadcast methods [6, 12 and 13] is its simplicity. However, studies [6, 11] have shown that although probabilistic broadcast schemes can significantly reduce the degrading effects of the broadcast storm problem [6], they suffer from poor reachability, especially in a sparse network topology. In this approach each intermediate node rebroadcasts received packets only with a predetermined forwarding probability. Clearly, the appropriate choice of the forwarding probability determines the effectiveness of this technique.
Most probabilistic broadcast approaches that have been proposed in the literature [6, 8 and 11] have considered a fixed forwarding probability at each intermediate node. This could lead to most nodes not receiving the broadcast packet when the forwarding probability is set too low or more redundant transmissions if the probability is set too high, as discussed in [9, 10]. One of the causes for this stems from the fact that every node in the network has the same probability of rebroadcast, regardless of its local topological characteristics, such as neighboring node location. In a dense network multiple nodes may share similar transmission coverage. Therefore, if some nodes, randomly, do not forward the broadcast packet, these could save resources without degrading the delivery effectiveness. On the other hand, in a sparse network, there is much less shared coverage; thus some nodes might not receive the broadcast packet unless the rebroadcast probability is set high enough. Consequently, the rebroadcast probability should be set differently from one node to another according to their local topological characteristics.

The author in [15] introduces the concept of distance into the counter based scheme, in which nodes closer to the border of source has been given higher rebroadcast probability since they create better expected additional coverage area [6]. Distance threshold is taken to distinguish between interior and border nodes. Two distinct random assessment delays are applied to the border and interior nodes, with border nodes having shorter random assessment delay than the interior nodes.

This paper proposes a new route discovery algorithm that utilizes probabilistic broadcast methods using fuzzy logic to disseminate the RREQ packets. To evaluate the new route discovery methods we have considered using the AODV [14] routing algorithm and have compared the performance of fuzzy logic based broadcasting with the Distance-Aware Counter-Based Broadcast Scheme [15]. Our results reveal that equipping AODV [14] with the new fuzzy logic based probabilistic route discovery methods help to reduce the overall routing overhead while achieving good network throughput with improved end-to-end delay when compared to the traditional AODV [14] and [15].

I. Analysis Of Node Location

In Mobile ad hoc networks node location is one of the most important aspects in broadcasting. Each node has its transmission range within which its neighbor can receive broadcasting information [16]. Consider a simple scenario in figure below.

![Figure 1. Coverage area of node A and B](image)

Host a sends a broadcast message and host B decides to rebroadcast the message. Let \( C_A \) and \( C_B \) denotes the circle area covered by A’s and B’s transmission, respectively. The additional area provided by B’s rebroadcast is denoted by \( C_{B-A} \). Let \( r \) be the radii of \( C_A \) and \( C_B \) and \( d \) the distance between A and B. than \( |C_{B-A}| = |C_A| - |C_{AB}| = \pi r^2 - \text{INTC (d)} \), where \( \text{INTC (d)} \) is the intersection area of the two circles centered at 2 points discussed by d:-

\[
\text{INTC(d)} = 4 \int_{d/2}^{r} \sqrt{r^2 - x^2} \, dx
\]

When \( d=r \), the coverage area \( |C_{B-A}| \) is the largest which equals \( \pi r^2 - \text{INTC (d)} = 0.61 \pi r^2 \). This shows that 61% of additional coverage can be provided by already covered by the previous transmission[6].

And when \( d<r \) that is B is located in As’ transmission range, then the average value can be obtained by integrating the above value over the circle of radius x centered at A for x in \([0,r]\)

\[
\int_{0}^{r} 2\pi x \left( \frac{\pi r^2 - \text{INTC(x)}}{\pi r^2} \right) \, dx \approx 0.41 \pi r^2
\]

So now a broadcast can cover only additional 41% area in average.

Now, by considering the expected additional coverage area of a node, different broadcasting probability can be set for nodes with \( d=r \) [border nodes] and \( d<r \) [interior nodes]. In order to distinguish these two types of node we introduce Dth [distance threshold] =200 when R[transmission radius] =250 . To calculate P, we need the relative distance between nodes \( D_{AB} \) between nodes A and B then

\[
P_i = \left( \frac{D_{AB}}{R} \right)^n \times 100 \quad (1)
\]

When \( n=0 \) the scheme is simple flooding, if \( n=1 \), the scheme broadcast with \( P_i \) if it receives the packet for first time, otherwise discard the packet. Now when \( n>1 \), \( P_i \) increases exponentially, it makes retransmit nodes concentrate towards the border of source nodes coverage area, which results in the increasing of the EAC area of next hop and less rebroadcasts. The concentration increases with n values. The larger n is selected, the more concentration of retransmission nodes to the border. The value of n is selected based on the network densities. Now varying the value of n from 0,1 and >1 and see the effect on the redundant area.

![Figure 2. Overlapped coverage area](image)

Let S is the area of our topology area A. there are m nodes in A and transmission radius is R. then every nodes’ coverage area is \( S_i = \pi r^2 \). Now when \( n=0 \)

\[
S_i = \sum_{i=1}^{m} S_i
\]
Then,
\[ S_z^1 = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \pi R^2 = m \pi R^2 \]  
(2)

Now in above figure there is overlapping in the coverage area as the network is dense. Then the redundant coverage area is:
\[ S_r^2 = S_z - S = m \pi R^2 - S \]  
(3)

When \( n = 1 \) the probability scheme broadcast with Pi
\[ S_i = Pi \pi R^2 \quad \{i \leq [1, m]\} \]

The total area can be calculated as:
\[ S_z^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{m} S_i \rightarrow \sum_{i=1}^{n} Pi \pi R^2 \]
\[ S_z^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{L_{ij}}{R} \right) \pi R^2 \rightarrow \sum_{i=1}^{m} Li_j \pi R \]  
(4)

Total redundant area can be calculated as:
\[ S_r^2 = S_z^2 - S = \sum_{i=1}^{m} Li_j \pi R - S \]  
(5)

Since \( L_{ij} < R \), the distance between two connecting nodes will not exceed the transmission radius. So we can conclude that from equation 3 and 5
\[ m \pi R^2 > \sum_{i=1}^{m} Li_j \pi R \]

That is \( S_r^1 > S_r^2 \) this means the total redundant area of fixed probability is smaller than simple flooding. Similarly when \( n > 1 \), total area can be calculated
\[ S_z^3 = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{L_{ij}}{R} \right)^n \pi R^2 \]
\[ S_z^3 = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \pi \left( \frac{L_{ij}}{R} \right)^n \]  
(6)

As derived that from equation 4
\[ S_z^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{m} Pi Li_j R \]
Let \[ S_z^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \pi \left( \frac{L_{ij}}{R} \right)^{n-1} \left( \frac{L_{ij}^n}{R^{n-2}} \right) \]

Then replace the equation with
\[ S_z^3 \] from equation 6 we get
\[ S_z^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \pi \left( \frac{R}{L_{ij}} \right)^{n-1} S_z^3 \]

As stated \( Li_j \) is smaller than \( R \) and \( n > 1 \) so:-
\[ \left( \frac{R}{L_{ij}} \right)^{n-1} > 1 \]

\[ S_z^2 > S_z^3 \] and \( S_r^2 > S_r^3 \) can be deduced

Hence the redundant area is reduced by broadcasting with a probability value based on the node location. By considering the above analysis we conclude that border nodes should have higher probability value.

### III. Fuzzy Logic-Based Distance Broadcasting Scheme

A probabilistic route discovery approach can be developed which can further reduce the route discovery overhead by exploiting the problem solving control system methodology that is fuzzy logic. The Fuzzy Logic algorithm is illuminated by the powerful capability of fuzzy logic system to handle uncertainty and ambiguity. Fuzzy logic system is well known as model free. Their membership functions are not based on statistical distributions. In this paper, we apply fuzzy logic system to optimize the broadcasting scheme in AODV based on the node location. The main goal is designing the algorithm to use Fuzzy Logic Systems so as to avoid the broadcast storm problem.

For the inference process we use Mamdání’s method. Mamdani’s method is most commonly used in applications. There are four steps to get the crisp value from the FIS system.

1) *The first step is to evaluate the antecedent for each rule.*
2) *The second step is to obtain each rule’s conclusion.*
3) *The third step is to aggregate conclusions.*
4) *The fourth and last is defuzzification*

The defuzzified output is then given as input into probability broadcasting of the AODV RREQ module. In this work fuzzy logic is embedded in Qualnet so as to have performance analysis of a dynamic nature.

#### B. Fuzzy Logic Controller

Fuzzy logic control is derived from fuzzy set theory introduced by Zadeh in 1965. The Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) shows a better performance than conventional controllers in the form of increased robustness. Fuzzy Control is based upon practical application knowledge represented by so called linguistic rule based, rather than by analytical (either empirical or theoretical) models. Fuzzy Control can be used when there is an expertise that can be expressed in its formalism. Other advantages of FLC are:

1) *It can work with less precise inputs.*
2) *It does not need fast processors.*
3) *It needs less data storage in the form of membership functions and rules than conventional look up table for nonlinear controllers.*

#### C. Fuzzification

Fuzzy logic uses linguistic variables instead of numerical variables. The process of converting a numerical variable (real number or crisp variable) into a linguistic variable (fuzzy number) is called fuzzification.

The simplest form of membership function is triangular membership function and it is used here as the reference. To determine the broadcasting probability value, one input function transforms the system inputs into fuzzy sets which is node location.

Table I below shows the membership value for the input node location and figure 3 shows the input Membership Function.
TABLE 1: INPUT LINGUISTIC VARIABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Membership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node location</td>
<td>Border, Internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Border, Exterior,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Input membership function

The output function is composed of four membership functions as seen in figure 4. Table II gives the output functions.

TABLE II: OUTPUT LINGUISTIC VARIABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Membership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>High, Medium, Low, very Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Output membership function

D. Rule base table and inference engine

The rules are in the format - „If else. Then, the if „part“ of a rule is called the rule-antecedent and is a description of a process state in terms of a logical combination of atomic fuzzy propositions. The „then“ part of the rule is called the rule consequent and is a description of the control output in terms of logical combinations of fuzzy propositions. In our system, we have 4 rules in the fuzzy inference. The form of the rules is: IF A, THEN C. The A and C represent node location and probability respectively.

E. Defuzzification

The reverse of fuzzification is called defuzzification. The use of FLC inference engine produces required output in a linguistic form. After aggregating the conclusions obtained by each rule, a defuzzification method is still needed to get the crisp value. One of the most popular defuzzification methods is the Centroid, which returns the center of the area under the fuzzy set obtained aggregating conclusions. The Centroid is shown in figure 5.

IV. SIMULATION

Qualnet is a discrete event simulator used in the simulation of mobile ad-hoc networks. To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme for route discovery algorithms, the implementation of the AODV routing protocol in the qualnet simulator has been modified and fuzzy logic control has been embedded so as to efficiently execute the proposed algorithm.

The simulation parameters that have been used in our experiments are stated in table III.

Table III. Simulation Parameter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter range</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>2 Mpbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface queue length</td>
<td>50 messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>900 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause time</td>
<td>0 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>512 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topology size</td>
<td>(1000*1000) m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>25, 50, 75 and 100 nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data traffic</td>
<td>CBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility model</td>
<td>Random waypoint</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extensive simulation experiments have been conducted to compare the performance of AODV, distance aware counter based broadcast [DACBB] and the fuzzy logic based Probabilistic-AODV [FPBB] and [15]

V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

The analysis and comparison is done by considering two different settings, each designed to assess the impact of a particular network condition on the performance of the protocol.

Firstly, the impact of network density or size is assessed by deploying 25, 50, 75 and 100 mobile nodes over a fixed network size of 1000 by 1000 square meters. The second setting investigates the effects of offered traffic load on the performance of the routing protocols by varying the number of source destination pairs over the range of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 flows for each simulation scenario.

Figure 6, 7 and 8 shows the performance of AODV, DACBB and FPBB in terms of network throughput, saved rebroadcast and reachability versus network density. As shown, in the figures, the network throughput, saved rebroadcast and reachability generated by FPBB increases almost linearly as the network density increases.
AODV and DACBB. The difference in the achieved network throughput is due to the reduction of the number of nodes involved in the dissemination of RREQ packets in congested networks, leading to a reduction of routing overhead and packet collisions. As a consequence more communication bandwidth is freed for data transmission.

The FBPP has the least number of rebroadcast for almost all traffic loads. We vary the traffic load by using different number of CBR source–destination connections. Figure 10 shows that as the number of connection increases the rebroadcast is saved more. Whereas when the number of CBR connection increases figure 11 shows that reachability also increases linearly with the increase in traffic load.

Simulation results reveal that FBPP technique outperforms DACBB in most considered performance metrics such as saved rebroadcast and reachability, while maintaining comparable performance in other important performance...
characteristics of the network such as throughput, reachability and saved rebroadcast.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

This paper has evaluated the performance of fuzzy logic based distance broadcasting scheme with distance aware counter based broadcast. The present work brings out the potential advantages of applying Fuzzy Logic Control technique for generating dynamic probability value based on the node location. Fuzzy Logic Control can therefore be an effective strategy for generating varying probability value for broadcasting in MANET.

The simulation results revealed that the proposed algorithm generates much higher throughput and saved rebroadcast. The results have also shown that the degradation of the number of RREQ packet initiated and forwarded in dense network has significantly reduced. Though the analysis in this paper has been very crude, but this clearly depicts the advantage of adding the fuzzy logic controller in the conventional probabilistic broadcasting scheme. The results tend to be more broadcasting efficient. The comparisons show the superiority of Fuzzy Logic Control scheme over the smart probabilistic broadcasting schemes. As a continuation of this research work in near future, we plan to further explore the performance of the fuzzy logic based Probabilistic-AODV [FPBB] using on-demand routing protocols such as DSR. The fuzzy logic based Probabilistic-AODV [FPBB] can also be used to examine the effect on the routing table advertisements in proactive routing protocols, such as OLSR, and ZRP.

We can further explore the fuzzy logic based Probabilistic-AODV [FPBB] with varying mobility model. In the present work random waypoint mobility model is used, other model such as community based mobility model, gauss mobility model, manhattan mobility model and others can be used to study the effect on the performance of the algorithm.
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Abstract—Mining spatial association rules is one of the most important branches in the field of Spatial Data Mining (SDM). Because of the complexity of spatial data, a traditional method in extracting spatial association rules is to transform spatial database into general transaction database. The Apriori algorithm is one of the most commonly used methods in mining association rules at present. But a shortcoming of the algorithm is that its performance on the large database is inefficient. The present paper proposed a new algorithm by extracting maximum frequent itemsets based on spatial multidimensional quantitative dataset. Algorithms for mining spatial association rules are similar to association rule mining except consideration of special data, the predicates generation and rule generation processes are based on Apriori. The proposed method (SAS) Scaled Aprori on Spatial multidimensional quantitative dataset in the paper reduces the number of itemsets generated and also improves the execution time of the algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data mining and knowledge discovery have become popular fields of research. A significant subset of this research is looking at the particular semantics of space and time and the manner in which they can be sensibly accommodated into data mining algorithms [12].

Scaling is considered an important aspect in Data Mining. The problem of scalability in Data mining is not only how to process such large sets of data, but how to do it within a useful timeframe. Scalability means that as a system gets larger, its performance improves correspondingly. The main purpose of data mining techniques is to find hidden information and unknown relations within an amount of data.

Spatio-Temporal applications like climate change modeling and analysis [1], transportation systems, forest monitoring[2], diseases spreading[3], temporal geographic information systems[4] and environmental systems[5] process spatial, temporal and attribute data elements for knowledge discovery. The spatial objects are characterized by their position, shape and spatial attributes. Spatial attributes refer to the whole space and can be represented as layers, each layer represent one theme. The temporal objects are characterized by two models of time that are used to record facts and information about spatial objects.

Association rules mining are one of the major techniques of data mining and it is perhaps the most common form of local-pattern discovery in unsupervised learning systems. The technique is likely to be very practical in applications which use the similarity in customer buying behavior in order to make peer recommendations.

Association rule-based approaches focus on the creation of transactions over space so that an apriori like algorithm [28] can be used. Transactions over space can use a reference-feature centric [29] approach or a data-partition [30] approach. The reference feature centric model is based on the choice of a reference spatial feature and is relevant to application domains focusing on a specific Boolean spatial feature, e.g., incidence of cancer. Domain scientists are interested indicating the co-locations of other task relevant features (e.g., asbestos) to the reference future. Transactions are created around instances of one user specified reference spatial feature. The association rules are derived using the apriori [28] algorithm. The rules found are all related to the reference feature.

In this 21st century the developments in spatial data acquisition, mass storage and network interconnection, volume of spatial data has been increasing dramatically. Vast data satisfied potential demands of exploring the earth’s resource and environment by human being, widening exploitable information source, but the processing approaches of spatial data lag behind severely, and are unable to discover relation and rules in large amount of data efficiently and make full use of existing data to predict development trend.

This work is the extension of Aprori-UB which uses multidimensional access method, UB-tree to generate Better association rules with high support and confidence. In multidimensional databases, objects are indexed according to several or many independent attributes. However, this task cannot be effectively realized using many standalone indices and thus special indexing structures have been developed in last two decades. Indexing and querying high dimensional databases.

This paper has the following sections. Section 2 represents the previous work done in the same field. Section 3 represents the conceptual details used in the proposed algorithm. Section 4 highlights the proposed Aprori-UB method. Section 5 gives
Spatial datasets need to be preprocessed to construct the transaction database before mining spatial association rules according to the main idea of mining spatial association rules at present. Imam Muklash and Benhard Sitohang put forward the framework of spatial data preprocessing, including feature (spatial and non-spatial) selection based on spatial parameters, performing dimension reduction and selection of non-spatial attributes, performing data categorization based on non-spatial data parameters, performing join operations for spatial objects based on spatial parameters and transforming into output form [16].

The preparation and preprocessing of spatial datasets: The spatial datasets in the case included the elevation, the slope and the aspect with the spatial resolution of 100m and the land cover map. A spatial database is defined as a collection of inter-related geospatial data that can handle and maintain a large amount of data which is shareable between different GIS applications.

The consistency with little or no redundancy and maintenance of data quality including updating. The self-descriptive analysis with metadata and high performance by database management system with database including security access control mechanism.

Spatial Data Mining (SDM) is a process of spatial support decision, which aims at extracting the implicit, unknown, potential, useful spatial and non-spatial knowledge from spatial data, including general geometry rules, spatial characteristics rules, spatial classification rules, spatial clustering rules, spatial association rules and so on [1]. Spatial association rule, termed as spatial association location pattern [2], is one of the most important branches in the SDM, which means a rule indicating certain association relationships among a set of spatial and nonspatial attributes of geographical objects. Because of the complexity of spatial data, the main idea of extracting spatial association rules is to mine spatial association rules in the transaction database categorized from spatial data using some mining algorithms.

A spatial database is a collection of spatially referenced data that acts as a model of reality. This database model represents a selected set or approximation of phenomena which are deemed important enough to represent the digital representation might be for some past, present or future time period.

The Apriori algorithm [3] is one of the most commonly used algorithms in mining association rules at present, and its typical application was market basket analysis to discover customer shopping patterns [4]. Apriori Algorithm can be used to generate all frequent itemset. A Frequent itemset is an itemset whose support is greater than some user-specified minimum support (denoted L, where k is the size of the itemset). A Candidate itemset is a potentially frequent itemset (denoted C, where k is the size of the itemset).

### RELATED WORK

A. Generate the candidate itemsets in N1. Save the frequent itemsets in N2.

B. Steps

1. Generate the candidate itemsets in C from the frequent itemsets in L,k-1
2. Join L k-1 p with L q, as follows: insert into C select p.item from L k-1 k p, L q, where, p.itemk-1, p.itemk-1, ..., p.item = q.item
3. Generate all (k-1)-subsets from the candidate itemsets in Ck
4. Prune all candidate itemsets from C+ where, some (k-1)-subset of the candidate itemset is not in the frequent itemset L k
5. Scan the transaction database to determine the support for each candidate itemset in Nk.
6. Save the frequent itemsets in L k.

### CONCEPT USED

X-tree has data nodes and normal directory nodes. A data node contains minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs) together with pointers to the actual data objects: (MBR, p) while the directory node consists of MBRs together with pointers to sub-MBRs. In addition, the X-tree introduces another type of nodes: super nodes. A super-node is a large directory node of variable size (a multiple of the usual block size). Figure 7 shows an example of an X-tree structure with three kinds of nodes: directory node, leaf node, and super node.

Since the original X-tree was proposed [15], there have been several implementations of X-trees. One of them is the X+ -tree [19]. The X+ -tree allows the increase of the size of super-nodes in the X-tree to some degree. Technically, in order to avoid overlap, which is bad for performance, a super node might grow during the insertion. However, the linear scan of a large super node can be a problem. In the X-tree, the size of a super-node can be many times larger than size of a normal node. In the X+-tree, the size of super-node is at most the size of a normal node multiplied by a given user parameter MAX_X_SNODE. When the super-node becomes larger than the upper limit, the super-node has to be split into two new nodes.

The X-tree (eXtended node tree) is a new index structure supporting efficient query processing of high-dimensional data. The goal is to support not only point data but also extended spatial data and therefore, the X-tree uses the concept of overlapping regions. The X-tree therefore avoids overlap whenever it is possible without allowing the tree to degenerate; otherwise, the X-tree uses extended variable size directory nodes, so-called supernodes. In addition to providing a directory organization which is suitable for high-dimensional data, the X-tree uses the available main memory more efficiently.

The X-tree may be seen as a hybrid of a linear array-like and a hierarchical R-tree-like directory. It is well established that in low dimensions the most efficient organization of the directory is a hierarchical organization.
The reason is that the selectivity in the directory is very high which means that, e.g. for point queries, the number of required page accesses directly corresponds to the height of the tree. This, however, is only true if there is no overlap between directory rectangles which is the case for a low dimensionality. It is also reasonable, that for very high dimensionality a linear organization of the directory is more efficient.

The reason is that due to the high overlap, most of the directory if not the whole directory has to be searched anyway. If the whole directory has to be searched, a linearly organized directory needs less space and may be read much faster from disk than a block-wise reading of the directory. For medium dimensionality, an efficient organization of the directory would probably be partially hierarchical and partially linear.

The problem is to dynamically organize the tree such that portions of the data which would produce high overlap are organized linearly and those which can be organized hierarchically without too much overlap are dynamically organized in a hierarchical form. The algorithms used in the X-tree are designed to automatically organize the directory as hierarchical as possible, resulting in a very efficient hybrid organization of the directory.

A. Structure of the X-tree

The overall structure of the X-tree is presented in Figure 1. The data nodes of the X-tree contain rectilinear minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs) together with pointers to the actual data objects, and the directory nodes contain MBRs together with pointers to sub-MBRs (cf. Figure 1).

The X-tree consists of three nodes: data nodes, normal directory nodes, and supernodes. Supernodes are large directory nodes of variable size (a multiple of the usual block size).

The basic goal of supernodes is to avoid splits in the directory that would result in an inefficient directory structure. The alternative to using larger node sizes is highly overlapping directory nodes which would require accessing most of the son nodes during the search process. This, however, is more inefficient than linearly scanning the larger supernode.

The X-tree is completely different from an R-tree with a larger block size since the X-tree only consists of larger nodes where actually necessary. As a result, the structure of the X-tree may be rather heterogeneous as indicated in Figure 1[7]. Due to the fact that the overlap is increasing with the dimension, the internal structure of the X-tree is also changing with increasing dimension.

In Figure 1, three examples of X-trees containing data of different dimensionality are shown. As expected, the number and size of supernodes increases with the dimension. For generating the examples, the block size has been artificially reduced to obtain a drawable fan-out.

Due to the increasing number and size of supernodes, the height of the X-tree which corresponds to the number of page accesses necessary for point queries is decreasing with increasing dimension [7].

The SAS algorithm pseudocode of the algorithm is:

a) Identify the correlated data in the spatial dataset.
b) Find all frequent item sets.
c) Generate scaled association rules from the frequent item sets
d) Identify the quantitative elements.
e) Sorting the item sets based on the frequency and quantitative elements.
f) Use Xtree to create a multidimensional spatial dataset.
g) Discard the infrequent item value pairs
h) Iterate the steps c to f till the required mining results are achieved.

Let I = [i1, i2 … i n items] be a set of items, and T a set of transactions, each a subset of I. An association rule is an implication of the form A=>B, where A and B are non-intersecting. The support of A=>B is the percentage of

The transactions that contain both A and B:

X tree pseudocode :

Input: A set of M current model tree nodes M A  set of current support tree nodes X.

Output: A list Z of feasible sets of points

1)  X ← {} and X curr ← X
2)  IF we cannot prune based on the mutual compatibility of M:
3)  FOR each s ∈ X curr
4)  IF s is compatible with M:
5)  IF s is “too wide”:
6)  Add s’s left and right child to the end of X curr
7)  ELSE
8)  Add s to X.
9)  IF we have enough valid support points:
10)  IF all of v ∈ M are leaves:
11)  Test all combinations of points owned by the model nodes, using the support nodes’ points as potential support. Add valid sets to Z.
12)  ELSE
13)  Let m* be the non-leaf model tree node that owns the most points.
14) Search using m∗'s left child in place of m∗and S' instead of S.
15) Search using m∗'s right child in place of m∗and S instead of S.

The main idea of the X-tree is to avoid overlap of bounding boxes in the directory by using a new organization of the directory which is optimized for high dimensional space. The X-tree avoids splits which would result in a high degree of overlap in the directory. Instead of allowing splits that introduce high overlaps, directory nodes are extended over the usual block size, resulting in so-called supernodes. The supernodes may become large and the linear scan of the large supernodes might seem to be a problem.

Additionally, oversize shelves are organized as chains of disk pages which cannot be read sequentially. We implemented the X-tree index structure and performed a detailed performance evaluation using very large [6]. The X-tree also provides much faster insertion times (about 4 times faster than ub-tree).

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND FUTURE WORK:

In order to show the performance of the proposed algorithm, we applied the algorithm to Diabetes Data Set which was obtained from UCI Machine Learning Repository[16]. This dataset is multivariate, TimeSeries and has 20 attributes. After discovering rules, they have to be presented in understandable form to the user. Java programs since Java byte-codes are compiled or interpreted by the Java Virtual Machine resulting in performance penalty. The core of the X+-tree implementation in [15] is reused, with changes and additions made to data structure and functions.

Spatial Trend Detection: Spatial trends describe a regular change of non-spatial attributes when moving away from a start object o. The existence of a global trend for a start object o indicates that if considering all objects on all paths starting from the values for the specified attribute(s) in general tend to increase (decrease) with increasing distance. Our algorithm detects regions showing a certain global trend, and algorithm local-trends then finds within these regions some paths having the inverse trend (see figure 3).

The algorithm mine the frequent itemsets by using a divide and conquer strategy as follows: SAS first compresses the database representing frequent itemset into a frequent-pattern tree, or X-tree, which retains the itemset association information as well. The next step is to divide a compressed database into set of spatial databases (a special kind of projected database), each associated with one frequent item. Finally, mine each such database separately, particularly, the construction of X-tree and the mining of X-tree (figure 6).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a practical to find frequent patterns using X Tree. X-tree compresses both dense and sparse datasets by using numerical value representation. In this method we consider Fibonacci number characteristics to find CFP (closed frequent pattern) and then the MFP (maximal frequent pattern) our approach is efficient on both dense and sparse database.
rule is measured in the terms of the surprise associated with it. To calculate the surprise or interestingness associated with the mined rule the correlation and chi-square test technique is adopted.

We have generated scaled association rules with high support and confidence. Other future work in this field includes discovery algorithms with dynamic changes of µ level, improved performance strategies and new measures for rule management.
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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate how the students think of their experience in a junior (300 level) computer science course that uses Blackboard as the underlying course management system. Blackboard’s discussion boards are heavily used for programming project support and to foster cooperation among students to answer their questions/concerns. A survey is conducted through Blackboard as a voluntary quiz and the student who participated were given a participation point for their effort. The results and the participation were very interesting. We obtained statistics from the answers to the questions. The students also have given us feedback in the form of comments to all questions except for two only. The students have shown understanding, maturity and willingness to participate in pedagogy-enhancing endeavors with the premise that it might help their education and others’ education as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The students in both computer science and computer engineering have to take a C language [1] programming course that is worth four credits, which involves a lot of programming. This course requires a lot of effort from the teaching staff to help the students with their debugging issues and to clarify ambiguous, unclear or even mistakes in the requirements of the assigned programming projects. This C programming course has a password-protected website where lecture slides, project descriptions and other related documents can be retrieved. One of the courses that follow the C programming course is a regular three credits course that teaches computer organization, which also has a significant programming component in it as well. In some cases, projects can be as large as several hundreds of lines of code. Course management software is used in the management of the follow-up course. The course management software adopted by the University of Maryland at College Park (UMD) is called Enterprise Learning Management System (ELMS) [3] and is powered by Blackboard® version 8.0 at the time of conducting this study. Blackboard® version 9.1 was released recently [2]. We conducted a simple survey study to assess the perception of the students of the follow-up course to the use of the discussion boards of ELMS.

II. RELATED WORK

The volume of work, in the last few years in education and the theory of teaching and learning, is beyond any single person ability to follow. Many conferences and journals are concerned with Teaching and Learning. It is clear to us that we cannot be very thorough in our coverage of all related work to this work; nevertheless, we will try here to touch on some of the seminal works in the areas related to our work.

In terms of pedagogy, cooperative learning and collaborative learning are the two most closely related pedagogies to our theme in this paper. A great chapter that introduces cooperative, collaborative and peer learning appears in Wilbert J. McKeachie’s “Teaching Tips” book [11]. Collaborative learning and cooperative learning are sometimes used synonymously even though in the literature they are different. Cooper discussed the differences and similarities between collaborative and cooperative learning in [18]. Gokhale examined collaborative learning techniques in a study and has shown that collaboration among students enhances learning and increases critical thinking [9]. Felder discusses effective techniques and methodologies for using collaborative learning in teaching [20].

Discussion boards are a commonly available feature in many online course management systems such as Blackboard. Jeong, of Florida State University, has published extensively on topics related to discussion boards in general [12, 13, 14]. He investigated how can online discussion boards engage all students and promote interaction among them [12]. He examined facilitating online discussions effectively [14]. He also designed computer-based tools and methods to analyze discussion boards and give instructors methods to assess, grade and evaluate discussion boards. Northover investigated whether or not online discussion boards are a friend or a foe. He also suggested best practices to develop effective situations that can be easily delivered and assessed [15]. Dringus and Ellis used data mining techniques as an assessment strategy for evaluating discussion forums [16].

A large volume of work has been conducted to investigate the use and effectiveness of technology in the classroom and how do they influence student learning and the ways the professors are teaching. The investigated techniques range from presentation software such as Microsoft’s PowerPoint®, course management software, course websites, online lecture
notes, and discussion boards to personal electronic devices or what is coined as mobile learning or handheld learning [7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, 19, 21, 22].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forum</th>
<th>Accesses</th>
<th>% Total</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Staff</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab 1</td>
<td>4154</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>2756</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 2</td>
<td>3332</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>3241</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 3</td>
<td>4557</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>3985</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 4</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13752</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>11558</td>
<td>2194</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forum</th>
<th>Messages</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Staff</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab 1</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 2</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 3</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There exists a discussion board that students can use for instructor created topics. In case of the course under consideration in this work, each programming project had its own discussion forum. There were four projects (Labs 1, 2, 3 and 4). In addition, there was a forum for technical questions (called Technical) related to using the computer resources for the course. The traffic on the discussion boards for the first project was overwhelming. Therefore, we decided to design a survey to be able to get the feedback of the students about their experience with the discussion boards, its effectiveness and its contribution to their learning.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section III introduces motivational statistics about number of messages accessed or generated. Section IV addresses the survey and its questions, the participation statistics and the logistics of conducting it and finally the results. Section V (Appendix) contains all the short answers the student gave for the open-ended question.

III. MOTIVATIONAL STATISTICS

ELMS (Blackboard) has built-in usage statistics collection tools and utilities that were very useful in our study. We have used these existing tools in ELMS for all parts of the courseware to see statistics like how many posts happened during the semester and how many times the posts were accessed, read or replied to.

Tables I and II respectively show the usage statistics of the forums in terms of total number of accesses to each forum and the number of unique posts and responses in each forum. In addition, we have broken up each of these according to the total number of events belonging to the students as opposed to the total number of forum posts belonging to the instructional staff.

Each of the tables shows six columns. The headings of the columns are exactly the same for both tables. The first column shows the name of the different forums. There were five forums in this course. There exists one forum per programming laboratory (totaling four programming labs) and a technical questions forum where the students would inquire about any connectivity or accessibility related questions to each other or to the instructional staff. The second column shows the number of accesses and messages per forum. Column three shows the percentage of the accesses and messages with respect to who viewed or replied. The third column shows the total number of accesses and messages per forum. Column four shows the percentage of the accesses and messages with respect to who posted them. The fourth column shows the number of unique posts and responses in each forum. In case of the course under consideration in this work, each programming project had its own discussion forum. There were four projects (Labs 1, 2, 3 and 4). In addition, there was a forum for technical questions (called Technical) related to using the computer resources for the course. The traffic on the discussion boards for the first project was overwhelming. Therefore, we decided to design a survey to be able to get the feedback of the students about their experience with the discussion boards, its effectiveness and its contribution to their learning.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section III introduces motivational statistics about number of messages accessed or generated. Section IV addresses the survey and its questions, the participation statistics and the logistics of conducting it and finally the results. Section V (Appendix) contains all the short answers the student gave for the open-ended question.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forum</th>
<th>Accesses</th>
<th>% Total</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Staff</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab 1</td>
<td>4154</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>2756</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 2</td>
<td>3332</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>3241</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 3</td>
<td>4557</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>3985</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 4</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13752</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>11558</td>
<td>2194</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forum</th>
<th>Messages</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Staff</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab 1</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 2</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 3</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examining the reported numbers in tables I and II, one cannot ignore the very large number of accesses to the forums, which is almost 14K accesses relative to the relatively small number of messages exchanged on the forum of less than 300. Using some simple math, the ratio of the number of accesses per posted message is 50 to 1 i.e. the average per message views are 50. We need to keep in mind that the total number of students enrolled in this class was 65 students and there were four instructional staff for this course.

We get the following statistics:

1) On average, the number of messages posted per student is about three.
2) On average, the number of messages read per student is 178.
3) On average, the number of messages posted per staff member is 11.
4) On average, the number of messages read per staff member is 549.
5) The ratio of the number of messages posted by all the students to the messages posted by all the staff members is about five.
6) The ratio of the number of messages read by students to the messages read by all the staff members is about five.
We can conclude several conclusions from the above averages and ratios. First, on average, a student read far more messages than what he or she writes or posts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. Survey Question (1).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you think that ELMS is a helpful learning tool in this course?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, it is a helpful learning tool. I love it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, it is not a useful learning tool. I hate it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I neither love it nor hate. I am neutral.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV. Survey Question (2).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you prefer courses that use ELMS over other courses with a regular website?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, courses are better with ELMS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, I like non-ELMS courses better.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It does not really matter. I do not care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE V. Survey Question (3).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How often do you post on the discussion boards?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once Daily.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once a week.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once a month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once a semester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never posted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I only read but I do not post.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE VI. Survey Question (4).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If you have questions, do you prefer to go to office hours or you try the boards first?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I prefer ELMS board posts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I prefer to talk to someone face to face.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depends on the time I have to figure out the answer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I just ask a classmate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This means that with careful monitoring for the on-going flow of messages and posts on the forums we can reach the students with crucial clarifications and answers to hairy questions that we know that many of the students will read.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE VII. Survey Question (5).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If you posted to the board and a fellow student answered your question, do you trust his answer?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, sure I trust my classmates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, they might be wrong.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only if someone from the instructional staff says it is a fine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not on all issues I trust my classmates' answers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE VIII. Survey Question (6).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How many posts do you read?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I just read everything.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is a waste of time. I read nothing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I read posts depending on the title of the post.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I read posts related to my questions only.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IX. Survey Question (7).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If there is a course with two sections one without an ELMS website and another with an ELMS website, which section would you enroll in?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ELMS-based section.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The non-ELMS section.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is not a factor at all.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another very important issue to notice here is that the staff members read three times more messages compared to the students, which makes perfect sense. The instructional staff is working hard to follow the discussions to make sure that the correct information is disseminated among the students and nobody is making some wrong, confusing, or misleading replies.

The statistics above suggest that the forums on ELMS are really a collaborative learning tool for the students. The students were the origin of most of the traffic on the forums. The students asked and replied to their own questions except in the rare cases where one of the instructional staff had to step in and correct or rectify a problematic issue. Clearly, the forums are a running archive for the students saving what the questions that were asked previously are and they were able to ask further questions. We can conclude here that the forums
are a form of “student-directed online office hours” that are run by the students and monitored by the instructional staff.

**TABLE X. Survey Question (8).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently you cannot submit anonymous questions and/or answers to the boards. If there was that option, would you participate more by reading and/or writing?</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I would have participated more.</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would not matter to me.</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would not trust the posts if they were anonymous.</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE XI. Survey Question (9).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Did you participate in this survey because of the freebie point?</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE XII. Number of Comments Per Survey Question.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th># of comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question 1</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 2</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 3</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 4</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 5</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 6</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 8</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 9</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. The Survey, Participation, Logistics and Results

A. Survey Participation and Logistics

The statistics we have shown so far show how much the forums helped the students. The total number of forum accesses and the other collected statistics are measures of the utility of the forum to the students. In order to increase the participation and reward the students who will participate in the survey we conducted, we gave each participating student a freebie point to be added to the total points a student scores in the course. Effectively, this point is 1% of the course grade.

Forty seven students completed the survey out of the 65 registered students for the class and 53 students attempted it, thus six students did not complete the survey they started. We consider this a great response from the students since it was a 72% completion rate and an 82% attempting rate. The goal at UMD for the end of semester course evaluations is 70% participation. The survey was open for participation for twenty-four hours only. The students of the class have scored a large participation turnout of over 90% in the campus-wide end of semester course evaluations, which clearly shows that we could have gotten better participation rate if the students were given more time to turn in the survey.

B. Survey Results

Tables (III through XI) summarize the results that we have obtained from our survey. The first cell on the top left columns of each table is the question the table results are addressing. Table (XII) shows that we have asked the students to give us their own comments after every question except for questions seven and eight. The number of comments that we got were in many cases was very large. In many instances, we got very thoughtful statements. We will discuss some of the interesting comments. We are including all of the comments in the Appendix in section V.

C. Discussion of the Results

In this subsection, we will go over some of the conclusions from the results reported in the tables. Table IV (Question 2) suggests that more than 60% of the students prefer ELMS over non-ELMS courses. Table V (Question 3) suggests that most of the students read the posts but do not write as much. Table VI (Question 4) suggest that ELMS is seen by students sometimes as a replacement of office hours. Table VII (Question 5) suggests that most of the students trust their fellow students for answering their questions. Table VIII (Question 6) suggests that about half the students read all posts and the other half reads posts depending on their titles. Table IX (Question 7) suggests that a very small percentage of the students prefer the non-ELMS sections, whereas close to half of the students prefer ELMS and a little above the half of the students do not bother whether the course is ELMS or not. Table X (Question 8) suggests that anonymity of the posts is not a factor for the students. Table XI (Question 9) suggest that most of the students found that the freebie point was a good push for them to take the survey.

D. Limitations of the Study

This is study is speculative at many of its conclusions, yet there is plenty to draw from it. The sample size of the survey is small (around sixty students). We should have worded more tightly to get precise answers. For example, we should have asked how ELMS is useful to the students’ learning. In some question, we allowed the students to check all that applied and thus in some questions the total of the percentage statistics is above 100%. This study should have happened along several years to remove any superfluous data or any jitter in the results. Two surveys should have been done in both courses of the sequence courses both of them not the junior level course only. Given all these limitations, we still think that the conclusion of the paper are relevant and useful for any
computer science instructor who is teaching programming courses or courses with a heavy project and lab components.

E. Contributions

This paper aimed to articulate for faculty the importance of communication with the students. The students are willing to sacrifice their time to give us feedback. As faculty, our teaching style and pedagogy should be fully shaped and directed by the students. A continuous feedback loop should exist between student perceptions of different techniques and the adaptation of the technique(s). As faculty, we should disseminate our findings so that our fellow instructors can benefit from our experiences and experiments in the field of teaching and learning as well as in any other scientific discourse.

F. Selected Student Comments

Table XII summarizes the number of open-ended answers for the nine questions. The number of open-ended question range from 25 to 40 answers. We share in this section some of the student comments that are very thoughtful and interesting. Here are a selected set of the students’ comments organized per each survey question.

- “I do like giving feedback on pedagogy. Student feedback is hard to get/give in a big lecture hall. It benefits and improves the quality of the educational environment”.
- “ELMS is alright, but if all the features were used, it could be (even) better”.
- “I would have taken the survey without the point”.
- “I also do feel that this survey is important”.
- “Since there is no anonymity (in the boards), I am fairly certain no one would knowingly pass on false information (since their name associated with the post)”.
- “If a teacher puts lecture notes and other materials on ELMS is helpful. Other teachers of mine has said they would use ELMS and then after 2 weeks they just gave up and just used emails”.
- “Discussion boards are the most useful tool”.
- “In the boards, I ask general questions to draw from the knowledge of the entire class rather than focusing all questions to TA’s and the professor”.
- “I think it would be helpful if all courses use ELMS”.
- “(ELMS) is also nice for viewing grades and the syllabus and assignments”.
- “Someone can post answers that are not perfect but still he/she knows better than I do”.
- “If I can see the reasoning (in a classmate’s answer of a question) and it makes sense, I can trust their answer well enough”.
- “It (ELMS and its associated Discussion boards) makes classes without discussion sections easier to follow”.
- “I do wish they would upgrade (the ELMS) GUI, it feels like a 90’s web app”.
- “Some classes do not use ELMS very well and others are very organized and utilize it”.
- “(My issues with ELMS): you can’t save your password to log into ELMS through google chrome which is painful”.
- “(ELMS is) a great idea, but the interface is terrible”.
- “When I have a question that is not answered by the discussion boards, I assume it is a question only I have and I will then go to a teacher to ask it”.
- “Almost always, the face to face benefits are better than ELMS”.
- “It is usually easier and more convient to post a message to the discussion board”.
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V. APPENDIX I

We archive here the reflections of the students to each of the survey questions included in the survey. Some little editing occurred to maintain privacy and to hide names in some cases.

1) Student Comments for Question 1
The question was: Do you think that the ELMS website is a helpful learning tool in this course?

- Good for teachers who do not have their own web pages.
- A place for discussions and lecture notes is good.
- I think ELMS is very helpful for courses for the freshman or sophomore. But for a small class, I never use ELMS.
- I have found the discussion board to be the most useful tool on blackboard. It helps to be able to ask general questions to draw from the knowledge of the entire class rather than focusing all questions to TAs and the professor.
- I would say that I am neutral but I think that the discussion board is a very useful tool for any class.
- Yes, but it would be more helpful if grades were kept up to date and accurate.
- It is often slow, and it not kept particularly organized.
- Always knew all the information I needed could be found somewhere in ELMS.
- When used well by the teachers (all useful documents posted, grades posted, etc.), it is a very valuable resource for information. Using the documents posted and the lecture notes are crucial to studying for exams in the course, I've found, as everything is there to be utilized, even if you don't happen to have your book with you at all times (especially then!). If you missed something important in class, ELMS lets teachers post the information in a place accessible at any time.
- The course documents are useful references, and I like being able to see the information she had on something important in this course thus, I know that if the information she had on ELMS was no worse than the textbook.
- Some classes do not use ELMS very well and others are very organized and utilize it. Also, you cannot save your password to log into ELMS through Google chrome, which is painful.
- Yes, there are lots of helpful links and material all compiled together in one site.

2) Student Comments for Question 2
The question was: Do you prefer courses that use ELMS over other courses with a regular website?

- ELMS is annoying. Having a webpage is essential, though whether it is through ELMS or through a class-specific webpage does not really matter.
- It makes classes without discussion sections easier to follow.
- Especially for Computer Science classes, it does not matter because most CS teachers have their own class website and we have our own grades server so essentially all the functions of ELMS are available through the CS department specific tools.
- Only slightly better. A good website can be very good as well.
- Most other professors fail at using ELMS properly.
- ELMS lets you have a discussion board.

ELMS, in general, tends to be slow and difficult to navigate. Combined with mediocre organization because of old things from different semesters it is very annoying.

I believe that for this tool to be extremely effective, we need updates for the current semester to be present. Mainly, this pertains to having the projects sent to ELMS as opposed to our emails.

It is just as effective as a class website with lectures and other material like that. There are plenty of tools that help the class, like the discussion board.

Having everything in one-place saves a lot of time.

I find courses that use ELMS pretty helpful since there is a place with all of the course information, unlike other courses where I simply have a syllabus. The only reason I did not say I love it, is because sometimes the site can be rather disorganized. It can be difficult to find what you are looking for sometimes without looking through every module.

I like how many of my courses can be integrated into one website.

It's very helpful for discussion purposes.

Like the forum section and having, all class assignments and materials in one place.

For some classes it is important, for others it is not. It is only helpful when you are updating the site often, have a live discussion board, and keep important documents and grades online.

I think ELMS is great for posting lectures slides and practice material, but I am not a big fan of the discussion board. I think some sort of separate forum would be much more useful.

For this course, I would rather have information be on the grades server and through email.

It is not life changing or anything but, it is a good tool to use. I would give it an eight out of ten.

The ability to have course information organized in one central location is extremely helpful. Also having the grade book updated makes it easy to keep track of how you are doing in the class.

The professor actually utilizes ELMS and most of its features to make it worthwhile.

I think ELMS course website is a helpful learning too. However, it is great if the user name and password can be saved automatically, so I do not need to enter username and password every time I visit my courses in ELMS.

Good to have stuff be posted and in a structured way.

Everything is organized in a readable fashion.

I know the instructor of this course thus, I know that if the information she had on ELMS was not here it would be on her webpage. Other teachers however if they did not have ELMS would probably email you everything and if you lost the email then you would be out of luck. So in those cases it can be helpful.

The tools for organization are not always clear, but having all (or the vast majority) of necessary online materials clumped in one place is very useful.

ELMS has great resources, easy to check grades and online tests are awesome.

It's a useful learning tool but having information on both the instructor website and on ELMS makes it difficult to know where to go to get things.

ELMS is all right, but if all the features were used, it could be better.

Course notes and the discussion board are really useful, as well as sample exams.
I get distracted when I have to open up multiple sites for a course. It is nice to have it all in one frame where I can also access my other courses.

- Helps to have a central location for information.
- All depends on how much work the teachers put into the page. If a teacher puts lecture notes and other materials on the page then it is helpful. Other teachers of mine have said they would use ELMS and then after 2 weeks just stopped using it and resort to emails.

- It is nice to have all class websites on one page versus about 3 or 4 pages.
- Some courses benefit from ELMS more than others do. This course benefits because there are general questions about projects. Questions for this course cover more than just course material. For example, programming questions that do not directly apply to course material but are still required for projects can be asked and answered freely. Courses where questions are more material specific would be harder to pose questions to the class.

- If instructors do not use ELMS, but create their own websites with enough information it is usually okay, but often not using ELMS means not having any online source for the class.

- It is easy to bookmark classes that have individual web pages while with ELMS you always have to log in each time you access something.

- I think ELMS is a straightforward, easy to use tool that helps me access material quickly.

- In particular, I think courses with active discussion boards are the best.

- They are better, because you can get all the information you need, view your grades, etc. all in one place.

- The features I use in ELMS are also available in classes with regular web sites.

- I prefer courses that use ELMS since it has many tools such as assignments, related coursework, discussion board, and other tools and so on.

- I prefer courses that have ELMS.

- If teachers are able to maintain an updated website on their own, that is great. If not, then ELMS provides an okay way to do it.

- A website specifically designed for the course will always be better than something that tries to be generic and work for every class.

- I always know where to find information as long as the teacher updates it.

- As long as everything is in one place, it is better than not having it.

- I like being able to go to one single website and look up information for all my classes instead of having to go to several different websites.

- Some classes use ELMS well, while other barely put any materials on ELMS or use it only to distribute email material.

- Online materials are always a plus.

- My course choices are sharply limited, and it depends strongly on the professor's proactive website upkeep.

- ELMS would be even better if teachers updated the grades section so people can know how they stand in the class.

- Of course, a website is good, but it does not need to be ELMS.

- As long as, I can access my grades, but not on ELMS, I am happy.

- Courses without ELMS pages - or courses that don't utilize ELMS well - definitely lack the benefit of being able to have all the useful, relevant and important information and material easily accessible by students at any time. Being able to access information I may have missed, or misheard, or did not understand, is VERY helpful. I very much prefer classes that have this benefit.

3) Student Comments for Question 3

The question was: How often do you post on the discussion boards?

- I look for questions and answers that relate to my tasks. However, I will post if I have questions or I know the answer, so it does not depend on the timeframe.

- I never post question because I prefer to ask a TA or professor through e-mail or in person if I get a question.

- I do not like to post because it shows my name!

- If I have the answer, I answer quickly, and if I have found answers to questions, I previously asked on the discussion boards.

- I did not post many posts because for programming project one and two, I did them relatively early compared to other students, and I did not look at the discussion posts afterwards.

- The discussion boards' questions are answered too slow and may not be accurate. The teacher almost never comes on it.

- The kinds of questions I have are usually ones that are not allowed to be answered...so.

- I think the discussion boards could be vastly improved. It just feels clunky and outdated. A forum layout is much better to work with. Especially with programming discussions.

- People are rude on the discussion boards at times.

- Mostly when required for classes.

- I am sort of a shy person. I answered someone's question once, but I feel as a retard for some of the questions I want to ask. It is a great idea, but a lot of times, having an attached drawing or something for an explanation would be a good idea.

- Most of time, I rely on others asking good questions and learning from their questions instead of asking my own.

- Simple technical questions may be posted. Other than that, I prefer face to face.

- I will post if I am truly confused about something.

- In general, this is a lot easier than being spammed with fifty e-mails about student questions that apply to more people.

- Definitely good when there are no office hours available.

- Would rather attend office hours.

- I only post occasionally when I have questions but not too often. Usually I just look at other people's questions.

- Semi-daily when nearing the end of projects, otherwise almost never.

- I check the message boards a lot, but most of the questions I have are already answered there and I therefore do not need to post messages.

- I rarely post my own questions because one such question usually already exists.

- Mostly look for answers, rarely post

- The discussion board is a great resource.

- Most of my classes that I have taken that have used ELMS; do not extensively use the discussion boards.

- I would post anonymously.

- I have posted before but I do not post often in THIS class. For ELMS in general, I took a class entirely based on using ELMS, and I posted every day in those discussion boards. I do not know if that is relevant or not.

4) Student Comments for Question 4

The question was: If you have questions, do you prefer to go to office hours or you try the boards first?

- It is clearer, if I can talk with someone face to face, but sometimes, information in the discussion board really help me, and I can see others have the same troubles.

- Almost always, the face-to-face benefits are better than ELMS. For example, you get immediate, certain, and complete information when you sit down with a teacher and hash out a specific topic that is difficult.

- It is usually easier and more convenient to post a message to the discussion board.

- If I am nearby the TA office hours already, I will check in with them, else the discussion board is much more convenient.

- It depends on the question.

- Usually, I will ask a classmate first. If I still cannot figure it out, I might try office hours or the boards.

- It is complicated sometimes to get your point across through a message. I also like talking face to face because I never know what I can and cannot put online in terms of code.

- Better to talk in person on campus.

- I don't think a discussion board can ever be as good as talking to a TA.

- ELMS is more convenient than going to office hours because it is all electronic, and some office hours are during student class time.

- Usually the answer is either not allowed to be explained, or it is too complicated to explain over discussion boards. Asking in person is usually better for me.

- I cannot really attend the office hours; I have classes at those times.

- I look for questions all over the place, and ELMS having a discussion board for that purpose definitely saves me a lot of time and effort compared to if it were not there.

- I look on all fronts.

- When I have a question that is not answered by the discussion boards, I assume it is a question only if I have and I will then go to a teacher to ask it.

- It depends on the question.

- Usually, the TAs help better than just a post on ELMS.

- The discussion board posts are the fastest method of getting the information but office hours goes more in-depth.

- If it is a simple question, I like ELMS. If it is more of a difficult question that can only be answered face to face then I will go that option.

- I prefer to go to office hours, but it is a long drive for me, so I check ELMS first.

- I prefer talking to someone if I actually have a question.

- If I have a question I usually try to contact a TA first.
I feel the forum questions are generally, "what is this" rather than the more detailed/intricate "how do I do this", which requires a face-to-face discussion.

5) Student Comments for Question 5
The question was: If you posted to the board and a fellow student answered your question, do you trust his answer?
I believe that the students who actually take the time to answer questions will know the answer correctly.
I trust everyone!
Unless they say something along the lines of "I'm not sure", I figure if they bother to post the answer they got it to work for themselves.
I trust the answer of my classmates. Although there would be some wrong answers, other classmates suggest correct answer.
That is true. My classmate might give the wrong answer since his/her knowledge that is not 100% correct; however, sometimes he/she posts other sources or his/her reviews for the previous tasks is a great information.
Since there is no anonymity, I am fairly certain none would knowingly pass on false information.
I trust the answer if it makes sense.
I cannot take everything for granted.
An incorrect answer would be corrected by another student or by the instructor.
If I can see their reasoning and it makes sense, I can trust their answer well enough. If it sounds completely farfetched or I am not sure of its accuracy, I will probably ask someone else what they think of the answer before trusting it.
I usually just try it and see if it works, and then I will know whether I can trust the person.
The good thing is, with a public board even if someone does make a mistake another student or the instructor can always come along to clarify.
Also, it depends on which classmate it is.
Sometimes I trust an answer. If I know the classmate and how smart they are or if I know the classmate has been wrong before and is not the best student then probably not.
Usually I do unless it sounds too outrageous to be true, which has not been the case so far.
I do trust my fellow students, but I would feel much more confident about the answer if someone from the instructional team approves.
I trust if none has corrected the individual or has confirmed its correctness even more.
It depends on the way in which the answer is presented and how well the answer is supported, in short, on the presentation of the answer.
I trusted the TAs and the professor.
I would prefer to verify a classmate's answer before putting it in practice, time permitting.
Most of the time, I would assume they are correct unless something seems off to me.
They are usually right and it is not hard to double check.
Someone who can post answers that are not perfect but still they know better than I do.
Most of the time students only post when they know the answer, but it is always assuring to know the instructional team says it is the right answer.
Answers are tested by trying them to see if they are right. Usually they help to see another perspective.
I would compare to my own answer.

6) Student Comments for Question 6
The question was: How many posts do you read?
I read everything, but everything I read does not actually help me at all.
Similar questions or interesting posts.
I typically look for things that I am having trouble with and look for similar title names.
I read most things; in case there is, something I might have misunderstood that is clarified.
I skipped the post saying "Please, give us an extension." :)
I read everything on the topics I am confused about.
A number of topics I expected to be inane have proved (marginally) useful, and I'd rather not miss information I didn't know because I didn't expect to find it there.
I try to at least skim every post in the discussion boards - any little bit of information may be useful, and even if I do not delve into the question at the time, I may remember it later and find it useful then.
For example, I will not look back to posts of a project after I finished it.

point spends on how much free time I have.
It always helps to read everything.
I will read most of the posts, unless it is about specific questions that I already know the answers to them.
In my opinion, the majority of the posts I have read in the past are made up of either not so intelligent questions or non-helpful answers, so they are not really of much value.
I try to read all the posts everyday!
I have them emailed to me automatically.
Discussion board is always fun to read.
If the post is dealing, with nothing I need then I do not read it.
I only read posts that are relevant to the information I am looking for.
If it is something I know will not matter, I do not read it. But in general, I like to read almost everything.
That question was pointless.
I usually take a peek at every post.
I read posts posted by either the instructor or the TAs.
Not exactly, I read all the posts that relate to my concerns, and other questions that I find helpful or can answer them.

7) Student Comments for Question 9
The question was: Did you participate in this survey because of the freebie point?
I am not going to say "false" to the previous question - who does not want an extra point? – I most likely would have taken the survey with or without being given an extra point - It is not like it is all that hard to do.
I think ELMs is pretty good. I do wish they would upgrade the GUI, it feels like a 90's web application.
HELL YEA!
I participated because of the point, but I would have given feedback either way.
Thanks for the extra point but I do feel like it was valuable to give the students input on ELMS.
If points were not an incentive, I'm not sure I'd get this done in time because of what else is going on this week, but I hope to broaden ELMs (or an improved version of ELMs) usage in order to promote smarter learning.
Extra points are attractive.
It did not hurt, but I do like giving feedback on pedagogy. Student feedback is hard to get/give in the big lecture hall.
Nevertheless, I DID answer them honestly!
Cool survey.
Probably would have done it eventually anyways
I think it would be helpful if all courses have ELMs support. It's also nice for viewing grades and the syllabus and assignments.
I do hope my feedback helps.
Mostly, but I probably would have done so anyway if I thought it would help someone out.
POINT!!!
If the instructor had said that I should do it but had not offered the point, I still would have done it. If it were something that was not recommended by the instructor then I might not have done it.
Point!
A simple cost-benefit analysis suggests that an extra point is easily worth answering a few questions.
While I did participate for the extra credit, I answered all questions truthfully and to the best of my ability.
It is an incentive; incentives such as this always get more people to do surveys. It is a matter of deciding what my time is worth. Is 5 minutes of my time worth nothing to me or is it worth a few points. I like to think my time is worth something.
However, I also do feel that this survey is important, when I started at Maryland, only one or two of my classes used ELMs as opposed to now, when I never have a class that does not use it.
True, however I answered all questions according to how I feel and did not rush through it. : )
I need the extra points as the instructor said.
I need every point I can get. Don't hesitate to offer another one of these, because, I am sure my classmates would welcome it as would I.
Nevertheless, it is also my benefit and improved the quality of the education environment.
Hey, at least I am honest.
It is nice to get the point, although I would have taken the survey without the
point.
- Extra points, yay!
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the modern yardsticks used for rating a modern business enterprise is its ICT infrastructural layout. This is an indication of the importance of ICT for business establishments. Banks in particular adopt information and communication technology to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of services offered to customers, improve business processes, as well as to enhance managerial decision making and workgroup collaborations. This helps strengthen their competitive positions in rapidly changing/emerging economies. Environmental, organizational, and technological factors are creating a highly competitive business environment in which customers are the focal point [1]. Furthermore, these factors can change quickly, sometimes unpredictably. Thus, the growth of any enterprise is tied to retaining loyal customers, improving productivity, cutting costs, increasing market share, and providing timely organizational response. ICT is a major enabler for dealing with these issues. Because the pace of change and the degree of uncertainty in today’s competitive environment are accelerating geometrically. Organizations are operating under increasing pressures to produce more, using fewer resources. In order to succeed (or even merely to survive) in this dynamic world, companies must not only take traditional actions such as lowering costs, but also undertake innovative activities such as changing structure or processes and continuously revising competitive strategies.

ICT affects all processes associated with modern day banking. From the daily routines of preparing payroll and order entry, to strategic activities such as the acquisition of a company. ICT surfaces as a key element. In View of the importance of ICT in the banking industry, a number research works have been carried out. In [2], an evaluation of the response of Nigerian banks to the adoption of ICT was presented. In [3], a technical model that to ascertain the impact of ICT on the Nigerian banking sector as a function of banking reforms was proposed. Some benchmarks for evaluating the impact of ICT in the banking industry were outlined in [4]. These benchmarks will be used to evaluate the impact of ICT on the Nigerian banking industry.

II. THE NIGERIAN BANKING INDUSTRY

The Nigerian banking industry is regulated by the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN). The major players in the industry are the 22 commercial (deposit) banks and 906 Micro-finance institutions. Other financial institutions that complement banking services include 5 discount houses, 5 development finance institutions, 731 bureau de change, 102 Primary Mortgage Institutions, and 82 finance companies [5, [6]. The Nigerian banking Industry has been undergoing major changes, reflecting a number of underlying developments. Advancement in communication and information technology has facilitated growth in internet-banking, ATM Network, Electronic transfer of funds and quick dissemination of information.

Structural reforms in the banking sector have improved the health of the banking sector. The reforms recently introduced include the enactment of the Securitization Act to step up loan recoveries [7], establishment of asset reconstruction companies, initiatives on improving recoveries from Non-performing Assets (NPAs) and change in the basis of income recognition has raised transparency and efficiency in the banking system. Spurt in treasury income and improvement in loan recoveries has helped Nigerian Banks to record better profitability. Reforms have compelled banks to improve the utilization of ICT. The recently introduced punitive ‘handling charge’ on cash based transaction by the CBN is a pointer to the ever increasing role of ICT in the Nigerian banking industry.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES

The aim of this study is to ascertain the level of use of ICT infrastructures and their impacts on customer service; which invariably determines growth of banks. Considering ICT as a growth enabler, the extent of deployment by banks and customers’ perception of its relevance are the basis of the research.
A random sampling technique was used to issue questionnaires to customers in the selected banks. Four commercial banks were selected on the basis of sufficient branch networks. A total of 400 questionnaires were given out to customers at the bank premises. About 280 of the questionnaires were returned to the researchers, a response rate of 70%. The four banks visited are: Guaranty Trust Bank plc, First Bank of Nigeria plc, Zenith Bank international and United Bank for Africa (UBA). The response were measured with a 5 pointer likert - type rating, where strongly agree (SA) = 5; Agree (A) = 4; Neutral (N) = 3; Disagree = 2; Strongly Disagree = 1. See appendix 1 for more details on the questionnaire. Two case studies are included to validate the findings.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

The major dimensions of the banking industry for which the impact of ICT has a critical consequence include: productivity, innovation dynamics, market structure, and value chain characteristics.

A. Impacts of ICT on Productivity

ICT has productivity increasing effects on labor productivity and total factor productivity of companies. ICT-induced productivity effects vary significantly between sectors and among countries. The banking industry is one of the sectors that enjoy the largest productivity growth effect of ICT.

Table 1 show the effect of ICT on the productivity of the banks as perceived by customers. About 85.4% of the respondents agree that ICT is helping the tellers to be more productive. The use of computers and peripherals simplifies the task of getting customers' data and counting money to effect transaction. This enables a single cashier to serve thousands of customers in a day which would have cost the bank enormous staff strength and large building. However, about 80% of those interviewed agree that the bank needs to improve its services. This is indication of the fact that ICT investment does not lead to productivity growth at firm-level by itself. It depends on how the technology is actually used in business processes, i.e. on a company's ability to innovate its work processes and business routines with support of ICT. Thus, banks need to multiplex ICT investments with complementary investment in working practices, human capital, and firm restructuring to optimize its impact on productivity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. EFFECT OF ICT ON PRODUCTIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers are helping the tellers in their work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The bank needs to improve its services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Impact of ICT on Innovation

A technological change such as the massive diffusion of ICT represents an interesting case for an analysis with respect to firms’ innovation strategies. For example, it is said that industry leaders often reject important inventions and fail to bring them to the market [8, 9]. Entrepreneurial companies are more likely to exploit these opportunities. Entrants frequently introduce products or production processes based on a new technology, which can challenge incumbents or even drive them out of the market [10]. This was the scenario that played out in the Nigerian banking industry with the emergence of new generation banks that introduced innovative products and services. Innovation in this context aims to reduce the cost of banking while making the process of transaction easier and more convenient.

About 67.5% of the respondents disagree that the amount the bank charges on transaction is okay. This indicates that banks need to come up with innovative products that will reduce the cost of banking operations; which can be passed down to the customer in the form of reduced charges. About 65% of the respondents enjoy information update about the bank through SMS and email alerts. This enhances customer royalty and confidence. 78% of those interviewed agree they prefer to use the ATM than coming into the banking hall. This is due to extensive publication that has encouraged the use of ATM. Thus banks can encourage the use of other ICT media such as the internet and POS which enhances cashless banking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2 IMPACT OF ICT ON INNOVATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The amount the bank charges on transactions is okay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy information update about the bank through SMS and email alerts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I prefer to use the ATM than coming into the banking hall.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Impact on Market Structure

Innovations enabled by ICT changes the cost structure of companies. Hence, innovations have a significant impact on the market structure in which companies operate. Radical changes in technology traditionally lead to emergence of new products or change the production processes of existing products. In either case, companies face a large degree of uncertainty regarding future demand or cost of service delivery [5]. Furthermore, during times of technological change, mergers reflect the process of assets reallocation toward more efficient firms [11]. The mergers that were recently evidenced in the Nigeria banking industry were actually a result of the consolidation exercise of 2004 and the technological change that dawned on the industry.

Technological change forces firms to adopt new modes of production and, consequently, to reorganize its assets. If a company fails to reorganize internally, it will probably disappear from the industry and its assets will be reorganized externally. New technology spreads faster if such asset reallocation works smoothly [12]. The diffusion of ICT is technological change that has greatly revolutionized the banking sector.

Table 3 below indicates that 75% of the respondents agree that the banks have improved the quality of service rendered. This is necessary for the bank to retain its customer as well as attract potential ones. 79% of the customers agreed that they enjoy prompt and efficient service for which 87% of the respondents are willing to recommend the bank to others.
TABLE 3 IMPACT OF ICT ON MARKET STRUCTURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The quality of service has improved in this bank</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy fast, efficient and prompt service</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can recommend this bank to someone</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Impact on Sector Value Chain

Empirical findings suggest that some of the main effects of ICT diffusion are organizational changes and the redefining of organizational boundaries [12]. Thus, it is relevant to assess if the diffusion of ICT in the banking industry had any impact on the restructuring process. The impact on value chain reflects in re-shaping firm boundaries and changing the constellations of value chains are enormous.

From table 4, only 47% of the respondents agree that value added services/special accounts encourage them to patronize the bank. This customer perception needs to be improved upon by more extensive publications on these value added services so as to complement the impact of ICT. The number of branches a bank has is another value chain that enhances the impact and level of deployment of ICT.

TABLE 4 IMPACT OF ICT ON BANKING SECTOR VALUE CHAIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special services/account types encourage me to patronize this bank</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of branches this bank has motivated me to chose it</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CASE STUDIES

To further study the impact of ICT on growth of the Nigerian banking industry, a case study of two large banks and their choice of an ICT platform will examined [13, 14].

A. First Bank of Nigeria (FBN)

First Bank of Nigeria Plc (FBN) was established in 1894 and has distinguished itself as a leading banking institution and a major contributor to the economic advancement and development of Nigeria. With 339 branches, the Bank maintains the largest branch network in the banking industry in Nigeria.

At the turn of the bank’s century, FBN found itself in a unique position as, despite its size and reputation, there were challenges to maintain the leadership position in a market that was as dynamic as it was competitive. It was at this point that the bank launched its business transformation initiative called ‘Century II’. Century II clearly identified IT as an enabler for the bank going forward. The Key Business Drivers for an ICT platform were:

- Need to Integrate Banking Operations:
  The bank’s 300+ branches were operating mainly as silos; information was hard to compile and disseminate, which affected decision-making.

- Urgency to Meet Regulatory Requirements:
  FBN needed to adhere to the regulatory requirements imposed by the Central Bank of Nigeria as well as the common business practices followed by Nigerian banks. Since no two banks work in exactly the same way, the bank-specific requirements were also important. The central bank’s increasingly proactive role in regulating the industry to bring it up to speed with international trends meant that the bank had to remain agile in order to survive and come out a winner.

Need for Innovation and Faster Time to Market With sophistication of customer requirements and increased competition, the bank’s critical requirement was to not only to meet the existing demands of the customer but also to stay agile and meet the changing requirements going forward.

One of the pillars of Finacle’s value proposition to FBN was its new generation solution architecture, designed to help the bank build an agile business through innovative offerings to the market and a significantly superior speed of response to customer, competitive and regulatory requirements. The other was Finacle’s proven track record of 100% successful implementations across the globe, which offered the bank the attractive proposition of minimized risk. FBN piloted on Finacle in six months and since then has rolled out the solution to over 170 branches, on time and within budget. The benefits of the solution include:

- Time-to-market Advantage:
  FBN's unique requirements were catered to using Finacle's Extensibility toolkit, the infrastructure that enabled the bank to customize its specific requirements without touching the source code. This provided significant time-to-market advantage to the bank and enabled them to design and launch new product offerings quickly.

- 24/7 Operability:
  Regular version upgrades over the years have provided increased and more sophisticated functionality to the bank as the relationship has progressed. The new generation flexible architecture of Finacle has ensured 24/7 operability, with close to 100% uptime, a feature of immense importance in a country not known for failsafe network connectivity.

- Scalability:
  Finacle's technological superiority and functional richness were important factors but its proven ability to scale up to FBN’s explosive growth plans was the clincher. Finacle successfully met FBN’s expectations of the solution being able to “scale up and be the vehicle of growth to meet the emerging global challenges in the financial arena.”

- Streamlined Operations:
  The new generation architecture of Finacle - fully web-enabled, with powerful and unique capabilities such as Straight Through Processing (STP), workflow, scalability and true 24/7 banking across multiple delivery channels has enabled the Bank to streamline its operations.

B. United Bank for Africa (UBA)

United Bank for Africa PLC (UBA) is the product of a merger of two of Nigeria’s top five banks, UBA and Standard Trust Bank Plc (STB). Today, consolidated UBA is largest financial services institution in sub-Saharan Africa (excluding South Africa) with a balance sheet size in excess of 400 billion naira (approx. US$ 3 bn), and over two million active customer accounts. With over 400 retail distribution outlets
UBA also has a presence in New York, Grand Cayman Island and aspires to expand within Sub-Saharan Africa.

UBA is the first successful merger transaction in the history of the Nigerian banking sector and was born out of a desire to lead the sector to a new era of global relevance by championing the creation of the Nigerian consumer finance market and leading a private/public sector partnership aimed at accelerating the economic development of Nigeria.

The Nigeria banking industry is going through so tremendous flux. The Central Bank’s mandate of a minimum N25 billion capitalization by December 2005 resulted in the Nigerian market witnessing consolidation activity on a large scale. Though the UBA-STB merger was consummated during the ongoing consolidation era, it was a strategic move by the bank to become a large regional player, with an increased reach and synergies in terms of larger customer base and complementary product portfolio.

In its determination to continue to leverage on a robust IT infrastructure designed to achieve excellent service delivery to its teeming clientele, UBA opted for Finacle universal banking solution, comprising core banking, corporate e-banking, alerts, CRM and treasury solutions from Infosys in October 2005. The relationship between Finacle and UBA dates back to 5 years ago when STB changed from its existing Globus system to Finacle. Finacle core banking solution helped power STB’s rapid growth at the turn of the millennium and its emergence as one of Nigeria’s leading new generation banks. In addition STB is credited to have spearheaded the deployment of ATM’s and internet banking in the Nigeria market riding on Finacle.

To power ahead in the dynamic post-consolidation banking landscape of Nigeria, UBA requires a technology partnership that transcended a typical customer-vendor relationship. From the STB experience, what emerged was the impeccable delivery track record of the Infosys implementation team. Recall that the bank (STB) completed a 65-branch roll out in quick time, less than 6 months, and a far cry from the 18-24 month implementation cycles prevalent in the country then. UBA also needs to capitalize on an integrated channel strategy that incorporated e-banking and CRM, among others.

VI. DISCUSSIONS ON FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

The results of the research indicate that investment on ICT system and infrastructures has become a key element in productivity and growth in the banking industry. Increased investment in ICT-Capital has accelerated growth in industry. Also, ICT facilitates the absorption of high and medium skilled labor. This has a positive effect on the labor output of the banking industry. The case studies indicate that ICT also enables banks offer a broad variety of services to customers, coordinate branch activities, meet up with changes in government regulations and policies as well as adjust to market demands and competition.

However, only 25.4 million of Nigerians, representing 30% of the adult population have bank accounts. This leaves about 70% of the adult populations unbanked. Thus to justify investment on ICT, banks need to draw out explicit ways to reach the unbanked. One way of achieving this objective is to increase the geographical outreach of the financial system through the use of non-bank agents; a method that will involve investment in innovative ICT products and services.

In sum, the business environment is becoming ever competitive and dynamic, invariably then, banks require solutions that can scale up to their growth plans and provide them the much-needed agility to create a clear differentiation in the market.

Thus, banks need to employ ICT in such a way that meets the desired qualities of flexibility and scalability, providing them with a competitive advantage to stay ahead and provide new and improved products and services to delight their customers.

It must however be noted that ICT investment does not lead to productivity growth at firm-level by itself. It depends on how the technology is actually used in business processes, i.e. on a company's ability to innovate its work processes and business routines with support of ICT. Thus, only if ICT investment is combined with complementary investment in working practices, human capital, and firm restructuring will it have an impact on performance.

The finding of this study indicates that basic ICT infrastructures such as computer and peripherals, local area networks, and ATMs are crucial to the operations of banks. However, the case studies indicate that to meet the ever increasing sophistication of customers, new government policies and stay competitive in a fast changing economy, a scalable, flexible and robust ICT solution is essential.
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Abstract— In this work a new algorithm for encryption image is introduced. This algorithm makes it possible to cipher and decipher images by guaranteeing a maximum security. The algorithm introduced is based on stream cipher with nonlinear filtering function. The Boolean function used in this algorithm is resilient function satisfying all the cryptographic criteria necessary carrying out the best possible compromises. In order to evaluate performance, the proposed algorithm was measured through a series of tests. Experimental results illustrate that the scheme is highly key sensitive, highly resistance to the noises and shows a good resistance against brute-force, Berlekamp-Massey Attack and algebraic attack.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we are interested in the security of the data images, which are regarded as particular data because of their sizes and their information which is two-dimensional and redundant nature. These characteristics of the data make the classical cryptographic algorithms such as DES, RSA, and ... are inefficient for image encryption due to image inherent features, especially high volume image data. Many researchers proposed different image encryption schemes to overcome image encryption problems [1], [2], [3], [4]. In this work, we present a new algorithm for encryption and decryption images by using a stream cipher algorithm with filtering the linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs). The main advantages of such systems are their extreme speed and the change of the key of encryption for each symbol of the plaintext. In term of application, it is still the type of encryption preferentially and quasi-exclusively used in the industrial world (in particular in telecommunications and governmental). It allows implementations in hardware much easier, economic (less complexity). These algorithms are thus used in a privileged way in the case of communications likely to be strongly disturbed because they have the advantage of not propagating the errors [5]. This type of encryption is much faster than block ciphers.

The Boolean function used in this scheme is resilient function satisfying all the criteria cryptographic necessary to carry out a maximum security and can resist to certain attacks [6], [7], [8], [9].

II. NON LINEAR FILTERING FUNCTION

This system was proposed by Siegenthaler [10] to increase the linear complexity of the binary sequence produced by linear feedback shift register (LFSR). A single register (LFSR) is used, length \( L \), producing a binary sequence in maximum period. Certain stages of this register (LFSR) are combined by a nonlinear function \( g \).

Such function is called filtering function. The sequence produced by the function which will constitute the key-stream, combined with the clear text. We refer to [11], [12] for further details. The linear complexity of the key-stream is at most

\[
\lambda(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{d} \binom{L}{i},
\]

where \( d \) is the degree algebraic of \( g \).

A. Linear Feedback Register

Linear feedback shift register produce a sequence \( s = s_0, s_1, \ldots \), satisfying the linear recurrence relation

\[
s_n = \sum_{i=1}^{L} c_i s_{n-i}, \quad n \geq L
\]

where \( L \) is the length of the LFSR, \( c_i \in F_2 \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, L \) and \( s_i \in F_q \), \( i \geq 0 \).

The \( L \) stages, \( S_n = (s_n, \ldots, s_{n+L-1}) \), is called a state of the shift register and we note \( S_n = (s_n)_{n=0}^{w} \) the state sequence. We define the feedback polynomial to be

\[
p(X) = 1 + c_1 X + c_2 X^2 + \ldots + c_L X^L.
\]

The first output symbols \( s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_{L-1} \), are initially loaded into the LFSR, these symbols are called the initial state. This is also the secret key of the LFSR.

The sequences \( S = S_0, S_1, \ldots \) produced by linear feedback register have many interesting properties such as a
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long periodicity. If the feedback polynomial \( p \) is primitive the period is \( 2^L - 1 \).

B. Non Linear Boolean Function

Nonlinear Boolean function purpose in key-stream generators is to hide the linearity introduced by the LFSRs. A Boolean function is function \( g : F_2^n \rightarrow F_2 \).

The function \( g \) can be represented uniquely by a multivariate polynomial over \( F_2 \) of the form:

\[
g(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = a_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i x_i + \sum_{1 \leq i < j \leq n} a_{ij} x_i x_j + \ldots + a_{12 \ldots n} x_1 x_2 \ldots x_n.
\]

Where the coefficients \( a_0, a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_{12 \ldots n} \) belong to \( F_2 \). The degree of this polynomial is called the algebraic degree or simply degree of \( g \), and it is denoted by \( \text{deg}(g) \). The functions of degrees at most one are called affine functions.

III. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The fundamental objective of our contribution is to propose a cryptosystem images which allows two people, called traditionally Alice and Bob (for example), to transfer from the images through a not very sure channel so that a third nobody, pirate can’t understand what is exchanged. It is supposed that Alice wishes to send in a way made safe by network a plain-image \( \text{imag} \) of \( n \times m \) pixels with Bob.

Initially Alice transforms the plain-image into binary flows of bits which one calls flow of bits of the plain-image. Then, starting from a secret key \( k \), Alice generates the key-stream \( Y \) same size as the flow of bits of the plain-image for this session (see algorithm B). Lastly, Alice calculates the binary flow of the cipher-image and sends it to Bob as shown in the figure 1. Alice and Bob must exchange the secret key \( k \) as a preliminary. Bob then receives the binary flow of the cipher-image \( C \), and of dimensioned sound, will use the secret key \( k \) to generate the key-stream \( Y \), then, he calculates the binary flow of the deciphered image \( X \). Bob put the binary flow of the deciphered image \( X \) in the form of an image of \( n \times m \) pixels and stores it in \( \text{imgdech} \). Bob can then visualize \( \text{imgdech} \).

If Alice wishes to send a new image to Bob, he will use a new secret key \( k_1 \) for this new session.

A. Encryption and Decryption Image Algorithm

Encryption

Alice ciphers the plain-image \( \text{imag} \) while passing by the following stages:

1. To read the plain-image \( \text{imag} \) of \( n \times m \) pixels;
2. To transform the plain-image into binary values and to store them in \( X \);
3. \( N \leftarrow \) the size of \( X \);
4. for \( i = 1 \) to \( N \) to make;
5. To generate the key-stream \( Y(i) \) by using the algorithm B;
6. End to make;
7. for \( i = 1 \) to \( N \) to make
8. \( C(i) = \text{xor}(X(i), Y(i)) \);
9. End to make;
10. The binary flow of the cipher-image \( C \) is sent.

Decryption

Bob deciphers the binary flow of the cipher-image \( C \) while passing by the following stages:

1. \( N \leftarrow \) the size of \( C \);
2. for \( i = 1 \) to \( N \) to make;
3. To generate the key-stream \( Y(i) \) by using the algorithm B;
4. End to make;
5. for \( i = 1 \) to \( N \) to make
6. \( Z(i) = \text{xor}(C(i), Y(i)) \);
7. End to make;
8. To put the binary flow of the deciphered image \( Z \) in the form of an image of \( n \times m \) pixels and to store it in \( \text{imgdech} \);
9. To post the deciphered image \( \text{imgdech} \).

B. Key-Stream Calculation Algorithm

Inputs:

- \( \text{imag} \) : plain-image;
- \( s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_{L-1} \) are initially loaded into the LFSR;
- \( g \) : filtering function with \( 13 \) variables.

Results:

- \( s \) : binary sequence produced by LFSR;
- \( Y \) : Key-stream produced by \( g \).

Treatment:

1. To read \( N \), the size of \( X \);
2. To introduce the secret key, the value of initialization of LFSR \( s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_{L-1} \);
3. for \( i = 1 \) to \( N + L - 1 \) to make;
4. To generate the binary sequence \( s(i) \) produced by LFSR;
5. End to make;
6. for \( i = 1 \) to \( N \) to make;
7. To generate the key-stream \( Y(i) \) produced by function \( g \);
8. End to make.
IV. THE PROPOSED LFSR AND FILTERING FUNCTION

After the text edit has been completed, the paper is ready for the template. Duplicate the template file by using the Save As command, and use the naming convention prescribed by your conference for the name of your paper. In this newly created file, highlight all of the contents and import your prepared text file. You are now ready to style your paper; use the scroll down window on the left of the MS Word Formatting toolbar.

The realization a stream cipher system which is as resistant as possible to the known attacks requires having an important mathematical tool which makes it possible to generate robust and unforeseeable key-stream on the formal level but also in the field of the implementation.

We considered the linear feedback shift registers of length 521 bits to produce a binary sequence. The feedback polynomial of LFSR is chosen to be the primitive polynomial $p(x) = 1 + x^{48} + x^{521}$ and the initial state of LFSR is never allowed to be the all zero state. It follows that LFSR produces a maximum-length sequence of period $T = 2^{521} - 1$.

The filtering function $g$ that we used here is drawn from [13]. This function must be a high algebraic degree, balancedness, good correlations immunity, high non linearity and preferably to have good algebraic immunity to resist certain attacks.

Let $G^0(x_1, \ldots, x_9, x_{10})$ be a function on $F_2^{10}$ proposed for standard LILI-128 (called function $f_d$ [14]) is 3-resilient of algebraic degree 6 and nonlinearity $NG^0 = 480$ with algebraic immunity 4.

Let $G^1(x_1, \ldots, x_9, x_{11}, x_{12}) = G^0(x_1, \ldots, x_9, x_{11} \oplus x_{12})$.

Let $F(x_1, \ldots, x_{12}) = x_{12} \oplus x_{11} + G^0(x_1, \ldots, x_{10})$ and $H(x_1, \ldots, x_{12}) = x_{12} \oplus x_{10} + G^0(x_1, \ldots, x_9, x_{11} \oplus x_{12})$.

We construct a function $g$ in 13-variables in the following way, $g(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{13}) = (1 \oplus x_3)F(x_1, \ldots, x_{12}) \oplus x_3H(x_1, \ldots, x_{12})$ is 5-resilient function, of algebraic degree 7 and nonlinearity $Ng = 2^{12} - 2^7$ with algebraic immunity 6. This function is optimal for the compromise between the degree and the order of resiliency, we have $7 + 5 \leq 13 - 1$. This function satisfies all the cryptographic criteria necessary carrying out the best possible compromises.

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

Simulation was carried out using MATLAB V 7.5. The proposed crypto-data hiding methodology was tested in different images. However, we present the results for the four bringing images, illustrated figures. 2.a, 3.a, 4.a and 5.a. They were ciphered with the same key of size 521-bit.

We first, we applied our cryptosystem to different images, we have the following results: From the original images illustrated by the figures 2.a, 3.a, 4.a and 5.a, we applied our Encryption algorithm with a secret key 521 bits in order to obtain the cipher-images illustrated by the figures 2.b, 3.b, 4.b and 5.b. We notice that initial information is not any more visible. From the cipher-images illustrated by the figures 2.b, 3.b, 4.b and 5.b, we apply the algorithm of decryption algorithm (the rebuilding of the original images) with the same key 521 bits in order to obtain the deciphered images illustrated in figures 2.c, 3.c, 4.c and 5.c. Difference between plain images and its corresponding decrypted images shown in figures 2, 3, 4 and 5, and their histograms are shown in figure 6 are prove that, there is no loss of information, the difference is always 0.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

A good encryption procedure should be robust against all kinds of cryptanalytic, brute-force (exhaustive research) and principal attacks (Berlekamp-Massey Attack, algebraic attack). In this section, the performance of the proposed image cryptosystem is analyzed in detail. We discuss the security analysis of the proposed image encryption scheme including some important ones like key sensitivity analysis, key space analysis, statistical analysis etc. to prove the proposed cryptosystem is secure against the most common attacks.

A. Key Space Analysis

For secure image encryption, the key space should be large enough to make the exhaustive research attack infeasible. Since the algorithm has a 521 bits key, the intruder needs $2^{521}$ tests by exhaustive research. An image cipher with such as a long key space is sufficient for reliable practical use.

B. Berlekamp-Massey Attack

For a filtering function of degree $d$, the linear complexity $\lambda(s)$ of the resulting key stream is upper bounded by $\sum_{i=1}^{d} \binom{L}{i}$. Moreover, it is very likely that the $\lambda(s)$ of the key stream $(Y_i)_{i \geq 0}$ is lower bounded by $\binom{L}{d}$ and that its period remains equal to $2^L - 1$. The Berlekamp-Massey attack [15] requires $2\lambda(s)$ data and has a complexity of $\lambda(s)^2$. Using the parameters $L = 521$; $d = 7$, linear complexity $\lambda(s)$ is between $2.0125e^{15}$ and $1.9854e^{15}$, it is sufficiently large. This complexity completely excludes to use the Berlekamp-Massey attack.

C. Algebraic Attack

The complexity $C(L, d)$ of the algebraic attack on the stream cipher system with a key of size $L$ bits and equations of $d$ degree is given by $C(L, d) = \sum_{i=0}^{d} \binom{L}{i} = L^{w,d}$, 
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where \( w \) corresponds to the coefficient of the method of the solution most effective by the linear system and \( d \) is equal to algebraic immunity of the filtering function. We employ here the expression of Strassen [16] which is \( w = \log_2(7) \approx 2.807 \).

In our cryptosystem the secret key is 521 bits and the algebraic immunity of the filtering function is equal to 6. This leads to algebraic attack with a complexity which is \( 5.7145 e^{48} \), which is sufficiently large. It is not easy to make a linear approximation of the filtering function within the framework of algebraic attack.

D. Noise Analysis

We also tested the resistance of our cryptosystem to the noise by adding to the cipher-images a noise. From the cipher-images illustrated in the figures 2.b, 3.b, 4.b and 5.b we added a noise of the same size of plain-images. The results are given in the figure 2.d, 3.d, 4.d and 5.d. From the images 2.d, 3.d, 4.d and 5.d, we apply the decryption algorithm presented in section A; we have the results illustrated in figure 2.f, 3.f, 4.f and 5.f. The noise added to ciphers-images 2.b, 3.b is a matrix containing pseudo-random values drawn from a uniform distribution on the unit interval, generates with function “rand”.

The noise added to ciphers-images 4.b and 5.b is a matrix containing pseudo-random values drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation one, generates with function “randn”. In two cases examined, we can note that the deciphered images presented in figures 2.f, 3.f, 4.f and 5.f are identical to the original images (see 2.a, 3.a, 4.a and 5.a), there is no difference pixel with pixel has indeed between the deciphered images and plain-images because of reversibility of our technique of encryption. Figures 2.e, 3.e, 4.e and 5.e are representing difference image between cipher-images and cipher-images with additive noise.

E. Sensitivity Analysis

Thus, we tested our cryptosystem to the sensitivity to the keys, for example, we cipher the images 2.a, 3.a, 4.a and 5.a with the secret key \( K_1 = 521 \) bits and, we decipher it with different key; \( K_2 = 521 \) bits. The result is given by figure 7.

F. Correlation Coefficient Analysis

Table 1 gives the correlation coefficient results. In table 1, we denoted respectively by \( \text{Cor}_1, \text{Cor}_2, \text{Cor}_3, \) and \( \text{Cor}_4 \) correlation coefficient between plain-images and encrypted images, correlation coefficient between plain-images and their decrypted images, correlation coefficient between encrypted images and decrypted images with different key; \( K_2 \), and correlation coefficient between plain-images and decrypted images with different key; \( K_2 \). It is observed that the correlation coefficient is a small correlation between plain-images and encrypted image, encrypted images and decrypted images with different key; \( K_2 \), and plain-images and decrypted images with different key; \( K_2 \).

G. Entropy Analysis

Table 2 gives entropy results. In table 2, we denoted respectively by \( E_1, E_2, E_3, \) and \( E_4 \) entropy values: of plain-images, encryptions images, encrypted images and decrypted images with different key; \( K_2 \). The entropy values of encryptions images, encrypted images with different key; \( K_2 \) obtained are very close to the theoretical value of 8. This means that information leakage in the encryption process is negligible and the encryption system is secure upon the entropy attack.

H. Histogramm Analysis

In the experiments, the original images and its corresponding encrypted images are shown in figure 2, 3, 4 and 5, and their histograms are shown in figure 8. It is clear that the histogram of the encrypted image is nearly uniformly distributed, and significantly different from the respective histograms of the original image. So, the encrypted image does not provide any clue to employ any statistical attack on the proposed encryption of an image procedure, which makes statistical attacks difficult.

These properties tell that the proposed image encryption scheme has high security against statistical attacks. In the original image (i.e. plain image), some gray-scale values in the range \([0, 255]\) are still not existed, but every gray-scale values in the range \([0, 255]\) are existed and uniformly distributed in the encrypted image. Some gray-scale values are still not existed in the encrypted image although the existed gray-scale values are uniformly distributed. Different images have been tested by the proposed image encryption procedure.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this Work, a new algorithm based encryption scheme for image data was introduced; simulations were carried out for different images. The visual test indicates that the encrypted image was very different and no visual information can be deduced about the original image for all images. In addition, this method is very simple to implement, the encryption and decryption of an image.

Here the security aspects like key space, Berlekamp-Massey attack, algebraic attack, noise analysis, statistical attacks and sensitivity with respect to key, are discussed with examples. It is seen that the present cryptosystem is secure against the statistical attacks, brute force attack, Berlekamp-Massey attack, algebraic attack and to resists the additive noises.

![Figure 1. Principal encryption and decryption](image)
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Figure 2. (a) Plain-image, (b) Cipher-image, (c) Decipher image, (d) Cipher-image with noise added, (e) Difference image between image (b) and image (d), (f) Decipher image (d).

Figure 4. (a) Plain-image, (b) Cipher-image, (c) Decipher image, (d) Cipher-image with noise added, (e) Difference image between image (b) and image (d), (f) Decipher image (d).

Figure 3. (a) Plain-image, (b) Cipher-image, (c) Decipher image, (d) Cipher-image with noise added, (e) Difference image between image (b) and image (d), (f) Decipher image (d).

Figure 5. (a) Plain-image, (b) Cipher-image, (c) Decipher image, (d) Cipher-image with noise added, (e) Difference image between image (b) and image (d), (f) Decipher image (d).
Figure 6. Frame (a), (c), (e) and (g) respectively show the difference between original images shown in figures 2.a, 3.a, 4.a and 5.a, and their decrypted image shown in fig 2.c, 3.c, 4.c and 5.c. Frame (b), (d), (f) and (h) respectively show their histogram.

Figure 7. Sensitivity analysis: Frame (a), (c), (e) and (g) respectively, show decrypted image with wrong key (K2) of the encryption images shown in figures 2.b, 3.b, 4.b and 5.b. Frame (b), (d), (f) and (h) respectively, show histogram of images (a), (c), (e) and (g).

Figure 8. Histogram analysis: Frame (a), (c), (e) and (g) respectively, show the histogram of the plain images shown in figures 2.a, 3.a, 4.a and 5.a. Frame
(b), (d), (f) and (h) show the histogram of the decrypted image shown in figures 2.c, 3.c, 4.c and 5.c.

TABLE I. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>E₁</th>
<th>E₂</th>
<th>E₃</th>
<th>E₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image 2.a</td>
<td>7.0115</td>
<td>7.9973</td>
<td>7.0115</td>
<td>7.9973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 3.a</td>
<td>7.2631</td>
<td>7.9904</td>
<td>7.2631</td>
<td>7.9894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 4.a</td>
<td>7.0097</td>
<td>7.9977</td>
<td>7.0097</td>
<td>7.9972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 5.a</td>
<td>7.4864</td>
<td>7.9962</td>
<td>7.4864</td>
<td>7.9958</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. IMAGES ENTROPY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>COR₁</th>
<th>COR₂</th>
<th>COR₃</th>
<th>COR₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image 2.a</td>
<td>0.0975</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0055</td>
<td>-0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 3.a</td>
<td>-0.0050</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0022</td>
<td>-0.0018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 4.a</td>
<td>-0.0068</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0046</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 5.a</td>
<td>-0.0066</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0022</td>
<td>-0.0030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract—Optimization models related with routing, bandwidth utilization and power consumption are developed in the wireless mesh computing environment using the operations research techniques such as maximal flow model, transshipment model and minimax optimizing algorithm. The Path creation algorithm is used to find the multiple paths from source to destination. A multi-stage optimization model is developed by combining the multi-path optimization model, optimization model in capacity utilization and energy optimization model and minimax optimizing algorithm. The input to the multi-stage optimization model is a network with many source and destination. The optimal solution obtained from this model is a minimum energy consuming path from source to destination along with the maximum data rate over each link. The performance is evaluated by comparing the data rate values of superimposed algorithm and minimax optimizing algorithm. The main advantage of this model is the reduction of traffic congestion in the network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Formulation of Linear programming problem (LPP)

Let s be the source node and N be a set of neighbor nodes of source. Let xij be the rate of transmission of packets over the link (i,j) and cij be the capacity of the link (i,j). Then LPP form of maximal flow problem is

Maximize \( \sum_{j \in N} x_{sj} \) It represents the amount of flow passing from the source to the sink.

Subject to the constraints

\[ \sum_j x_{ij} = \sum_k x_{jk} \quad \text{for all } j \text{ (flow conservation condition)} \]

(Total incoming flow = Total outgoing flow)

\( x_{ij} \leq c_{ij} \) (capacity constraint)

\( x_{ij} \geq 0 \) (non-negativity restrictions)

Even though this LPP can be solved using simplex method, we are using a simple and efficient algorithm called maximal flow algorithm [20] to find the maximal flow.

I) Maximal Flow Algorithm

Step 1: For all links set the residual capacity equal to the initial capacity and label source node 1 with \([\infty, -]\). Set \( i = 1 \) and go to step 2.

Step 2: Determine \( S_i \) as the set unlabeled nodes \( j \) that can be reached directly from mode \( i \) by arcs with positive residuals. If \( S_i \) is non-empty go to Step 3 otherwise go to Step 4.

Step 3: Determine \( k \) in \( S_i \) such that \( C_{ik} = \max \{C_{ij}\} \) where \( j \) belongs to \( S_i \) and \( C_{ij} \) represents the capacity of the link (i,j). Set \( A_k = C_{ik} \) and label node \( k \) with \((A_k, i)\). If the sink node has been labeled (i.e., \( k = n \)) and a breakthrough path is found, go to step 5. Otherwise, set \( i = k \), and go to step 2.

Step 4: (Backtracking) If \( i = 1 \), no further breakthroughs are possible; go to step 6. Otherwise, let \( r \) be the node that has been labeled immediately before the current node \( i \) and remove \( i \) from the nodes that are adjacent to \( r \). Set \( i = r \), and go to step 2.

Step 5: (determination of residue network). Let \( N_p = \{1, k_1, k_2, \ldots, n\} \) define the nodes of the path breakthrough path from source 1 to sink \( n \). Then the maximum flow along the path is computed as

\[ F_p = \min \{A_{i_1}, A_{k_1}, A_{k_2}, \ldots, A_n\} \]

The residual capacity of each arc along the breakthrough path is decreased by \( F_p \) in the direction of the flow and increased by \( F_{\overline{p}} \) in the reverse direction. Reinstate any nodes that were removed in step 4. Set \( i = 1 \), and return to step 2 to attempt a new breakthrough path.

Step 6: (Solution)

(a) Given that \( m \) breakthrough paths have been determined, compute the maximal flow in the network as \( F = F_1 + F_2 + \ldots + F_m \).

(b) The optimal flow over the link (i,j) is computed as follows:

Let \( a = \) initial capacity – final residue over the link (i,j) and \( b = \) initial capacity – final residue over the link (j,i)

If \( a > 0 \), the optimal flow from i to j is \( a \). Otherwise, if \( b > 0 \) the optimal flow from j to i is \( b \). In the next section we develop an optimization model which utilizes the capacity of the link effectively. The advantage of this model is the elimination of congestion problem in the network.
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II. OPTIMIZATION MODEL FOR CAPACITY UTILIZATION

Using Shannon’s theorem, we can calculate capacity of a link from its bandwidth. We assume that the nodes have infinite energy to transmit any number of packets in order to estimate the maximum data rate over each link. Then we apply maximal flow algorithm to find the maximum rate of transmission of packets over each link and the maximal flow in the network.

A. Input
1. A network with source and destination
2. Capacity of each link in the network.

B. Procedure
Maximal flow algorithm

C. Output
1. Maximum number of packets that can be transmitted from source in one second.
2. Maximum rate of transmission of packets over each link.

Maximum flow algorithm for many sources and many destinations:

A maximal flow problem may have several sources and sinks. The objective is to find the maximum flow between the number of sources and destinations. We can reduce the problem of determining a maximal flow in a network with multiple sources and multiple sinks to an ordinary maximal flow problem [2, 5, and 7].

![Figure 1: Maximum Flow Algorithm](image1)

![Figure 2: Many sources to many destinations](image2)

![Figure 2.1: Superimposed Sources and destinations](image3)

SUPERIMPOSED ALGORITHM:

Firstly, we are converting this multiple sources and multiple sinks into only one source and one destination. For this, We are creating two nodes as Super source(S’) and Super Destination(D’), then adding the edge(S’,Si) with capacity C(S’,Si)=MAX The MAX value is the maximum capacity of all the links or infinite capacity will be allocated as the capacity (link) of the super source and the super destination. Then we are connecting such that all the source nodes are get connected with the Super source and all the destination nodes are get connected with the Super destination [3, 17]. Now this situation is assumed as the data passed form single source and destination. Then we can implement the maximum flow algorithm.
Step 1: creating the links for the network randomly by the input. The links will be generated as N * N link matrix in which 1’s and 0’s will be generated where ‘1’ denotes link existence and ‘0’ non-existence of links.

Step 2: Randomly generating link capacity for the created links and storing in data

Step3: creating two nodes as Super source(S’) and Super Destination (D’), then adding the edge(S’, Si) with capacity C(S’, Si) = MAX


\[ \sum_{j} c_{ij} x_{ij} \leq P_i \text{ for all } i \] (power constraint)

And

\[ x_{ij} \geq 0 \text{ for all } i \text{ and } j \]

Procedure for Solving Transportation Problem:

A. MODI Method (Modified Distribution Method) [20]

Cell: Each cell represents a shipping route, which is an arc on the network and a decision variable in the Linear Programming formulation.

Step 1 Formulate the transportation table

Step 2 Construct the initial basic feasible solution by using any of the following methods

(i) NWC rule
(ii) LCM
(iii) VAM

To get the optimal solution (with smaller number of iterations) quickly, use VAM.

Step 3 Test the optimality

Make sure that there are m+n-1 non-zero allocations (Non-degenerate basic feasible solution). These allocations should be in independent positions.

(i) Determine
\[ u_i \quad i=1…m \]
\[ v_j \quad j=1…n \]

Such that for each occupied cell (r,s)

\[ c_{rs} = u_i + v_j \]

This can be done by choosing arbitrarily one of the \( u_i = 0 \) or \( v_j = 0 \). For more convenience, choose the row with the most allocations. If \( i^\text{th} \) row has the most allocations (among rows) then take \( u_i = 0 \).

(ii) Calculate the cell evaluations (net evaluations)

\[ \Delta_{ij} = c_{ij} - (u_i + v_j) \text{ for all unoccupied cells (empty cells).} \]

Note that \( \Delta_{ij} = 0 \) if \((i,j)\) is an occupied cell.

(iii) If \( \Delta_{ij} \geq 0 \), then the present solution is optimal.

(iv) If at least one \( \Delta_{ij} < 0 \) for at least one cell then the present solution is not optimal.

Step 4 (Iteration towards optimal solution)

(i) Choose the cell which has the most negative \( \Delta_{ij} \) value and mark * in it (The corresponding variable is entering non-basic variable)

(ii) Draw a closed path consisting of horizontal and vertical lines beginning and ending at * cell and having its corners at the allocated cells.

Mark + sign at * cell and + and – signs alternatively at other corner cells of the path. The cell with + signs are called donor cells, which has the least allocation in the leaving basic variable.

(iii) Add the value of leaving basic variable to the allocation for each recipient cell. Subtract this value from the allocation for each donor cell.
This gives improved feasible solution to step 3 for testing optimality.

Remark

In Step 4, (i) if the entering non-basic variable has a tie, then select a variable which has lower cost i.e., if $\Delta_{ij}$ and $\Delta_{rs}$ are most negative, then select $(i,j)$ cell, if $c_{ij}$ is small.

B. Unbalanced transportation problem

A transportation problem is said to be unbalanced if the total supply is not equal to total demand.

SOLUTION TO THE UNBALANCED TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM

Convert the unbalanced transportation problem into a balanced transportation problem by the following techniques.

(i) Total supply > Total demand (Surplus of supply)

Add a dummy destination node to distribute the surplus (excess) amount of supply and let zero be the cost of transportation to this dummy destination.

i.e., add a dummy column at end of the transportation table and take the excess amount of supply (Total supply – Total demand) as the demand at this destination. Take zero as the unit transportation cost for the cells in this column.

(ii) Total supply < total demand (Slackness or Supply)

Add a dummy source node to produce the slackness of supply in order to saturate excess amount of demand i.e., Add a dummy row at the end of the transportation table. Supply at the dummy source = Total demand – Total supply. Take zero as the unit transportation cost for the cells in this row.

C. Maximization Type Transportation Problem

A maximization type transportation problem can be converted into usual minimization type transportation problem by subtracting each of the costs from the highest cost given in the problem to obtain only the optimal solution. For calculating the total transportations cost, use the original cost given in the problem.

D. Transshipment Model

A transportation problem in which the supply may not be sent directly from sources to destinations, i.e., the supply may pass through one or more sources or destinations before reaching its actual destination, is called as transshipment problem.

The nodes of network with both input and output links act as both sources and destinations, and are referred to as transshipment nodes. The remaining nodes are either pure supply nodes or pure demand nodes. The transshipment model can be converted into a transportation model by computing the amount of supply and demand at different nodes as follows:

Let $P$ = total supply (or demand)

Supply at a pure supply node = Original supply

Supply at a transshipment node = Original supply + $P$

Demand at a pure demand node = Original Demand

Demand at a transshipment node = Original Demand + $P$

Assume that transportation cost (energy consumption) the same node is zero i.e., $c_{ii} = 0$ for all $i$.

E. Energy Optimization Model

In wireless mesh computing environment some of the nodes are sources (eg. sensors), some are sinks (eg. Pagers), some are both source and link (eg. Computers) and others are only junctions (eg. Routers and bridges). Since we consider a network with one source and one destination and rest of the nodes to forward packets, we apply transshipment model to develop an optimization model in power consumption.
Let \( e \) be the energy required by a host to transmit a message to another host who is \( d \) distance away. Then \( e = rd^c \) where \( r \) and \( c \) are constants for the specific wireless mesh system. Hence energy consumption is proportional to the distance between nodes. Here distance between nodes is calculated by number of hops between the nodes.

Here supply at a node is the number of packets that can be transmitted by a node and demand is the number of packets that can be received by a node. Hence, supply and demand at a node are depending on the available battery energy in the node.

We assume that transshipment nodes (i.e., nodes forwarding packets) possess sufficient energy to forward packets. We can apply transshipment model to get minimum energy consuming path and the maximum number of data that can be transmitted.

1) Input
   a) A network with source and destination
   b) Residual power level at each node
   c) Distance between nodes
2) Procedure
   Transshipment model algorithm
3) Output
   a) Minimum energy consuming path
   b) Maximum number of packets that can be transmitted
   c) Total energy consumption.

IV. OPTIMIZATION

We consider a wireless network containing multiple sources and multiple destinations. In this chapter we discuss about the multistage optimization model which is a combination of the data rate and energy optimization that have been developed in the earlier sections.

The objective of this model to find the minimum energy consuming path from source to destination and the maximum data rate over each link in the minimum energy consuming path[2,3,7]

Transmission of messages is continued along minimum energy consuming path for a period of time \( T \). The parameter \( T \) can be determined using the time taken by the nodes for recharging their battery and dynamically changing speed of topology of the network

A. Minimax optimizing algorithm:

The Minimax algorithm is the algorithm for integrating the maximization and minimization [2, 7 and 17]. In this algorithm, the maximization (maximal flow model) is compared with the minimization (transshipment algorithm) and the break paths are selected and calculating the maximum data rate with minimum energy consumption.

**ALGORITHM:**

**Step 1:** creating the links for the network randomly by the input. The links will be generated as \( N \times N \) link matrix in which 1’s and 0’s will be generated where ‘1’ denotes link existence and ‘0’ non-existence of links.

**Step 2:** Randomly generating link capacity for the created links and storing in data and tempdata and getting the Sources \( \{Si\} \) and Destinations \( \{Dj\} \) from the input.

**Step 3:** Calculate the maximum Data rate through superimposed algorithm.

**Step 4:** Check whether the iterations are complete for source and destination \( \{SDij\} \). then go to step 9 or go to step 5.

**Step 5:** If there is any path, calculate the maximum data rate using maximal flow algorithm in tempdata or go to step 7.

**Step 6:** Send the path (links) to the transshipment algorithm and get the energy \( E \{SDij\} \) consumed in that path. Go to step 5.

**Step 7:** Select the Break paths with energy based on data rate.

**Step 8:** Update the value in data and update data value to temp data.

**Step 9:** Calculate the total data rate of each \( \{SDij\} \).

**Step 10:** Compare the data rate values of superimposed algorithm and the Minimax Algorithm and plot it in graph.

Selecting Break paths:

**Step 1:** Tabulate the energy and the data rate of each path for each source and destination \( \{SDij\} \).

**Step 2:** Calculate average energy as X, where \( n \) is the number of nodes.

**Step 3:** Convert the data rate value to Average value as Y and tabulate it.

**Step 4:** Arrange the rows according to data rate, in decreasing order.

**Step 5:** Select the first two paths.

V. RESULTS

**Experiment Inputs**

| Number of nodes | : 11 |
| Number of sources and | Destination \( \{Si, Dj\} \) : 3, 4 |
| Source Nodes \( \{si\} \) : 2, 3, 4 |
| Destination Nodes \( \{dj\} \) : 5, 6, 7, 8. |
| Paths \( \{Pij\} \) : \( 2\rightarrow5, 2\rightarrow6, 2\rightarrow8, 3\rightarrow6, 3\rightarrow7, 4\rightarrow5, 4\rightarrow7 \) |

**Input:** no of nodes, \( \{Si, Dj \{si\}, \{dj\}, \{Pij\} \).  
11, \( \{3,4\}, \{2,3,4\}, \{5,6,7,8\}, \{1,1,0,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0\} \)

The multistage optimization model is implemented using a Language C++, in the Windows 2000 operating system.
VI. COMPARISON:

Analysis of performance of the model by comparing the simulation results of this Minmax model with the simulation results of superimposed algorithm related with power consumption and Bandwidth utilization in the Wireless environment. Packet loss attribute is not included for this model, as it occurs in both the models.

A. Superimposed algorithm data rate value and Minimax optimizing algorithm data rate value with respect to number of nodes:

In the figure 5, we are comparing the values of superimposed algorithm data rate value and Minimax optimizing algorithm data rate value with respect to number of nodes. For the increase in number of nodes, the data rate value of both the algorithm is increased.

But the data rate value of Minimax optimizing algorithm is greater than the superimposed algorithm.

B. Superimposed algorithm data rate value and Minimax optimizing algorithm data rate value with respect to number of sources and destinations:

In the figure 5.1, we are comparing the values of superimposed algorithm data rate value and Minimax optimizing algorithm data rate value with respect to number of sources and destinations.

For the increase in number of sources and destinations, the data rate value of both the algorithm is increased. But the data rate value of Minimax optimizing algorithm is greater than the superimposed algorithm.

C. Superimposed algorithm data rate value and Minimax optimizing algorithm data rate value with respect to number of paths:

In the figure 5.2, we are comparing the values of superimposed algorithm data rate value and Minimax optimizing algorithm data rate value with respect to number of paths.

For the increase in number of paths, the data rate value of both the algorithm is increased. But the data rate value of Minimax optimizing algorithm is greater than the superimposed algorithm.
Figure 5: Data rate Vs Number of nodes

Table 1 Data rate Vs Number of nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of nodes</th>
<th>Superimposed algorithm Data rate (packets per second)</th>
<th>Minimax optimizing algorithm Data rate (packets per second)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>1114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>1335</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Data rate Vs Number of {source, destination}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of {source, destination}</th>
<th>Superimposed algorithm Data rate (packets per second)</th>
<th>Minimax optimizing algorithm Data rate (packets per second)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{2,2}</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{3,3}</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>1048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{3,4}</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>1160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{4,4}</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>1302</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1 Data rate Vs Number of {source, destination}

Table 3 Data rate Vs Number of Paths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of paths</th>
<th>Superimposed algorithm Data rate (packets per second)</th>
<th>Minimax optimizing algorithm Data rate (packets per second)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>1039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>1220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.2: Data rate Vs Number of Paths
VII. CONCLUSION

The optimization models related with routing, bandwidth utilization and power consumption are developed using the OR techniques like maximal flow algorithm, transshipment model and minimax optimizing algorithm.

VIII. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

1) Determination of frequency of running the model by exploiting the recharging capability of the nodes and the speed of dynamically changing topology of the network.

2) Analysis of performance of the model by comparing the simulation results of this model with the simulation results of other routing protocols related with power consumption and Bandwidth utilization in the wireless mesh computing environment.

3) The comparison metrics, with other existing methodologies, other parameters and with more demonstration.
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Abstract—A numerical investigation on the dynamic large-signal analysis using a time-domain traveling wave model of quarter wave-shifted distributed feedback semiconductor lasers diode with a Gaussian distribution of the coupling coefficient (GDCC) is presented. It is found that the single-mode behavior and the more hole-burning effect corrections of quarter wave-shifted distributed feedback laser with large coupling coefficient can be improved significantly by this new proposed light source.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Long-haul modern Fiber-Optic Telecommunication Systems need optical source with high quality: high output optical power, low threshold current and reduced spatial hole burning effects, the longitudinal side mode are undesirable due to the presence of fiber dispersion [1][2][3][4]. The distributed feedback semiconductor lasers diode (DFB) have attracted great attention as the most favorable candidate. But the main disadvantage of this laser was the mode degeneracy and high threshold [1][6]. A phase shift along laser cavity can be introduced to remove the mode degeneracy [2]. Experimental results and numerical simulations have shown that the quarter wavelength shifted distributed feedback laser (the phase shift is located at the center of the cavity and its value is fixed at 90°) oscillates at the Bragg wavelength, presenting the smallest threshold current and the high gain selectivity when compared to other λ Phase-Shifted DFB laser diodes [1][2]. However, presenters of the phase shift in the grating of DFB laser generally causes spatial no-uniformity and more interaction between the photon and carrier densities, especially for at high injection currents, this phenomenon, called spatial hole burning effect, reduce the performances of the λ Phase-Shifted DFB lasers diodes [2][4]. Recently, λ/4 Phase-Shifted DFB with Gaussian distribution of the coupling coefficient (GDCC QWS) is proposed [1] to overcome the influence of spatial hole burning effect by maintaining uniform internal filed along the laser cavity and reduce the threshold current, extensive studies have verified that stable single-mode and high power operation can be achieved in GDCC lasers with large coupling coefficient κL = 2.5, the studies is conducted by the Transfer Matrix Model (TMM) [1]. However, the relative important characteristics of this structure as the dynamic response have not been considered in their investigation.

In this letter the study consists in comparing the performance of the new proposed light source (GDCC QWS DFB) and conventional lasers having same total coupling coefficient in order to show the superiority of the GDCC configurations. The transient responses of the devices under analysis will be analyzed by using the time-domain multimode algorithm that is capable of including the longitudinal variation of the optical-mode and photon density profiles, the parabolic model of material gain is assumed [1]. In addition the spontaneous emission noise, the no uniform carrier density resulting from the hole burning effects as well as that the refractive index distribution are also taken into account. As a result this model may be applied to multi-sections lasers, such as phase-tunable lasers, tunable lasers and lasers designed to compensate for spatial hole burning (Subject of this paper). The model may also be applicable to tunable DFB laser amplifiers, the noise properties of DFB laser amplifiers and to bistable DFB switches.

The paper is organized as follows: the time-domain model is briefly described in section II. Simulation resultants of structures under analysis are presented and discussed in section III. Finally, a brief conclusion is drawn.

II. TIME-DOMAIN MODEL (TDM)

For the phase-shifted distributed feedback semiconductor laser diode, the electric field in the laser cavity is given by [8]:

\[
\psi(z, t) = [R(z, t)e^{-i\beta_0 z} + S(z, t)e^{i\beta_0 z}]e^{-i\omega_0 t}
\]  

(1)

Where \(\beta_0\) is the propagation constant at Bragg frequency and \(\omega_0\) is the reference frequency. \(R\) and \(S\) are the slowly varying complexes fields components include the amplitude and phase information of the forward and reverse wave in the waveguide respectively.
The fields R and S can be derived from the Maxwell's equations using the slowly varying amplitude approximation. Time-dependent coupled equation can be written as [8][11]:

\[
\frac{1}{c_g} \frac{\partial R}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial R}{\partial z} = \left[ \frac{1}{2} (g(z,t) - \alpha_1) - i\delta \right] R + i\kappa(z) S e^{-i\varphi(z)} + \xi(z,t) \tag{2}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{c_g} \frac{\partial S}{\partial t} - \frac{\partial S}{\partial z} = \left[ \frac{1}{2} (g(z,t) - \alpha_1) - i\delta \right] S + i\kappa(z) R e^{i\varphi(z)} + \xi(z,t) \tag{3}
\]

Where \( c_g \) is the group velocity, \( \Gamma \) is the optical confinement factor, \( \kappa(z) \) is the coupling coefficient between the forward and backward propagation waves, \( \alpha_1 \) is the waveguide loss (includes the absorption in both the active and cladding layer as well as any scattering), \( \varphi(z) \) is the phase shift at \( z \) position, \( \varepsilon \) is the gain compression coefficient (non-linear coefficient to take into account saturation effects) and \( \xi \) is the spontaneous emission term contributed to the forward and backward propagation components, the stochastic property of the noise term \( \xi \) is described by a random process with zero mean value and correlation function as described in [8][9][10] satisfying the correlation:

\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\langle \xi(z,t), \xi'(z',t') \rangle = \frac{\beta KN^2}{v_g} \delta(t - t') \delta(z - z') \\
\langle \xi(z,t), \xi(z,t) \rangle = 0 \tag{4}
\end{array} \right.
\]

Where \( \beta \) is the spontaneous coupling factor, \( K \) is the Peterman Coefficient and \( \frac{BN^2}{v_g} \) is the bimolecular recombination per unit length contributed to spontaneous emission.

\( g(z,t) \) is the material gain, given by the parabolic formula:

\[
g(z,t) = A_0 \Delta N(z,t) - A_1 [\Delta \lambda + A_2 \Delta N(z,t)]^2 \tag{5}
\]

In the above equation, \( A_0 \) is the differential gain, \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) are parameters used in the parabolic model assumed for the material gain, \( \Delta N \) and \( \Delta \lambda \) are the change of the carrier density and lasing wavelength defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta N(z,t) &= N(z,t) - N^0 \\
\Delta \lambda &= \lambda - \lambda_0
\end{align*} \tag{6}
\]

\( N \) is the carrier density, \( N^0 \) is the carrier concentration at transparency (\( g = 0 \)), \( \lambda \) the oscillating wavelength and \( \lambda_0 \) is the peak wavelength at transparency. Using the first-order approximation for the refractive index, one obtains:

\[
n(z,t) = n_0 + \Gamma \frac{dn}{dn} N(z,t) \tag{7}
\]

Where \( n_0 \) is the refractive index at zeros carrier injection and \( \frac{dn}{dn} \) is the differential index.

The \( \delta \) in equations (2) and (3) represent the mode detuning (derivation from Bragg condition) defined as:

\[
\delta(z,t) = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} n(z,t) - \frac{2\pi n_g}{\lambda B} (\lambda - \lambda_g) - \frac{n}{\kappa(z)} \tag{8}
\]

Where \( \Lambda_B \) is the Bragg wavelength, \( \lambda \) is the lasing-mode wavelength, \( n_g \) is the group refractive index and \( \Lambda \) is the pitch (period) of the grating.

The carrier concentration \( N(z,t) \) and the stimulated photon density are coupled together through the time-dependent carrier rate equation in the active layer which is shown here as [14]:

\[
\frac{dN}{dt} = \frac{l}{q \tau} - \frac{N}{\tau} - BN^2 - CN^3 - \Gamma c_g g(z,t) \frac{P}{v_g} \tag{9}
\]

Where \( l \) is the injection current, \( q \) is the modulus of the electron charge, \( V \) is the volume of the active layer, \( \tau \) is the carrier life time, \( B \) is the radiative spontaneous emission coefficient and \( C \) is the Auger recombination coefficient and \( P \) is the photon density, which is related to the magnitude of travelling wave amplitudes as:

\[
P(z,t) = |R(z,t)|^2 + |S(z,t)|^2 \tag{10}
\]

In the TDM simulation the Large-signal spatiotemporal response of the laser is obtained by solving directly in the time domain the coupled wave equation (2)-(3) and the carrier rate equation (9) with axially-varying parameters. A finite-difference time-domain algorithm is applied to these equations with uniform intervals of time and space, to take the spatial hole burning and the carrier induced refractive index fluctuation into consideration, the laser cavity is divided into a large number of Subsections \( (M = 5000) \) with length \( \Delta z = \frac{L}{M} = c_g \Delta t \), \( L \) is the length of the cavity. In each section the material and structure parameters are kept constant, also the reflectivity at the end facet supposed to be zero. The numerical method followed here is similar to the one developed in [14].

The time-domain model is applicable to various types of semiconductor laser diodes. In this letter we apply the numerical model to compare to performance of the conventional quarterly wavelength shifted distributed feedback laser and GDCC QWS DFB laser having the same total coupling coefficient. In the proposed quarterly wavelength shifted distributed feedback laser the \( \lambda \) phase-shifted is located at the centre of the cavity and the coupling coefficient \( \kappa \) is a function of the longitudinal coordinate \( z \), \( \kappa \) change continuously along the laser cavity as follows:

\[
\kappa(z) = \kappa_0 e^{-\sigma((z-\frac{L}{2})/L)^2} \tag{11}
\]

Where \( \kappa_0 \) the average value of the coupling coefficient, this parameter is introduced in order to allow a straightforward comparison between the characteristics of the GDCC QWS DFB and the conventional QWS DFB. The parameters definitions of these structures are summarized in table I, their distribution of the coupling coefficient are presented in the figure 1.
TABLE I. SUMMARY PARAMETERS DEFINITIONS OF STRUCTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>( G )</th>
<th>( \kappa_{sL} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional QWS DFB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDCC QWS DFB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27098</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. SUMMARY MATERIAL AND STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>PARAMETRS</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \tau )</td>
<td>Carrier lifetime</td>
<td>( 4.1 \times 10^{-5} \text{s} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B )</td>
<td>Bimolecular recombination</td>
<td>( 10^{-18} \text{m}^{-3} \text{s}^{-1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \xi )</td>
<td>Auger recombination</td>
<td>( 3 \times 10^{-4} \text{m}^{-3} \text{s}^{-1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N^0 )</td>
<td>Transparency carrier density</td>
<td>( 1.5 \times 10^{24} \text{m}^{-3} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varepsilon )</td>
<td>Non-linear gain coefficient</td>
<td>( 1.5 \times 10^{-23} \text{m}^{3} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_0 )</td>
<td>Differential gain</td>
<td>( 2.7 \times 10^{-20} \text{m}^{3} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_1 )</td>
<td>Gain curvature</td>
<td>( 1.5 \times 10^{15} \text{m}^{-3} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_2 )</td>
<td>Differential peak wavelength</td>
<td>( 2.7 \times 10^{-32} \text{m}^{4} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha_t )</td>
<td>Internal absorption</td>
<td>( 4.1 \times 10^{3} \text{m}^{-1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n_g )</td>
<td>Group index</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_g )</td>
<td>Group velocity</td>
<td>( 2.7 \times 10^{-32} \text{m}^{4} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>Cavity length</td>
<td>500 ( \mu \text{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D )</td>
<td>Active layer thickness</td>
<td>0.12 ( \mu \text{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w )</td>
<td>Active layer width</td>
<td>1.5 ( \mu \text{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V )</td>
<td>Volume for active region</td>
<td>90 ( \mu \text{m}^{3} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Lambda )</td>
<td>Grating period</td>
<td>227,039 ( \mu \text{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_B )</td>
<td>Bragg wavelength</td>
<td>1550 ( \text{nm} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_0 )</td>
<td>Peak wavelength at transparency</td>
<td>1565 ( \text{nm} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Gamma )</td>
<td>Optical confinement factor</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varphi )</td>
<td>Phase shift</td>
<td>90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Omega )</td>
<td>Residue corrugation phase at left facet</td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Normalized coupling coefficient configurations used for the numerical simulations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Modest injection levels (\( I = 20 \text{mA} \))

Figure 2. Transient response (current from 0mA to 20mA) of output photon density for the Conventional QWS DFB and the GDCC-QWS DFB.

When the biasing currents trends toward the threshold (Figure 2) the cavity is the seat of a spontaneous emission noise in the case of conventional QWS. Therefore this biasing current is inadequate to initiate the laser effects; the threshold current of the conventional structure is more than 20mA, while the

---

1 According to the results obtained by the static study published in the [1]
optical source has a low threshold current compared to the conventional QWS DFB, this first main advantage can be verified by evaluation of the optical power versus the current injection.

From the emitting photon density at the facet, the output optical power can be evaluated. Figure 3 summaries results obtained for the conventional QWS DFB and GDCC QWS DFB LDs with the biasing current as parameter. Compared with the standard QWS DFB, it seems that the use of a smaller coupling coefficient near the facet has increased the overall cavity loss (case of GDCC QWS DFB Laser structure). The figure also shows that the GDCC QWS DFB laser structure has a relatively smaller value of threshold current $I_{th}$ = 19.75 mA and a relatively larger output power under the same biasing current.

**High injection current ($I = 100\ mA$)**

In the figure 4, the damping of transient in GDCC QWS DFB is better than for the conventional device. After some relaxation oscillations, other differences occur between the conventional and GDCC QWS; the output photon density starts to oscillate in strong amplitude as the consequence of the beating between two modes in the case of conventional QWS DFB. This is confirmed by taking a sample of the emission spectrum in two different moments:

Figure 3. Emitted optical power versus current injection for the Conventional QWS DFB and the GDCC QWS DFB laser.

Figure 4. Transient response (current from 0mA to 100mA) of output photon density for the Conventional QWS DFB and the GDCC-QWS DFB.

turn-on-transient after the laser has switched and a typical oscillations are obtained in case of GDCC QWS DFB, this

Figure 5. The Normalized emission spectrum in two different times, for the Conventional QWS DFB and the GDCC-QWS DFB.
The spectral characteristics of the GDCC QWS DFB laser structures with the time changes are shown in the figure 5, distinct peaks which correspond to different oscillating modes are observed along the spectrum; the spectral amplitude of the dominant lasing mode found near 1546.90 nm shows no sign of reduction and remains at a high value near $10^6$. Compared with the standard QWS DFB structure, the GDCC QWS DFB laser structure shows no server mode competition and an SMSR at least 25 dB is maintained throughout the time range.

In the case of the conventional QWS DFB, it can be seen that all peak wavelengths shift towards the shorter wavelength, and reduction of the spectral amplitude difference between the lasing mode and the side mode which is located at shorter wavelength side. At time $t_2 = 10$ ns, the side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) is reduced to less than 25 dB.

The variation of the longitudinal profiles of carrier density and refractive index can also indicate the occurrence of a multimode operation in DFB structures. As an illustration, we have plotted in the figure 5 the longitudinal profiles of refractive index in two distinct instants ($t_1, t_2$) and the statistic longitudinal standard deviation of carrier density in the period $[t_1, t_2]$ given by:

$$
\sigma(N_i) = \sqrt{E(N_i^2) - (E(N_i))^2}
$$

(12)

The beating between two modes observed in the case of conventional QWS DFB (Figure 5) is caused by the longitudinal hole burning effects. This phenomenon alters the lasing characteristics of the QWS DFB LD by changing the refractive index along the cavity (Figure 6 especially in the case of conventional structure). Under a uniform current injection, the light intensity inside the laser structure increases with biasing current. For strongly coupled laser devices, most light concentrate at the centre of the cavity. The carrier density at the centre is reduced remarkably as a result of stimulated recombination. Such a depleted carrier concentration induces an escalation of nearby injected carriers and consequently a spatially varying refractive index results Figure 6. This figure also shows the temporal instability of the carrier density especially near the facets of the cavity Conventional, which explains the strong amplitude oscillations observed for output photon density in the figure 4.

III. CONCLUSION

With the help of a traveling wave model of semiconductor laser diodes, the dynamic analysis of Quarterly Wavelength Shifted Distributed Feedback Semiconductor Lasers with the Gaussian distribution of the coupling coefficient (GDCC) has been investigated and compared to conventional structures, to conduct this study we have developed a simple algorithm to calculate the large-signal dynamic response of DFB lasers by solving the time-dependent coupled wave equations and the carrier rate equation in the time domain. The spontaneous emission noise, longitudinal variations of carrier (hole burning) and photon densities as well as that of the refractive index are taken into consideration. The TDM was applied to GDCC QWS DFB and to Conventional QWS DFB, which is characterized by its uniform coupling coefficient, was shown to have a largest threshold current has the smallest output optical power. At high injection current, the conventional QWS structure is subject to mode beating and its output photon density starts to oscillate in strong amplitude as the result of the interference between the involved modes caused by the LSHB. Although the GDCC QWS DFB laser maintains a steady state regime in which the output power becomes stabilized (no mode beating), no remarkable change in the spectral output in time, the damping of transient is better than for the conventional device. We may conclude that this new proposed light source can be used to extend the transmission distance in optical communication systems.
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Abstract—This paper describes mutual exclusion principle for multithreaded web crawlers. The existing web crawlers use data structures to hold frontier set in local address space. This space could be used to run more crawler threads for faster operation. All crawler threads fetch the URL to crawl from the centralized frontier. The mutual exclusion principle is used to provide access to frontier for each crawler thread in synchronized manner to avoid deadlock. The approach to utilize the waiting time on mutual exclusion lock in efficient manner has been discussed in detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Web crawlers are programs that exploit the graph structure of the World Wide Web. The most important component of a search engine is an efficient crawler. World Wide Web is growing very rapidly; it is pertinent for search engines to opt for efficient and fast crawler processes to provide good results on search. Crawlers are also called as robots or spiders. Crawlers employed by search engines usually operate in multithreaded manner for high speed operation. When started multithreaded crawlers initialize a data structure, usually queue that holds the list of URLs to be visited by that crawler thread. These queues are filled constantly by a program employed within URL server which constantly monitors the count in each queue so that load on each crawler thread is balanced. The Load Balancing aspect is important to ensure efficient utilization of resources i.e. crawler threads. [1, 3]

Each thread start with a URL usually called a seed from their queue maintained in their local address space; they fetch the web page corresponding to that URL from World Wide Web, parse the page, extract the metadata and add links in this page to the frontier set which consists of the unvisited URLs. The data extracted consisting of body text, title, link text called as metadata are added into the metadata server. This metadata is further used by indexers for ranking the pages thus crawled. This ranked page set is then used by search engines as search results.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Problem statement and comparison model

Traditional crawlers operate with a URL queue. The main drawback in this case is that each of them maintains a URL queue in local address. Initially, each thread holds 50 URLs to be visited. And each of them is to be monitored by single URL server program for adding new URLs to the queue as URLs are popped by crawler. Consider scenario where crawlers are operating in multithreaded manner and they access centralized URL frontier to fetch URL. Due to this, there might be cases of infinite waiting for crawler threads. To avoid such conditions and to provide synchronization among threads, mutual exclusion lock is used. Our focus is on comparison of operation model of multithreaded crawlers with synchronization lock and multithreaded crawlers without synchronization lock. We will analyze the behavior of these models and draw a conclusion based on performance.

B. Experiment model

We are considering a thread generator program capable of generating multiple crawler threads at a specified rate. Each crawler thread is capable of accessing the same centralized URL frontier, a database. The rate at which thread is generated can be easily controlled within the experimental setup to record observations. We will refer a model as “Non-mutex” when multiple threads operate without synchronization lock and we will refer a model as “Mutex” when multiple threads operate with synchronization lock to access shared resource. HTTP (Hypertext transfer protocol) is widely used for transfer of hypertext over the internet. Each thread fetches the page as
a result of HTTP request and HTTP response actions. Each web server, according to robot exclusion protocol has a file named “robot.txt” that specifies which of the pages that are changed since robots last visited. But here we are ignoring that file meant for robots. In order to indicate the benefits of mutual exclusion lock in terms of performance we have also implemented the thread generator program without the mutual exclusion lock, hence in this case it is possible for more than one crawler thread to access the URL frontier at the same time. [5]

III. MUTUAL EXCLUSION LOCKS FOR CRAWLER THREADS

We are considering a thread generator program generates the crawler threads at a specific rate that can be tuned to different values so as to record the observations for the experiment. Mutual Exclusion principle states that multiple processes or threads intending to access the same resource will access it mutually exclusively, that is only one at a time. This can be achieved by using a binary semaphore as mutual exclusion lock, ‘mutex’. Mutual exclusion for crawler threads applies in similar manner. When a crawler thread need to access the shared resource i.e. URL frontier, it check for the availability of the mutex lock. If it is in released state then it locks it and access the frontier. By that time if any other crawler threads need to access frontier it must wait until the lock is released by thread that holds the lock. Only one thread can access the URL frontier at a time hence providing controlled access and avoiding deadlock. Each thread fetches the URL to be visited from the URL frontier and establishes the connection with the web server. [6]

Pseudo code for mutex locks implementation:

```java
while(mutex.isLocked())
    //wait here until lock is released
Mutex.lock()
    }//acquire the lock
    //do processing here)
Mutex.ReleaseLock()
    //release the lock
```

IV. CRAWLER ARCHITECTURE

A. Structure

Crawler thread is the thread generated by a program. Thread runs in background mode in operating system. Crawler thread is responsible for fetching the web pages from worldwide web over HTTP. For non-mutex model, each crawler thread holds data structure for holding the raw data fetched from single source.

For mutex model, each crawler thread holds data structure probably a stack to hold raw data from multiple sources as discussed in latter sections. Also, in mutex model the thread generator program is responsible for providing the mutex lock to all crawler threads generated by it.

The data structure to hold the raw data is filled when HTTP response is received and it is flushed when the raw data is pushed into the raw fetched data store or the database for parsing. The threads generated by thread generator can be called as connections as each represent a connection with the web server. For example: 50 Crawler threads per sec.

B. Operation

As each thread is created it fetches a URL to be visited from the URL frontier, sends a HTTP request to the web server and waits for the HTTP response containing raw text of the page requested.

By the time this thread is fetching the URL from frontier, all other threads wait for mutex lock to be released. Once the thread release the lock, another thread which was waiting for the lock acquires it. The next thread which gets this lock is dependent on how operating system manages the priority for providing the lock to next waiting thread.

The raw text thus received from HTTP response i.e. raw data is added to the ‘raw fetched data store’. And then this thread repeats its action from fetching the URL. All threads will terminate when there is no URL in URL frontier. The raw data fetched is to be processed to extract metadata and links from pages. Further processing is done by the ‘filter’ process. It reads the page extract title, outer text of the page, link text and adds it to the metadata store. Extracts links within the page and add them to the URL frontier. [7]

C. Pseudo Code

The pseudo code for crawler thread is shown below. This gives an insight on operations performed by crawler thread and sequence of those operations.

- **init**: This procedure is called as soon as crawler thread is created. Purpose of this method is to initialize the thread with required data structures.
- **fetch_url**: This is responsible for fetching URL from the URL frontier by using the mutex lock.
- **navigate_url**: This is responsible for sending HTTP request and receiving the HTTP response for a URL.
D. Crawler Algorithm

Assuming that mutex represents the mutual exclusion lock at database level that provide synchronized access to crawler threads.

1. Check the locked status of mutex lock.
   
   LockStatus=CheckMutexLockStatus[mutex]

2. If LockStatus=MUTEX_LOCKED then wait for lock top open by going to step 1. If LockStatus=MUTEX_OPEN then goto step 3.

3. Access the URL Frontier to pick next URL which is to be fetched and crawled to extract metadata.

nextURL=getNextURL()

4. Release the mutex lock so that it can be accessed by other threads

ReleaseMutexLock(mutex)

5. Fetch the raw web page and populate in appropriate data structure:

rawData=fetchRawPage(nextURL)

6. Repeat step 1, 2 to acquire lock. Once the lock is acquired, push the rawData to database:

pushRawPage(rawData)

7. Release the mutex lock :

ReleaseMutexLock(mutex)

8. Repeat steps 1 to 7 until URL frontier is empty.

V. Parser

A. Structure

Once the raw page data is pushed into the database the next step is to parse that data and extract meaningful metadata from it. This metadata acts fundamental information for search engine. The kind of elements parsed from raw data to generate metadata may vary as per the search engine requirements. In general the elements which are parsed to extract metadata are hyperlinks, title, Meta tag, headings, etc. For experiment a multithreaded parser was developed that can also generate parser threads at variable rate to extract information of raw pages and push them into database so that it can be readily used by the search engine.[8]

B. Pseudo Code

The pseudo code for Filter/Parser is shown below.

```plaintext
filter() {
    new_raw=pop(raw_data_store)
    new_meta=extract_meta_data(new_raw)
    push(meta_data_store,new_meta)
    extract_links(new_raw )
}
extract_meta_data(new_raw) {
    //Extracts and returns the Metadata of the page
}
extract_links(new_raw) {
    for each url in new_raw
        push(url_frontier,url)
}
```

filter: This procedure is called as soon as filter process is initiated. Purpose of this method is to initialize the thread with required data structures.

extract_meta_data(new_raw): This procedure is responsible for extracting meta data from the page and adding it to raw fetched meta data store.

extract_links(new_raw): This procedure is responsible for extracting all URLs from the page and add them to URL frontier.

C. Parser Algorithm

Assuming that mutex represents the mutual exclusion lock at database level that provide synchronized access to parser threads.

1. Check the locked status of mutex lock.

   LockStatus=CheckMutexLockStatus[mutex]
2. If LockStatus=MUTEX_LOCKED then wait for lock top open by going to step 1. If LockStatus=MUTEX_OPEN then goto step 3.
3. Access the raw page data from database:
   rawData=GetRawPageData()
4. Release the mutex lock so that it can be accessed by other threads
   ReleaseMutexLock(mutex)
5. Parse the page and extract metadata from it:
   metaData=ExtractMeta(rawData)
6. Repeat step 1, 2 to acquire lock. Once the lock is acquired, push the metaData to database:
   pushMetadata(metaData)
7. Release the mutex lock:
   ReleaseMutexLock(mutex)
8. Repeat steps 1 to 7 until URL frontier is empty

VI. OBSERVATIONS

A. Time factor

Consider let T be the combined time to fetch a page from the web, extract metadata and links from it. Now this T is composed of two components: time to fetch the page from web and time to parse the page to extract links and metadata. Let \( t_f \) be the time to fetch the page and \( t_p \) is the time to parse the page to extract data from it. Then we can write T as:

\[
T = t_f + t_p
\]

A set of 2000 URLs is serving as the URL frontier at the beginning of the experiment. We performed our experiment for both crawling using mutex lock and crawling without mutex lock. Crawler threads are only responsible for fetching the web pages not parsing the pages. A ‘Filter’ program is used to parse the fetched web pages, extract links and metadata from them. Since we are using same URL frontier set for both mutex based and non-mutex based crawling, the ‘Filter’ program takes same constant amount of time to parse pages for both the cases. \( t_f \) includes the time to fetch the URL from frontier, time to send HTTP request and time to obtain the HTTP response. \( t_f \) can be written as:

\[
T = t_f + t_p
\]

Where \( t_{\text{request}} \) is the time taken by request to fetch the server and \( t_{\text{response}} \) is the time taken for response to reach the crawler. Above equation holds good for models where the parser can directly get the raw data from the crawler thread for parsing. For models where the parser threads write the raw page data fetched from a URL to the centralized database, the equation can be written as:

\[
t_f = t_{\text{request}} + t_{\text{response}} + t_{\text{pushToStore}}
\]

\( t_{\text{pushToStore}} \) is the time to acquire the mutex lock, write the raw data and to release the lock. \( t_{\text{request}} \) can be further broken down into \( t_{\text{pickurl}} \) and \( t_{\text{httprequest}} \). \( t_{\text{pickurl}} \) is time spent waiting for mutex lock, acquire mutex lock for database, access next URL and release the mutex lock. \( t_{\text{httprequest}} \) is the time taken to create HTTP request and send it to respective endpoint. \( t_{\text{response}} \) depends on several factors like speed of the internet connection, load on the web server serving that page and many other factors. The only parameter we can control is \( t_{\text{request}} \). This is the only factor that can be controlled to minimize the \( t_f \).

B. Time Minimization

The minimization of \( t_{\text{request}} \) was performed in this experiment within the variable rate crawler thread generator. Generator provides provision to set rate at which the crawler thread will be generated. Once the page is crawled, its raw source is pushed into database with other relevant information specific to URL resource. The parser threads are responsible for parsing the raw page and extract useful metadata from it that can be fed to the search engine. These threads too are executed in multithreaded manner where synchronization between thread is done through mutex lock at database level. Based on observations recorded by generating crawler threads at variable rates, a graph is plotted for \( t_{\text{pickurl}} \) against threading rate and is shown below:

![Graph for \( t_{\text{pickurl}} \) vs. thread generation rate](image)

C. Utilizing mutex lock waiting time in crawler thread

Consider the case when a crawler thread holds the mutex lock and other threads are waiting for the lock to read the next URL from the frontier. Here we are considering the mutex model where mutex lock is used for synchronization. Under normal operation conditions the probability of majority of threads waiting for mutex lock is high. This totally depends on the \( t_f \), the time to fetch the raw page. It was observed that majority of threads have similar \( t_f \). Thus they end up fetching the page in same time and spend most of time waiting for mutex lock to fetch next URL. The waiting time for crawler thread can be utilized by employing that time for fetching raw data for subsequent URLs. We name this approach as extended crawling. The change required in crawler thread is that rather than picking a single URL from the frontier it picks collection of URLs whose raw data is to be fetched. This collection of URLs is pushed onto a stack STK[URL]. Once raw page data for a URL is fetched crawler checks for availability of mutex lock. If lock is held by any other thread
then current thread pushes the raw fetched data onto a stack STK[RAW] and pops the next URL from the STK[URL]. Then crawler fetches the raw page data for this next URL popped. So this way the waiting time is utilized for fetching raw data for collection of URLs. In this model each thread will push the raw data to database in short bursts whenever the mutex lock is acquired by the thread.

The proposed algorithm for utilizing the waiting time for extended crawling can be written as:

1. Check the locked status of mutex lock
   LockStatus=CheckMutexLockStatus[mutex]

2. If LockStatus=MUTEX_LOCKED then goto step 3. If LockStatus=MUTEX_OPEN then goto step 7

3. Pop the URL from STK[URL] to fetch the page while the mutex lock is held by other threads:
   nextURL=STL[URL].Pop()

4. Fetch the raw page data using the URL popped in previous step:
   rawData=HTTPFetch(nextURL)

5. Push the fetched raw data onto STK[RAW]:
   STK[RAW].Push(rawData)

6. Repeat Step 1 to acquire the lock.

7. Pop the fetched raw page data form top of stack
   STK[RAW] and write it to database:
   rawData==STK[RAW].Pop()
   CommitToDatabase(rawData)

8. Repeat step 7 until stack is empty. Once stack is empty repeat steps 1 to 6.

Consider the variation of $t_{mutex}$, $t_{request} + t_{response}$ and $t_{pushToStore}$ with thread generation rate for a single thread. The dark shaded region shows the time spent in sending the request and fetching the page in the waiting time for the mutex lock by crawler thread. The dark black line shows the variation of total time to fetch the page ($t_5$). The light shaded region shows the variation of $t_{pushToStore}$ with thread generation rate. In case the mutex waiting time would not have utilized, the region under dark line ($t_5$) will be light shaded which mainly consists of time spent waiting on lock after the page is fetched. The following graph shows that large portion of $t_5$, i.e. waiting time on mutex lock is utilized for fetching raw pages for subsequent URLs.

D. Utilizing mutex lock waiting time in parser thread

Consider $t_p$, this factor is highly variable based on the amount of elements on crawled page. Higher the number of elements on the crawled page, higher the parsing time. $t_p$ can be broken down into $t_{parse}$ and $t_{pushMetadata}$. $t_{parse}$ is the time taken to parse the raw page and fill the appropriate data structures.

The proposed algorithm for utilizing the waiting time for extended parsing can be written as:

The table shows the observations for $t_{request} + t_{response}$ and $t_{pushToStore}$ at different number of crawler threads:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parser Threads</th>
<th>$t_{request} + t_{response}$ (sec)</th>
<th>$t_{pushToStore}$ (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$t_{pushMetadata}$ is the time spent waiting for mutex lock, acquire mutex lock, save changes in database, commit the changes and release the mutex lock. Under normal operation conditions the probability of majority of threads waiting for mutex lock is high. The reason is that most of threads might finish parsing operation at same time and they wait for lock if it is acquired by other thread. The waiting time for a parser thread can be utilized by employing that time for parsing subsequent raw pages by picking up another raw page data and parsing it. We name this approach as extended parsing.

The change required in parser thread will be that rather than fetching raw page data for single page the parser will fetch collection of raw page data from the database and push collection onto a stack STK[RAW]. Once the parser finishes parsing raw page and if the mutex is locked then parser can pop raw page data for other pages held in stack and start parsing them. The parsed metadata set can be pushed on the stack STK[META] for pages parsed while waiting for mutex lock. Once the lock is acquired by the thread, it can write all parsed metadata which is held on stack to the database and release the lock. In this model each thread will push parsed metadata to database in short bursts whenever the mutex lock is acquired. This way the waiting time for mutex lock can be utilized for parsing the raw page.

The proposed algorithm for utilizing the waiting time for extended parsing can be written as:
1) Check the locked status of mutex lock
2) LockStatus=CheckMutexLockStatus[mutex]
3) If LockStatus=MUTEX_LOCKED then goto step 3. If LockStatus=MUTEX_OPEN then goto step 7.
4) Pop the raw page data from STK[RAW] to extract metadata from the page while the mutex lock is held by other threads;
5) rawData=STL[RAW].Pop()
6) Parse the page and extract metadata from it:
7) metaData=ExtractMeta(rawData)
8) Push the extracted metaData onto STK[META]:
9) STK[META].Push(metadata)
10) Repeat step 1 to acquire the lock.
11) Pop the metadata from top of stack STK[META] and write the metadata to database:
12) metadata=STK[META].Pop()
13) CommitToDatabase(metadata)
14) Repeat step 7 until stack is empty. Once stack is empty repeat steps 1 to 6.

Consider the variation of \( t_{parse} \), \( t_{pushMetadata} \), and \( t_p \) with thread generation rate for a single thread. The dark shaded region shows the time spent in parsing the raw pages in the waiting time for the mutex lock by filter thread. The dark black line shows the variation of total time for parsing \( t_p \). The light shaded region shows the variation of \( t_{pushMetadata} \) with thread generation rate. In case the mutex waiting time would not have utilized, the region under dark line \( t_p \) will be light shaded which mainly consists of time spent waiting on lock after parsing is complete. The following graph shows that large portion of \( t_p \), i.e. waiting time on mutex lock is utilized under the parsing for subsequent set of raw pages.

![Time (sec)](image)

**Figure 5.** Graph for \( t_p \) vs. thread generation rate

The table shows the observations for \( t_{parse} \) and \( t_{pushMetadata} \) at different number of parser threads:

**TABLE II.** Variation of \( t_{parse} \) and \( t_{pushMetadata} \) with thread generation rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parser Threads</th>
<th>( t_{parse} ) (sec)</th>
<th>( t_{pushMetadata} ) (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VII. RESULTS**

The experiment was conducted on Windows XP sp-2 operating system equipped with 512MB RAM, 512 kbps ADSL broadband connection. We are calculating time \( t_p \), the time to fetch the fetch the page. The variation of \( t_{pickurl} \) with thread generation rate has been discussed. Also, the experiment results involving utilization of mutex waiting time for parsing raw pages indicates the gravity of the approach. It can be deduced from the graph that multithreaded crawlers works efficiently only with the usage of mutual exclusion lock.

We can observe that for lower rate values, small increase in rate brings down \( t_{pickurl} \) by large amounts. For larger rate values, large increase in rate brings small change in \( t_{pickurl} \).

Also, it presents new approach to utilize mutex waiting time for parsing operation. This leads to increased performance of the crawler, parser and efficient utilization of resources.

**VIII. FUTURE SCOPE**

The future work will focus on minimizing the time incurred in acquiring the lock, writing data to database and releasing the lock. This time is represented as grey section in graphs shown in this document.

This may be accomplished by interacting with operating systems at a lower level to speed up the locking and releasing the mutex lock. Also, we will cover the aspects that will enhance the performance by providing an efficient synchronization model across crawler and parser threads.

**IX. CONCLUSION**

This paper presented a new approach for implementing multithreaded crawlers using mutual exclusion locks, which results in performance improvement as compared to traditional crawlers.

The approach of utilizing mutex waiting time proves efficient if employed for parsing or other useful operations within crawler threads.
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Abstract — In this paper we propose a novel approach for image encryption supported by lossy compression using multilevel wavelet transform. We first decompose the input image using multilevel 2-D wavelet transform, and thresholding is applied on the decomposed structure to get compressed image. Then we carry out encryption by decomposing the compressed image by multi-level 2-D Haar Wavelet Transform at the maximum allowed decomposition level. These results in the decomposition vector C and the corresponding bookkeeping matrix S. The decomposition vector C is reshaped into the size of the input image. The reshaped vector is rearranged by performing permutation to produce encrypted image. The vector C and the matrix S serve as key in the process of both encryption and decryption. In this analysis, we have noticed that the reconstructed image is a close replica of the input image.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An image is to be compressed so as to reduce the storage space and increase the speed of transmission. Image compression [1] is of two types: lossy or lossless. In lossless compression, the recovered data is identical to the original, whereas in the case of lossy compression the recovered data is a close replica of the original with minimal loss of data. Lossless compression can be used for text, medical images and legal documents etc. whereas lossy compression is used for natural images, speech signals etc. Images are widely used on several processes, including the Internet, and hence protecting confidential image data from unauthorized access has become an important issue in information security. Cryptography plays a vital role in information security. Cryptography [2] is the art or science that transforms a message (plaintext) into an unintelligible form (ciphertext) and then retransforms that message back to its original form.

Wavelets [3] have gained widespread acceptance in signal processing and image compression applications due to their utility in multi-resolution analysis. A basic wavelet is an oscillatory function that has limited duration. Wavelets are obtained from a single prototype wavelet called mother wavelet by dilations and shifting. Mathematically a wavelet is denoted by the function.

\[
\psi_{a,b}(t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{|a|}} \psi\left(\frac{t-b}{a}\right)
\]

where \(a\) is the scaling parameter and \(b\) is the shifting parameter. The transform based on wavelets is called wavelet transform. Wavelet decomposition of an image is used to analyze the image at different frequencies with different resolutions that gives specific information. This information can be used for processing the image, such as image compression. Wavelet transforms are of two types. One is Continuous Wavelet Transform and the other one is Discrete Wavelet Transform. Several researchers [4-10] have dealt with image compression using wavelet transform.

An alternative representation to wavelet transform is the multiwavelet transform [11-12]. Multiwavelets are very similar to wavelets but have some important differences. In particular, wavelets have an associated scaling function \(\Phi(t)\) and wavelet function \(\Psi(t)\), whereas multiwavelets have two or more scaling and wavelet functions. Multilevel wavelet transforms find a wide variety of applications. They can be used can be used for compression, denoising, edge detection and encryption. In a recent investigation, Debayan et al. [13] have developed an algorithm for text encryption using multilevel 1-D wavelet transform.

In the present paper, our objective is to develop a novel method for image encryption supported by compression using multilevel 2-D Wavelet Transform. Firstly, we compress the input image using multilevel 2- dimensional wavelet transform and the compressed image is then encrypted by using a multilevel 2- dimensional Haar Wavelet Transform.

In what follows we present the plan of the paper. In section 2, we explain the proposed method. Section 3 describes the process of image compression using wavelet packet transform. We present a novel approach for wavelet-based image encryption in section 4. We provide an illustration in section5. Finally in section 6, we deal with computations that are carried out in this analysis and draw conclusions.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

When network bandwidth and storage space are limited, image has to be compressed. It is necessary to protect the image data during transmission from unauthorized access. Therefore to reduce the time for encryption, the image is first compressed prior to encryption. Reverse operations are performed at the receiving end to reconstruct the original image. The Schematic diagram of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1.
The proposed method is implemented by the following steps.

1. **Decomposition**: Choose a multilevel 2-D wavelet transform having the number of decomposition levels as N. Compute the wavelet decomposition of the input image at level N.

2. **Thresholding**: For each level from 1 to N, a threshold is selected and global thresholding is applied to the detail coefficients.

3. **Encryption**: The compressed image is encrypted by using multilevel 2-D Wavelet Transform (Haar).

4. **Decryption**: The reverse process of encryption is performed to get the compressed image.

5. **Reconstruction**: Perform multilevel 2-D wavelet reconstruction of the decrypted image to get a close replica of the original input image.

**Algorithm for image encryption**

1) Read the input (compressed) image.
2) Decompose the input image at the maximum allowed level, using multilevel 2-D Haar Wavelet Transform to get decomposition vector C and the corresponding bookkeeping matrix S.
3) Store the vector C and the matrix S.
4) Reshape the coefficients of the decomposition vector C to have the size of the input image $(N \times N)$.
5) Rearrange the vector coefficients by performing permutation to produce encrypted image.

By performing inverse operations for the above steps in the reverse order, we get back the input compressed image which is the decrypted image. It is to be noted here that the decomposition vector C and the corresponding bookkeeping matrix S serve as key for both encryption and decryption.

**III. WAVELET APPROACH FOR IMAGE COMPRESSION**

Image compression is one of the most successful applications of wavelet transform. The Wavelet Transform can be implemented using specially designed digital filters. Let us consider an image $F(x,y)$ of size $N \times N$. The samples of the input image are passed through a low pass filter and a high pass filter simultaneously, and the filter outputs are down-sampled by two along rows. Then the filter outputs can be further decomposed using the same filters and down-sampled by two again along columns, giving the approximation coefficients matrix $(LL)$ and the detail coefficients matrices $(LH, HL$ and $HH)$ each of size $N/2 \times N/2$ as shown in Figure 2.

To have a clear idea, Figure 2 can be seen as shown below.

The approximation coefficients matrix $(LL)$ is called low resolution sub image. The sub images $(HL, LH$ and $HH)$ give horizontal, vertical and diagonal details respectively. Multwavelet decompositions produce two low pass subbands and two high pass subbands in each dimension. This kind of decomposition can be repeated to further increase the frequency resolution and the approximation coefficients decomposed with high and low pass filters and then down-sampled. In this analysis, we have conducted experiments using multilevel wavelet transforms based on Haar, Biorthogonal, Coiflet, Discrete Mayer Wavelet, Symlet, and we have taken the number of decomposition levels 3 to 5. However we have included levels 3 and 4 only in our analysis (See table I in section 6) for brevity in representation.

In the process of multilevel wavelet decomposition, many of the wavelet coefficients we have obtained are close to or equal to zero. Most of the information is included among a small number of the transformed coefficients. So, we truncate or quantize the coefficients including little information using thresholding. Thresholding can modify the coefficients to produce more zeros. Three types of thresholding techniques can be used: local thresholding, global thresholding and dynamic thresholding. Local thresholding is one in which a different threshold is applied to each sub image where as a single threshold is applied to all sub images in global thresholding. Dynamic thresholding uses different thresholds for each coefficient separately. In our analysis, level-dependent global thresholds are selected based on Birge-Massart strategy and applied on detail coefficients as...
approximation coefficients cannot be thresholded. This will produce many consecutive zeros which can be stored in much less space and transmitted more quickly.

It is to be noted here that the low pass filter and the high pass filter are related to each other and they are known as the quadrature mirror filters which will make image reconstruction possible.

IV. WAVELET BASED IMAGE ENCRYPTION

In this section we present a novel method for image encryption using Wavelet Transform. The compressed image which we have obtained in section III is decomposed by multilevel 2-D Haar Wavelet Transform at the maximum allowed decomposition level and get the decomposition vector \( C \) and the corresponding bookkeeping matrix \( S \). We reshape the decomposition vector \( C \) into a matrix form of size \( N \times N \). We rearrange the vector coefficients by performing permutation to obtain the encrypted image.

By performing inverse operations in the reverse order, we get back the input (compressed) image. The advantage of wavelet based image encryption is that the encryption time gets reduced and the decryption time also becomes small.

V. ILLUSTRATION OF THE METHOD INVOLVING COMPRESSION AND ENCRYPTION

Consider the image of Gandhiji of size 256x256 which is shown in Figure 4, given in section VI. Let us focus our attention on a portion \( P \) of the image of size 8x8 which lies in between the rows 1 to 8, and the columns 1 to 8. On representing this portion of the image in terms of its pixel values, we get the matrix given below.

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix}
204 & 204 & 202 & 201 & 203 & 205 & 203 & 199 \\
200 & 198 & 197 & 197 & 201 & 204 & 202 & 197 \\
201 & 197 & 197 & 204 & 207 & 206 & 201 \\
206 & 204 & 201 & 201 & 205 & 208 & 208 & 206 \\
207 & 205 & 202 & 200 & 199 & 200 & 203 & 205 \\
207 & 204 & 201 & 198 & 195 & 194 & 198 & 203 \\
208 & 205 & 202 & 200 & 198 & 197 & 200 & 204 \\
210 & 206 & 203 & 203 & 203 & 203 & 204 & 207
\end{bmatrix}
\]

On decomposing \( P \) by using multilevel 2-D Wavelet Transform at the decomposition level 3, we get decomposition vector \( c \) and the corresponding bookkeeping matrix \( s \) in the form

\[
c = (1.0e+003) \times \begin{bmatrix}
0.0010 & 0.0005 & 0 & -0.0010 & 0.0005 & -0.0005 & 0.0015 & -0.0005
\end{bmatrix},
\]

and

\[
s = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 \\
2 & 2 \\
4 & 4 \\
8 & 8
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Level-dependent thresholds are obtained by using a wavelet detail coefficients selection rule based on Birge-Massart strategy [12]. However, we have to remember that the approximation coefficients cannot be thresholded. On using level-dependent thresholds, the decomposition vector \( c \) and the corresponding bookkeeping matrix \( s \), compression is performed, and the resultant compressed image is obtained in the form

\[
CP = \begin{bmatrix}
201 & 201 & 201 & 201 & 204 & 204 & 204 & 204 \\
201 & 201 & 201 & 201 & 204 & 204 & 204 & 204 \\
201 & 201 & 201 & 201 & 204 & 204 & 204 & 204 \\
204 & 204 & 203 & 203 & 201 & 201 & 201 & 201 \\
204 & 204 & 203 & 208 & 201 & 201 & 201 & 201 \\
204 & 204 & 203 & 203 & 201 & 201 & 201 & 201 \\
204 & 204 & 203 & 203 & 201 & 201 & 201 & 201
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The compressed image matrix \( CP \) is decomposed by the multilevel 2-D Haar Wavelet Transform at the maximum allowed decomposition level to get the decomposition vector \( C \) and the corresponding bookkeeping matrix \( S \). The decomposition vector \( C \) is reshaped into a matrix form of size \( N \times N \), and it is given by

\[
rs = \begin{bmatrix}
402 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 408 \\
402 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 408 \\
408 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 402 \\
408 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 402 \\
402 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 408 \\
402 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 408 \\
402 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 402 \\
406 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 402
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The bookkeeping matrix \( S \) is given by

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 \\
2 & 2 \\
4 & 4 \\
8 & 8
\end{bmatrix}
\]
We obtain the encrypted image matrix by performing permutation. Thus we have

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix}
4 & 4 \\
4 & 4 \\
8 & 8
\end{bmatrix}
\]

On performing inverse permutation on E, we get the decomposition vector in the form of a matrix of size 8x8. On reshaping it into vector form, we get a column vector given by

\[
E = \begin{bmatrix}
255 & 255 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
255 & 255 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
255 & 255 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
255 & 255 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
255 & 255 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
255 & 255 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
255 & 255 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
255 & 255 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

It may be noted here that the reconstructed matrix \( rP \) is an exact replica of the original input matrix \( P \) as the elements of the \( rP \) are rounded off to the nearest integer.

Here the decomposition vector and the corresponding bookkeeping matrix serve as key in the process of encryption and in the process of decryption.

VI. Computations and Conclusions

In this paper we have implemented a novel approach for image encryption supported by compression using multilevel wavelet transform in MATLAB[14].

We have considered multilevel 2-D Wavelet Transforms, namely, ‘haar’, ‘bior6.8’, ‘coif5’, ‘dmey’ ‘sym8’ for image compression and multilevel 2-D Haar wavelet transform for image encryption. We have conducted experiments using the above wavelets for three test images ‘Lena’, ‘Gandhiji’ and ‘Lady’. The input image of Gandhiji of size 256x256 and its corresponding compressed, encrypted, decrypted and reconstructed images are shown below for the decomposition level 4.

![Image of Gandhiji](image-url)
Figure 5. Compressed image

Figure 6. Encrypted image.

Figure 7. Decrypted image

We have calculated output parameters like compression score, compression ratio that determine the efficiency of the proposed system. Compression score is given by

Compression score in percentage = 100*(number of zeros of the current decomposition)/ number of coefficients)

Compression ratio (CR) is defined as

\[
CR = \frac{\text{Uncompressed File Size}}{\text{Compressed File Size}}
\]

The performance comparison of five traditional wavelets for three test images is given below in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Type of wavelet used</th>
<th>Compression score (%)</th>
<th>Compression ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N=3</td>
<td>N=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>haar</td>
<td>92.27</td>
<td>97.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bior6.8</td>
<td>87.10</td>
<td>93.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coif5</td>
<td>83.09</td>
<td>90.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dmey</td>
<td>66.14</td>
<td>74.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sym8</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>94.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gandhiji</td>
<td>haar</td>
<td>92.27</td>
<td>97.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bior6.8</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>93.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coif5</td>
<td>83.09</td>
<td>90.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dmey</td>
<td>66.14</td>
<td>74.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sym8</td>
<td>87.40</td>
<td>94.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady</td>
<td>haar</td>
<td>92.27</td>
<td>98.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bior6.8</td>
<td>87.10</td>
<td>93.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coif5</td>
<td>83.09</td>
<td>90.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dmey</td>
<td>66.14</td>
<td>74.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sym8</td>
<td>87.40</td>
<td>94.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this analysis, we have found that wavelet transform is very powerful and extremely useful for compressing data such as images. It is quite interesting to see that both compression and encryption are carried out by using wavelet transform.
Wavelet transform ‘sym8’ demonstrates better performance. It is observed that for a fixed decomposition level, the increase in value of threshold results in greater compression while for a fixed value of threshold, compression score/ratio decreases with increase in decomposition level. Wavelet based image encryption could be useful in a lot of commercial applications whereby large image databases can be rendered illegible to unauthorized users. We conclude that the compression ratio depends on the type of image and type of transforms because there is no filter that performs the best for all images pertaining to different applications.
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Abstract— Networking is a major component of the processes and control instrumentation systems as the network's architecture solves many of the Industrial automation problems. There is a great deal of benefits in the process of industrial parameters to adopt the Ethernet control system. Hence an attempt has been made to develop an Ethernet based remote monitoring and control of temperature. In the present work the experimental result shows that remote monitoring and control system (RMACS) over the Ethernet.

Keywords- RMACS; Control system; Ethernet.

I. INTRODUCTION

The exponential growth of Internet and computer technology enables the development of complex, hybrid systems which offers greater concern in maintenance and has more flexibility in servicing and fault finding [1, 2]. With the advanced technology industries are interested in automation by introducing remote monitoring and control system for the measurement control of industrial process parameters very precisely and accurately for the quality products. The Ethernet provides an inexpensive gateway through which to data transfer for real-time interaction of the remote monitoring and control of the parameter give many advantages.

RMACS is an effective on-line monitoring and control system and to transmit the real time data on to the terminal [3]. The RMACS is an effective also to analyze, manage and feedback the remote information and it combines the most advanced science and technology, in the field of communication technology, Internet technology and other areas.

The main objective of the present work is to develop a system for remote monitoring and control of temperature over the Ethernet. Accurate measurement and control of temperature is essential nearly in all chemical processes which require some times below than +1°C or - 1°C accuracy.

Temperature is measured using different methods currently in use: thermocouples (TC) [4], thermister [5, 6], resistance temperature detectors (RTD) [7] and integrated circuits (IC). Most of the temperature sensors produce an analog at present which is further convert to digital form using A/D converter interfacing with the processing like microprocessor, microcontroller and PC or their combination.

II. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The block diagram and schematic diagram of the hardware system RMACS [8] is shown in the fig.1 and fig.2 respectively. The system consists of the following units. They are Temperature sensor (LM 35), signal conditioning unit (MAX 186), Rabbit processor, Ethernet, RTL8019AS, Relay control device (FAN) and PC.

In the system Rabbit 3000 processor is used to measure and control the parameter. Input port is used to sense the temperature and output port is used to control the process. Ethernet provide communication capability to the system. Temperature bath is used to set different temperatures. Sensor is placed within the temperature bath so that its output is being monitored by the system. The signal conditioned by MAX 186, which will be able to provide the signals to be properly detected by the processor. The data logging is achieved continuously by Rabbit processor to the PC via MAX 232 (Level converter). By implement the software program developed on the PC update the database.

A. Temperature Sensor (LM35)

The LM35 series are precision integrated-circuit temperature sensor. It is three-terminal device produces an electric voltage proportional to degree Celsius (10mv/°C). These sensors are capable to measure temperature below 0°C by using a pull down resistor (±1°C from -55°C to +150°C vs. ±3°C from -20°C to +100°C). Thus LM35 has an advantage over linear temperature sensors calibrated in degree Kelvin, as the user is not required to subtract a large constant voltage.
from its output to obtain convenient centigrade scaling and not require any external calibration.

C. Signal conditioning unit (MAX 186)

The signal conditioning unit consists of an ADC. The sensor output is typically connected to the ADC(MAX 186) which has 12-bit analog to digital converter combines an 8-channel multiplexer and serial interface together with high conversion speed and ultra-low power consumption. The analog inputs are software configurable for unipolar/bipolar and single-ended/differential operation.

D. Rabbit processor

In the present study a 16-bit Rabbit processor is used as a processing tool for the remote measurement and control of temperature. It has 8-bit external data bus and an 8-bit internal data bus, address lines (A0–A18) and the data lines (D0–D7), the onboard 512K flash memory and 512K SRAM chips, EPROM. 1Mbyte serial flash is also available to store data on Web pages. Rabbit processor is having six serial ports [9] for asynchronous communication.

E. Ethernet

The word NETWORK [10] implies a linkage between two or more computing devices together for the purpose of sharing data. The network can be categorized as local area networks (LANs) and wide area networks (WAN)[11,12]. Ethernet is a family of frame based computer network technologies for local area networks (LANs) with the data transfer rate as high as 10 Mbps. The principle to access the Ethernet is carrier sense multiple access with collision detection (CSMA/CD)[13, 14]. The Ethernet is having two layers one is physical layer which converts the data into electrical signals. Second is data link layer it is further divided into two sub-layers. One is logic link control (LLC) which is responsible for flow and error control. Next is media access control (MAC) which is responsible for the operation of CSMA/CD access method. Now a days, the most popular protocol is TCP/IP[15]. TCP protocol is said to be connection oriented and provides a reliable service.

F. RTL8019AS

It is highly integrated Ethernet card (NIC: network interface card) implemented with a plug and play NE 2000 compatible full duplex and power down features having built in 16 byte SRAM in a single chip Consisting PPT (point to point protocol) protocol for logic link layer.

This will carry the signals to data link layer played to the RJ-45 Ethernet jack.

G. Personal computer

Personal computers have high-speed Internet allowing access to the World Wide Web. In the present work the data logging is achieved continuously from the Rabbit processor to personal computer via MAX 232.

Data is received by implementing the software program developed for the present work which updates the data by using html. On the client side this html file is transferred by using hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP).
III. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The code is developed for RMACS using the Dynamic C software with a certain socket libraries and http libraries. By initializing this library functions we can develop server software. Library files with Dynamic C provide a full range of serial communication support. The temperature monitored on html document. On client side html file can be browsed with Internet browser which can display the temperature on http service. The html file exists within the http services. If the temperature variation takes place the html file is updated and http server refresh the data. In this way Remote Monitoring and Control of temperature is done by using rabbit processor. The flowcharts depicting the monitoring and the control temperature is shown in fig.3.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Main object of the present work is to develop an RMACS for the industrial process parameter like temperature on real time basis with Ethernet which is tiny, rugged, low cost and low power consumption ideally suited for industrial control applications. The graphical representation of real-time vs temperature for different set points is shown in figure 4 and photograph of the remote monitoring system with Ethernet Figure 5.

![Flowchart for RMACS of temperature with Ethernet](image)

Fig 3: Flowchart for RMACS of temperature with Ethernet.

![Graphical representation of RMACS for temperature with Ethernet](image)

Fig 4: Graphical representation of RMACS for temperature with Ethernet.

![Photograph of RMACS for temperature with Ethernet](image)

Fig. 5. photograph of RMACS for temperature with Ethernet.

V. CONCLUSION

A low cost approach of the present developed work is novel and has achieved the target to control process parameter like temperature remotely using the Ethernet. The system is low cost as compared to the previously existing systems like GSM, Wifi with an accuracy of +or -1°C.
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Abstract— In public transit vehicles, security is the major concern for the passengers. Surveillance Systems provide the security by providing surveillance cameras in the vehicles and a storage that maintains the data. The applications that allow monitoring the data in surveillance systems of public transit vehicles will provide different features to access the video and allow to perform number of operations like exporting video, generating snapshots at a particular time, viewing the live as well as playback videos. This paper studies automation process of video surveillance system that can also be applied in the surveillance system of public transit vehicles. A new feature that enhances the security to the passengers such as tracking of vehicle through the GPS (Global positioning system) tracking system and also capability of providing the vehicle information like acceleration, speed, on the user interface of application to the user.

Keywords—Surveillance Cameras; Global Positioning System; Automation; public transit vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

Surveillance is the monitoring of the behavior, activities, or other changing information, usually of people. It usually refers to observation of individuals or groups by government organizations. The word surveillance may be applied to observation from a distance by means of electronic equipment (such as CCTV cameras), or interception of electronically transmitted information (such as Internet traffic or phone calls). It may also refer to simple, relatively no- or low-technology methods such as human intelligence agents and interception. The present surveillance system in public transit vehicles consists of surveillance Cameras mounted within the vehicle and a digital video recorder for the storage of the video data from the cameras. The surveillance system in public transit vehicles will prevent theft by providing onboard security cameras to monitor bus activity and act as preventative measure against acts of theft between riders. The unpredictable nature of bus passengers throughout the day can many times lead to violent incidents. Such an incident could stem from an argument between riders or a passenger under the influence of alcohol or drugs losing composure. Surveillance cameras can monitor for such unsavory activity, enabling operators to alert authorities. Users of the bus system want to be confident that their mode of transportation is a safe one. Onboard video surveillance cameras give riders the assurance that authorities are doing everything in their power to provide a high level of security. Onboard security cameras can prove valuable in criminal investigations of incidents taking place on buses as well as outside crimes involving specific suspects whose images may be uncovered. Along with all the above specified benefits we propose a new feature that enhances the security is vehicle tracking during the movement of the vehicle in remote location and also providing the acceleration, speed, direction of the vehicle during the motion of it. So, that at any point when ever any unusual events happens the authorities can take immediate decision and also it reminds the driver to drive in controlled manner without crossing the limited field. This tracked information should be displayed on the user interface of the application while playing the live/playback video. We also studied the automation process of video surveillance systems in a static location like shopping malls, airports etc., The main aim of video surveillance is to develop intelligent video surveillance to replace the traditional passive video surveillance that is proving ineffective as the number of cameras exceed the capability of human operators to monitor them. The aim of visual surveillance is not only to put cameras in the place of human eyes, but also to accomplish the entire surveillance task as automatically as possible.

This paper presents related work on this automation process which can also be applicable to surveillance of public transit vehicles. Section 2 provides summary of existing approaches. Our Proposed approach is given in section 3. Conclusions and future work are given in section 4 and 5.

II. RELATED WORK

This section presents information on Global positioning system and a study on the automation process of video surveillance systems.

The surveillance applications provide features like live/playback video monitoring, exporting the video, generating snapshots. To enhance the security of passengers a new feature namely tracking vehicle while monitoring the video can be added to the existing system. Here we present information on global positioning system.

Global Positioning System is a system that specifies the time and position of an object on the earth. Even though we have different kinds of positioning systems they have their own drawbacks like limited area, some of the positioning systems are LANDMARKS, LORAN and CELESTIAL etc. Since it is satellite based navigation system, it is made up of 27 Earth orbiting satellites among 27 only 24 will be in operation and the remaining 3 are useful when any one among 24 satellites fails. A gps receiver will take the help of
satellites to find the position of an object on the earth. Here position in the sense location and time of an object. The location is represented by latitude and longitude values based on which location of a vehicle can be identified on the earth.

The process of identifying the suspicious or abnormal behavior in the video from the surveillance cameras requires an operator to identify. If there are hundreds of areas to be monitored, then it needs more number of operators to perform the analysis. Since it requires more number of operators the automation process came into picture. The same can be applicable in case of surveillance in public transit vehicles. We studied the techniques involved in the automation process.

The automation of video surveillance involves the following steps as shown in figure 1.

![Automaton Process of Video Surveillance](image)

The automation process can be done with or without data mining techniques. We studied number of techniques involved in the automation process and the related work on this is presented below.

1. Presented centralized and decentralized architecture for video surveillance systems. It also presents a typical sequence of video analysis operations in an automatic video surveillance system. It provides about each and every step in automation of video surveillance like preprocessing, Object detection/motion detection, object tracking and object analysis. It explains the algorithms used in motion detection like background subtraction and also that trained object detectors are used to detect objects of a particular category against a complex, possibly moving, background.

2. Proposed a framework for analysis of surveillance videos by summarizing and mining of the information in the video for learning usual patterns and discovering unusual ones. This framework is useful because it is not possible for a human operator to continuously watch hours of video, either online through a webcam or offline and analyze the video from multiple perspectives. This framework forms the video data in to clusters using an incremental clustering algorithm which can be used with any data type (numerical or symbolic) and is independent of predefining the number of clusters and cluster radii. The incremental clustering algorithm helps in dealing with the large volume of data in case of offline analysis of stored videos. The two techniques component based clustering and cluster algebra for summarization as well as automatic selection of component clusters are used to discover unusual patterns in a surveillance video.

3. Proposed a review on video surveillance systems. It presents the need of video surveillance and the entire process of video surveillance automation beginning from motion/object detection to behavior analysis. Different techniques are used for the motion segmentation such as background subtraction, temporal differencing and optical flow. Object classification distinguishes between the different objects present in the image into predefined classes such as human, vehicle, animal, clutter, etc. Two approaches namely shape based and motion based classification were used for classification. The final step of an automated surveillance system is to recognize the behavior of the objects and create a high level semantic description of their activities.

4. Proposed an algorithm for background model initialization. Motion detection and tracking algorithms rely on the process of background subtraction, a technique which detects changes from a model of the background scene. It presents a new algorithm for the purpose of background model initialization. The algorithm takes as input a video sequence in which moving objects are present, and outputs a statistical background model describing the static parts of the scene.

5. Proposed an approach for automated analysis of passenger's behaviors with a set of visual low-level features, which can be extracted robustly. The approach was performed on a set of global motion features computed in different parts of the image. The complete image, the face and skin color regions, a classification with Support Vector Machines was performed.

6. Provided a survey on behavior analysis in video surveillance applications. The different methods of behavior analysis were mentioned in the survey. The automation of video surveillance was also provided in detail manner with all the methods in each step of the process.

7. Proposed Dynamic Oriented Graph method that is used to detect and predict abnormal behaviors, using real-time unsupervised learning. The Dynamic Oriented Graph method processes sequential data from tracked objects, signalizes unusual events and sends alarm warnings for possible abnormal behaviors. This method also constructs a structure to learn and maintain a set of observed patterns of activities, using real-time learning and without the requirement to perform any kind of training. The Dynamic Oriented Graph classifier demonstrated to be extremely fast, learning, classifying and predicting activities on-line and in a dynamical form. The classifier detect the behavior of a very large number of objects in real-time simultaneously.

8. Proposed an approach for the automatic human behavior recognition and its explanation for video surveillance. This system could automatically report on human activity in video would be extremely useful to surveillance officers who can be overwhelmed with increasingly large volumes of data.

9. Proposed a framework for moving objects recognition system using its appearance information. Moving objects are extracted with adaptive Gaussian mixture model first. Its silhouette image is unified to a certain mode. Subspace feature of different moving object classes is obtained through training with large numbers of these silhouette images. A more suitable dimension reduction method called marginal Fisher analysis is used to obtain projection eigenvector.
Proposed a framework for Interactive Motion Analysis for Video Surveillance and Long Term Scene Monitoring. It consists of two feedback mechanisms which allow interactions between tracking and background subtraction. This improves tracking accuracy, particularly in the cases of slow-moving and stopped objects which is completely complement to the existing process.

Proposed a method to detect passengers on-board public transport vehicles with the aim of monitoring their behaviors under suspicious circumstances. It comprises an elliptical head detection algorithm using the curvature profile of the human head as a cue.

Presents real-time implementation of Moving Object Detection Video Surveillance Systems Using FPGA. FPGA is a device that captures the video stream, performs pre-processing, image analysis and reduces the data transfer between FPGA and CPU by transferring the processed results to CPU.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

The present surveillance applications provide the monitoring of live/playback video from the surveillance cameras and allow performing some operations on the video data like exporting video, snapshot generation. But to enhance the security of the passengers we propose a new feature in the surveillance application. The new feature is tracking of vehicle while monitoring the data and also providing the details of the speed, acceleration, direction on the user interface of the application to the user. The tracking of device can be done in two ways.

1. Connecting GPS device separately along with the digital video recorder within the vehicle and receiving the latitude, longitude values from the device and mapping the location on the maps.

2. Enabling a digital video recorder with GPS Connectivity so that a separate device for GPS tracking can be eliminated.

From the two approaches, the second approach would be less expensive than the first approach. The tracking can be done by using the open source tools like Google maps to track the vehicle.

The tracking system allows the user to find the location of the vehicle at any instant of time and also allow the authorities to react to any unusual events like accidents, bus failure situation immediately. This feature should be enabled on the application side so that whenever the operator monitors the video, he can also track the location of the vehicle. This also makes the driver of the bus to drive in a limited speed.

The architecture for the proposed approach is shown below in figure 2. The architecture explains that the digital video recorder integrated with the GPS connectivity will allow the operator to track the vehicle on the user interface while monitoring the video simultaneously.

The following figure 2 is the architecture for the proposed framework.

The proposed feature can be achieved by using open source Google maps to perform tracking of vehicle. The digital video recorder that contains the gps connectivity will store the latitude and longitude values of the location based on the current position of the vehicle. The application can show the tracking of vehicle by accessing the latitude, longitude values from the device, use the Google maps and shows the exact location of the vehicle. Along with the location, if the device has been provided with the details of the acceleration, speed then the developer can show the details of the acceleration and speed on the application itself.

We also studied the automation process of surveillance systems. We found that the video content from the surveillance cameras contain unstructured enormous data that is not useful for real time processing

Proposed a framework that mines the raw video content from surveillance cameras in surveillance systems of public transit vehicles.

The automation process involves object detection, object classification and object tracking and Behavior analysis. We observed that motion/object detection is being done by enabling it as a feature on digital video recorder itself instead of separate implementation.

Object Tracking gives structure to the observations and enables the object’s behavior to be analyzed, for instance detecting when a particular object crosses a line. The aim is to automatically detect passengers which might be a threat to others or themselves.

Object classification is the process of identifying what kind of object is present in the environment and is useful when distinctly different types of objects are present in the environment.

Finally behavior analysis involves analysis and recognition of motion patterns, and the production of high-level description of actions and interactions between or among objects. Human face and gait are now regarded as the main biometric features that can be used for personal identification in visual surveillance systems.

The same process can be applicable to the existing surveillance system of public transit vehicles that would reduce the man power required to monitor the video.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the existing system of surveillance system in public transit vehicles is specified and also proposed a new feature that enhances the security of the passengers. GPS tracking system ensures more security to the passengers. The digital video recorder that is embedded with GPS connectivity can provide the proposed feature. Also the device that is provided with the acceleration and speed details then by accessing those details they can be displayed on the application to the user.

The process of surveillance system needs a human operator to monitor the video data. But a lot of research was done on the automation of surveillance process that reduces the man power required. At present this automation is being done only on applications of static locations. This paper provided the detailed study on the automation process that could be applicable in the surveillance system of public transit vehicles.

V. FUTURE WORK

The surveillance applications at present are able to provide the user to monitor the video of a single vehicle at a time in user interface. In future, it can be extended to monitor multiple vehicles simultaneously on a single user interface and also reduce the man power required to monitor the video by implementing the automation process.

The surveillance applications can be provided with the automated process of detecting the violent incidents that may take place in the vehicle.
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Abstract— Noise will be unavoidable during image acquisition process and denoising is an essential step to improve the image quality. Image denoising involves the manipulation of the image data to produce a visually high quality image. Finding efficient image denoising methods is still very challenging in image processing. Wavelet denoising attempts to remove the noise present in the imagery while preserving the image characteristics, regardless of its frequency content. Many of the wavelet based denoising algorithms use DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) in the decomposition stage which is suffering from shift variance. To overcome this, in this paper we proposed the denoising method which uses Framelet transform to decompose the image and performed shrinkage operation to eliminate the noise. The framework describes a comparative study of different thresholding techniques for image denoising in Framelet transform domain. The idea is to transform the data into the Framelet basis, example shrinkage followed by the inverse transform. In this work different shrinkage rules such as universal shrink(US), Visu shrink (VS), Minmax shrink(MS), Sure shrink(SS), Bayes shrink(BS) and Normal shrink(NS) were incorporated. Results based on different noise such as Gaussian noise, Poisson noise, Salt and pepper noise and Speckle noise at (σ=10,20) performed in this paper and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and Structural similarity index measure (SSIM) as a measure of the quality of denoising was performed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quality of image is degraded by various noises in its acquisition and transmission. Image Denoising has remained a fundamental problem in the field of image processing [1]. There are various noise reduction techniques used for removing noise. Most of the standard algorithms use to denoise the noisy image and perform the individual filtering process which reduces the noise level. But the image is either blurred or over smoothed due to the lose of edges. Noise reduction is used to remove the noise without losing detail contained in the images. Wavelet transform[2] has proved to be effective in noise removal and also reduce computational complexity, better noise reduction performance.

Wavelet transform may not require overlapped windows due to the localization property and wavelet filter does not correspond to time domain convolution [3][4]. Apply discrete wavelet transform (DWT) which transforms the discrete data from time domain into frequency domain. The values of the transformed data in time frequency domain [5]-[10] are called the coefficients where large coefficients correspond to the signal and small ones represent mostly noise. The denoised data is obtained by inverse transforming the suitably threshold coefficients. DWT does not provide shift invariance. Shift variance results from the use of critical sub sampling in the DWT. For this reason every second wavelet coefficient at each decomposition level is discarded. This can lead to small shifts in the input waveform causing large changes in the wavelet coefficients. Large variations in the distribution of energy at different scales introduce many visual artifacts in the denoised output.

To overcome the problem of DWT, Framelet transform which is similar to wavelets but has some differences. Framelets has two or more high frequency filter banks, which produces more subbands in Decomposition. This can achieve better time frequency localization [11] ability in image processing. There is redundancy between the Framelet subbands, which means change in coefficients of one band can be compensated by other subbands coefficients. After framelet decomposition, the coefficient in one subband has correlation with coefficients in the other subband. This means that changes on one coefficient can be compensated by its related coefficient in reconstruction stage which produces less noise in the original image.

In this paper, we combine the Framelet transform and apply it to image denoising. A tight frame filter bank[12][13] provides symmetry and has a redundancy that allows for approximate shift invariance. This leads to clear edges with effective denoising which is lacked in critically sampled discrete wavelet transform. Experimental results show that using Framelet transform, result in high peak signal to noise ratio for all denoised images. The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 Mathematical Representation of Framelet transform is presented. Section 3 and 4 Denoising Algorithm and different thresholding techniques explained. Section 5 and 6 Evaluation criteria and experimental results were explained.

II. FRAMELET TRANSFORM

In contrast to wavelets, Framelets have one scaling function φ(t) and two wavelet functions ψ₁(t) and ψ₂(t).
A set of functions \( \{ \psi_1, \psi_2, \ldots, \psi_N \} \) in a square integrable space \( L^2 \) is called a frame if there exist \( A > 0, B < \infty \) so that, for any function \( f \in L^2 \)

\[
A \| f \|^2 \leq \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{k} | \langle f, \psi_j (2^j - k) \rangle |^2 \leq B \| f \|^2 \quad (1)
\]

Where \( A \) and \( B \) are known as frame bounds. The special case of \( A = B \) is known as tight frame. In a tight frame we have, for all \( f \in L^2 \) In order to derive fast wavelet frame, multiresolution analysis is generally used to derive tight wavelet frames from scaling functions.

Now we obtain the following spaces,

\[
V_j = \text{span}_K \{ \varphi (2^j t - k) \} 
\]

\[
W_j = \text{span}_K \{ \psi_i (2^j t - k) \} \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, N - 1
\]

With \( V_0 = V_{-1} U W_{1, -1} U W_{2, -1} U \ldots U W_{N-1, -1} \quad (4) \)

The scaling function \( \varphi(t) \) and the wavelets \( \psi_1(t) \) and \( \psi_2(t) \) are defined through these equations by the low pass filter \( h_0(n) \) and the two high pass filters \( h_1(n) \) and \( h_2(n) \)

\[
\varphi(t) = \sqrt{2} \sum_n h_0(n) \varphi(2t - n)
\]

\[
\psi_i(t) = \sqrt{2} \sum_n h_i(n) \varphi(2t - n) \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots
\]

### Perfect Reconstruction conditions and Symmetry Conditions

The Perfect Reconstruction (PR) conditions for the three band filter bank can be obtained by the following two equations

\[
\sum_{j=0}^{2} H_i(z) H_i(z^{-1}) = 2 \quad (7)
\]

\[
\sum_{j=0}^{2} H_i(-z) H_i(z^{-1}) = 0 \quad (8)
\]

A wavelet tight frame with only two symmetric or anti symmetric wavelets is generally impossible to obtain with a compactly supported symmetric scaling function \( \varphi(t) \). Therefore if \( h_0(n) \) is symmetric compactly supported. Then antisymmetric solution \( h_1(n) \) and \( h_2(n) \) exists if and only if all the roots of

\[
2 - H_0(z) H_0(z^{-1}) + H_0(-z) H_0(-z^{-1})
\]

has even multiplicity.

Case \( H_0(z) = H_2(-z) \) : The goal is to design a set of three filters that satisfy the PR conditions in which the low pass filter \( h_0(n) \) is symmetric and the filters \( h_1(n) \) and \( h_2(n) \) are either symmetric or anti symmetric. There are two cases. Case I denotes the case where \( h_1(n) \) is symmetric and \( h_2(n) \) is anti symmetric. Case II denotes the case where \( h_1(n) \) and \( h_2(n) \) are both anti symmetric. The symmetric condition for \( h_0(n) \) is

\[
h_0(n) = h_0(N - 1 - n)
\]

Where \( N \) is the length of the filter \( h_0(n) \). We dealt with case I of even length filters. Solutions for Case I can be obtained from solutions where \( h_2(n) \) time reversed version of \( h_1(n) \) and \( h_2(n) \) is not filter is anti symmetric. To show this suppose that \( h_0(n) \), \( h_1(n) \) and \( h_2(n) \) satisfy the PR conditions and that

\[
h_2(n) = h_1(N - 1 - n)
\]

Then by defining

\[
h_1^{\text{new}}(n) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (h_1(n) + h_2(n - 2d))
\]

\[
h_2^{\text{new}}(n) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (h_1(n) - h_2(n - 2d))
\]

with dez

The filters \( h_0^{\text{new}}(n) \) and \( h_2^{\text{new}}(n) \) also satisfy the PR conditions, and \( h_1^{\text{new}}(n) \) and \( h_2^{\text{new}}(n) \) are symmetric and symmetric as follows

\[
h_1^{\text{new}}(n) = h_1^{\text{new}}(N_2 - 1 - n)
\]

\[
h_2^{\text{new}}(n) = -h_2^{\text{new}}(N_2 - 1 - n)
\]

Where \( N_2 = N + 2d \)

The polyphase components of the filters \( h_0(n) \), \( h_1(n) \) and \( h_2(n) \) are given in [13] with symmetries in Equ(9) And Equ (10) satisfies the PR conditions . The 2D extension of filter bank is illustrated on “Fig 1”.

### III. IMAGE DENOISING ALGORITHM

Noise is present in an image either additive or multiplicative form. Gaussian noise is most commonly known as additive white Gaussian noise which is evenly distributed over the signal. Each pixel in the noisy image is the sum of the true pixel value and random Gaussian distributed noise value. Salt and pepper noise is represented as black and white dots in the images. This is caused due to errors in data transmission. Speckle noise is a multiplicative noise which occurs all coherent imaging systems like laser and Synthetic Aperture Radar imagery.

Additive noise satisfies

\[ w(x, y) = s(x, y) + n(x, y) \]

Multiplicative noise follows the rule

\[ w(x, y) = s(x, y) \times n(x, y) \]

Where \( w(x, y) \) is the original image \( n(x, y) \) denoted noise and \( n(x, y) \) represents pixel location in the image. The image is corrupted when noise is introduced in the images. Depending on the specific sensor there are different types of noises.

The goal is to estimate the image \( s(x, y) \) from noisy observations \( x, y \). The image denoising algorithm has the following steps.
1. Perform Decomposition using discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and Framelet transform (FTT).
2. Calculate threshold value of detailed parts using shrinkage rules.
3. Apply soft thresholding to the noisy coefficients.
4. Invert the decompositions to reconstruct the denoised image.

**IV. THRESHOLDING**

Thresholding is a simple non-linear technique, which operates on one wavelet coefficient at a time. Each coefficient is thresholded by comparing against threshold which is calculated using shrinkage techniques. If the coefficient is smaller than the threshold it is set to zero otherwise it is modified. Replacing the small noisy coefficients by zero and inverse transform on the result provide reconstruction with the essential image characteristics without noise with mean squared error (MSE) is minimum.

There are two primary thresholding methods: hard thresholding and soft thresholding [15]. Hard thresholding and soft thresholding are denoted as following.

The hard thresholding operator is defined as

\[ D(U, \lambda) = U \quad \text{if} |U| > \lambda \]
\[ D(U, \lambda) = 0 \quad \text{otherwise} \]

The soft thresholding operator is defined as

\[ D(U, \lambda) = (\text{sgn}(U) \times \max(0, |U| - \lambda)) \]

The soft-thresholding rule is chosen over hard thresholding. Hard thresholding is found to introduce artifacts in the recovered images. But soft thresholding [14] is most efficient and it is also found to yield visually more pleasing images. Different shrinkage rules used in this framework are described below.

**V. SHRINKAGE RULES**

The choice of a threshold is an important point of interest. It plays a major role in the removal of noise in images because denoising most frequently produces smoothed images, reducing the sharpness of the image. Care should be taken so as to preserve the edges of the denoised image. There exist various methods for wavelet thresholding, which rely on the choice of a threshold value. Some typically used methods for image noise removal as follows.

**A. Universal Shrink (US)**

The universal threshold can be defined

\[ \lambda = \sigma \sqrt{2 \log(N)} \]

\( N \) being the signal length, \( \sigma \) is noise variance. Universal threshold give a better estimate for the soft threshold if the number of samples is large. It tends to over smooth the signal, thereby losing some details of the original signal, which result in an increased estimation error.

**B. VisuShrink (VS)**

Visu shrink is thresholding by applying Universal threshold proposed by Donoho and Johnston [1994].

The threshold is given by

\[ \lambda = \sigma \sqrt{2 \log(M)} \]

Where \( M \) is the number of pixels in the image. VisuShrink does not deal with minimizing the mean squared error. Another disadvantage is that it cannot remove speckle noise. It can only deal with an additive noise. For the denoising purpose this method is found to give up a smoothed estimate.

**C. Minimax Shrink (MS)**

The threshold value is calculated using minmax principle. The minimax estimator is the one that realizes the minimum of the maximum MSE obtained for the cost function. The minimax threshold is computed by

\[ \lambda = 0.394 + 0.264 \log(M) \]

It has the advantage of giving good predictive performance.

**D. Sure Shrink (SS)**

Sure Shrink is a thresholding by applying sub band adaptive threshold, a separate threshold is computed for each detail sub band based upon SURE (Stein’s unbiased estimator for risk), It is a combination of the universal threshold and the SURE threshold. The sure threshold is define as

\[ \lambda = \min(t, \sigma \sqrt{2 \log(M)} \]

Where \( M \) is number of wavelet coefficients in the particular subbands. \( t \) denotes the value that minimizes Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimator.\( \sigma \) is noise variance. \( n \) is the size of the image. SURE shrink has yielded good image denoising performance and comes close to the true minimum MSE of the optimal soft-threshold estimator.

**E. Bayes Shrink**

BayesShrink is an adaptive data-driven threshold for image de-noising via wavelet soft-thresholding. The threshold is driven in a Bayesian framework, and we assume generalized Gaussian distribution for the wavelet coefficients in each detail sub band and try to find the threshold which minimizes the Bayesian Risk.

Bayes shrink is calculated as follows

\[ \sigma_{\lambda}^2 = \sigma_x^2 + \sigma_y^2 \]

\( \sigma_y^2 \) Variance of noisy image
\( \sigma_x^2 \) Variance of original image
\( \sigma^2 \) Noise variance

\[ \sigma_{\lambda}^2 = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} B_{m}^2 \]

Where \( B_{m} \) are the coefficients of wavelet in every scale,

\[ \lambda = \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_x} \]

\( \sigma = \frac{\text{median}(|x_t|)}{0.6745} \)
The reconstruction using Bayes Shrink is smoother and more visually appealing than one obtained using Sure Shrink.

F. Normal Shrink (NS)

Normal shrink method is computationally more efficient and adaptive because the parameters required for estimating the threshold depends on subband data. The threshold value is calculated as

$$\lambda = \beta \frac{\sigma_2}{\sigma_y}$$

Where $\beta$ is scale parameter.

$$\beta = \sqrt{\log \left( \frac{L_k}{J} \right)}$$

$L_k$ is the length of the subband at kth scale and $J$ is total number of decompositions. Performance of Normal shrink is similar to Bayes shrink. But normal shrink preserves edges better than Bayes shrink.

VI. EVALUATION CRITERIA

Image Quality [19][20] is a characteristic of an image that measures the perceived image degradation. Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index measure (SSIM) were used to measure the efficiency of the proposed method.

A - Perfect image, B - Denoised image, $i$ - pixel row index, $j$ - pixel column index

Mean squared error

This parameter carries the most significance as far as noise suppression is concerned

$$MSE = \frac{1}{mn} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (A(i,j) - B(i,j))^2$$

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio

$$PSNR = 10 \times \log_{10} \left( \frac{\text{Peak}^2}{MSE} \right)$$

PSNR is the peak signal to noise ratio in decibels (DB). The PSNR is measured in terms of bits per sample or bits per pixel. The image with 8 bits per pixel contains from 0 to 255. The greater PSNR value is, the better the image quality and noise suppression.

The structural similarity index measure (SSIM)

The structural similarity index is a method for measuring the similarity between two images. The SSIM index is a full reference metric, measuring of image quality based on an initial noise free image as reference. SSIM is designed to improve on traditional methods like peak signal to noise ratio.

$$SSIM(A, B) = \frac{(2\mu_A \mu_B + C_1)(2\sigma_{AB} + C_2)}{(\mu_A^2 + \mu_B^2 + C_1)(\sigma_A^2 + \sigma_B^2 + C_2)}$$

Where $\mu_A$ and $\mu_B$ are the estimated mean intensity along A,B directions and $\sigma_A$ and $\sigma_B$ are the standard deviation respectively. $\sigma_{AB}$ can be estimated

$$\sigma_{AB} = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (A_i - \mu_A)(B_i - \mu_B)$$

$C_1$ and $C_2$ are constants and the values are given as

$$C_1 = (K_1L)^2$$

$$C_2 = (K_2L)^2$$

Where $K_1, K_2 \ll 1$ is a small constant and $L$ is the dynamic range of the pixel values (255). The resultant SSIM index is a decimal value between -1 and 1, and value 1 is only reachable in the case of two identical sets of images.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments were conducted on gray scale test image LENA of size 512x512 at different noise levels ($\sigma$=10,20) combined with various thresholding such as Universal shrink (US), Visu shrink (VS), Minmax shrink (MS), Sure shrink (SS), Bayes shrink (BS) and Normal shrink (NS). The proposed method is compared with Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [16][17][18] based image denoising. In this experiment, we choose PSNR and SSIM as evaluated standard. The greater PSNR and SSIM value shows that our proposed method gives better noise suppression without artifacts. PSNR and SSIM values of test image LENA with DWT and FT shown in Table I & 2.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work image denoising scheme based on Framelet transform was implemented using MATLAB platform. Various shrinkage rules combined with soft thresholding function were applied to the test image at noise levels ($\sigma$=10,20) with Gaussian noise, position noise, Salt & pepper Noise and speckle noise. Experimental results show that the Framelet transform offers superior performance then discrete wavelet transform (DWT) based denoising techniques both visually and in terms of PSNR & SSIM.
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TABLE 1 PSNR&SSIM of LENA IMAGE USING DWT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise Type</th>
<th>Noise Level</th>
<th>Universal Shrink (US)</th>
<th>Visu Shrink (VS)</th>
<th>Min-Max Shrink (MS)</th>
<th>Sure Shrink (SS)</th>
<th>Bayes Shrink (BS)</th>
<th>Normal Shrink (NS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian noise</td>
<td>σ=10</td>
<td>29.685</td>
<td>30.632</td>
<td>28.678</td>
<td>29.856</td>
<td>27.632</td>
<td>30.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6523</td>
<td>0.7212</td>
<td>0.6932</td>
<td>0.5963</td>
<td>0.7550</td>
<td>0.7189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>σ=20</td>
<td>27.632</td>
<td>28.952</td>
<td>28.152</td>
<td>27.960</td>
<td>28.123</td>
<td>27.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7453</td>
<td>0.8296</td>
<td>0.7903</td>
<td>0.8523</td>
<td>0.7012</td>
<td>0.6977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7620</td>
<td>0.8632</td>
<td>0.7291</td>
<td>0.8310</td>
<td>0.7320</td>
<td>0.6352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7960</td>
<td>0.8110</td>
<td>0.8001</td>
<td>0.7530</td>
<td>0.7513</td>
<td>0.7725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5450</td>
<td>0.6325</td>
<td>0.7315</td>
<td>0.6320</td>
<td>0.7255</td>
<td>0.6150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>σ=20</td>
<td>27.601</td>
<td>26.220</td>
<td>25.998</td>
<td>24.890</td>
<td>22.141</td>
<td>23.927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5675</td>
<td>0.5963</td>
<td>0.7321</td>
<td>0.7502</td>
<td>0.8123</td>
<td>0.8423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7962</td>
<td>0.8532</td>
<td>0.8532</td>
<td>0.8334</td>
<td>0.8632</td>
<td>0.8706</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2 PSNR&SSIM of LENA IMAGE USING FT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise Type</th>
<th>Noise Level</th>
<th>Universal Shrink (US)</th>
<th>Visu Shrink (VS)</th>
<th>Min-Max Shrink (MS)</th>
<th>Sure Shrink (SS)</th>
<th>Bayes Shrink (BS)</th>
<th>Normal Shrink (NS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian noise</td>
<td>σ=10</td>
<td>33.654</td>
<td>32.926</td>
<td>33.786</td>
<td>32.110</td>
<td>31.356</td>
<td>31.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8130</td>
<td>0.8650</td>
<td>0.8023</td>
<td>0.8561</td>
<td>0.8534</td>
<td>0.8943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>σ=20</td>
<td>32.650</td>
<td>30.332</td>
<td>31.800</td>
<td>30.550</td>
<td>32.113</td>
<td>31.556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8250</td>
<td>0.8761</td>
<td>0.8134</td>
<td>0.8672</td>
<td>0.8725</td>
<td>0.8790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9250</td>
<td>0.8760</td>
<td>0.9250</td>
<td>0.9320</td>
<td>0.9875</td>
<td>0.8960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt&amp; Pepper noise</td>
<td>σ=10</td>
<td>32.745</td>
<td>30.512</td>
<td>32.630</td>
<td>33.118</td>
<td>30.110</td>
<td>32.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>σ=20</td>
<td>31.342</td>
<td>30.132</td>
<td>31.651</td>
<td>32.160</td>
<td>32.115</td>
<td>30.632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8969</td>
<td>0.8967</td>
<td>0.9324</td>
<td>0.9143</td>
<td>0.8976</td>
<td>0.9220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>σ=20</td>
<td>30.620</td>
<td>29.750</td>
<td>31.632</td>
<td>30.655</td>
<td>30.830</td>
<td>32.632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9120</td>
<td>0.9240</td>
<td>0.9354</td>
<td>0.9645</td>
<td>0.8964</td>
<td>0.9743</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Yohanes et al. [1] showed that ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) can be outperformed by ANN. ESS (Each sum square) result with ARIMA is 284.95 and with ANN is 170.40 [1]. Qiang Ye et al. [2] proved that stock price prediction results using amnestic NN are better than common ANN. The ratio of right classified stocks is 58.25% when forgetting coefficient is 0.10 as compared to 56.25% for forgetting coefficient of 0.00 (for common ANN) [2]. Ling-Feng Hsieh et al. [3] integrated DOE (Design of Experiment) with BPNN to show that experimental validation of the optimal parameter settings can effectively improve the forecasting rate to 84%. Mustafa E. Abdual-Salam et al. [4] proved that DE converges to global minimum faster and gives better accuracy than PSO when used as training algorithms for ANN. Zhang Da-yong et al. [5] proposed a hybrid model ARMA-SVM (Autoregressive Moving average-SVM) which has MSE of 1.1433 against 1.1494 for BPNN.

A. Support Vector Machines (SVM):

SVM was developed by Vapnik and Cortes in 1995. SVM is a promising method for the classification of both linear and nonlinear data [11]. SVM can be used both for classification and regression. SVMs can be trained with lesser input samples and are less prone to overfitting. The training time of even the fastest SVMs can be extremely slow, but they are highly accurate, owing to their ability to model complex nonlinear decision boundaries [11]. SVM follows supervised learning. For classification purposes, when data is linearly separable a straight line can be drawn to separate the tuples of one class from the other. For nonlinear data, the data is mapped into higher dimensional space where the different classes can be separated using a hyperplane. A number of hyperplanes are possible but SVM searches for the maximum marginal hyperplane (MMH). The vectors in the training set that have minimal distance to the maximum margin hyperplane are called support vectors [12].

SVM selects the minority of observations (support vectors) to represent the majority of the rest of the observations [13]. The soft margins were introduced to penalize but not prohibit classification errors while finding the maximum margin hyperplane [11].

Abstract—Data Mining is being actively applied to stock market since 1980s. It has been used to predict stock prices, stock indexes, for portfolio management, trend detection and for developing recommender systems. The various algorithms which have been used for the same include ANN, SVM, ARIMA, GARCH etc. Different hybrid models have been developed by combining these algorithms with other algorithms like roughest, fuzzy logic, GA, PSO, DE, ACO etc. to improve the efficiency. This paper proposes DE-SVM model (Differential Evolution-Support vector Machine) for stock price prediction. DE has been used to select best free parameters combination for SVM to improve results. The paper also compares the results of prediction with the outputs of SVM alone and PSO-SVM model (Particle Swarm Optimization). The effect of normalization of data on the accuracy of prediction has also been studied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stock Market prediction is an attractive field for research due to its commercial applications and the attractive benefits it offers. It follows stochastic, non-parametric and nonlinear behavior. An important hypothesis related to stock market which has been debated and researched time and again is EMH (Efficient Market Hypothesis). According to EMH, the stock market immediately reflects all of the information available publicly. But in reality, the stock market is not that efficient, so the prediction of stock market is possible.

This paper proposes a hybrid of DE-SVM (Differential Evolution-Support Vector Machines). The performance of SVM is based on the selection of free parameters C (cost penalty), ε (insensitive-loss function) and γ (kernel parameter). DE will be used to find the best parameter combination for SVM. DE-SVM has already been used by Zhonghai Chen et al. [6] for air conditioning load prediction, Yong Sun et al. [7] for gas load prediction, José García-Nieto et al. [8] for feature selection, Shu Jun et al. [9] for rainstorm forecasting and for studying the lithology identification method from well logs by Jiang An-nan et al. [10]. The paper also compares the results of DE-SVM with PSO-SVM and SVM. The effect of normalization on datasets has also been studied.
If the margin can be significantly increased, the better generalization can outweigh the penalty for a classification error on the training set [11]. To maximize the prediction ability of a model, both underfitting and overfitting need to be depressed at the same time in data processing [25]. The error of training is called Empirical Risk denoted by \( R_{\text{emp}} \). SVM uses SRM (Structural Risk Minimization) instead of ERM (Empirical Risk Minimization) which aims at minimizing (1):

\[
\min \ R_{\text{emp}} \sqrt{h(\ln \frac{2l}{\eta}+1) - \ln \left( \frac{n}{\eta} \right)}
\]

(1)

Here, \( l \) is number of samples in training set, \( 1-\eta \) is the probability of the equation \((1) \geq R_{\text{pred}} \) (\( R_{\text{pred}} \) is the total risk of prediction) to be true and \( h \) is VC dimension to depress overfitting in data processing [25].

**SVM parameters:** The performance of SVM is based on three basic parameters \( C \) (cost penalty), \( \epsilon \) (insensitive loss function parameter) and \( \gamma \) (kernel parameter).

Cost penalty: \( C \) determines the trade-off cost between minimizing the training error and minimizing the model’s complexity [26]. The parameter \( C \) determines the trade-off between model complexity and the tolerance degree of deviations larger than \( \epsilon \) [20].

\( \epsilon \)-loss insensitive function: Parameter \( \epsilon \) controls the width of the \( \epsilon \)-insensitive zone, used to fit the training data [27]. Larger \( \epsilon \)-value result in fewer SVs selected, and result in more ‘flat’ (less complex) regression estimates [20]. If the value of \( \epsilon \) is too big, the separating error is high, the number of support vectors is small, and vice versa [26].

Kernel parameter: \( \gamma (2\sigma^2) \) of the kernel function implicitly defines the nonlinear mapping from input space to some high-dimensional feature space [28]. The main kernels used are:

1) Linear kernel: \( x.y \)

2) Polynomial kernel: \( K(x_i,x_j) = (x_i.x_j+1)^d \)

3) Radial Basis kernel: \( K(x_i,x_j) = \exp(-\frac{||x_i-x_j||^2}{2\sigma^2}) \)

4) Sigmoid kernel function: \( K(x_i,x_j) = \tanh(x_i,x_j+p) \)

RBF kernel is mostly used for stock price prediction because only one parameter needs to be confirmed, there are less SVR training parameters constructed by it and it is easy to confirm SVR training parameters [18]. The kernel width parameter \( \sigma \) in RBF is appropriately selected to reflect the input range of the training/test data. For univariable problems, RBF width parameter is set to \( \sigma = [0.1–0.5]^a \) range(x) [20].

**B. Differential Evolution (DE):**

Differential evolution (DE) was introduced by Kenneth Price and Rainer Storn in 1995 for global continuous optimization problem. It has won the third place at the 1st International Contest on Evolutionary Computation [14]. DE belongs to the family of Evolutionary Algorithms (EA). DE algorithm is similar to genetic algorithms having similar operations of crossover, mutation and selection. DE can find the true global minimum regardless of the initial parameter values. DE provides fast convergence and uses fewer control parameters. DE constructs better solutions than genetic algorithms because GA relies on crossover while DE relies on mutation operation. It is a stochastic population-based search method that employs repeated cycles of recombination and selection to guide the population towards the vicinity of global optimum. DE uses a differential mutation operation based on the distribution of parent solutions in the current population, coupled with recombination with a predetermined parent to generate a trial vector (offspring) followed by a one-to-one greedy selection scheme between the trial vector and the parent [15]. Depending on the way trial vector is generated, there exist many trial vector generation strategies and consequently many DE variants. High convergence characteristics and robustness of DE have made it one of the popular techniques for real-valued parameter optimization. DE uses three parameters conventionally, they are: the population size \( N_p \), the scale factor \( F \) and the crossover probability \( CR \). Some conditions for these variables include: \( N_p > 4 \), \( F > 0 \) and is a real valued constant and is often set to 0.5, \( CR \in (0,1) \) and is often set to 0.9 [16]. Different stages in DE are:

1. **Population structure:** The current population, symbolized by \( P_n \), is composed of those \( D \)-dimensional vectors \( X_i^g = \{ x_1^g, x_2^g, x_3^g \ldots x_D^g \} \), the index \( g \) indicates the generation to which a vector belongs [17]. In addition, each vector is assigned a population index, \( i \), which varies from 1 to \( N_p \), knowing that \( N_p \) is the population size [17]. Once initialized, DE mutates randomly chosen vectors to produce an intermediary population \( P \), of \( N_p \) mutant vectors \( U_i^g [22] \). Each vector in the current population is then recombined with a mutant to produce a trial population \( P_n \) of \( N_p \) trial vectors \( U_i^g [22] \).

2. **Initialization:** This stage consists in forming the initial population. For example, if our objective is the optimization of the membership functions, the initialization step consists in arbitrarily choosing the interval of this function [17].

3. **Mutation [17,22]:** For each vector (for example, a vector which represents the interval of the membership functions) \( V_i^g = \{ v_{1 i}^g, v_{2 i}^g \ldots v_{D i}^g \} \) a mutant vector is produced according to the following formulation [22]:

\[
v_{ij}^g = x_{r0,j}^g + F(x_{r1,j}^g - x_{r2,j}^g)
\]

(2)

The scale factor \( F \) is a positive real number that controls the rate at which the population evolves. While there is no upper limit on \( F \), effective values seldom are greater than 1.

4. **Crossing [17,22]:** The relative vector is mixed with the transferred vector to produce a test vector \( T_{ij}^g \):

\[
T_{ij}^g = \begin{cases} 
V_{ij}^g & \text{if } (r_2^g \leq CR \text{ or } j=g) \\
X_{ij}^g & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

(3)

The crossover probability \( CR \in [0,1] \) is a user-defined value that controls the fraction of parameter values that are
copied from the mutant. To determine which source contributes, a given uniform crossover parameter compares CR to the output of a uniform random number generator \( u_{j,i} \). If the random number is less than or equal to CR, the trial parameter is inherited from the mutant \( v_{j,i} \); otherwise, the parameter is copied from the vector \( x_{j,i} \). In addition, the trial parameter, with randomly chosen index \( j \), is taken from the mutant to ensure that the trial vector does not duplicate \( x_{i} \). Because of this additional demand, CR only approximates the true probability.

5. Selection [17]: All the solutions in the population have the same chance that the parents of being selected, regardless of their fitness function value. The child produced (new vector) after the crossing operations is evaluated. Then, the performances of the child vector and its relative are compared and the best one is selected. If the relative is still better, it is maintained within the population.

Once the new population is installed, the process of mutation, recombination and selection is repeated until the optimum is located, or a prespecified termination criterion is satisfied, e.g., the number of generations reaches a preset maximum, \( \text{gmax} \).

C) Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO): PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) was proposed by James Kennedy and Russell Eberhart in 1995. It is motivated by social behavior of organisms such as bird flocking and fish schooling [29]. It can be used for nonlinear and mixed integer optimization. PSO is different from evolutionary computing, as in it flying potential solutions through hyperspace are accelerating towards ”better” solutions, while in evolutionary computation schemes operate directly on potential solutions which are represented as locations in hyperspace [4]. The position of a particle is influenced by the best position visited by itself (i.e. its own experience) and the position of the best particle in its neighborhood (i.e. the experience of neighboring particles) [30]. Particle position, \( x_i \), are adjusted using:

\[
x_i(t+1) = x_i(t) + v_i(t+1)
\]

where the velocity component, \( v_i \), represents the step size.

For the basic PSO,

\[
v_{i,j}(t+1) = w v_{i,j}(t) + c_1 r_1(i)(y_{i,j}(t) - x_{i,j}(t)) + c_2 r_2(i)(\hat{y}_{i,j}(t) - x_{i,j}(t))
\]

where \( w \) is the inertia weight [31], \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are the acceleration coefficients, \( r_1, r_2 \sim U(0,1) \), \( y_i \) is the personal best position of particle \( i \), and \( \hat{y}_i \) is the neighborhood best position of particle \( i \) [30]. The neighborhood best position \( \hat{y}_i \) of particle \( i \) depends on the neighborhood topology used [32,33].

The main steps involved in PSO are [34]:

1) Initialize a population array of particles with random positions and velocities on \( D \) dimensions in the search space.

2) For each particle, evaluate the desired optimization fitness function in \( D \) variables.

3) Compare particle’s fitness evaluation with its previous best. If current value is better than previous best, then set previous best equal to the current value, and previous best position equal to the current location in \( D \)-dimensional space.

4) Identify the particle in the neighborhood with the best success so far.

5) Change the velocity and position of the particle according to (4) and (5).

6) If a criterion is met (usually a sufficiently good fitness or a maximum number of iterations) then optimal result is given out otherwise optimization continues.

DE and PSO have been used to optimize the parameters of SVM during training and then those parameters have been used to create the best possible model for prediction purposes.

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

1) Dataset: The daily datasets of Honeywell International Inc. (listed on NYSE) and Apple Inc. (listed on NASDAQ), have been used for implementation purposes. The data sets are available at (http://wikisposit.org/Finance/Stocks/) and are available in csv, html, tab delimited, xml and raw formats. The reference site for this data is www.finance.google.com. Opening price, high, low, adjusted closing price and volume have been used as inputs and the closing price the following day is the output for SVM model. The training datasets have 500 records each from 6 April, 2009 to 29 March, 2011 for Honeywell and from 17 July, 2009 to 12 July, 2011 for Apple. The testing datasets have 200 records each from 30 March, 2011 to 12 Jan, 2012 for Honeywell and 13 July, 2011 to 27 April, 2012 for Apple.

The paper compares prediction results of both normalized and non-normalized datasets.

The data has been normalized as inspired by [18] to:

1) Avoid the data with large range “submerge” those with small range and balance their functions in the training to make data comparable [18].

2) To enhance training efficiency and to avoid the problem of inner product calculation when calculating kernel function [18].

The formula used for normalization is [18]:

\[
x' = \frac{x_{\text{up}} - x_{\text{low}}}{x_{\text{max}} - x_{\text{min}}} (x - x_{\text{min}})
\]

where \( x \) is the original data, \( x' \) is the data after normalization, \( x_{\text{min}} \) is the minimum of original data, \( x_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum of original data, \( x_{\text{low}} \) is the lower bound of the data after normalization, and \( x_{\text{up}} \) is the upper bound of the data after normalization. Here, we use \( x_{\text{low}} = -1 \) and \( x_{\text{up}} = +1 \).

2) Performance indicator: The performance measure used is MSE (Mean Square Error):

\[
\text{MSE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_i - p_i)^2
\]

Here, \( a \) is the actual value, \( p \) is the predicted value, \( i \) represents the term index which ranges from 1 to \( n \), where \( n \) represents the last term index. MSE helps to avoid NAs and
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negative terms in result which can arise because of normalization of data.

3) Methodology: The basic methodology for the both normalized and non-normalized approaches is same.

To find the optimal range of all three parameters C, \( \epsilon \), \( \gamma \) first two parameters are fixed and the other one is varied to see its effect on Training MSE, Testing MSE and number of support vectors. And then the second parameter is fixed and so on. All these collected values are considered to find the optimal range to be used for the purpose of stock price prediction. The general range of these parameters can vary over a large solution space but the optimal range differs for different applications and is also dataset dependent. Training MSE, testing MSE and number of support vectors of all three parameters are checked for overfitting and underfitting to select the optimal range.

The following points have been considered while selecting values of C and \( \gamma \):

i) Selecting C: A ‘good’ value for C can be chosen equal to the range of output (response) values of training data [19]. However, such a selection of C is quite sensitive to possible outliers (in the training data) [20] so, C has been fixed using the formula suggested in [20]:

\[
C = \max(|y' + 3\sigma_y|, |y' - 3\sigma_y|)
\]  
(8)

Here, \( y' \) and \( \sigma_y \) are the mean and standard deviation of the \( y \) values of the training data. This C value coincides with prescription suggested by Mattera and Haykin (1999) when the data has no outliers, but yields better C-values when the data contains outliers [20]. Based on above formula C is calculated as 69.167.

ii) Selecting \( \gamma \): RBF kernel has been used for implementation of SVM. This use is inspired from [18]. Radial basis kernel expression is as follows:

\[
K(x_i, x) = \exp\left(-\frac{||x_i-x||^2}{2\sigma^2}\right)
\]  
(9)

According to [20] for multivariate d-dimensional problems the RBF width parameter should be such that \( \sigma^d \sim (0.1-0.5) \) so \( \gamma \) or \( 2\sigma^2 \) has been selected as 0.0625.

iii) Mattera and Haykin (1999) propose to choose \( \epsilon \)-value so that the percentage of SVs in the SVM regression model is around 50% of the number of samples [19]. [20] suggests that optimal generalization performances can be achieved with the number of SVs more or less than 50%. The range of values where number of SVs is from 200 to 300 has been chosen for optimization purpose in the implementation.

Dataset for Apple:

Finding range for \( \epsilon \):

i) Selecting C: The value of C has been fixed at 450.8346 using (8).

ii) Selecting \( \gamma \): Value of \( \gamma \) is fixed at 0.0625 according to [20] as explained above.

i) Normalized dataset parameters decision making:

Finding range for \( \epsilon \): After fixing values of C and \( \gamma \) at 450.8346 and 0.0625 respectively, the values of different aspects for \( \epsilon \) have been calculated over the range [0.01,0.30]. The results for number of support vectors, training MSE and testing MSE are shown in Figure 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c) respectively. The favorable range for \( \epsilon \) has been found as [0.033,0.052] based on required number of support vectors, decrease in training and testing MSEs.

Finding range for C: i) \( C \) has been selected from above found range of [0.033,0.052]. It has been set as 0.039.

ii) \( \gamma \) is set as 0.0625.

The values of C are examined over [0.1,6000] while fixing \( \epsilon \) and \( \gamma \). The results of no of support vectors, training and testing errors are shown in Figure 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c). The range of C has been selected as [1,550]. Figure 2(a) shows that number of support vectors never fall below 200. So, C has...
been selected such that training MSE decreases and there is no significant increase in testing MSE.

Finding range for $\gamma$: i) $\epsilon$ has been selected from above found range of $[0.033,0.052]$. It has been set as 0.039.

ii) $C$ has been selected from above found range of $[1,550]$. It has been set as 500.

The values of $\gamma$ are examined over $[0.0,0.4]$ after fixing $\epsilon$ and $C$. The results for no of support vectors, training and testing MSEs are shown in Figure 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c). The range of $\gamma$ has been selected as $[0.01,0.11]$. Figure 3(a) shows that number of support vectors never fall below 200. The range has been selected so that there is no significant increase in training and testing MSEs.

iii) Non-normalized dataset parameters decision making:

Finding range for $\epsilon$: After fixing the values of $C$ and $\gamma$ at 450.8346 and 0.0625, the SVM model is created, training and testing MSEs along with no. of support vectors are recorded for $\epsilon$ over the range of $[0.01,0.20]$.

The results are shown in Figures 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c). The range for $\epsilon$ has been selected as $[0.033,0.052]$ after considering appropriate number of support vectors and after examining that training and testing errors don’t increase significantly in this range.

Finding range for $C$:

i) $\epsilon$ has been selected from above found range of $[0.033,0.052]$. It has been set as 0.035.

ii) $\gamma$ is set as 0.0625.

The results for no of support vectors, training error and testing error over range of $C$–$[1,3000]$ are shown in Figures 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c).

The range for $C$ has been selected as $[1,300]$.

Figure 5(a) shows that number of support vectors never fall below 200. The range has been selected such that training error decreases.
Finding range for $\gamma$:

i) $\epsilon$ has been selected from above found range of $[0.033, 0.052]$. It has been set as 0.035.

ii) $C$ has been selected from above found range of $[1, 300]$. It has been set as 200.

$\gamma$ has been examined over $[0.0, 0.4]$ and the results are shown in Figure 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c). The range of $\gamma$ has been selected as $[0.01, 0.1]$. At $\gamma > 0.1$ testing MSE decreases but training error increases.

**Dataset for Honeywell:** The above approach was also used with Honeywell dataset, both normalized and non-normalized.

i) **Normalized dataset:** For $\epsilon$, $C$ and $\gamma$ were fixed at 69.167 and 0.0625 using (8) and according to [20] which gave range as $[0.08, 0.15]$. Setting $\epsilon$ at 0.1 from the selected range and $\gamma$ at 0.0625, $C$ has favorable range in $[1, 440]$. Now, $\epsilon$ at 0.05 and $C$ at 210 from selected favorable range $\gamma$ had favorable range in $[0.02, 0.08]$.

ii) **Non normalized dataset:** For $\epsilon$, $C$ and $\gamma$ were fixed at 69.167 and 0.0625 using (8) and according to [20] which gave range as $[0.05, 0.07]$. Setting $\epsilon$ at 0.05 from the selected range and $\gamma$ at 0.0625, $C$ has favorable range in $[1, 440]$. Now, $\epsilon$ at 0.05 and $C$ at 30 from selected favorable range $\gamma$ had favorable range in $[0.01, 0.1]$. 

---

**Figure 4(a)**

**Figure 4(b)**

**Figure 4(c)**

**Figure 5(a)**

**Figure 5(b)**

**Figure 5(c)**
4) DE-SVM model:

All implementation has been done in R on a system with AMD Turion-X2 2GHz Dual Core processor having 2GB RAM and Windows 7 Ultimate (32 bit) OS. The model used is shown in Figure 7.

IV. RESULTS

Apple:

Normalized dataset: The range of parameters C,\(\epsilon\),\(\gamma\) are [1,550], [0.033,0.052] and [0.01,0.11] respectively. The time taken for both PSO and DE to converge is 13hrs approx. The results for both DE and PSO are shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows prediction results for SVM (with default parameters of C=1, \(\epsilon\)=0.1,\(\gamma\)=0.2), DE-SVM and PSO-SVM together.

Non normalized dataset: The range of parameters C,\(\epsilon\),\(\gamma\) are [1,300], [0.033,0.052] and [0.01,0.1] respectively. The results for DE-SVM and PSO-SVM are shown in Table 3. Table 4 shows prediction results for SVM (with default parameters of C=1, \(\epsilon\)=0.1,\(\gamma\)=0.2), DE-SVM and PSO-SVM together. The large values of MSEs for testing are because of the highly inaccurate predicted values produced because of the wide range of the output values.

For both DE and PSO, normalized and non normalized cases, the population size has been fixed at 30 and iterations at 200. The prediction results of DE-SVM and PSO-SVM are better than SVM alone in both cases.

Table 5 shows predicted stock price values for both normalized and unnormalized datasets for SVM, DE-SVM and PSO-SVM models.
Figure 7

Honeywell:

Normalized dataset: The range of parameters $C, \epsilon, \gamma$ are $[1,440],[0.08,0.15]$ and $[0.02,0.08]$ respectively. Table 6 shows prediction results.

Non normalized dataset results: The range of parameters $C, \epsilon, \gamma$ are $[1,60],[0.05,0.07]$ and $[0.01,0.1]$ respectively. Table 7 shows the results. Predicted values for both normalized and non normalized datasets are shown in Table 8.

For DE $CR=0.7$ and $F=0.9$. DE / local-to-best / 1 / bin strategy has been used for DE for all the implementations in this paper.

V. CONCLUSION

The performance of SVM can be significantly affected by choice of its free parameters of cost ($C$), insensitive loss function ($\epsilon$) and kernel parameter ($\gamma$). The results show that DE-SVM model’s performance is comparable to that of PSO-SVM. Performance of these models can be improved by normalization of datasets. Normalization helps to significantly improve the accuracy of the output when the range of values is vast. Normalization gives equal weightage to all the input variables by converting the values of all the variables within a pre-specified range. This helps to avoid dominance of one variable over others in the created model. So, it helps to improve the efficiency of the created model. SVM alone performs better when data is normalized because in hybrid models optimization techniques help to tune the model according to requirement of datasets. With normalization of data, the range for optimization of $C,\epsilon,\gamma$ improves.
DE responds to the population progress after a time lag. The whole population in DE remains unchanged until it is replaced by a new population [15]. Hence, it results in slower convergence. To alleviate this problem, a dynamic version of DE called Dynamic Differential Evolution (DDE) has been proposed by Anyong Qing [23]. DEPSO algorithm, which represents more stability by dual evolution, proposed by Ying-Chih Wu [24] can be used for optimization of SVM. The above mentioned methods will help to further improve the efficiency of SVM and hence improve results.
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Abstract—The authors of this paper are conducting research into the usability of menu positioning on web pages. Other researchers have also done work in this area, but the results are not conclusive and therefore more work still needs to be done in this area. The design and results of an empirical experiment, investigating the usability of menu positioning on a supermarket web site, are presented in this paper. As a comparison, the authors tested a left vertical menu and a fisheye menu placed horizontally at the top of a page in a prototype supermarket web site against a real supermarket web site using a horizontal menu placed at the top of a page. Few significant results were observed, which gave rise to the conclusion that overall there were not many differences between the tested menu types. Furthermore, an explanation for the results observed is discussed in terms of cognitive, physical, functional and sensory affordances. It is suggested that observation of the affordances may be a more crucial aspect to menu design than the actual menu positioning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most web sites make use of some sort of structure for organising content. The content is then usually accessed by means of various different types of navigation elements. The most common of these tend to be menu-based, where the menu(s) is potentially placed at different locations on the user interface - depending on the designer. Some examples of commonly used navigation schemes are to have menus at the top, bottom, left or right sides of a web page and in some cases combinations of these will also be used. One of the common combinations one can see on certain web sites is to have a horizontal menu at the top of a page and a vertical menu at the left side of the page (inverted-L configuration).

Various dedicated Human Computer Interaction texts also devote some effort in discussing the appropriate design of menus, e.g. Dix, Finlay, Abowd and Beale [4], Benyon [1] and Rogers, Sharp, and Preece [13]. However, despite being able to access guidelines and advice for menu design, the real life situation is that empirical evidence regarding the effectiveness and user satisfaction of different menu designs is inconclusive overall when various studies are considered as a whole.

While the authors of this paper acknowledge that each type of menu has stylistic aspects to it, we are more concerned with effectiveness and user satisfaction of menu types and their positioning used on web pages. Various studies have been carried out to try and assess the effectiveness and user satisfaction of different menu types. However to our knowledge the results are not completely conclusive and therefore this is still a worthy area of research. We are seeking to continue to contribute to the body of knowledge concerning effectiveness and user satisfaction of menu types and positioning in web pages. Furthermore it is our aim to explain our results in terms of the theory of affordances as expressed by Hartson [7] in the context of user interfaces. Overall this is a very important area of research because the success of a web site involves several different aspects. One of these is the usability of the menus and their positioning. A web site that lacks usability in some form, e.g. having bad menu design and positioning, could lead to loss of business for the owners or simply to not receiving any visitors.

Therefore this paper will firstly discuss some related works in similar areas to our research. This will then be followed by a description of an experiment carried out aiming to determine effectiveness and user satisfaction of different menu positioning on web pages. This will be followed by a presentation of the main results and linked to the theory of affordances [7]. Lastly conclusions and future work will be discussed.

II. RELATED WORK

As suggested above, some researchers have been investigating similar issues to the work presented in this paper. However, to our knowledge the overall conclusions regarding effectiveness and user satisfaction are inconclusive and therefore worthy of being studied further.

In a study by Burrell and Sodan [3], menu positioning was investigated using six different menu positions. These were: 1. A tabbed menu placed horizontally and at the top of the page 2. A horizontal menu placed at the top of the page (not tabbed) 3. A menu placed horizontally at the top of the page and a menu placed vertically at the left side of the page 4. A vertical menu placed at the left of the page 5. A menu placed horizontally at the top of the page and also a menu placed horizontally at the bottom of the page 6. A menu placed horizontally at the top of the page and a menu placed vertically at the right side of the page.

The authors then conducted a study with prototype web sites and the above described menu positions. The actual tasks carried out by participants are not clearly indicated in the paper. However it may be that free form exploration was used by the participants so as to experience the different menu
positions. The authors concluded from their data that the tabbed menu was preferred by participants. While the idea for the investigation of the six menu positions was interesting, this work is lacking in various ways. Some examples include that ideally such a study should also investigate effectiveness by using some carefully designed tasks and measures. This did not seem to be a part of the study. Also, as mentioned above, the details of the tasks are not revealed in the paper and it is therefore difficult to judge if there were any biasing factors in the task design.

In another study by Dos Santos, De Lara, Watanabe, Filho and Fortes [5] eight different types of horizontal menus were tested with participants. The menu types were, with actual names/descriptions:

1) A superfish dropdown menu
2) A mega-dropdown menu
3) A Vimeo style dropdown menu
4) A Simple jQuery Dropdown menu
5) A Sexy dropdown menu
6) 'A different top navigation' menu
7) A horizontal menu 'that creates columns for grouping information in sub-menus' [4]
8) A jQuery (mb) Menu 2.7.

The study was a within users study (for the menu types) with a between users element (age grouping), i.e. this was a mixed design. The study involved participants carrying out two tasks involving some menu usage. Although the tasks are not clearly described in the paper, the paper indicates that there was an element of 'looking for/finding information' as part of the tasks. Based on these activities, the researchers recorded the average time to complete the tasks, the errors committed by participants and the task completion rate. This data was collected remotely by means of software logging.

The overall results of the work are not entirely clear. The authors’ argumentation is mostly centred around averages. However it is not clear in several cases if there are any statistically significant differences observed. A visual inspection of some of the bar charts presented in the paper may indicate some significance, but without the actual data being available it is not possible to categorically confirm this aspect. The authors do argue that their results suggest that menus 1 and 3 (see above) were better. However they do not directly state if this is in terms of fewer errors or faster task completion times, or both. Furthermore the authors’ comparisons were restricted to horizontal menus placed at the top of a page, which makes the study limited in nature. Menus placed in other positions on a page should ideally have been investigated.

Another study worthy of consideration is by Leuthold, Schmutz, Bargas-Avila, Tuch, and Opwis [8]. This was a study where the authors compared three types of vertical menu positioned at the left side of the page. These were:

1) A simple menu consisting of clickable links
2) A menu like the simple menu in 1, but with more links which were grouped under various headings ('service navigation items') and
3) A dynamic menu where various headings could be expanded by a user by clicking on a heading, which would reveal further clickable options. This was essentially a compacted version of menu 2.

The authors used eye-tracking equipment to gather data. The context of the web site was a storefront which purported to sell books, DVDs and music. The study involved a series of participants taking part in a simple task and then a more complex task. The tasks basically involved navigating through some of the links to find some information and potential items for purchase. The authors measured user performance, navigational approaches and user preferences.

The authors’ results suggested that there was a greater success rate with a first click whilst participants used menu 2 (described above) for the simple and more complex tasks. Also fewer eye fixations were required for the simple and more complex tasks whilst using menu 2. However with menu 1, participants were faster whilst undertaking a simple task and participants were faster with menu 2 during a more complex task. Regarding subjective opinions, overall the authors found that menu 2 was the preferred option.

The research presented by the authors is interesting. However it does have some weaknesses. The first of these is that the menus tested were of the vertical type placed at the left side of the page. It would have been interesting to have tested menus in different positions on the page – although it is accepted that for the purposes of their hypothesis other positions were not necessarily required. Also some of the results are rather obvious in nature, e.g. since menu 3 was a compacted version of menu 2, it is rather obvious that menu 3 would require more clicks to use and therefore more time. Regarding the user satisfaction aspects, we would argue that the measures reported in the paper were rather coarse grained in nature and more detail should have been elicited from the participants in order to reveal detailed perceptions of satisfaction.

A further aspect to consider about the results and the study as a whole is that it gives us some insight into the kinds of links that could be suitable to include in a menu. However this work does not deal with the issue of the actual positioning of menu items and menus on a page.

The last study we will consider in this paper is by Bernard, Hamblin and Chaparro [2]. This was a study where three menu types were evaluated. These were: 1 An index menu, where the menu options appearing as links were all displayed in the centre of the page, 2. A horizontal menu at the top of the page and 3. A vertical menu positioned at the left of the page.

The authors aimed to design realistic tasks based on browsing for information on a web site. Some of the tasks involved finding specific products, while some of the tasks were more vague in nature, because participants were presented with a scenario type context. This context did not specifically give a specific product to find, but some product would be implied in the context given.

The experiment used a between users design and the authors measured task completion time, search efficiency and
participants’ subjective opinions regarding their interaction experience.

Their results showed with statistical significance that the index menu incurred faster times for task completion compared to the other two menus included in the study. Several aspects of participants’ perceptions were elicited and most of these were not statistically significant. However participants did indicate that their first choice would be the index menu design. Although it is unclear from [2] if this finding was statistically significant.

Overall the work in [2], in our examination, seems to be one of the more rigorous studies published in this area and is in our opinion the most rigorous we have summarised here. However there were details missing regarding the actual procedure followed during their experiment and it would have been safer to have had a slightly larger participant sample. Also as acknowledged by the authors of [2], the menus used in their study did not descend to very deep levels.

Another aspect of previous work that we wish to briefly summarise concerns the theory of affordances which we will use to explain our observations. The theory of affordances was initially suggested by Gibson [6]. However, over time, some researchers began to apply and extend the theory to user interfaces, e.g. Hartson [7] and Norman [11, 12].

Hartson suggested the existence of cognitive, physical, functional and sensory affordances. He reasoned that when users are doing some computer related task, the users are using cognitive, physical and sensory actions.

Cognitive affordances involve ‘a design feature that helps, supports, facilitates, or enables thinking and/or knowing about something’ [7]. A simple example of this, concerns presenting feedback to a user that is clear and precise. If a designer labels a button, the label should easily indicate to the user what will happen if the button is clicked.

Physical affordances are ‘a design feature that helps, aids, supports, facilitates, or enables physically doing something’ [7]. Hartson suggests that a button that can be clicked by a user is a physical object acted on by a human and the button size should be big enough to allow easy clicking. This would therefore be a physical affordance characteristic. Functional affordances concern having some purpose in relation to a physical affordance. A simple example is that clicking on a button should have some purpose with a goal in mind. The opposite is that just clicking anywhere on the screen is not purposeful and has no goal.

Finally, sensory affordances concern ‘a design feature that helps, aids, supports, facilitates or enables the user in sensing (e.g. seeing, feeling, hearing) something’ [7]. Sensory affordances are linked to cognitive and physical affordances as they complement one another. Therefore the users need to be able to ‘sense’ the cognitive and physical affordances so that these affordances can help the user.

This brief consideration of some of the key work in this research area (including the theory of affordances), shows that there is still much more work to be done in order to discover more conclusively which menu design may be more effective and satisfying for users. Although other researchers have done some work in this area, often limits in rigour and limitations in the types of menu design tested, show that more evidence needs to be gathered for the benefit of the research community and user interface designers. In the next section we present the details and results of a study where different menu designs were evaluated.

III. MENU COMPARISON EXPERIMENT

In order to add to the body of knowledge regarding the usability of different menu types and layouts, a small prototype was developed to simulate a supermarket web site. The prototype used the same colour scheme and products available on the real supermarket web site. This was then compared with the real supermarket web site, with the main varying components being the menu design. The prototype web site used a left vertical menu and a fisheye menu placed horizontally at the top of the page. The real supermarket web site used a horizontal menu placed at the top of the page. Overall the aim was to discover if these differences in menus and their placement on the web page affected user performance and satisfaction.

A. Hypotheses

We devised several hypotheses around the area of efficiency of use and user satisfaction for the purposes of this experiment. In all cases we were looking for statistically significant differences in the data to be collected.

1) a) H₀: There will be no difference in the number of navigation errors made in using either of the two web sites.
   
   b) H₁: Participants using the prototype supermarket web site will make fewer navigation errors than those using the real supermarket web site.

2) a) H₀: There will be no difference in the ease of use (efficiency) of the two web sites’ menu navigation systems.
   
   b) H₁: Participants will find the prototype supermarket web site navigation easier to use (efficient) than the real supermarket web site menu navigation systems.

3) a) H₀: There will be no difference in the participants’ satisfaction level between the two web sites.
   
   b) H₁: Participants’ satisfaction level for the prototype supermarket web site will be higher than that of the real supermarket web site.

4) a) H₀: There will be no difference between the two web sites for task time.
   
   b) H₁: Participants using the prototype supermarket web site will incur shorter task times.

B. Users

Since the experiment involved testing aspects of menu design and positioning on a web page, it was deemed important to have participants with a certain amount of experience in using web sites and computers in general. This is because if there happened to be a number of beginners to such activities, these could potentially bias times and outcomes. Therefore:
• 56 undergraduate students took part in the experiment.
• All participants had not visited the real supermarket web site in the past and had not seen the prototype web site prior to the experiment.
• All participants had basic IT skills.
• All participants had experience with the Internet and online shopping experience.
• All participants were in the 20-40 age range.

These aspects were elicited by means of a carefully designed pre-experiment questionnaire.

C. Experimental Design

Since the tasks and ‘products’ being used within the tasks were the same for both web sites, a between users design was deployed. This would help to avoid the possibility of some ‘learning’ taking place, regarding the specific products used. Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the two conditions of the experiment. The two conditions were the prototype supermarket web site and the real supermarket web site.

D. Variables

The independent variables were (1) the types of menu being investigated (horizontal menu placed at the top of the page; left vertical menu and the horizontal fisheye menu) and (2) the type of task involving using the menus described, in finding a series of typical products sold in supermarkets.

The dependent variables were the participants’ performance in carrying out the tasks and their subjective opinions.

The dependent measures were that the performance was measured by examining the time to complete the tasks, the number of errors made and the success level. The success level was determined by observation of the participants’ ‘behaviour’ and interaction with the web sites. This involved making a decision regarding whether a task was completed with ease, completed with difficulty or not completed at all. An error was recorded if a participant deviated from the optimum path to achieve a task by clicking on an incorrect link. This was a good indicator of aspects of the interface that misled the user.

The subjective opinions were measured by means of a post-experiment questionnaire. The time and errors were recorded by using the Morae [10] software suite. The timing was started by clicking the ‘record’ button when the participant felt ready to begin and the time was stopped when the participant clicked on the home page link of each respective web site. For the context of this study, clicking on incorrect links that did not lead to the expected information, were categorised as errors. Lastly the post-experiment questionnaire that was used for eliciting subjective opinions had a series of sections where the participant responses were made using Likert [9] type scales. The main areas covered by the post-experiment questionnaire were opinions about the navigation styles being tested, ease of learning of the navigation types, ease of remembering one’s position on the web pages, efficiency and feelings of satisfaction in using the web sites and their navigation types.

E. Apparatus and Materials

The experiment took place in a well lit room containing a desk, and three computer chairs.

Two laptops were used in this experiment and for each the screen display was set to a resolution of 1280 by 800 pixels with the colour set to highest (32 bit). Laptop 1 was a Sony Vaio with a 64 bit processor Intel (R) Core TM 2 Duo, CPU T6600 2.20GHz and 4.00 GB RAM. This was used by the researcher and was running Morae Observer [10]. The Morae Observer in the Sony laptop connected with Morae Recorder [10] on laptop 2 on a wireless network using an IP address. The two web sites were also run on laptop 2. This was a 32 bit HP Compaq 6735s, with an AMD Sempron, 2.10 GHZ and 2GB RAM. The operating system for both laptops was Windows Vista Home Basic and Internet Explorer 8 was used for the web browser.

Morae Recorder was used for digitally capturing the participants’ interaction and Morae Observer was used by the experimenters to observe the participants’ interactions in real time without interrupting the participants’ interaction in any way.

Five tasks were designed for this experiment. Each centred around typical shopping type activities on a supermarket web site. Further, the information/products participants had to find, involved using the menus to various sub-levels in the hierarchical structure of the web sites. To introduce the tasks and make them more realistic a small scenario was presented to the participants, as follows:

You intend to buy a few Christmas presents for your younger brother. These items are to be purchased online as the shops are overcrowded around this time when people are busy with their Christmas shopping. The Items you require are available at the supermarket’s online shop. You are interested in buying a packet of milk, an iPod and a Scooter. You are not required to purchase the items and for this experiment only, you do not use the search button to get to the products.

Therefore the five tasks were as follows:

Task 1: Use the navigation links to locate Whole Milk 1.13L (2 pint) and add it to the shopping cart. Then click on the home button to end this task.

Task 2: Use the navigation links to locate the New iPod Shuffle 2GB – Pink and add it to the shopping cart. Then click on the home button to end this task.

Task 3: Start the task from the Horizontal link buttons, and then the Icons that appear in the subsequent pages (do not use the left menu buttons) to locate Lightning Strike Scooter - Pink and add it to the shopping cart. Then click on the home button to end this task.

Task 4: This task is a continuation from tasks 1, 2 and 3 above. Each time you purchase an item from the supermarket, you can collect loyalty points. How can you get double loyalty points from your purchase? The researcher will provide you with paper to write your answer.
**Task 5:** What is the difference in Giga Bytes (GB) between the new iPod Shuffle and New iPod Nano Silver (pictures provided). Write your answer on the paper provided by the researcher.

**F. Procedure**

The procedure followed and described in this section was initially pilot tested with three independent individuals. The pilot testing showed that the designed procedure was accomplishing the objectives of the study without any obvious problems.

Therefore, each participant was asked to present themselves to a specific room in the institution set aside for the experiment. During the experiment each participant was seated at the desk in the room with the laptop facing them and the researcher sat opposite the participant with the second monitoring laptop facing the researcher.

Each participant was briefed about the web applications and it was stated that the study was evaluating the web applications rather than the participants. Participants were told that the tasks started from the home page and that after adding the items to the shopping basket, each task ended when the participant pressed the home button on the website. Then the participants were given instructions on how to perform the tasks.

They were also asked to complete an informed consent form and fill out a pre-experiment questionnaire that included questions about demographics and computer skills.

A piece of paper was provided for the participants to write answers for tasks four and five. The researcher ensured that the participants started from the home page and ended their tasks by pressing the home button.

The researcher explained that the amount of time taken to complete each task would be measured and that they should not engage themselves in any exploratory behaviour outside the task flow until after the experiment had been completed. Participants were also given the opportunity to ask questions.

Then the participants were given the tasks to do in the order described in the previous section. Time was allowed for them to read the tasks and understand them fully before they started. There were five tasks for each web site and the participants were free to follow any navigation route they wished, except for task three which required them to use the horizontal fisheye menu first (see Variables section above for a description of the dependent measures and how they were recorded).

After completing the tasks, the participants were prompted to fill out an electronic post-experiment questionnaire concerning user satisfaction (see Variables section above for a summary of the areas covered by the post-experiment questionnaire).

**G. Results**

In this section, for brevity, only the significant results are presented. For the data collected, the distributions were examined which included the respective means (M) and standard deviations (SD). Then the data was subjected to Multifactorial Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) testing and where significance was found, the significance was confirmed by means of post-hoc testing using either t-tests or Tukey HSD tests (post-hoc tests not included in this paper for brevity).

For task 4, which involved aspects of finding double loyalty points, there was a significant difference for the number of errors committed, where the prototype supermarket web site (M = 0.93 errors, SD = 0.77) incurred significantly (F (5, 50) = 3.26, P<0.05) more errors than the real supermarket web site (M = 0.39 errors, SD = 0.63).

The subjective question concerning overall ease of navigation was scored by participants using a Likert [9] type scale of 1-5, where 5 was the most positive response possible and 1 was the most negative response possible. This question incurred a significant difference in opinions between the various age groups which took part in the experiment. The slightly older groups in both experimental conditions (M = 3.75 for 36-45 age group, M = 3.36 for 31-35 age group) rated the ease of navigation significantly (F (5, 50) = 2.60, P<0.05) less easy than the younger groups in both experimental conditions (M = 4.08 for 25-30 age group, M = 4.61 for 19-24 age group).

The subjective question concerning the web sites being easy to learn to use by anyone was scored by participants using a Likert [9] type scale of 1-5, where 5 was the most positive response possible and 1 was the most negative response possible. This question incurred a significant difference in opinions across the two web sites. The prototype supermarket web site (M = 3.39 opinion score, SD = 1.31) incurred significantly (F (5, 50) = 2.71, P<0.05) lower/more negative opinion scores than the real supermarket web site (M = 4.32 opinion score, SD = 1.12).

The subjective question concerning the web sites’ navigation being suitable for all levels of users was scored by participants using a Likert [9] type scale of 1-5, where 5 was the most positive response possible and 1 was the most negative response possible. This question incurred a significant difference in opinions across the two web sites. The prototype supermarket web site (M = 2.89 opinion score, SD = 1.59) incurred significantly (F (5, 50) = 3.89, P<0.01) lower/more negative opinion scores than the real supermarket web site (M = 3.68 opinion score, SD = 1.28).

The subjective question concerning the text size used for menu labelling and the ease of reading such labels, was scored by participants using a Likert [9] type scale of 1-5, where 5 was the most positive response possible and 1 was the most negative response possible. This question incurred a significant difference (F (5, 50) = 2.76, P<0.05) in opinions between the various age groups which took part in the experiment - across the two experimental conditions (M = 1.25 for 36-45 age group, M = 3.21 for 31-35 age group, M = 2.75 for 25-30 age group and M = 2.44 for 19-24 age group).

The subjective question concerning a lack of willingness to use the web sites in the future was scored by participants using a Likert [9] type scale of 1-5, where 5 indicated full agreement in not wanting to use the web sites again and 1 indicated complete disagreement in that participants would want to use
the web sites again. This question incurred a significant difference in opinions across the two web sites. The prototype supermarket web site (M = 3.32 opinion score, SD = 1.19) incurred significantly (F (5, 50) = 3.32, P<0.05) more positive opinions towards being willing to use the web site in the future than the real supermarket web site (M = 4.25 opinion score, SD = 1.08).

The next section will discuss the results presented above in relation to the hypotheses already presented above and the theory of affordances [7].

H. Experiment Results Discussion

Overall the significant results presented above, if taken in isolation from the other analysed ‘variables’ in the experiment, suggest the original real supermarket web site was preferred over the prototype supermarket web site. However the authors feel that the context of the many other subjective questions (see the Variables section above for a summary of the areas covered by the post-experiment questionnaire) asked should not be ignored. These other questions gave insignificant results across the two conditions being tested. This clearly suggests that overall opinion across the two conditions was rather uniform in nature with only a minimal amount of factors showing some statistical significance.

Furthermore, one of the significant results suggested a preference for the prototype supermarket web site in the context of being willing to use the web site in the future. It seems that the prototype supermarket web site in some way fostered some positive emotion in users as they indicated a stronger feeling of wanting to come back to the site.

Therefore due to the results not being so clear cut in terms of all the ‘variables’ under analysis, we cautiously accept Hypothesis 3(a) - H0, which stated that there would be no difference in the participants’ satisfaction level between the two web sites.

In addition, as can be seen in the previous section, significantly more errors were incurred with the prototype supermarket web site. This was specifically for Task 4. However, there were 5 tasks overall and clearly the other 4 tasks did not show any significant differences for errors. Also across the 5 tasks, the times taken to complete tasks did not show any significant differences across the different types of menus/the two web sites. Lastly, for each task, the success levels were also recorded and these did not show any significant differences across the two experimental conditions being tested.

Therefore, due to the results also not being so clear cut regarding the performance in the tasks (with the exception of the errors in Task 4), we cautiously accept Hypotheses 1(a) - H1 and 4(a) - H3. These stated that there would be no difference in the number of navigation errors made in using either of the two web sites and that there would be no difference between the two web sites for task time.

We also accept Hypothesis 2(a) - H0 which stated that there would be no difference in the ease of use (efficiency) of the two web sites’ menu navigation systems. The authors feel that overall there were not enough significant results in terms of the participant subjective responses and aspects of task time and success level in the tasks.

Lastly, as described in the previous section, we did observe some significant differences within the age groups of the participant groups. While this is not ‘age related’ research, we could not find any particular explanation for these findings, as the recruitment process did attempt to recruit participants with similar IT skills. However this could be a worthy avenue of further research for ‘age related’ studies.

Having linked back to the initial hypotheses (see Hypotheses section above), we are also interested in understanding the reasons for few significant results and therefore mostly no large differences between the different menu types. While there could be issues in the experimental design and execution, retrospective examination of the experimental design and execution reveal no obvious confounding variables. However, an examination of the menu types in relation to the theory of affordances as rendered by Hartson [7] could reveal some light on the matter.

Task 4 was the only task out of five tasks to have significant differences in terms of errors, even though for both web sites the information was only two clicks away from the starting point of the task. We suggest that the menu options needing to be chosen to reach the ‘answer’, perhaps violated the cognitive affordances, by not being labelled with a term that could indicate that double points information was available by clicking a certain menu option. Also the other tasks involved selection of menu options, for both web sites, that had labels which more clearly indicated the path to be followed and therefore observed the cognitive affordances more appropriately.

Regarding the participants’ perceptions of the user interfaces used in the experiment, as discussed above, few significant results were observed. We would suggest that this is because the cognitive affordances were mostly equivalent for both web sites, e.g. in most cases the labelling of menu options was relatively clear for supermarket web sites of this kind. This therefore resulted in the ‘side effect’ of very few significant differences for user satisfaction. Also, we would suggest that the physical affordances were approximately equivalent for both web sites, because the sizing of the menus and each menu option, were of a size that made it easy to select an option. Finally we would suggest that the functional and sensory affordances were also largely equivalent for both web sites. The menu options had clear ‘purpose’ and worked as intended. Also as discussed above, the designs of both web sites had good visual clarity.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The results suggest overall that particularly in a supermarket shopping web site context, whether the menu is placed horizontally at the top of the page or is replaced with a horizontal fisheye menu and a left vertical menu does not seriously affect interaction time, accuracy and subjective perceptions. Furthermore, we would suggest that irrespective of menu positioning, designers should ensure as far is possible that the cognitive, physical, functional and sensory affordances are not violated in any way, as any violation of
these could be more crucial than the actual positioning of the menu itself. However the authors of this paper suggest that more work still needs to be done to obtain empirical results for other types of menus and also to investigate in more depth issues of sub-menus and nesting. We suggest this because clearly other researchers have had different results which may indicate that there are other issues at play still to be discovered.

Also future experiments with more difficult tasks could lead to more understanding of the issues. This approach may show clearer results favouring a particular type of menu design. Furthermore more investigation needs to be done in relation to the theory of affordances [7] to gain more evidence that violation of the affordances creates more problems than the actual menu positioning. Lastly we suggest that perhaps other psychological aspects and/or user experience could have an effect that we have not identified yet.
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Abstract—To recognize an object in an image, the user must apply a combination of operators, where each operator has a set of parameters. These parameters must be “well” adjusted in order to reach good results. Usually, this adjustment is made manually by the user. In this paper we propose a new method to automate the process of parameter adjustment for an object recognition task. Our method is based on reinforcement learning, we use two types of agents: User Agent that gives the necessary information and Parameter Agent that adjusts the parameters of each operator. Due to the nature of reinforcement learning the results do not depend only on the system characteristics but also the user’s favorite choices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

New tools and new algorithms for vision applications cause new system parameters that must be properly adjusted. This adjustment requires a specific knowledge, takes a long time, and sometimes even has to be done in an experimental process. To accomplish a segmentation task, the user must apply some operators, where each one has a set of parameter to adjust. The lack of a general rule that guides the user in his choices, the fixation of parameter values is usually made intuitively. The user proceeds by trying manually all possible cases until finding the desired result. Usually, in the majority of vision tasks we need to apply a combination of several operators where each one has a multitude of parameters to adjust. So, the manual adjustment becomes very tedious and not trustworthy. Therefore, an automatic method to adjust the values of each parameter is needed. The quality of results depends essentially on the operator chosen and the values assigned to its parameters.

Some GUI, for example Ariane [1], help users to accomplish a vision task by proposing them an interactive interface, but the values assigned to the parameters are selected manually by the user. Very few systems had succeeded to automate the process of parameter adjustment.

In [2], B.NICKOLAY et al. proposed a method to automatically optimize the parameters of a machine vision system for surface inspection by using specific Evolutionary Algorithms (EA). A few years later, Taylor proposed a reinforcement learning framework which uses connectionist systems as function approximators to handle the problem of determining the optimal parameters for a computer vision application even in the case of a highly dimensional, continuous parameter space [3]. More recently, Farhang et al. [9] introduced a new method for the segmentation of the prostate in transrectal ultrasound images, using a reinforcement learning (RL) scheme. He divided the initial image into sub-images and works on each one in order to reach a good result.

In this paper we propose a new method to adjust automatically the parameters of vision operators. Our method is based on reinforcement learning. We use two agents: User Agent (UA) and Parameter Agent (PA). The UA gives the necessary information to the system. It gives the combination of applicable operators, the set of adjustable parameters for each operator, values’ ranges for each parameter. The PA uses reinforcement learning to assign the optimal values for each parameter in order to extract the object of interest from an image.

Due to the nature of RL, in terms of the interaction between state, action and reward, our approach takes in account not only the system opportunities but also the user preferences, and through the learning mechanism it will suggest trustworthy solutions.

An overview of reinforcement learning is given in section 2. Section 3 outlines the proposed approach and introduces a general framework for parameter adjustment. Section 4 presents the experimental results, and section 5 concludes the paper.

II. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Reinforcement learning (RL) is learning what to do, how to map situations to actions, so as to maximize a numerical reward signal. The learner is not told which actions to take, as in most forms of machine learning, but instead must discover which actions yield the best reward by trying them. One of the challenges that arise in reinforcement learning and not in other kinds of learning is the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation. To obtain a lot of reward, a reinforcement learning agent must prefer actions that it has tried in the past and found to be effective in producing reward. But to discover such actions it has to try those that it has not selected before.

Reinforcement learning uses a formal framework defining the interaction between agent and its environment in terms of states, actions, and rewards, Fig 1.

Reward or punishment is determined from the environment, depending on the action taken. The agent must
find a trade-off between immediate and long-term returns. It must explore the unseen states, as well as the states which maximize the return by choosing what the agent already knows. Therefore, a balance between the exploration of unseen states and the exploitation of familiar (rewarding) states is crucial. Watkins has developed Q-learning, a well-established on-line learning algorithm, as a practical RL method [6]. In this algorithm, the agent maintains a numerical value for each state-action, representing a prediction of the worthiness of taking an action in a state.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

Generally, to accomplish an object recognition task, the user must apply sequentially some operators, and for each operator there is some parameter to adjust. Because there is no general rule that guides the user in his choices, he is based usually on his intuition to select values for each parameter. In the majority of vision tasks, we have to apply a multitude of operators that have several parameters to adjust. So adjusting manually these parameters basing only on the experience and on the intuition is not evident. It’s a tedious work with a huge wasted time. In this paper we propose a new automatic method to find the best values for each parameter in a recognition task.

In our method we use two types of agents: User Agent (UA) and Parameter Agent (PA). Fig 2 shows the general framework of our method.

Table 1 represents an iterative policy evaluation for updating the state-action values where \( r \) is the reward value received for taking action in states, \( s' \) is the next state, \( \alpha \) is the learning rate, and \( \gamma \) is the discount factor [7]. There are some policies for taking action a given states. One of them is the Boltzman policy which estimates the probability of taking each action in each state. There are other policies for Q-learning such as \( \epsilon \)-greedy and greedy. In the greedy policy, all actions may not be explored, whereas the \( \epsilon \)-greedy selects the action with the highest Q-value in the given state with a probability of \( 1 - \epsilon \), and other ones with a probability of \( \epsilon \) [7,8]. In this work an \( \epsilon \)-greedy policy is used to make a balance between exploration and exploitation. The reward \( r(s, a) \) is defined according to each state-action pair \((s, a)\). The goal is to find a policy to maximize the discounted sum of rewards received over time. The principal concerns in RL are the cases where the optimal solutions cannot be found, but can be approximated. The online nature of RL distinguishes it from other techniques that approximately solve Markov decision processes (MDP) [5,7].

### TABLE 1. Q-LEARNING ALGORITHM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialize ( Q(s, a) ) arbitrary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat (for each episode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initialize state ( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat (for each step of episode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose action ( a ) from state ( s ) using policy derived from ( Q ) (e.g., ( \epsilon )-greedy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take action ( a ), observe reward ( r ), next state ( s' )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q(s, a) \leftarrow Q(s, a) + \alpha [r + \gamma \max_a Q(s', a) - Q(s, a)] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s \leftarrow s' )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Until ( s ) is terminal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, we attempt to introduce the RL concept for parameters adjustment.
A. Defining actions

Generally, all possible combination of parameters values is defined as an action for the RL agent. The set of the actions is then the set of all possible values combination, see fig. 3.

Each operator OP_k has a series of parameters:

\[[P_1^k, P_2^k, ..., P_n^k]\]

Each parameter \(P_j^k\) has a range of values:

\[V_j^k = \{V_{j1}^k, V_{j2}^k, ..., V_{jm}^k\}\]

An elementary action of the operator OP_k is:

\[a_k = (u_{j1}^k, ..., u_{jm}^k) \text{ where } u_{ij}^k \in V_j^k\]

An action of the agent PA is defined by the combinations of the elementary actions of operators as it is defined above:

\[a = (a_1, a_2, ..., a_n)\]

Actions for object recognition task are given in the experience.

B. Defining states

A state is defined by a set of features extracted from the resulting image:

\[S = [\chi_1, \chi_2, ..., \chi_n]\]

\(\chi_i\) is a feature reflecting the state of the image after the processing. The type of the extracted features depends on the task at hand. Here we give a general definition, and in the experience we define them explicitly for a recognition task.

C. Defining the reward

The return is a reward if the agent chooses the right action, else it is a punishment. The return is defined according to the quality of the processing result. This quality is assessed by using ground-truth models. To define the return we calculate the similarity between the resulting image and its ground truth. The similarity is calculated according to some features extracted from the two images. The type of these features depends on the task at hand. For example, if we want to detect an object in an image we extract the number of the objects, their areas, their sizes, etc. We express the difference between these scalars by:

\[D = \sum_i w_i D_i\]

The weights \(w_i\) are chosen according to the importance of each feature.

A general form of the reward definition in the proposed approach is presented by:

\[\text{Reward: } r = -10, 0 \text{ or } 10; \text{ if } (D < \epsilon) r = +10; \text{ if } \epsilon \text{ is true} \]

\[\text{elseif } ((D > \epsilon) \&\& (D < \epsilon + \delta)) \] \[r = 0; \]

\[\text{else } r = -10; \] \[\text{end}\]

The values 10 and -10 represent respectively the reward and the punishment depending to a predefined threshold.

IV. EXPERIENCE

We use a dataset of 30 textured images containing the same object to extract. The object is a textured disc injected in all the 30 images. The used images are textured so the UA proposes a combination of two operators: GLCM (Gray Level Cooccurrence Matrices) to segment textures and k-means to classify them. Each one of these operators has some parameters to be adjusted in order to be executable. In GLCM, texture is always defined in relation to some local window. The size \(n \times n\) of this window affects the result of the segmentation, so we propose the size of the window as the parameter to adjust for GLCM. UA proposes a range of values for \(n\), it may have seven values, the odd values between 9 and 21 \{9, 11, ..., 21\}. GLCM extracts fourteen texture features [8]. In this paper we limit our self to four of the most popular features: Angular Second Moment (energy), Contrast, Correlation and entropy. After extracting these textures, we classify them using the algorithm k-means. The parameter to adjust for this operator is \(k\), the number of the possible clusters. It can take five values \{1, ..., 5\}. How are actions, states and reward are defined according to our experience is given below.

A. Actions Definition

The UA proposes two operators: GLCM and k-means. GLCM has \(n\) the size of the sliding window as the parameter to adjust. \(n\) can take seven odd values: 9, 11, 13, ..., 21, so an elementary action for GLCM is one of these values. k-means has \(k\) the number of possible cluster, its possible values are \{1,2,3,4,5\}. An elementary action for k-means is one of these values.

Then an action for the agent PA is constituted by a couple of a value of “\(n\)” and a value of “\(k\)” All actions are all possible combinations of the values of “\(n\)” and “\(k\)”.

B. States Definition

States are defined, according to the features which represent the status of the resulted image. For object recognition we extract four features to define the state space:

\[S = [x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4]\] (1)
Where $x_1$ is the selected feature.

$x_2$ is the Number of Objects in the resulting image after segmentation.

$x_3$ is the ratio between the area of the extracted object and the area of the whole image.

$x_4$ is the ratio between the area of the resulting object and the object reference.

$x_5$ is the mean of the used textural features: Angular Second Moment (energy), Contrast, Correlation and entropy.

**C. Reward Definition**

The rewards and punishments are defined according to the quality criterion that represents how well the image is segmented. A straightforward method is comparing the resulting image with its ground truth. This comparison is made between the scalar features of the obtained regions and those of the desired one. In this paper we define the reward according to a difference between the components of the image. We define this difference as: $D = \sum w_i D_i$

$D_1= \text{difference of the number of the objects;}$

$D_2= \text{difference of the sizes of the objects;}$

$D_3= \text{difference of the surfaces of the objects;}$

$D_4= \text{difference of the feature textures.}$

$D = \sum_i w_i D_i$

Fig. 4 shows the three images taken randomly from the process of recognition. The three images contain the same object of interest, the textured disc.

Fig. 4: the three images containing the disc to extract.

The agent PA proceeds by reinforcement learning and finds that the optimal action that gives the best result is ($t_w = 13, Nb_c = 3$). So the best value for the size of the sliding window is 13 with the best number of possible clusters is 3. Fig. 5 shows the reference disc and the resulting one by our approach.

Fig. 5: the resulting image and its reference.

Fig. 6 shows the curve of learning of the agent PA. At first it has not much knowledge and experience to behave, so it uses several steps per episode.

Over time the curve learning becomes almost constant, which proves that really there is a learning while the processing is done, the number of steps decreases with episodes. It means that our agent RL accumulates an experience that will help him to take decision in the future.

V. CONCLUSION

Determining the values of parameters of the vision operators is a challenging task. In this paper, we have proposed a reinforcement learning approach to handle this problem even in the case of a vision task needing many operators to sequence. A texture segmentation application is presented to test our approach.

Our goal isn’t comparing our method to others, but our goal is to present another manner of thinking that uses learning concepts and show that really it gives good results. Our method can be applied to any decision process using parametric methods.

Due to the nature of reinforcement learning, the proposed approach takes in account not only the system opportunities but also the user preferences, and through the learning mechanism it suggests trustworthy solutions. As perspectives, our approach will be used on a large set of different images and its results will be compared to other methods.
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Abstract—The large numbers of sick children in different diseases are very dreaded, and when there isn't succor at the proper time and in the type the sick child need it that makes us lose child. This paper suggested an emergency system for succoring sick child locally when he required that, and there isn't someone who knows his disease. The proposed system is the first tracking system works online (24 hour in the day) but only when the sick children requiring the help using mobile GIS. In, this emergency system the child will send SMS (for easy he click one button) contains his ID and coordinates (Longitude and Latitude) via GPRS network to the web server (the child was registered previously on that server), in this step the server will locate the sick child on Google map and retrieve the child's information from the database which saved this information in registration stage, and base on these information will send succoring facility and at the same time informing the hospital, his parents, doctor, etc. about that emergency case of the child using the SMS mode through GPRS network again. The design and implement of the proposed system shows more effective cost than other systems because it used a minimum configuration (hardware and software) and works in economic mode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing the rating of sick children in different diseases per year base on World Health Organization WHO and UNICEF, e.g. over the last 40 years asthma particularly in children approximately 300 million people worldwide currently have asthma and its prevalence increases by 50% every decade, in North America, 10% of the population has asthma [1].

Other disease is congenital heart defect over 1,000,000 babies born with this disease worldwide each year 100000 of them will die within the first year, i.e. one of every 100 infants they have congenital heart defect to some extent [2]. There are 70,000 children (less than 1 year -14 years) worldwide are expected to develop type 1 diabetes annually per year increase is estimated at around 3% [3].

From what advancement the sociality face to face a front of a big problem with this large numbers of sick children from view of three important diseases only, i.e. what about other diseases this problem become more effective if there isn't who offer succoring and helping at a suitable time for those children when they are in school, shopping, with their friends, etc, i.e. will lose a large number from those children if they needed succoring and there isn't someone with the child known which type and suitable help he needed.

To solve this problem sure will think about new track system for those sick children to succor them, not like these traditional tracking systems which are developed so far use a handheld GPS receiver device for tracking the location depend on real time tracking and continuity on the interval of tracking [4] for example, of these types of traditional tracking systems; may construct from n-tier as shown in Fig. 1 [6].

![Figure 1. The N-Tier Tracking System Diagram [6].](image)

Really there is needed for an emergency system can tracking the sick children only when they required help and there are no one knows what is the disease of each of them, at a suitable time and in the quality which the children are required using new techniques and modes to satisfy system in effective cost.

II. RELATED WORK

Katina Michael and others [2006] employed usability context analyses to draw out the emerging ethical concerns facing current human-centric GPS applications personal locators for children, the elderly or those suffering from Alzheimer’s or memory loss, and monitoring of parolees for law enforcement, security or personal protection purposes. The outcome of the study is the classification of the current state GPS applications into the contexts of control, convenience, and care; and a preliminary ethical framework for considering...
the viability of GPS location-based services emphasizing privacy, accuracy, property and accessibility [4].

Alahakone, A.U. and Veera Ragavan [2009] presented the development of a geospatial information system for path planning and navigation of mobile objects. The system involves a GIS implemented using Google maps to visualize the routes of mobile objects acquired from GPS receivers over a GPRS network [5].

Ruchika and BVR [2011] proposed a cost effective method of tracking a human's mobility using two technologies via GPRS and GPS, and further the cost is reduced by using GPRS rather than using SMS for communicating the information to the server, but the tracking system is design based on Android only, not for any mobile phone (general) can support GPS and General Packet Radio Service GPRS like iPhone, windows phone, iPad, etc [6].

The whole systems allow the user's mobility to be tracked using a mobile phone which is equipped with an internal GPS receiver and a GPRS transmitter, i.e. most of the applications developed so far use a handheld GPS receiver device for tracking the location [6], and real time tracking and continuity on the interval of tracking may be very high cost specially when the server, IP network, and ISP are busy in the interval of tracking [4].

To overcome the problems above, an emergency system must be contain the following techniques and modes:

A. Mobile GIS:

As expansion of GIS technology from the office into the field, a mobile GIS enables field-base personnel to capture, store, update, manipulate, analyze, and display geographic information. Mobile GIS integrates one or more of the following technologies:

1) Mobile devices.
2) Global Position System (GPS).
3) Wireless communications for Internet GIS access.

There is wide using of mobile GIS to complete the multiple tasks one of them the tracking for persons, vehicle, etc [7].

B. An Emergency System Works Via GPRS:

GPRS is the widely acknowledged successful application to adopt; it cannot be denied that high costs are involved in both setting up as well as maintenance of the application. Also, in order to full integrate and fully tap upon the efficiency of the system, and

C. Short Message Service SMS:

The mobile terminal sends data through SMS to the receiving terminal, compared to the modem solution the SMS solution is more economical because the tracking system will work in an emergency cases only (when really the child needs the succoring and help), i.e. to overcome the time of tracking systems in general, which are used to maintain long time continual tracking system it would therefore, result again in a high cost in maintaining a continual tracking system.

III. THE MOTIVATING

The objective of this paper reach to an emergency tracking system offers succoring (when the children needed the help), i.e. make the system works really only when the sick child required the succoring and in economic mode that will reduce the time and delay as well as the cost, to satisfy this aim must be thinking about new techniques and modes, so the proposed of an emergency system will involve the following characteristics:

A. The Mobile GIS Technique:

The system involves a GIS implemented using Google maps to visualize the location of mobile or track device for a sick child without needing to use GPS receiver, but the proposed system will base on supporting of a mobile build-in GPS technique on devices like iPhone, Windows phone, iPad, etc.

B. Modes Of Transmission As Follow:

1) GPRS mode: The mobile terminal sends data through GPRS data channel to a special TCP/IP server linked to the Internet, or a PC with a fixed Internet IP address. In this case, the GPRS is always online and billed only on the bytes transmitted, rendering it to be a much cheaper alternative to any current systems, and

2) SMS mode: The mobile terminal sends data through SMS to the receiving terminal, compared to the modem solution; the SMS solution is more economical.

C. Server of TCP/IP mode:

Have a fixed IP address, as well as a dynamic IP address as soon as the receiving server or receiving terminal get its IP address on boot up, the user will need only to reconfigure the IP address setting of the mobile terminal to align it to any of the users desired output this remote setting mechanism makes all this possible without any hassle.

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED AN EMERGENCY SYSTEM

The main tasks for the suggested design of an emergency system to succor the sick children summarize in the flowchart as show in Fig. 2.

The architecture of suggested an emergency system involves multiple modules as shown in Fig. 3, these modules are:

A. Registration module:

This module referring to any sick child needed to be serve using this an emergency system must be register via web interface constructed for the system one time only (no duplicate) and saved the child's information in a database created for registration. Without registration, this system can't recognize the child which needs succor/help.

GIS module:

In this module the sick child will use his mobile (a child who is equal or less than 15 year), this mobile can support GPS technique (built-in) to locate his coordinates (Latitude and Longitude) or using tracking device like GlobalSat TR-203 (a child who can't use mobile). Every time the child need
succoring from this an emergency system will send SMS contains only the coordinates of location and child ID (number of child’s mobile or his sequence number in database, etc) which specified in registration module (A above) using GPRS network, and this SMS will be received by the web server of an emergency system.

C. Web server module:

That module will work when an emergency system received SMS, the web server will use the Child ID within received SMS to search the database to find and retrieve the fully information of sick child, then send succoring facility (Car, Helicopter, Lifeboat, etc), and at the same time send SMS to informing the emergency hospital, the father or mother of sick child, etc.

Fig. 4 shows a diagram of serving or supporting sick child which is done in two stages by the proposed an emergency system, the first stage start when the child request the

Figure 4. Serving/Supporting diagram of proposed an emergency system.

Figure 4; a.

This feature will reduce and minimize the cost because the proposed system will need only web server based on a database not two servers one for web server and another for database, again this feature (non continuity of emergency system) will use SMS solution which is more economical because an emergency system works when the child needed not like the traditional tracking systems which were continuous, Fig. 4; b shows the second stage of serving an emergency system starting when retrieve the fully information of childlike name, type of diseases, father or mother, his doctor, etc the technique of finding and retrieving the child’s information written in the flowchart as shown in Fig. 5.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Implementing the proposed design of an emergency system reveals below:

A. The requirement of configuration

The configuration for suggested system in this research can be divided into:
1) **The Software:** Tools which are needed windows server 2008 to setup and install web server, the other important software C# as programming language under Visual studio 2010 package which is used in the web interface for registration and for implement the all other techniques like the connection between the web server and database, then the search (find and retrieve) technique information of sick child, etc. the last software needed MySQL package use to construct the database involve table call info contains the fields as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ChildId</td>
<td>Int(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Varchar(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Varchar(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father-No</td>
<td>Int(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother-No</td>
<td>Int(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease-Name</td>
<td>Varchar(20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) **The Hardware:** As the first device will need a server friendly with windows and Microsoft packages selected type HP server, second need a mobile can support GPS technique (built-in), here selected windows phone which is friendly with Microsoft packages (the compatibility make avoid conflict) and cheap comparing to iPhone, iPad and tracking device (which can support GPS/GSM/GPRS technology like GlobalSat TR-203) as shown in Table 2. Finally, will need a resource to connect with Internet Service Provider ISP cross GPRS network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Windows Phone</th>
<th>iPhone</th>
<th>Tracking Device (TR-203)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Cheap</td>
<td>Expensive</td>
<td>Relatively Expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple usage</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Implement the proposed System**

For An emergency system, which called Succor will select environment for implementation Erbil city and the first step are the registration of the child using GUI (web interface) from any PC connected to internet or from his mobile directly as shown in Fig. 6.

![Flowchart technique of finding and retrieving child's information.](image)

![Registration of sick child in Emergency system using his mobile.](image)
8, at the same time will determine the real location of sick child on Google maps.

3) Send SMS: the web server after sending succoring facility (e.g. car, helicopter, etc) to the real location of child, this button will use to send SMSs for father/mother of child (or any other persons from child’s Family), and also to the emergency hospital (to become ready for receiving child), see Fig. 8.

![Figure 7. The sick child when need serve from succour (emergency) system.](image)

![Figure 8. The tasks/buttons of web server of succouring system.](image)

### C. Discussion of the results:

The important results of the proposed an emergency system comparing with other systems shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Proposed an Emergency System</th>
<th>Ruchika and BVR System</th>
<th>Alahakone and Veera System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request of Hardware</td>
<td>Relatively minimum request, e.g. no need extra GSM network, separated database server, etc</td>
<td>Relative middle request</td>
<td>Relatively maximum request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serving continuity or at the request</td>
<td>At the request however, the serving is online 24 hours</td>
<td>Continuity</td>
<td>Continuity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using SMS</td>
<td>Yes, it becomes economic with noncontinuity</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need the support of GPS receiver</td>
<td>No, because it supported by build-in GPS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using specific mobile</td>
<td>No (General), which are support GPS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V. Conclusions and Future Work

#### A. Conclusions

The conclusions which are obtained from proposed system summarized as follow:

1) The design of proposed an emergency system is an effective cost more than other systems as referring to in Table 2; especially the proposed system is better than Ruchika and BVR system which is characterized based on cost effective [6].

2) The proposed system really works when the sick child send SMS, i.e. an emergency system is not continuity however, it works online and can accept any request at any time. This approach of succoring which is used the SMS mode relatively economic from other modes like modem solution.

3) This an emergency system can use as tracker for a child or any other type of ages whose make the registration or not in case of unregistered will send the succoring facility without any others information to the location from it the server received the SMS.

#### B. Future work

Can extend the proposed system to achieve the follow tasks:

1) Make the an emergency system can do more GIS computing to determine the real location and distance (base on an update image satellite for the zone or location), this distance computed between an emergence center (which send the succoring facility) and the location of sick child as well as between the child’s location and emergency hospital which take care of child, and then base on real location and the optimal path (distance) will decide to send a suitable type of succoring facility (helicopter, car, lifeboat, etc) and in the shortest path because selecting the suitable succoring facility and in shortest path are playing an important role in succoring the sick child.
Involve an emergency system knowledge about all emergency hospitals (e.g. by extended or added database) in the zone or location to inform the succoring facility to take the correct direction to the suitable hospital (proper to the type of the child's disease) to serve and help the child in a suitable an emergency hospital and at the shortest time (without any loss of time in this emergency case of child).
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Abstract—This paper deals with the design of Internet billing system, in which it is possible to pay invoices electronically. This approach is implemented via virtual banks, in which the process of money transfer can be implemented. In other hand many applications can be realize such as; deposit e-money, withdrawal e-money and determine account balance. A Gate way translator is used to apply authentication rules, security and privacy.


I. INTRODUCTION

Paper bills are now the primary channel of communication between companies and their customers. However, their potential for personalization is limited, and they are not interactive. If a customer wants to react to something in his paper bill – for example, to make a customer service inquiry or to order a new service – he must make a telephone call. Internet Billing promises far more than a new and inexpensive way to deliver billing information. Industry experts predict that Internet Billing will fundamentally change the way companies interact with their customers. Eventually, the Internet Bill will be an interactive en –

II. E-COMMERCE

Deep penetration and spread of Internet, lead to more electronic applications are becoming available. Electronic commerce (E-commerce) is one such enabling technology, which has wide spread utility touching almost everybody in society. It helps buyers and sellers, individuals and business, retail and bulk suppliers. In fact, e-commerce has very attractive features like anywhere, anytime shopping / banking (24 hours x 365 days) and no holidays, zero inventory, no middlemen, and so forth.

It helps customers to compare various products in the range and class, study their features/performance and make an informed decision about the emergence of e-commerce has created new financial needs that in many cases cannot be effectively fulfilled by the traditional payment systems. Recognizing this, virtually all interested parties are exploring various types of electronic payment (E-payment) system and issues surrounding e-payment system and digital currency [5].
The earliest example of e-commerce is Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT). This allows financial institutions to transfer funds between one another in a secure and efficient manner. Later, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) was introduced to facilitate inter business transactions. However, early EDI systems were typically operated over special networks that are complex to set up and costly to administer. For these reasons, EDI has not been as widely deployed as expected. With the advent of Internet technologies and advanced cryptographic techniques, it is now feasible to implement e-commerce over a public network – the Internet. The development of the World Wide Web (WWW) greatly accelerates the development of e-commerce and expands its scope to cover different types of applications [6].

E-commerce includes activities such as establishing a Web page to support investor relations. In brief, e-commerce involves the use of information technology to enhance communications and transactions with all of an organization's stakeholders. Such stakeholders include customers, suppliers, government regulators, financial institutions, managers, employees, and the public at large. E-commerce is a revolution in business practices.

If organizations are going to take advantage of new Internet technologies, then they must take a strategic perspective. That is, care must be taken to make a close link between corporate strategy and e-commerce strategy. E-commerce, in a broad sense, is the use of computer networks to improve organizational performance. Increasing profitability, gaining market share, improving customer service, and delivering products faster are some of the organizational performance gains possible with e-commerce. E-commerce is more than ordering goods from an on-line catalog. It involves all aspects of an organization's electronic interactions with its stakeholders, the people who determine the future of the organization [7].

There are different types of e-commerce from perspective of the buyer and seller relationship, according to this relationship, e-commerce applications can be divided into the following four categories:

A. **Business-to-Consumer (B2C)**

In this case, the seller is business organization, whereas the buyer is consumer. This emulates the situation of physical retailing and so it is commonly called electronic retailing or consumer-oriented e-commerce. It frequently involves a temporary relationship and has relatively low volume of transactions and small payments.

B. **Business-to-Business (B2B)**

In this case, the vendor and the buyer of the goods or services involved in a transaction are both organizations rather than individual customers.

In contrast to B2C e-commerce, B2B is characterized by a number of features and these include high volumes of goods trade, prior agreements or contracts between the partners involved requiring a much higher level of authorization, taxation, and documentation and information exchange.

C. **Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C)**

This refers to situations where both the seller and the buyer are consumers. On line auctions provide an effective means for supporting C2C e-commerce.

D. **Consumer-to-Business (C2B)**

This has perhaps been the area in which there has been the biggest growth in e-commerce. In this type of applications, a customer specifies his requirements in relation to the product or services he wants to the business represented by an e-commerce site which does a search over the Internet to explore the web sites that match these requirements and return the result to the customer [8].

III. **BILLING SYSTEM**

Billing systems are key competitive weapons for telecommunications companies [9]. A billing system is a combination of software and hardware that receives call detail and service usage information, grouping this information for specific accounts or customers, produces invoices, creating reports for management, and recording (posting) payments made to customer accounts. Billing systems are composed of interfaces (Network, Marketing, Customer Care, Finance, etc.), computers, software programs and databases of information. Computers are the hardware (computer servers) and operating systems are used to run the programs and process. Network interfaces are the hardware devices that gather accounting information (usage) from multiple networks, convert it into detailed billing records, and pass it on to the billing system.

Billing system use databases to hold customer information; usage call detail records, rate tables, and billing records that is ready to be invoiced. The key functional parts of a billing system include creating usage records, event processing, bill calculation, customer care, payment processing, bill rendering and management reporting. In addition to the basic billing system functions, billing systems share information with many other business functions such as sales, marketing, customer care, finance and operations.

Billing charges are determined by events that occur in a communication system. Billing events can originate from many sources: a media gateway, a media server, a content aggregator or a visited partner's network and they must be converted into a standard format. A typical billing process involves collecting usage information from network equipment (such as media servers, access devices and set top boxes), translating and formatting the usage information into records that a billing system can understand, transferring these records to the billing system, assigning charge fees to each event, creating invoices, receiving and recording payments from the customers[10].

Telecommunication companies need an effective and accurate billing system to be able to assure their revenue. Billing systems process the usage of network equipment that is used during the service usage into a single Call Detail Record (CDR). The billing process involves receiving billing records from various networks, determining the billing rates associated with the billing records, calculating the cost for each billing
record, aggregating these records periodically to generate invoices, sending invoices to the customer, and collecting payments received from the customer. Billing system is very complex starting from network elements that generate usage to the billing system to usage collection, mediation, rating, and invoicing [11].

IV. ON-LINE BILLING SYSTEM

Electronic billing is one of the fastest growing technologies for corporate law departments. Recent surveys indicate that roughly 15 percent of corporate legal departments require electronic bills from their law firms, and another 15 percent are considering it. If the person is a law firm with corporate clients, the person has probably seen acceleration in the number of requests from clients who want their bills submitted electronically. Choosing electronic billing and matter management systems are among the most important technology decisions that a law department can make, with significant potential consequences both positive and negative [12].

The concept of electronic billing is not new. Since the advent of the Internet, a small number of consumers have been using this electronic medium to pay bills online after receiving standard paper invoices via regular Postal Service. What is new in the electronic billing arena is the concept of electronic bill presentment. With electronic bill presentment, companies that send bills (billers) post consumers’ statements to the Internet, enabling consumers to view the statements and make e-payments [1].

With ever increasing spread of Internet, Bill presentment and payment is becoming a new type of service area for periodic billers like Telephone Companies, Electricity etc. Internet based bill presentment and payment system converts billing centers from cost centers to revenue centers and for customers (payer) the system is a personalized service. Internet based bill presentment and payment system provides direct personalized communication channel between Billers and Payers, opens a new revenue channel by cross-selling advertisements. Drastic reduction of costs that are associated with paper based billing system. For customers or payers, receiving bills to payment of bills at one window through a Personal Computer, figure1 show on-line billing system.

Figure 1. The entities involved in on-line billing system

Figure 2 Depicts overall workflow of the system step by step:

1. Customer gets an Electronic Cheque Book (e-Cheque Book) from his/her bank.
2. Customer sends registration request for online billing through biller’s World Wide Web site.
3. Biller verifies credentials of the application and grants a subscription for online billing and sends user-id and password through e-mail or immediately when credentials are submitted. This enables the customer to view and pay bills.
4. Customer logs in to his/her online billing account of the biller’s web site, verifies the bill details and pays with an electronic cheque (generated from the e-Cheque Book). The electronic cheque or e-cheque is sent to the Biller.

5. Biller system receives e-cheque and sends an acknowledgement for the received e-cheque.
6. Biller checks for validity of electronic cheques (received from customers), endorses, and sends them to bank for processing.
7. Bank (Billier’s) validates the received e-cheques and sends them to the Customer’s bank for clearance. Honored or dishonored information is sent to the Biller.
8. Biller’s billing system updates the customer billing data based on cheque clearance status (as received from the bank) and sends appropriate information to the customer through electronic mail. The steps 1-3 above are done for registration, which is a one-time activity for a given customer, whereas steps 4-8 are used for viewing/paying bills, which is an ongoing activity [4].

V. LITERATURE SURVEY

There are many previous studies in the field of Internet billing system, below are some of these studies and their result are referred to:

- J Crookes (1996), the term adopted for the system is multiservice billing system (MSBS). The strategic business issues which have shaped the design of
MSBS. It describes the scale and complexity of the problem which makes the construction of a multiservice platform such a difficult feat of software engineering. The concept of a common product model, which underpins the system's design, is introduced [9].

- **NN Murthy, et al. (2000)**, In their paper, the authors presented a brief description of the technologies for e-commerce. The authors also present TWINS (Twin Cities Information Network Service) test-bed application being developed as part of this project. TWINS, operational at twin cities of Hyderabad-Secunderabad, facilitates payment of various utility bill payment (like water, electricity, etc.) through a single window system. Payment of water bills through Internet using E-Cheque (Electronic Cheque) will be operational soon. This enables customers to pay their bills from anywhere, anytime. Thus, realizing the benefits of e-commerce to the citizens [4].

- **Yang Bo, Liu Dongsu and Wang Yumin (2001)**, In their paper, the authors improved the e-payment system with a smart card proposed by S.Brands, and present an anonymity-revoking e-payment system. On the one hand, the customer's privacy cannot be compromised by the bank or by the payee. On the other hand, anonymity can be removed by a TTP with the help of the bank. In this case, the third party can link a payment to a corresponding withdrawal and prevent money laundering [13].

- **EWB Team (2000)**, This document provided information regarding the use of the Extra Work Billing System (EWB). The document is organized with step-by-step instructions for each task to be accomplished using the EWB system. The EWB System may be accessed through the Internet using either Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer [14].

- **P.S. Barreto, et al. (2005)**, In their paper, the authors presented a discussion concerning the performance of four network scenarios for billing purposes. Using the results of packet losses in an experimental platform simulating a NGN (Next Generation Network) environment, the authors evaluate on each scenario the impact in the billing process with different traffic flows comparing the total revenue calculus for two billing schemes: (1) charging per packet and (2) reducing the value corresponding to undelivered packets. Our results show that the environments that use Differentiated Services are both convenient for costumers and service providers [15].

- **ShiQun Li , et al. (2008)**, In their paper, the authors first identified some vulnerability in the mobile billing system. Then, the authors propose a fair and secure billing system based on a proper combination of digital signature and hash chain mechanism. The proposed system can achieve authentication, non-repudiation, and fairness, which are desirable security requirements for an undeniable mobile billing system [16].

- **Albert Levi, Cetin Kaya Koc (2009)**, In their paper, the authors proposed a new Internet e-payment protocol, namely CONSEPP (Convenient and Secure E-Payment Protocol), based on the account authority model of ANSI (American National Standards Institute) X9.59 standard. CONSEPP is the specialized version of X9.59 for Internet transactions (X9.59 is multi-purpose). In CONSEPP the authors propose a lightweight method to avoid the need for merchant certificates. Moreover, the authors propose a simple method for secure shopping experience between merchant and consumer. Merchant authentication is embedded in the payment cycle. CONSEPP aims to use current financial transaction networks, like Visa Net, Bank Net and ACH (Automated Clearing House) networks, for communications among financial institutions. No certificates (in the classical sense) or certificate authorities exist in CONSEPP [17].

- **Giannakos Antoniou, et al. (2009)**, In their paper, the authors proposed an online payment scheme which uses the traditional e-payment infrastructure but which reveals no payment information to the seller. This is done with only an incremental increase in computational power [18].

## VI. IMPLEMENTED BILLING SYSTEM

The implemented system is intended to support all the banking operations (Direct bill payment; determine account balance, money transferred, withdrawal and deposit). Figure 3 shows the architecture of the implementation system.

![Figure 3: Architecture of the implemented system.](image)

The implementation system consists of the following components:

- **A. Client**

Clients (i.e. users and customers) can access to the implemented system from web browser (Internet explorer, firefox, etc) that provides a user interface that customer interacts this interface. The user must enters the name and the password to introduce to e-bank group.
B. Gateway

Gateway is used to control several operations including user access to the system, check the validity and reliability of the user from use of the system and make sure that the user is one of the participants in the e-bank group. In addition make the registration process in the e-bank group for new customer. After all this, the user can log into the e-bank group. The gateway must authenticate the user before allowing him to enter any bank want to deal with it. User’s authentication required the correct user name and password that must be entered at the login step. They will be checked against the stored ones in designated database, upon match, the user will grant the access to its account, hence, the provided services. Passwords will be stored at the designated database as plain text; an unauthorized access from local or remote user to the database can have an catastrophic damage.

She/he can use any username along with correct password to access, transfer, etc…. Therefore, Hash function MD5 (Message-Digest Algorithm) is used to generate message digest for all the passwords that will be stored in the database. At the authentication, the Hashed password will be checked rather than the plain text.

In the case that the user is a new customer, the information must enter which are full name, phone, E-mail, address, username, password and limitation. The limitation is that the amount of money determined by the user in the registration process, so the user cannot exceed this amount during withdraws or transfer funds. This mechanism used to add more protection for the process of withdrawal and transfer of funds. In case of exceeding the limitation specified, the proposed system making stop for the withdrawal operation and make sure the reliability and validity of user.

This information must entered by the user to be registered in the gateway and the bank chosen by the user. The Card number is resulting from taking the hash function MD5 and CRC32 function (Cyclic Redundancy Check) for some of information which is (ZIP for the country (This system applied three example of countries, Iraq, Paris, America), Full Name for the user, and code number for the bank). The implemented system produced the account number. The first customer is given the account number equal to one; the second customer is given the account number equal to two, etc. Figure 4 illustrates the user’s registration.

1) C. E-bank

The user can choose any bank willing to deal with it. There are four operations for in the bank that is (account balance, withdrawal, deposit and money transfer) that the user want to make them and our DB is sensitive to the changes.

2) Account Balance Operation

The user needs to determine the his/her account balance, therefore he must enter the card number, when the server is matching between the user’s card number and the card number in our designated database, the account balance is produced, and these operations as listed below:

3) Money Transfer

If the user wants to transfer money from any bank to another, then he must select the operation which is money transfer. The user can transfer the money from his/her account balance to another consumer by enters the several inputs (card number for the sender, account number for the Recipient, the amount of money to be transferred and determine the bank that receives the money).

The user can pay the bills for water, electricity, Telephone, etc., through the use of this proposed system and benefit from the money transfer service. Through a financial transfers between the user’s bank and the banks that deal with Telephone Companies, water, Electricity, etc.

In the process of transferring funds from one bank to another, the mechanism is needed to convert the currency; where the process of conversion from one currency to another is through the program to determine Currency Exchange. Figure 5 illustrates the Money transfer.

4) Deposit operation

The user can select this operation, when he wants deposit the money in his/her account balance. He enters the card number and the amount of money which is wanted to add to his/her account balance.

5) withdrawal operation

The user must enter the card number and the amount of money who wants to withdraw from his/her account balance when he selects the withdrawal operation.
VII. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The Internet billing system is implemented to satisfy the security requirements. The authentication process is done using hash function, CRC32 function. The payment system work 24 hour a day, 7 days a week and any time anywhere.

The implemented system leads to increase flexibility and efficiency of the payment process by reducing transaction process time and reducing cost.

The implemented system introduced many flexible interfaces such as main system interface (figure 6), user registration interface (figure 7) and E-bank services interface (figure 8).

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we implemented Internet billing system; by construction of virtual banks which perform the processes of banks. Some of the concepts of security have been applied in this system to protect the system from unauthorized access. The security issue is implemented via; encrypted passwords using hash function (MD5), the hash function (MD5) and CRC32. These functions are used to generate the card number; the amount of money transferred cannot exceed a certain imitation. Users can do their payment via E-bank any time anywhere, in which access time is reduced as possible.
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Abstract—Many researchers had evaluated the throughput and delay performance of virtual output queued (VOQ) packet switches using iterative weighted/un-weighted scheduling algorithms. Prof. Nick McKeown from Stanford University had evolved with excellent iterative maximal matching (i-slip) scheme which provides throughout near to 100%. Prof. Kim had suggested multiple input queued architecture which also provide more than 90% throughput for less number of input queues per port. (In VOQ N queues per port are used). Our attempt is to use MIQ architecture and evaluate delay, throughout performance with i-slip algorithm for scheduling. While evaluating performance we had used Bernoulli’s and Bursty (ON-OFF) traffic models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A High speed switches mainly classified as input queued (IQ) switch, output-queued (OQ) switch, and combined input-and output-queued (CIOQ) switch. An OQ switch buffers cells at the output ports. OQ switches guarantee 100% throughput since the outputs never idle as long as there are packets to send. An NxN OQ switch must operate N times faster than the line rate. Memory technology cannot meet that kind of high-speed requirement [1]. Therefore, IQ and CIOQ switches have gained widespread attention. The input queue switch has limitation of throughout equal to 58.6% [1] [2]. The most common architecture is the CIOQ switch in which buffering occurs both at the input and at the output. But CIOQ always need speedup high speed-up factor of two to provide 100% throughout. Both IQ and CIOQ switches use virtual output queuing in which each input maintains a separate queue for cells destined for each output [2][3].

Matching algorithms for Virtual output queuing removes head-of-line (HOL) blocking and overcomes limit on the throughput single FIFO queue [1]. In virtual output queued switches scheduling or selection of packets at HOL is critical issue. Many algorithms have been proposed for scheduling an IQ switch to obtain high throughout. All the algorithms find a matching between the inputs and outputs, but they were derived with different weighing techniques. Under the matching paradigm, the scheduler matches an input with an output and finds the maximal number of those pairs in a given time slot. This usually takes a few iterations in one time slot. Numerous algorithms work in iterative way and most of them are variants of i-slip algorithms [4] [7] [8]. The i-slip algorithm innovated by Prof. Nick-McKeown had played vital role in development of switching architecture [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. In multiple input queued (MIQ) architecture there are M queues per input port. Total NM queues are used in MIQ whereas N^2 queues are used in VOQ switches. Even with M=8 and N=64 throughput achieved is greater than 92%. In VOQ we need to handle 4096 queues and in case of MIQ only 512 queues need to be handled. It’s quite interesting to analyze the performance of MIQ with i-slip. The i-slip algorithm have not been evaluated for multiple input queued switch (MIQ) where number of queues per input port is less than N if size of switch is N x N. We are reporting the performance of i-slip in MIQ under Bernoulli’s arrival and bursty arrival.

II. SWITCH AND TRAFFIC MODEL

A. Switch Model

This section describes the switch model. Here number queues per port (M) used are less that size of switch (N x N) where M ≤ N. In VOQ N^2 queues needs to be taken care where as in MIQ only NM Queues needs to be taken care. Our aim is to obtain throughout to be 100%, that restrict condition that every cell slot time we need to select non-conflicting N input-output matches among NM matches (N^2 in case of VOQ). Suppose M=2, indicate that there are two queues per port.

Figure 1. MIQ Switch

Arrivals, destined for output ports with even number are saved in one queue at input ports and others are saved at another queue. In general arrival to an output port N is saved in kth queue at input port where k= N mod M where k=1,2...M.This approach introduces a new problem as there
are now (a maximum of) \( N^2 \) packets at HOL in case of VOQ and NM packets in MIQ for selection.

The problem of selecting, \( N \) packets among NM packets to transmit becomes much more complex scheduling problem. The performance of such architecture is determined by the arbitration algorithm. This is illustrated in section 3.

B. Traffic Model

**Bernoulli’s arrival**: In this arrival process the cell arrived in each time slot is identical and independent of other time slot. Assume that probability that cell arrives is \( p \). Each arrived cell chooses output equally likely. Hence traffic is said to be uniformly distributed over output port. Please do not revise any of the current designations.

**Bursty arrival**: Basically this type of modeling of traffic source is called as ON-OFF type. Here in ON-period (active) source sends packets & in OFF-period (silent) no packets are sent.

![ON-OFF Traffic Model](image)

**Figure 2. ON-OFF Traffic Model**

Time is slotted and packets are generated in slot hence it is called as Markov Modulated Bernoulli’s process (MMBP) with two states.

It is further classified as MMDP i.e. as Markov Modulated Deterministic process.

- **State transition matrix**
  
  \[
  T = \begin{bmatrix}
  1 - P_{NF} & P_{NF} \\
  P_{FN} & 1 - P_{FN}
  \end{bmatrix}
  \]

- \( P_{ON} \) = \( \frac{P_{FN}}{P_{FN}+P_{NF}} \)
- \( P_{OFF} \) = \( \frac{P_{NF}}{P_{FN}+P_{NF}} \)
- \( P_{i} = \) Prob that ON state has length ‘n’ slot i.e being ON state it will remain for another (n-1) times in ON state and then goes to OFF state.
- \( P_{i} = (1-P_{NF})^{n-1}P_{NF} \). Its geometric distribution with Mean burst length \( L_{b} \).
  
  \[ L_{b} = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} i P_{NF} (1 - P_{NF})^{i-1} = \frac{1}{P_{NF}} \]

- **Offered Load** = \( \rho = \frac{P_{FN}}{P_{FN}+P_{FN}} \)

- Burst length chosen is 16 and offered load \( \rho \) is 0.8 then \( P_{NF} = 0.0625 \) and \( P_{FN} = 0.25 \) which are used to change the state of the system. If system is in ON state it always generate packet uniformly distributed to any output port till system changes the state.

III. PREPARE YOUR PAPER BEFORE STYLING

A. **Round-Robin Matching (RRM) algorithm**

Before RRM is very similar to Prof. Anderson’s Parallel Iterative Matching (PIM) [3] [4], where packet selection is done at random, it uses modulo \( N \) round robin arbiters, one for each input and one for each output. Each arbiter maintains a pointer, indicating the element that currently has highest priority. RRM operates as follows:

1. **Request**: Each unmatched input sends a request to each output if it has at least one packet at HOL.

2. **Grant**: Each output that has received at least one request selects one request to grant by means of its round-robin arbiter. It chooses the input that appears next in the round robin, starting from the input currently being pointed to. The pointer which is advanced (modulo \( N \)) to one beyond the input just granted.

3. **Accept**: Similarly, each input that has received at least one grant will select one grant to accept by means of its round-robin arbiter. It chooses the output that appears just next in the round robin, starting from the output currently being pointed to. The pointer is advanced (modulo \( N \)) to one beyond the output just accepted. Unfortunately, RRM does not perform very well even under uniform i.i.d. Bernoulli arrivals; saturation throughput is merely 63%, which is close to that of PIM. The reason for reduction in throughput is because output arbiters tend to synchronize, causing multiple arbiters to grant to the same input, which leads to a waste of grants and thus poor throughput.

B. **i-SLIP in VOQ with Bernoulli’s arrival**

i-SLIP is an improvement on RRM, aimed at preventing synchronization of arbiters. Its operation is very similar to RRM, with only a modification in step 2 of how the pointers are updated:

1. **Request**: Same as RRM.

2. **Grant**: Each output that has received at least one request will select one request to grant by means of its round-robin arbiter. It chooses the input that appears next in the round robin, starting from the input currently being pointed to. The pointer is advanced to one beyond the input just granted if and only if the grant is accepted in step 3.

3. **Accept**: Same as RRM. Note that this is almost identical to non-iterative SLIP, with the exception of the added condition in steps 2 and 3: the pointers are only updated in the first iteration for reasons of fairness. Compared to SLIP, iterative SLIP improves performance further when the numbers of iterations are increased. On an average i-SLIP appears to converge in about \( \log(N) \) iterations, a result similar to PIM.

Fig.3 indicates that saturation throughput under VOQ (i.e for 16x16 switch with 16 queues per port) can be achieved to be 100% under 1, 2 or 4 slip. Increasing Number of iterations improves the delay performance.
C. i-SLIP in VOQ with Bursty arrival

Fig. 3 shows the performance, evaluated for switch size of 16x16 with 16 queues per port and bursty traffic (ON-OFF) with different burst size with multiple number of iterations. Burst size selected is 16 and 64.

Delay performance is degraded as burst size is increased. Such model is analytically analyzed by Prof. Kelinrock and Prof. Kim with restricted rule. Here Iterative slip is unweighted i.e. matching of input output does not consider any bias such as length of queues or longest port first etc. With slip more than 2 does not improve the performance under lighter input load (less than 0.7) but it observed that under higher input load (more than 0.85) through and delay performance is improved.

Fig. 4 indicate the delay performance of i-slip for switch size 16x16 with number of queues per port are 4, 8 with number of iterations are 1, 2, 4 slip. In 8 queues per port with 2 slip and 4 Queues per port with 4 slip has same performance. It’s obvious that increase in number of queues per port and increasing number iteration in i-slip will give performance nearer to output queuing.

IV. I-SLIP in MIQ

Our attempt is to evaluate the performance of i-slip algorithm if number of queues per port is reduced to M where M< N the model is identified as MIQ. Here 16x16 with number queues per port reduced to 8 with 1-slip, then this model is equivalent and approximated to even and odd queues where throughput is saturated to 76.4% [9]. Iterative slip in VOQ suggested by Prof. McKeown is implemented in Cisco router1200 and giving best performance [5]. Our attempt is that the McKeown’i-slip implementation can be extended to MIQ where management of N^2 queues reduces to NM queues only. Even through the saturation throughput is limited in MIQ can be overcome by implementing iterative i-slip. Number of iteration of Olog(N) are sufficient for achieving throughput of 100%. In Fig 2 it clearly shows that in 16x16 switch with 8 number of queues per port and slip 1, 2, 4 has increased saturation throughput from 76%, 91%, 98% respectively. As the number of iteration is increased delay performance is also improved.

A. Weighted i-SLIP in MIQ with Bernoulli’s arrival:

Here in Fig. 5 simulation graphs are drawn for number of queues per port 4 and 8 along with variation of slip. Arrival Traffic is Bernoulli’s arrival with uniform distribution. Each input port will send requests to output port depending on HOL packet destination address along with queue length in that queue. Each input port can send maximum M requests to the output arbiter. In case of VOQ, there might be maximum N requests from each input port. Total Number of requests sends to output arbiters can be NM, which is reduced in MIQ (In VOQ it is N^2).

Arbiter at the output port will receives number of requests. Arbiter at the output will grant one request among the received from various input ports which have highest queues length. Grants received at input port i from different output ports j are evaluated. If multiple grants are received then one is chosen which has highest queues length. Once the input arbiter accepts the jth port request then queue number, j mod M is evaluated to select queue from corresponding input port to remove cell from its HOL.

Let system be queues/port be M=8 and number of ports be N=16. In VOQ there is M=N, hence each input port can maximum send 16 requests to 16 arbiters at output ports if there is cell at HOL. In case of MIQ there maximum 8 requests will be sends from each input port to different 16 output arbiter. At input port 1 there are 8 queues and queue no. 1 at input port 1 can store cells destine to output port 1 or 9.
TABLE I. DELAY PERFORMANCE UNDER BERNOULLI’S ARRIVAL FOR SWITCH 16x16 WITH 8 QUEUES PER PORT AND SLIP OF 1, 2, 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Delay 1</th>
<th>Delay 2</th>
<th>Delay 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>29.05</td>
<td>29.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>48.52</td>
<td>48.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>652</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1115</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1537</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence input arbiter at port number 1 can send request for HOL at M=1 to outputs port 1 or output port 9 depending on current address in HOL cell. While sending queue length it is number of cells waiting in its queue which contains cells desine to output port 1 and 9.

The input output ports for which matching is obtained will not take any part in further iterations. It is observed that 4 iteration are sufficient to find maximal match and throughput to be 100%.

Fig.5 shows the graph of delay performance for 16x16 switch with 8 queues per port. Here total input queues are 128 instead of 256. In case of 8 queues per port with 1-slip limits maximum maximum throughput approximated to 76%. As the number of slips are increased then throughput increases to 84% & 98% with slip of 2& 4. Delay is also bounded under heavy traffic load conditions.

Fig. 5 indicate the delay performance of i-slip for switch size 16x16 with number of queues per port are 8 with number of iterations are 1, 2, 4 slip. In 8 queues per port with 2 slip and 4 Queues per port with 4 slip has same performance. It’s obvious that increase in number of queues per port and increasing number iteration in i-slip will give performance nearer to output queuing. i-slip in MIQ with bursty arrival

Figure 6. Fig. 6 Delay Performance under Bursty arrival for Switch 16x16 with 8 queues per port and slip of 1,2,4

In Fig.6 performance evaluation of MIQ switch with switch size of 16 and number of queues per port = 8 are taken with different burst size and slip is varied as 1, 2, 4. It is observed that as slip is increased throughput delay performance approaches output queuing. It’s always recommended if traffic is bursty then increase slip for better performance.

V. CONCLUSION

Here performance of i-slip under MIQ structure with uniform Bernoulli arrivals and bursty (on-off) arrivals. Increasing number of iterations is more flexible than increasing number of queues port and is the key for obtaining good delay throughput performance. Increase in the burst size degrades the performance of switch even under virtual output queuing. Maximum Weight matching algorithm can be the better solution to provide good delay throughput performance. Such algorithms are computationally complex and have to be implemented on parallel architectures for real time application.
There are different variants of i-slip are available and our work can be extended to these algorithms to obtain better performance.
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Abstract—Latest visual analytic tools help physicians to visualize temporal data in regards to medical health records. Existing systems lack vast support in the generalized collaboration, a single user-centered and task based design for Electronic Health Records (EHR). Already existing frameworks are unable to mentor the interface gaps due to problems like complexity of data sets, increased temporal information density and no support to live databases. These are significant reasons for a single model to comply the end user requirements. We propose an integrated model termed as CARE 1.0 as a future Visual analytic process model for resolving these kinds of issues based on mix method studies. This will base on different disciplines of HCI, Statistics as well as Computer Sciences. This proposed model encompasses the cognitive behavioral requirements of its stake holder’s i.e. physicians, database administrators and visualization designers. It helps in presenting a more generalized and detailed visualization for desired medical data sets.

Keywords- Visual analytic Systems; EHR; Information visualization; CARE 1.0.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual Analytic System (VA) is a combination of automated analysis techniques with information visualizations for an effective knowledge derivations, relationship of data and decisions on very large and complex data sets[5][6][7]. Visual analytic systems help in relating the information to a simple, easy and understandable form for corragurated, adjunct, multi-dimensional and complicated data. Most salient features within a VA system are earlier detection of expected data anomalies, easier understanding of results and accelerate efficiency of decision support for various data sets belonging in medical to engineering domains.

VA systems play a vital role in presenting the Electronic Health Records (EHR) for improving health care operations in various countries around the globe. These tools enables the users, designers and collaborators to better understand the temporal and non-temporal queries , differential analysis and validated decisions As data repositories increased both in sizes and intangibilities, existing visual analytic applications reflect poor implementation of Information visualization in terms of exploratory analysis, effective user cognitive representation and user driven process modeling[8][9].

This research work focuses on temporal categorical EHR data including past hospital visits of patients, diagnosis and drugs care plan etc.

Same strategy can be used for temporal numerical data as that of blood pressure readings of patient, pulse rates, heart beats etc. Current EHR systems mostly deal with data entry, retrieval, availability and query based numerical representations. But these systems are lacking the abstract temporal analysis, lesser information density as well as poor exploratory processes. Existing visualization tools Midgaard [14], Lifelines [12][13], Web-based interactive Visualization Systems[11] and VIE-VISU [9] help physicians to represent EHR data using interactive visualization for different particular scenarios as like.

As in medical health records, visualization application like lifeline2 [12] already tried to solve the various temporal data problems by providing colored triangular dots on a screen. But due to variance in temporal data i.e. both categorical and numerical, it is hard to generalize the requirements of physicians at user interface level. Major reasons are misalignment data formats, mismatch between stake holders requirements and limited scope of datasets. These effects on data integration for analytical representation of information as well as co relation with active live data base systems. As there is a clear difference arises between the user requirements understanding between physicians, data base administrators and visual analysts based on different temporal queries. This leads in generating a potential gap to attain a fully functional analytic system required for easy understandability of information from EHR database.

In this work, a detail studies have been carried out on different available existing VA frameworks to identify user interface problems that hinders understanding of visualization. Misalignment in representation of data fields, results in temporal data exploration issues within existing EHR systems. This provokes in reduced capability in formulation of representation of analyzed data based on the user cognitive experiences, queries input and results exploration. So resulting information details lack with reference to end user perspective as in case of doctors who required particular information for a particular portion of existing record. Existing Visual analytic systems do not provide any kind of live or dynamic support for online databases. This is most importantly needed for latest kind of applications based on reducing the time factor to minimize the information processing for analytical representation in front of physicians.

Our model proposes a simplified and dynamic integrated VA solution from different disciplines e.g medical data base...
sets, HCI, Information visualization and Statistical analysis and databases etc for improving health care interactive facilities. This will help physicians to improve the diagnostic approaches for best patient care facilities as well as other users for oncoming needs and trends based on different temporal data repositories. This will not only leverage the service standards in medical fields but also in other disciplines of social sciences for future research and exploration. In addition, it will work to help designers to align a visual analytic system based on collaboration of adjunct user’s requirements who can be from different disciplines as well as formulate a base for researchers in information visualization.

This model integrates the stake holders inputs, their information exploring trends for both temporal and non-temporal queries that will help to process the information both offline and online. The resulting framework will help to determine the requirements for a multi varied application tool. This model will facilitate designers for the knowledge management of physicians and medical specialists to align data representation on the basis of their desired EHR data sets.

In a normal VA system, physicians demand a visualization based on their requirements using queries, backend queries are prepared in SQL or any database language by DBA and design of visualization is controlled by IV designer. So integration of these stake holders is considered very much important within a single model that is our real research motivation.

A systematic literature review methodology is used to present related work section in this paper regarding user interface problem in existing VA systems. Proposed Model section is going to explain the details of the various portions of this framework. Conclusions and future work sections represent perspective ongoing development in it.

II. RELATED WORK

“A picture is worth a thousand of words”[3] really depicts the values of pictures in any information communication processes and facilitate the understanding of information using pictorial shapes.

Different VA systems frame works studies have been carried out in past few years in Information visualization to better visualize the patient data records. LifeLine is one of the first implemented frameworks that presents patients data like problems, allergies, diagnosis, labs, imaging, medications, and immunizations in the form of lines. Thickness and color of lines represent different conditions of severity as well as termination of any symptoms [13].Temporal and casual relationships within these facets are not focused within this framework. This was further addressed in using object based scenario within visual representations using Prefuse Toolkit [4]. Dendrogram, Knowledge tables/ Hierarchies, Scatterplot/histograms and Parallel coordinates are used in HCE 3.0 tool to understand the variability in data using clustering algorithmic techniques. This focused on realizing the importance of multi dimensional data visualizations based on clustered gene technology [1] to segregate it on basis of similar gene groups.

Visual data analysis is used to manage meta-knowledge to handle vast amounts of extracted knowledge. Existing graphical approaches representing association rules in data sets are not offering global and detailed views at same time and that is crucial in HCI [15] proposed prototype CBVAR using FEV (Fish Eye View) focuses on using reduction of association rule sets including generic base sets plus generic association rules in XML file format. This prototype is not providing enough support for user interface contexts for processing user information. However, there is another approach of using Visual analytic systems was proposed on time oriented data concept using computational analysis methods on diversified data[20]. This proposition, still requiring the implementation in task oriented domains as in medical data not all temporal queries can be mapped as time oriented data and it may differ in representing characteristics of time. Similar but different in approach concept in the form of data aesthetics that could be intrinsic or extrinsic were used on VA systems with termed as data focus and mapping formats for representation [21]. This work represented the role of data aesthetics in information visualization representations in VA systems but it lacks the knowledge encompassing aesthetic factors validation.

A sketching-oriented design is proposed for information visualization tools like InfoViz [22]. According to Craft, cartoon like representation is a better and more visualized idea within the visualization schemas to present the complex 2D and 3D designs. A varied set of sketches should be taken regards to be taken and compared as with reference to visualize the temporal categorical data e.g. structure of kidneys elongations or in case of skull 2D views in cases of MRI. Thus a varied set of change in shapes can be presented in the form of already available set of sketches and then it can better be configured with existing databases by designers to match the most suitable data set presentation based on that using any information visualization kit mostly used 2D visualization kits.

InfoVizModel, is another emerging framework is another approach to address the solution of representation of web based data using IV models using Information Architecture (IA)[19]. This work closely related to our present work as it is strongly works in division of small level and big level architecture and currently used as a part for information retrieval from CNKI, Baidu and Google. In this system, information architecture is divided into four phases’ navigation, organization, labeling and retrieval where each phase works independently as well as dependently. Former architecture focuses on creation of and management of personal information content and later is responsible for the construction of webplatform and web content.

Another approach to visualize the web based information was presented in the form of separate APIs in the form of separate stages where one API translates and keeps records of other API[18]. In this way only those icons and data facets are represented that are required by the user as active and inactive icons category. This approach is mostly and widely adopted by Google, Yahoo and MSN web portals in these days for representation of different data sets.

Two stage Visual Analytic framework was proposed by [23] based on combination of different disciplines to solve
heterogeneous data visualization issues. This model tried to sort out major problems in user interface issues, data transformations by using HCI, Computer Sciences, and Mathematics etc based two stages. This work is also an extension of nested model design [16][14][17] and contextual design as combination in separate stages. Designers can derive tangible artifacts based on two requirements a) these should be concrete basis for practical VA system b) Artifacts must be usable by users without introducing cognitive overhead. Primary stage have domain observation, analytical requirements that are further divided into analysis base on each layer i.e user, context, task and organization. Secondary stage refers to user centric refinement that is referring to logging of information about how data generated. This further leads to user pattern analysis and customization that is substituting usage collection, annotation tracking and content sharing and interaction logging.

Last but not the least most closest and up to date work that actually urges to work visualization analytics was the LifeLine2 model as one of the latest approach to address EHR data representation issues. LifeLine2 is providing a model based solution is proposed as one step next version to previous LifeLine due to its increased performance, temporal event based data visualizations and a bit approach to user alignment issues. It does not focus on temporal numerical data so only temporal categorical data e.g past hospital visits, diagnosis etc not the blood pressure readings or such other data sets [1][9][12][8]. One of the key features are granularities with the data sets by keeping them as events to better represent using triangular dots and a graphical user interface based on time stamps.

All the above solutions presented till yet are lacking still lots of areas of research that leads to poor exploratory processes, incomplete information representation and differential visualization. This results in frustration and unnecessary delay in representations different perspectives in cases of a complete temporal health record data base that is very much important to improve our existing health care systems not in Malaysia but in the whole world.

Our conceptual integrated model will focus on solution side of these issues, as in all previous models by the help of integration of VA, Database and physicians query modular structures together used within the latest models to better grasp the visualization for its stake holders.

III. PROPOSED INTEGRATED MODEL CARE 1.0

The newly proposed model is comprised of three major portions that are pertaining to its three major stake holder’s i.e. Data base administrators & holders for data sets, Physicians query structures and finally the VA designers using IV modules.

This model is integration of three base models along with one core layer that is providing a base line for visualization on the basis of most important stake holder i.e physicians. As with the previous related works of different researchers in this domain that focuses on each individual portion on single model structure [12][16][21]. This work goes into an extension of these previous work to accumulate the positive aspects of covering predicted problems by physicians with temporal data i.e both categorical and numerical data. Temporal categorical data sets are tested already been used at limited way to explore the use of IV [12] but still it lacks the ability to cover support to backtrack history of an event of interest in results exploration.

Three components are described separately as mentioned in the above model.

A. EHR Model:

Each EHR data set model associates with the type of query for the data it requires e.g. in case of finding the number of patients entered in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU) suffering heart attacks would have a previous history of visiting hospitals, medicine dose recommendations, symptoms and any possible smoking habits or not. So if a physician realizes to utilize the previous record then it’s easier to understand the patient history and potential reasons for the attack causes. Parameters configuration, information supplement, evaluation of requirements and records retrieval within the available datasets classification are associated components within this model. As correct parameters settings are required based on personal experience, training and background of a physician and specialist to help in determining the clearest data set in a complex dataset. Information supplement is any additional info associated within a desire query and evaluation of requirements is focusing on the validity of commended operation. Each of these factors effect on the usability of other portions of the model and dependent on each other and if there is any issue occurs that can be tracked on that portion of the model easily.

B. DBA Model:

Data semantics and mapping is mostly carried out on the basis of the temporal queries in already existing VA applications but still these mappings are not considered with reference to search patterns and data focus[9][14][21] i.e either intrinsic or extrinsic. This integrated modular framework presenting the same mapping with relation to search patterns like index searching within the desired datasets selection based on physicians query. As the medical terms, is a different area of understanding for Database teams and people so there is a mutual framework of understanding can be developed in conjunction with continuous feedback and data linkage with previous phase. So database administrator gets
query request clearly understandable to the context what kind of exact data modules are required based on all these previous inter related activities and this will yield a more closer relational data form. This data form will then be testified both at physicians requirements analysis side and after matching to the right demand set it will be processed to formulate a visualization.

C. IV Model:
Each visualization model comprises of its various components that are developed on the basis of various directly and indirectly related factors for its resulting visualization could be a tree, histogram, lines, bars or any match of colors etc. IV model within this framework is comprised of its influencing factors that are characterized as patterns, space, evaluation of requirements, comparison of parameters and design evaluation that are interlinked with each other. Various VA models tried to follow either a few components or fewer integration [4][8][16] but as temporal data sets generate complex variable visualizations that integrations at a wider range is required. Current VA model used within this proposed work is using all these features as integration in a patterned way so that even physicians requirements should not be un addressed and in the same way it also measures the validity of a visualization existence for a given data set based on its relationship within its own and associated parameters. Most significant feature within this area is the collaboration of this phase with DBA phase as visualization will directly be impacted by the data it requires to formulate that is already associated with resulting query.

D. Core layer:
Core layer is the most integrated and vibrant portion of this model. This is comprising of components that work on validation and testing side of the resultant data, its visualization, analysis linkage and user focus disciplines by the interconnection of all three modular layers of the integrated model. This portion of the model facilitates its all stake holders on user specific areas of exploration, design customization based on different data sets and anomalies. These features help to co relate the inputs and outputs of each portion of the stake holders and provides an inter linkage between them thus trying to remove errors, measure the level of flexibilities within a given data sets and all possible visualizations with maximized level of analysis and co relations of entities.

Normally this portion will help not only the physicians but also the health policy makers to identify the trends analysis of various health issues e.g. outbreak of any disease, drug effects on a particular age group in a geographical area or multi root cause analysis of symptoms, diagnosis and suggested measures.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Information visualization in EHRs is one of the significant areas of interest but due to lack in collaboration of its different stake holders that are from different backgrounds it leaves a wider gap for its complete implication. This conceptual model tries to focus on removing the gaps as created by the requirements of physicians that need a kind of visualization that can help them to fulfill their diagnostic requirements flexibly. While DBAs and Visualization designers are two other different disciplines groups that leave the potential gap of data evaluation based on former’s requirements.

This model tried to bring the three stake holders work together by adjuncting their outputs and validating their inputs. Still there are further studies required at micro level conjunctionalities of mapping of user inputs, design restructuring flexibilities side effects and encompassing the variabilities in EHR datasets with reference to exploration spectrum.
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Abstract—The inference engine is one of main components of expert system that influences the performance of expert system. The task of inference engine is to give answers and reasons to users by inference the knowledge of expert system. Since the idea of ternary grid issued in 2004, there is only several developed method, technique or engine working on ternary grid knowledge model. The in 2010 developed inference engine is less efficient because it works based on iterative process. The in 2011 developed inference engine works statically and quite expensive to compute. In order to improve the previous inference methods, a new inference engine has been developed. It works based on backward chaining process in ternary grid expert system. This paper describes the development of inference engine of expert system that can work in ternary grid knowledge model. The strategy to inference knowledge uses backward chaining with recursive process. The design result is implemented in the form of software. The result of experiment shows that the inference process works properly, dynamically and more efficient to compute in comparison to the previous developed methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is no official definition for the term of expert system but there are some descriptions for it created by people working in the field of expert system. With the term of expert system we refer to a computer system or a program, into which several procedures of artificial intelligence are integrated. Expert system can be understood as vehicles for Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques.

Expert system is also applied artificial intelligence. Expert systems are programs for storing and processing knowledge of a special area, that why they are able to answer to questions and solve problems, with which experts normally deal [6]. In the current situation, expert system is an intelligent computer program that uses knowledge and inference procedures to solve problems that are difficult enough to require significant human expertise for their solution.

The expert knowledge must be obtained from specialist or other sources of expertise, such as texts, journal, articles, and database [8]. This type of knowledge usually requires much training and experience in some specialized field such as medicine, geology, system configuration, or engineering design. Once a sufficient body of expert knowledge has been acquired, it must be encoded in some form, loaded into a knowledge base, then tested, and refined continually throughout the life of the system.

Some task that can be performed by expert system are difficult tasks to be specified, the task that may have incomplete or uncertain data, there may not always be an optimum solution, the task cannot be solved in a step-by-step manner, and solutions are often obtained by using accumulated experience [11]. An example of applied expert system is web-based consultation system [1]. Benefit of expert systems is the ability to preserve valuable knowledge which would otherwise be lost when an expert system is no longer available. Expert system also can allow an expert to concentrate on more difficult aspect of the task. It can enforce consistency, and they can perform dangerous tasks which would otherwise be carried out by humans.

One of known and very popular expert system type is production rule. Production rule are simple but powerful forms of knowledge representation providing the flexibility of combining declarative and procedural representation for using them in a unified form. The term production rule came from production system which is developed by A production system is a model of cognitive processing, consisting of a collection of rules (called production rules, or just productions). Each rule has two parts: a condition part and an action (conclusion) part. The meaning of the rule is that when the condition holds true, then the action is taken. A typical production rule is given below:

**IF there is a flame THEN there is fire**

The statement of the rule above means that fire is caused by a flame. If anything happens with a flame, it will lead to fire production. It is the idea of production system. The production system or production rule provides appropriate structures for performing and describing search process. A production system has four basic components as enumerated below [9]: A set of rules following the classical IF-THEN construct. If the conditions on the left-hand side are satisfied, the rule is fired, resulting in the performance of action on the right-hand side of the rule. A database of current facts established during the process of inference, A control strategy which specifies the order in which the rule are selected for matching of antecedents by comparing the facts in the database. It also specifies how to resolve conflicts in selection of rule or selection of facts, and a rule firing module. An expert system that impalements production rule is known as rule-based expert system.

Building or construction of rules can easily be done in most rule-based expert system. Knowledge expert or knowledge engineer does not have to do any work specifying
rules and how they are linked to each other. Sometime the knowledge expert or knowledge engineer can reference rules or facts that have not yet been created. It seems to be a simple and an instant work. The problem due to the performance of the knowledge will not occur until the number of rules is getting higher. Some problem may appear in the form of inconsistent rules, unreachable rules, redundant rule and closed rule chain of rules.

The mentioned problems above have been solved with so called Ternary Grid [1][4][5]. Since the ternary grid can solve some problem concerning knowledge bottleneck, there is no any developed inference method, technique or machine working on ternary grid knowledge model. As consequence of it, all ternary grid knowledge must be converted into production system format, so that the knowledge can be processed by rule-based inference machine to deliver solution. The inference engine of an expert system interprets and evaluates the facts in the knowledge base in order to provide an answer. By the numerous methods of problem solution, which can be implemented in a rule interpreter, only the representatives of the concatenation strategies are to be treated here: forward chaining and backward chaining

The developed inference machine of expert system can work in ternary grid knowledge model. The strategy to find solution previously uses forward chaining with iterative approach [12]. As another alternative solution, the inference machine can be implemented by using backward chaining method. The emphasis of this paper is to describe the backward chaining method that is implemented in the inference engine of ternary grid expert system. The backward chaining method should bring more benefit than developed forward chaining method, e.g. dynamic answers of inference engine, efficient computation effort, etc.

II. METHODS

Before talking the inference engine, we must first regard the knowledge representation. The Ternary Grid represents the production rule in the following structure (Fig. 1):

![Ternary Grid basic structure](image)

**Figure 1.** Ternary Grid basic structure

Ri: Rule i (i is the number of rule)

Fj: Fact j or logical term (j is the number of fact)

\[
i = \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, J\}
\]

\[
j = \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, J\}
\]

\[J > I + 1\]

The Value of every grid box is 0, 1 or 2

0 = unused, is represented by empty grid box.

1 = Fact Fm belongs to the condition part of rule Rn (LHS = Left Hand Side).

2 = Fact Fm is part of the conclusion part of Rn (RHS = Right-Hand Side).

In the beginning of the development, the Ternary Grid was only used for knowledge acquisition system. The basic feature of the system architecture is to organize the independent and sequential obtaining process of the factual knowledge and the elicitation process of judgmental knowledge using Ternary Grid. The overall systems architecture is presented in terms of collection of functions providing effective acquisition, processing, transferring and flexible transformation of knowledge. This section gives an overview of the system that shows the design approach of the system and the concept of acquisition process.

The Ternary Grid acquisition system has task to organize the knowledge base, to obtain the factual knowledge, to elicit the judgmental knowledge, and to transfer the knowledge into knowledge base. The system was able to improve the performance of expert system knowledge [5]. Meanwhile the Ternary Grid has been used for other part related the expert system, such as knowledge representation, knowledge based system, inference engine, etc.

Even the Ternary Grid has been applied in an inference engine, but the approach of existing inference engine uses only forward chaining method. The backward chaining method has not been used in any inference engine. The developed backward chaining method will be implemented in inference engine of expert system based on Ternary Grid. Inference engine of expert system is computer program that answers questions from user. It processes all information from the knowledge base by firing rules and facts [9].

Backward chaining is a strategy of inference process which is the opposite of forward chaining. The strategy of backward chaining is started from a goal and ended with a fact that leads to the goal. Backward chaining method is also called as goal driven strategy of inference engine. In other literature, the backward chaining is a chaining process that begins with the last element in the chain and proceeds to the first element. This is often a very effective way of developing complex sequences of behavior.

There are two search algorithms, which are normally used by backward chaining method, i.e. depth-first and breath-first search algorithm. Both algorithms search data in a tree structure. Depth-first search algorithm searches a data in a tree as deep as possible before backtracking. Breath-first search algorithm searches a data in neighbor nodes before it moves deeper to the bottom of the tree. Using depth-first search algorithm, the process of backward chaining can be illustrated as follows:
Figure 2. Backward chaining illustration

Figure 3 shows the illustration of backward chaining process of inference engine of expert system. The known facts are F1.1, F2.1, F3.2 and F3.4 in the beginning of process. The inference process begins from fact F1.1. That fact F1.1 is called as goal. The inference process moves then backward to other facts behind goal.

It is so called condition part of rule. The inference engine tries to applied fact F2.1, F2.2 and F2.3, etc. The developed backward chaining uses depth-first search algorithm. The following steps describe the inference process of expert system using developed backward chaining algorithm as follows:

**Goal:** F1.1
**Fetch:** F2.1 → unknown
**Fetch:** F3.1 → known
**Rule (F3.1, F2.1) → fired**
**Rule (F2.1, F1.1) → fired**
**Fetch:** F4.1 → unknown
**Fetch:** F2.2 → unknown
**Fetch:** F3.2 → unknown
**Fetch:** F4.2 → unknown
** Fetch:** F4.3 → known
**Rule (F4.3, F3.2) → fired**
**Rule (F3.2, F2.2) → fired**
**Rule (F2.2, F1.1) → fired**
...  
**Etc.**

The inference process continues until all possible facts have been asked (tested) to be fired. The developed algorithm searches all data deeper into the bottom of tree structure in the knowledge base of expert system.

The designed and implemented backward chaining algorithm is explained in the following algorithm:

**Backward Chaining (…)**

While Rule Number <= Existing Rules AND Rule is not applicable Do
IF Rule applicable Then
Incrementing Number of Marking Node
IF Not End of Rule Then
Incrementing Number of Active Node
Listing Active Node
Backward Chaining (Next Node, …)
Else
IF Number of Active Node >= 0 Then
First Element ← List of Active Node
Decrementing Number of Active Node
Backward Chaining (Search Node, …)

The process continues as far as the number of rules is less than the number of existing rules and there is rule that is not applicable. If a rule is applicable (fired) then the program searches the next facts that lead to applicable rule until there is no fact found anymore. If a rule is not applicable (fired) then the program searches other possible rules in other paths. The process continues until all possible facts have been tested or fetched.

### III. RESULTS

The same data as [12] [13] is used in this experiment.

According to Ternary Grid acquisition technique [5], the mentioned rules are inputted into ternary grid knowledge base as it is shown in figure 4. Using the developed concept, the rule-based format must not be converted into ternary grid. The inference process of the expert system in ternary grid uses backward chaining with recursive approach. All fact inputs are stored in set of facts Fk. The inference engine searches all rules that are possible to be executed and stores them in set of rules Rx:

\[
R_x = \left\{ p \mid p \rightarrow q, \ p \in F_k, \ p \in F, \ F_k \subset F \right\} \quad (5)
\]

The inference engine determines then rules that are able to be applied and stores it in the following set of rule Ryn:

\[
R_{yn} \subset R_x \quad (6)
\]
The application does then the inference task by processing all facts that are given before. The result of inference process can be shown in figure 6.

Inconsistent rules can be detected and eliminated using the following processes:

- Find rows, in which value 3 appears:
  \[ B = \{ i \mid a_{ij} = 3 \} \]  
  (7)

- Remove row duplication
  \[ C = \bigcup_{b \in B} b \]  
  (8)

The result of inference process shows the effectiveness of the developed algorithm. In comparison to the method of [7] [12] and [13], the developed inference method can work directly in ternary grid without having to be converted to rule-based format. In comparison to [12] and [13], the developed method work more dynamic and efficient to compute. The implemented recursive approach in inference process reduced the number of required iteration. The result of inference process can also show other facts that weren’t known before. These all facts could lead to give more conclusions that will bring more information to expert system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of rule</th>
<th>Number of fact</th>
<th>Number of Iteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following data are taken from several conducted experiments
Figure 6 show the effort of recursion that is influenced by increasing the number of facts and rules.

IV. CONCLUSION

The developed inference engine using backward chaining method in ternary grid works properly. It can determine all applied rules that lead to the goal fact. In comparison to the previous work using iterative approach and forward chaining algorithm, the developed method works more dynamic and more efficient to compute. The inference process could also detect and lead to other rules that previously unknown and brought new solutions. Referring to some literatures concerning expert systems; the developed method is novel and will give contribution in developing inference method of expert systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the mobile computing standard, the mobile users can access information independent of their physical location through wireless connections. However, accessing and manipulating the information without confining the users to definite locations complicates the processing of data. Mobility and disconnected computing are two major issues in such environment. With the advancement in the distributed technology, consistency mechanism for a mobile transaction has become easier and manageable with more than one participant. To preserve data consistency all or nothing effect of transaction execution is usually enforced at commit time.

To ensure consistent termination of distributed transactions regardless of communication and site failure we use the following various commit protocols for mobile transactions. Along with study, we propose a new execution framework providing an efficient extension that supports the reliable execution of mobile transactions called Single Phase Reliable Timeout Based Commit (SPRTBC) protocol.

It is one phase commit protocol, which makes use of only decision phase to perform commitment of transactions. With the proposed model, during first step, no resources are blocked due to timeout approach. It confirms ACI (Atomicity, Concurrency, Isolation) properties, during second step, it preserves durability property; hence it supports disconnections and handoff having reduced blocking situations.

II. COMPARISON STUDY OF COMMIT PROTOCOLS FOR MOBILE ENVIRONMENTS

A. Two Phase Commit Protocol (2PC)

In distributed systems, an Atomic Commitment Protocol is required to terminate the distributed transactions. The most commonly used and standardized mechanism dealing with the commitment problem is Two Phase Commit protocol (2PC) [4][7]. It is the simplest and most used Atomic Commit Protocol. Generally, it follows two phases, voting and decision phase. In voting phase the coordinator requests all the participants to prepare to commit the transaction, if any of the participant responds No, the coordinator decides to abort and inform every participant to abort their local transaction, otherwise if all the participants votes Yes then CO decides to commit and informs all the participants to make their local transaction durable or permanent. The participants acknowledge the coordinator.

![Figure 1. 2PC-Two-Phase Commit Protocol](image)

Fig. 1 illustrates sequence of operations carried out in Two Phase Commit Protocol. The issues related to the Two Phase Commit Protocol with the mobile environment are, Inaccurate global decision; means if the coordinator does not receive all votes before its timeout expiration it may decide to terminate globally in case where global commit is possible and Blocking situations; mean the following blocking conditions may arise in Two Phase Commit Protocol.
• The coordinator waits until the reception of every acknowledgement messages from the participants. Here no data is blocked.
• A participant waits after voting commit until reception of global decision. This situation may be constrained where the participant’s local resources remain locked during that time. Such a participant is not permitted to unilaterally terminate the local transaction.

B. Mobile - 2PC (M - 2PC)

The aim of M-2PC (Mobile-2PC) [7] protocol is to globally commit mobile transaction $T_m$ which is being executed over more than one host. Suppose that a transaction $T_m$ is issued at MH called Home-MH and which is attached to a BS called Home-BS. As MH transfers from one cell to next cell and it joins to a new BS that is called Current-BS. At commit time a commit demand is issued from the Home-MH, hence its current-BS (either it will be the Home-BS) becomes the commit-BS. The M-2PC protocol may terminate either with same cell or in a new cell protected by new BS. Fig. 2 illustrates the sequence of transaction executions used by M-2PC. The transaction execution is split into two phases; the initial one is almost equal to traditional 2PC, while the next phase controls the mobile wireless part.

![Figure 2. M-2PC – Mobile 2PC Protocol](image)

The Home-MH (participant) sends the transaction to be carried out in batches to BS (Coordinator). When hand-off occurs the incomplete transaction information is transferred to the new BS which becomes the new coordinator. With each change in location, the MH may require to send the message to inform to the old BS that handoff may need to be achieved. While carrying out the process the participants and the coordinator may communicate between each other, so that all are involved during commit.

This solution may give a way to deal with mobility at application layer and embeds the mobility mechanism in the protocol. In M-2PC no message concerned to the protocol execution must be lost during a disconnection or a handoff. During disconnections the continuity of service is guaranteed because of three-tier architecture, where the agents (Coordinator for the mobile client and participant-agent for the mobile server) execute on behalf of the MHs.

During handoff, the MHs are in charge of telling their correspondents about the new location by transferring them a message after registering in a new cell. Also no loss of messages appears during a period of handoff processing (supports the disconnection handling and mobility control). This solves the problem of the address change. The MH must record the identity and location information of the correspondent as it needs when it registers in new BS. Also, there will be no loss of messages, while on the handoff processing. The drawback of this protocol is that it is not capable to handle disconnection and handoffs simultaneously.

C. Unilateral Commit Protocol (UCM)

The Unilateral Commit Protocol for Mobile (UCM) [8] environment supports off-line transaction execution and decreases the risk of abortion of such transaction during reconnection moment. It also supports the disconnection of one or more participants while commitment of the execution of the protocol and is particularly designed for mobile environment, which is based on the idea of single phase commit protocol.

![Figure 3. UCM – Unilateral Commit Mobile Protocol](image)

Its message complexity is quite low (a single phase to commit the transaction), thereby saving an essential communication cost in wireless environment. UCM removes the voting phase of 2PC during which the coordinator verifies that participants can guaranty ACID properties or not. Having these properties assured at commit time at each participant site $p_k$, these operations are logged by log register (force write) and locally executed.

Each operation is acknowledged up to the request. Once all the acknowledgements are received by the application, it issues a commit request. The transaction operations and their acknowledgements are commonly logged to make sure the atomicity. If the transaction reaches validation phase then the
global decision is commit. If any problem arises with the global transaction it is immediately aborted.

At this point, ACID properties are locally guaranteed by the participants for all the local transaction branches. It reduces the cost of wireless communication by reducing the message complexity. A global commit is performed in a single phase, the decision phase. It is initiated by the transaction’s operation log transfer from the application to the coordinator. Fig. 3 shows the sequence of operations carried out by the UCM.

The major issues related to UCM are, blocking situations: UCM coordinator waits if at least single Ack message is missing. Handoff/Mobility: with the UCM the handoff/Mobility problem was not particularly taken care.

D. Timeout Based Commit Protocol (TCOT)

"Transaction Commit on Timeout (TCOT) [4]," is based on a “timeout” approach for Mobile Database Systems, which is generally used to reach a final transaction termination decision (e.g. commit, abort, etc) in any message-oriented system. The transaction is being initiated and fragmented by the MH; the initial fragment is executed at MH while the remaining will be sent to coordinator. The coordinator distributes these left over fragments among the relevant DBSs (Data Base Server).

Let $E$, being an upper bound of the execution time, just long enough to allow a fragment to successfully finish its execution on participant site and $S$, be the upper bound of data shipping time from MH to DBS. If timeout ($\max(E, S)$) occurs before the log arrives or not all the commit messages are received, the coordinator informs all the participants about a global abort decision. A participant can unilaterally abort and inform the coordinator. A global commit is decided by the coordinator if it receives the updates log from MH before $S$ expires and the commit messages from all participants. Moreover a static or moving coordinator is feasible in case of mobility. Fig. 4 Illustrates the sequence of transaction execution carried out by TCOT.

Figure 4. TCOT-Timeout Based Commit Protocol

TCOT is specifically suited for wireless environment; timeout mechanism is the only way to reduce the impact of slow and unreliable wireless link. In case if it’s quickly moving and frequent disconnection the abort rate increases, also the message rate can increase. With increase of MPL (Multi Programming Level) the performance degrades. TCOT performs well in an environment where the communication over wireless connection which is highly available and reliable. Timeout not only enforces the termination condition but also the entire execution period as well.

TCOT commits transaction in minimum number of uplinks (user to server direction) by permitting every processing host participating in the transaction to have independent decision making capability based on the timeout mechanism. TCOT is designed for a system offering a connectivity mode known as, Mobile connectivity which permits the users to remain connected all the time to the network by the wireless channel. In Intermittent connectivity mode, the user voluntarily decides as to connect/ disconnect from/to network.

E. Reliable Timeout Based Commit Protocol (RTBCP)

We have proposed the commit protocol to implement the mobile transactions called Reliable Timeout Based Commit Protocol (RTBCP) [9], which is based on the “timeout” approach for mobile database systems to reach transaction global decision. This execution model has the Mobile Host (MH) and the Base Station (BS) communicating with each other through messages. The Mobile Transaction (MT) is initiated by the MH and is executed either at mobile host or at the fixed hosts. Hence it uses distributed mode of execution between MH and the data base servers (DBS) available at wired network, henceforth these data base servers are called as Fixed Cohort Units (FCUs).

The designed algorithm in [9] depicts Transaction execution at Mobile Host (MH), initiates transaction $T_i$ and split $T_i$ into set of fragments, the first fragment is executed at MH and the remaining fragments of $T_i$ are sent to coordinator (CO) available at the base station. The CO distributes these fragments among various fixed cohorts (FCU) at the wired network. Let $E_i$ being an upper bound of the execution time, i.e. just long enough to allow a fragment to successfully finish its entire execution on participant site. Upon receipt of their respective fragment, each participant calculates $e_{ik}$ (time required to execute fragment at site k). Since we use logs and databases locally it is not necessary to calculate data shipping time $S_i$ [as in TCOT] from the MH to the DBS. If the timeout ($\max(E_i)$) expires before all the commit messages are received, the coordinator informs all the participants about global abort decision. A participant can unilaterally abort and inform the coordinator. A global commit is decided by the coordinator if it receives commit messages from all the participants.

Determining the value of $E_i$ practically need more rational verification. In case of handoffs and frequent disconnection the abort rate increases, accordingly the message rate also increases. With increase in number of transactions the performance degrades. RTBCP mainly suits for a wireless environment with highly available and reliable wireless link, with timeout mechanism it avoids blocking situations and by maintaining logs locally it reduces the commit time which produces good performance over slow and unreliable wireless link.
At this point, ACI properties are locally guaranteed by the participants for all the local transaction branches. However, since participants are not aware of the termination of the transaction, they cannot guarantee the Durability property.

Durability is ensured by the coordinator itself based on the messages received from all the participants within timeout duration, which gets the \( T_i \) log produced by all the nodes and force-writes on stable storage and at the same time, the coordinator then broadcasts the Commit decision to all participants and forgets the transaction and will not wait for their acknowledgments. Hence there is no problem of blocking I/O. Based on the global decision MH & FCU’s update their databases. Once this is achieved, the ACID properties are guaranteed altogether for all the transaction branches. If \( T_i \) fails to commit, then it may initiate cascade rollback.

The absence of an abort message after \( E_i \) expires indicates a global abort. Thus, the commit time is the time indicated by \( E_i \). A premature abort is indicated by an abort message. In 2PC [7], the FH waits for messages from participants to make any decision. If the wait is over unsuccessfully, then it aborts the transaction. In TCOT, the absence of a message is enough to make a decision, thus no additional phase is necessary. The RTBCP also works on timeout, all the participants (MH & FCUs) decide to abort and they will not wait for any coordinator decision. Fig. 5 shows the transaction’s execution at MH & FCUs.

\[ \text{Figure 5. RTBCP - Transaction executions at MH} \]

\[ \text{Mobile Host (MH)} \quad \text{Coordinator} \quad \text{FCU}_1 \]
\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Non-force writes } T_i \\
\text{Executes } \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Calculates } E_i \\
\text{Vote} \quad \text{Executes} \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Log} \\
\text{Decision} \quad \text{Non-force writes } e_i \text{ & End} \\
\text{Vote: Yes/No} \end{array} \]

\[ \text{Figure 5. RTBCP - Transaction executions at MH} \]

**F. Modified Reliable Timeout Based Commit Protocol (MRTBCP)**

The Modified Reliable Timeout Based Commit Protocol is a one-phase commit protocol which is an extension to the RTBCP. It supports off line execution, disconnection and mobility. It eliminates voting phase of 2PC during which the coordinator verifies that the participants can guarantees ACID properties.

The MRTBCP initiates and fragments the transaction (\( T_i \)) at transaction manager at MH(TM-MH); the first fragment \( e_{i0} \) is being executed at MH and the remaining fragments of \( T_i \), i.e. \( T_i - e_{i0} \) are sent to the various participants (MH and part-FHs) for execution. Once the participants receive their respective fragments, they compute and send \( E_i \) to the TM-MH, after receiving all \( E_i \)'s, the MH calculates maximum Time \( T_{max} = \max(E_{i0}, E_{i1}, \ldots, E_{in}) \) required to execute the transaction at MH & Part-FHs.

While executing at Participant, if time expires before it acknowledge TM-MH, then the TM-MH decides to abort and issues an abort request to CO. The participant can unilaterally abort the transaction, if it does not receive the acknowledgement for commit before time expiry.

A global commit is decided by the MH, if it receives an acknowledgement from all the participants before time expiry. Once all the acknowledgments are received by the participants, the TM-MH issues a commit request to CO. The coordinator force-writes and delegates the commit messages to participants at wired network and waits for an acknowledgement. After receiving all acknowledgments the coordinator informs the TM-MH, about the decision.

The transaction’s commit and acknowledgment messages are continuously logged at Log Agent to ensure atomicity. If the transaction reaches validation phase then the global decision is to commit or else the transaction is immediately aborted. The maintenance of databases and log autonomously at each participant insures the proper recovery in case of failure. At this point, ACID properties are guaranteed by the participants for all the local transaction branches. Fig. 6 outlines the sequences of execution transaction at MH and FH using MRTBCP.

The MRTBCP also takes care of handoff problem, specifically to handle the situations in case of mobility. Although the handoff process leads to decrease in the performance with MH, increasing the frequency of handoffs does not introduce an additional degradation in performance.

\[ \text{Figure 6. MRTBCP - Modified Reliable Timeout Based Commit Protocol} \]

\[ \text{Mobile Host (MH)} \quad \text{Log Agent (LA)} \quad \text{Part- FH (P_k)} \]
\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Non-force writes } T_i \\
\text{Executes } \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Log} \\
\text{Ack} \quad \text{Non-force writes } e_k \text{ & End} \\
\text{Commit} \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Log} \\
\text{Ack} \end{array} \]

The performance with participants is not affected by the frequency of the handoff process. This is because, after the submission of a mobile transaction to its participant, there is no need to transmit messages between the coordinator site and the participant until the transaction is completed. Therefore the search process for the coordinator site is required too rarely to affect the performance. It is mainly suited for a wireless environment; a timeout mechanism avoids the blocking
situations, since we use logs and databases locally, it reduces the commit time producing good performance metrics over slow and unreliable wireless link. Figure 6.3 shows the handoff management approach in case of mobility with MRTBCP.

G. Single Phase Reliable Timeout Based Commit Protocol (SPRTBCP)

The basic idea of SPRTBCP is to eliminate the voting phase of the 2PC by introducing the properties of the local databases. In this context, a transaction is initiated by the TM-MH (Transaction Manager at MH) and this transaction is assured to be committed in a failure free environment by distributing the fragments at various participants (Part-FHs and MHs). When the acknowledgments for all fragments of a transaction \( T_i \) are received by the TM-MH, it means, the transaction fragments \( e_{i0}, e_{i1}, e_{i2}, \ldots, e_{in} \) have been successfully executed till completion. At this point, TM-MH submits its positive commit message to the CO which can directly ask each participant host accessed by the transaction \( T_i \) to commit, with no synchronization between the sites. If a transaction fragment, say \( e_{ik} \) is aborted by Participant\(_k\) during its execution for any problem, the CO simply asks each accessed participant to abort that transaction. Assume that Participant\(_k\) crashes during the one-phase commit of transaction \( T_i \) during which \( T_i \) may have been committed at other hosts. To ensure \( T_i \)'s atomicity, the effects of the transaction branch \( e_{ik} \) have to be forwarded recovered in Participant\(_k\).

The participants executing their respective fragments launch positive acknowledge and also update their local logs that contain physical redo log records generated during the execution of this operation along with the respective Log Sequence Number (LSN). The CO registers the commit decision in its own log. Once Participant\(_k\) recovers from its crash, it redoes set of operations using local log records with highest LSN and reinstalls them in the database.

To enforce transaction atomicity with the site autonomy, SPRTBCP utilizes logging schemes introduced in their respective participant’s database systems. On each participant site, local logs keep up each operation sent to it before its execution. During the decision phase, when a participant receives the commit decision, it updates the local database.

If the local database crashes before completing the commit, it will abort the transaction. After the database recovery, the Participant re-executes all operations found in its log and belonging to the globally committed transaction. This approach guarantees global atomicity while preserving site autonomy. To achieve high performance and throughput, transactions are to be interleaved and executed concurrently. We assume that the concurrent executions of transactions are coordinated such that there is no interference among them.

In order to recover from failures, SPRTBCP maintains logs locally with each of the participants. Indeed, maintaining the logs locally, the CO must guarantee that the decision must be non-force written in stable storage before broadcasting its decision. In case of a participant crash during the one-phase commit, the failed transaction branches will be re-executed due to the operations registered in their respective redo logs.

![Figure 7](image.png)

Fig. 7 gives the sequence of executions carried out during the transaction processing and shows the series of operations scenario introduced by the SPRTBC protocol.

1) Disconnection

In the presence of disconnections, a large number of transactions can be expected to abort. While executing any transaction, the coordinator mainly concerns with the wireless network, MHs and its current location. During processing, the MH might be either connected to the network fully or totally disconnected or partially connected or weak connection (very low bandwidth).

Specifically, all transaction fragments which undergo a disconnection will be either aborted by the coordinator when it fails to receive a response from a participant site before timeouts or blocked if coordinator cannot proceed until it has collected all the necessary responses.

The designed model proposes the system to operate independently even during total disconnection. In case, a mobile host physically detaches from the network, SPRTBCP has enough information locally available for its autonomous operation during disconnection. SPRTBCP maintains log and database locally at each host supporting offline execution providing less number of aborts during disconnection.

2) Handoff/ Mobility Management

The mobile host on movement from one mobile cell to another, it connects to the new MSS. The movement of the local transactions execution should support the mobility across different mobile cells; while the shared transactions support the mobility of standard transactions across different mobile sharing areas when the mobile host is moving across different mobile cells.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS PROTOCOLS

This segment represents the presentation study of above mentioned commit protocols used for mobile environment. A study provides the performance metrics used to evaluate the performance of commit protocols viz. by means of number of message transfers, writing disk of log records (force writes), blocking property, and real-time atomic property, impact of frequency disconnection, latency, handoff association.

The performance of SPRTBCP is compared with 2PC, M-2PC, UCM, TCOT, RTBCP and MRTBCP. The 2PC is the most well-known blocking commit protocol, while M-2PC is improved version of 2PC. UCM is one phase commit protocol that has been proposed for light weight processing and TCOT is timeout based non-blocking commit protocol.

The number of messages presented includes the execution and the commitment phases. In TCOT with normal execution only 2 message rounds are required whereas M-2PC requires minimum of 3 message rounds but RTBCP message complexity is almost similar to TCOT. The UCM and MRTBCP Protocols use only one phase for commitment of transaction, since they add logging messages at base station, during commitment phase of transaction, due to which the failures are handled effectively but there is a small increase in the message complexity.

To overcome the problem, we have designed an extended version of MRTBCP called “Single Phase Reliable Timeout Based Commit Protocol (SPRTBCP)”. It maintains log locally at each mobile and fixed host participant. SPRTBCP proposes one phase, reliable, efficient and non-blocking atomic transaction commit protocol.

Table I summarizes the principal properties of protocols studied over. To commit a transaction, the best protocol in terms of wireless messages is UCM. This is obtained at price of making strong assumptions about the local concurrency and recovery mechanisms. This may limit its usability in arbitrary heterogeneous systems. TCOT adopt the latest approaches which are completely different from 1PC or 2PC protocols. The other protocols preserve 2PC principles and try to optimize it to fit mobile environment requirements.

When the number of nodes increases in a cell, the performance of the transmission channel decreases as soon as flow threshold is reached. The conflict rate also increases leading to decreasing throughputs. The TCOT protocol gives very good performance when the MPL (Multiple programming level) is low. With an increasing MPL its performance deteriorates significantly, hence it becomes the less powerful protocol. With an increase in MPL the throughput of 2PC becomes closer to UCM & M-2PC.

TCOT has the best latency in case, with and without mobility of nodes, because the timeout limits the processing time of a transaction in all cases. But high value timeouts may lead to good throughput but increase latency.

A small value of $\Delta t$ (Extension requests) may generate a large number of $T_i$ aborts or request for the extension of $\Delta t$ may affects throughput and message cost. Table 1 describes the impact on various commit protocols due to the disconnection.

Impact of handoff on M-2PC cannot be included as it is designed for supporting mobility management. UCM does not support mobility, TCOT handles mobility and disconnections but compared to RTBCP, it increases commit time [9] hence reduces overall throughput. MRTBCP also supports for the mobility, disconnections and handoff. It is one phase and timeout protocol hence produces better performance by reducing latency, message complexity and increased throughput over other protocols.

TCOT, RTBCP, MRTBCP and SPRTBCP are semantic based commit protocols, they eliminate the uncertainty period of transaction termination and the blocking effects, where they allow a participant to unilaterally commit transaction and release the resources it holds.

If the final decision is global abort, compensation is used semantically to undo the aborted transaction effects. The protocols like UCM, 2PC follow strict atomicity where they follow traditional ACID requirements. Table 1 gives the detailed analysis of the performance of various protocols used for the commitment of mobile transactions.

A. Performance metrics

The proposed technique is simulated and performance metrics are analyzed. The results of experiment are presented to verify the performance of the SPRTBCP protocol

1) Effect of Disconnection on Commit Rate

Disconnection may also occur involuntarily and unpredictably. Figures 8(a) and (b) depict the effect of disconnection on commit rate. SPRTBCP commit rate is compared based on timeouts with TCOT, RTBCP and MRTBCP (Figure 8(a)). SPRTBCP makes use of single phase operation and maintains log and database locally at each host supporting offline execution. Because of which, SPRTBCP completes transaction execution efficiently in case of disconnections producing higher commit rate compared to other protocols.

Figure 8(a) Effect of Disconnection on Commit Rate

Figure 8 (b) shows the commit rate compared with 2PC, M-2PC, UCM, RTBCP and MRTBCP considering disconnection as abort. The results show that SPRTBCP provides almost more than 95% of commit rate with the disconnection probability of 0.005%. If the traditional 2PC is
executed in mobile environment, the number of disconnections increase, leading to transaction aborts i.e. the CO tries to communicate with a disconnected MH will cause blocking of resources. As a result, the commit rate reduces. In case of M-2PC and UCM, message overheads lead to decrease in the commit rate.

Figure 9(a) shows the effect of disconnection on abort rate in comparison with TCOT, RTBCP and MRTBCP. It is observed that with the single phase commit operation and having offline execution without Log Agent at the wired network, SPRTBCP produces less number of aborts compared to the other protocols.

2) Effect of Disconnection on Abort Rate

As frequent are disconnections, as transaction abortions are. This is not acceptable in mobile environments because frequent disconnections are not exceptions but rather are part of the normal mode of operation, so they should not be treated as failures. Contrary to the traditional 2PC, a protocol must not account on MHs to be continuously available to participate in the transaction commitment. Due to maintenance of log and database locally SPRTBCP tolerates disconnections providing less number of aborts.

Figure 9(b) shows the effect of disconnection on abort rate compared to the other protocols. We can observe that as the probability of disconnection increases the abort rate will also increase.

It is verified that SPRTBCP produces more efficient results (having very less abort rate) compared to 2PC, M-2PC, UCM, TCOT, RTBCP and MRTBCP and proved that SPRTBCP is more reliable in case of disconnections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>No. of phases</th>
<th>Atomicity</th>
<th>Site of transaction execution</th>
<th>Message complexity</th>
<th>Impact of disconnection frequency</th>
<th>Impact of latency</th>
<th>Handoff management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2PC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>FH</td>
<td>4n</td>
<td>Increase in number of aborts</td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>Registration level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-2PC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>MH &amp; FH</td>
<td>4n-1</td>
<td>Increase in number of aborts</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Protocol level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>MH &amp; FH</td>
<td>2n</td>
<td>Delay local transactions</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCOT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>MH &amp; FH</td>
<td>(2n-1) + Δt</td>
<td>Increase in number of aborts</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Registration and protocol level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTBCP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>MH &amp; FH</td>
<td>(2n-1) + Δt</td>
<td>Increase in number of aborts</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Registration and protocol level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRTBCP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>MH &amp; FH</td>
<td>(2n-1) + Δt</td>
<td>Increase no. of aborts</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Registration and protocol level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRTBCP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>MH &amp; FH</td>
<td>(2n-1) + Δt</td>
<td>Increase in number of aborts</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Registration and protocol level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Transactions are main building blocks to have reliable systems. It could be provided by guaranteeing data consistency, concurrency control and recovery in case of failures due to disconnections and handoff.

This paper presents an overall comparison analysis of commit protocols for mobile environment. The study is mainly based on the performance metrics Viz. impact of frequency disconnection, latency, handoff management etc.

This revise presents the ongoing research which consists of the design and experiment of dedicated protocol that satisfies several requirements of mobile surroundings as possible. To therapy to this condition a new atomic commitment protocol devoted to mobile and distributed computing is extremely desirable.

Hence, we proposed Single Phase Reliable Timeout Based Commit Protocol as extension to Modified Reliable Timeout Based Commit Protocol that increases a new commitment protocol, which suits for mobile transactions, designed to preserve all the above performance metrics. The protocol aims at handling new challenges including site failures and message loss blocking-free manner.

In addition to MRTBCP, it is single phase commit protocol without the Log Agent, due to which it reduces message complexity and average commit time. It is proved that, even in case of disconnections, failures and during mobility SPRTBCP produces better performance and reliable execution of transactions compared to the existing ACPs like 2PC, M-2PC, UCM and TCOT.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Transactions are main building blocks to have reliable systems. It could be provided by guaranteeing data consistency, concurrency control and recovery in case of failures due to disconnections and handoff.

This paper presents an overall comparison analysis of commit protocols for mobile environment. The study is mainly based on the performance metrics Viz. impact of frequency disconnection, latency, handoff management etc.

This revise presents the ongoing research which consists of the design and experiment of dedicated protocol that satisfies several requirements of mobile surroundings as possible. To therapy to this condition a new atomic commitment protocol devoted to mobile and distributed computing is extremely desirable.

Hence, we proposed Single Phase Reliable Timeout Based Commit Protocol as extension to Modified Reliable Timeout Based Commit Protocol that increases a new commitment protocol, which suits for mobile transactions, designed to preserve all the above performance metrics. The protocol aims at handling new challenges including site failures and message loss blocking-free manner.

In addition to MRTBCP, it is single phase commit protocol without the Log Agent, due to which it reduces message complexity and average commit time. It is proved that, even in case of disconnections, failures and during mobility SPRTBCP produces better performance and reliable execution of transactions compared to the existing ACPs like 2PC, M-2PC, UCM and TCOT.
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Abstract—MANET is a self-directed system consisting of mobile nodes, which can be either routers and/or hosts. Nodes in MANET are connected by wireless links without base stations. The Backoff algorithm considered as a main element of Media Access Control (MAC) protocol, which is used to avoid collision in MANET's. The Fibonacci Backoff algorithm and the Pessimistic Fibonacci Backoff are proposed to improve network performance depending on contention window size. This research introduces a new hybrid Backoff algorithm called Pessimistic Fibonacci Backoff (PFB) Algorithm which merges the two previous algorithms in order to find the most proper contention window sizes that reduce collisions as much as possible. This research takes into consideration and evaluates each of the following main measurements: Packet delivery ratio, normalized routing load and end-to-end delay. Based on the extracted simulation results, PFB algorithm outperforms Pessimistic Linear-Exponential Backoff (PLEB) by up to 76%, 40.41%, 31.88% in terms of Packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay and normalized routing load respectively, especially in the sparse environments. All of the simulation results are obtained by the well-known NS-2 Simulator, version 2.34, without any distance or location measurements devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks (WN) use radio signals to communicate among computers and other network devices. WN’s are getting popular nowadays due to easy setup feature. World is now moving to this type of communication. Today, this vision is being challenged by various forms of mobility, which are effectively reshaping the landscape of modern distributed computing. Mobile wireless networks consist of two kinds of mobile networks, infrastructure-based and ad-hoc wireless networks.

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) corresponds as a communication way and supports the random movement of the nodes. The main features and challenges of WSN are [8]: low cost devices, large scale of deployment, end-to-end quality of service, energy-efficient devices, and secure operation.

A Mobile ad-hoc Network (MANET) is a self-directed system consisting of mobile nodes (including routers and hosts) connected by wireless links. MANETs have received substantial attention due to their strong features, such as Multi-hop Routing, distributed operations, dynamic topology, capacity and light-weight terminals [1,2].

The Media/Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol is a sub-layer of the data link layer, which provides a control mechanism to allow packet transmission through the wireless network. Within MANETs, MAC protocol consists of several key parts, such as the Backoff mechanism which solves the collision problem which occurs when more than one node transmits data simultaneously due to single transmission restrictions through the channel [3,4]. To realize how the infrastructure wireless networks function, if there are two computers, each one contains a wireless adapter to connect with an access point. When data is transmitted using a wireless router as a binary data, then the operation at the receiver will follow a vice procedure [4, 5]. The base stations are the bridges within these networks, having a role of [1, 6]: linking each mobile node with the nearest base station (Within node Range) and allowing the communication between them.

This research proposes a Backoff algorithm called Pessimistic Fibonacci Backoff (PFB) Algorithm to reduce the differences between successive contention window sizes using delay parameter, normalization and Packet Delivery Ratio. Its efficiency measures by merging more than one increment behavior in order to have long waiting times when a collision suddenly occurs. This algorithm uses the Pessimistic Linear Exponential Backoff algorithm introduced in [7] where the structure replaces the linear and exponential waiting time with an exponential, cubic, and a Fibonacci series.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; Section II covers the motivations behind this work, Section III covers the methodologies and presents the related work in order to give a better understanding for the Back off algorithms utilized in the past by other researchers. Section IV presents the proposed Pessimistic Fibonacci Back off algorithm proposed whereas Section V covers the results and introduces the analysis of these results. Finally, the last Section concludes the paper in the last section.

II. MOTIVATIONS

In MANETs, the Backoff field considered to be one of the researcher’s main areas in order to achieve an efficient Backoff algorithm [3]. In literature, many Backoff algorithms were proposed such as: Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB), Fibonacci Increment Backoff (FIB), Logarithmic Backoff (LOB), Pessimistic Linear-Exponential Backoff (PLEB) and...
Optimistic Linear-Exponential Backoff (OLEB). Binary Exponential Backoff is considered as standard Backoff algorithm in MANETs.

The PLEB Algorithm used in IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol provides exponential and linear increments in contention window values depending on Backoff timer (BOT). These two incremental behaviors make BOT increasing quickly. Therefore, the need to develop a powerful Backoff algorithm is more timely in Wireless Networks in order to enable more features such as the desired stability, the minimum network overhead, the power consumption and the maximum network throughput. All these factors lead to achieve the better network performance.

III. RELATED WORK

The Fibonacci Backoff Algorithm reduces the differences between concurrent contention window sizes using a mathematical Fibonacci series as in equation 1 to reduce the difference between successive contention window sizes.

\[ F(n) = F(n-1)+F(n-2) \text{ where } F(0)=0 \text{ and } F(1)=1 \]  

(1)

F(n) represents the new contention window size, leading to a smaller increment on large window sizes. It checks if the channel is idle and then the Backoff is reduced one unit. Else, it sends the packets if the channel is idle for more time until the Backoff time has a zero value as examined in [10, 11].

This mechanism leads to decrease the expected wait time by reaching a large window size for a specified node, allowing this node to access the shared medium and thus to avoid increasing in channel idle times. The Fibonacci series has a valuable characteristic to provide the precise value which obtained by the ratio of successive terms in the Fibonacci series [15].

The Backoff algorithms were proposed in order to avoid the collision and to resolve contention among different nodes as well as to improve the network resources utilization. Once there is a collision, retransmission delay occurs which indicates the nodes’ needs to make a distinction in terms of time for a period time. Backoff time value is chosen randomly from bounded contention window which varies according to the consequence of the latest tries of the transmission based on the number of active nodes and traffic load in the network.

The Backoff algorithm takes place and it is performed in each of the next cases:

- If the channel is busy before the first transmission.
- After each attempt of retransmission.
- After the node is successfully transmits a package.

Most of proposed Backoff algorithms behave unsatisfactory in case of failure to transmit rapidly the data in case of increasing the contention window; this clearly appeared in binary exponential Backoff algorithm. Other algorithms do not enable the node with enough time before retransmitting, which results in more power usage and more network overhead. For example, the exponential increment of BEB algorithm which is used in standard IEEE 802.11 MAC does not achieve the best performance due to large Contention Window (CW) gaps produced. Another example is a linear increment of Linear Multiplicative Increase and Linear Decrease (LMILD) [9]; it does not allow a sufficient Backoff time before data retransmission.

The Backoff Algorithms are divided into two categories [1, 10]:

- Static Backoff Algorithms
  In this category, Backoff algorithms proposed using a fixed Backoff wait time period which all nodes have a fixed Backoff waiting time based on the equation 2.

\[ \text{Backoff Timer}_{ait}, \text{where } i \text{ is a fixed integer} \]  

(2)

- Dynamic Backoff Algorithms
  In this category, Backoff algorithms proposed using a variant Backoff wait time period by randomly choosing the Backoff timer value depending on equations 3 and 4 [11]:

\[ C_{new} = \begin{cases} 
\text{Max}(f(CW), (CW_{max}, after \text{ 1 transmission}) \\
\text{Min(g(CW), (CW_{min}, after \text{ a collision})}
\end{cases} \]  

\[ \text{BackoffTimer} = b, b \text{ is random integer} \]  

(3)

(4)

The rest of this section presents the most related work to represents the importance of pessimistic and Fibonacci Backoff algorithms.

S. Manaseer [1] introduces about some Backoff Mechanisms for Wireless Mobile ad-hoc Networks, focused on presenting and illustrating the importance of the two proposed Backoff algorithms [1] called Pessimistic Linear-Exponential, and Optimistic Linear-Exponential. Experimental results demonstrate that PLEB improves the network throughput, and reduces packet delay for large numbers of nodes and large network size with low mobility speed. On the other hand, OLEB has the same experimental results at high-traffic rates.

S. Manaseer, M. Ould-Khaoa and L. M Mackenzie in [13] introduce Fibonacci Backoff Algorithm for Mobile ad-hoc Networks. A Backoff Algorithm called Fibonacci Increment Backoff algorithm was proposed to reduce the differences among successive contention window sizes. Results from simulation experiments revealed that Fibonacci Increment Backoff algorithm achieves a higher throughput than the Binary Exponential Backoff algorithm used in MANETs. N. Song [14], enhanced the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function with an exponential increase and exponential decrease Backoff algorithm, whereas [14] also studied the effects of increasing and decreasing the waiting time intervals using exponential Backoff algorithm. Results representing the exponential increase algorithm have a good results using the coordination function. J. Deng, et al. [9] proposed the Linear Multiplicative Increase and Linear Decrease (LMILD) Backoff algorithm. This algorithm had shown a best performance and aims to achieve best Contention Window (CW) size. If failure transmission occurs it uses a factor multiplicative and linear increment; firstly, multiplicative the contention window by colliding nodes when there is a collision, other nodes hearing this collision make a linear increment to their contention window. On the other hand all nodes decrease their contention windows linearly when there is a transmission success.
V. Bharghavan, et al. [10] proposed Multiplicative Increase and a Linear Decrease (MILD) Backoff algorithm. This algorithm aims to solve the unfairness problem by reducing the probability of successful users to access the channel. In this algorithm the contention window size is incremented by a factor multiplication when a transmission failure occurs.

In our work, there are some important issues that should be taken into account when trying to design a Backoff algorithm that aims to improve the performance over the network such as determining the methods used to increase and decrease the CW and selecting suitable increase and decrease factors.

IV. PROPOSED PESSIMISTIC FIBONACCI BACKOFF (PFB) ALGORITHM

This section presents the proposed Pessimistic Fibonacci Backoff (PFB) algorithm which tries to organize node transmissions in time to avoid collisions. The PFB algorithm proposed is implemented to operate in collaboration with the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol in order to reduce the collision in MANETs. This is achieved by incrementing the Backoff time by using a combination of Fibonacci, cubic and exponential increment behaviors.

In general, Backoff algorithms should use an appropriate increase for the contention window size in order to gain the best performance, because it should be incremented after each failure occurs in transmission. Some of the mentioned increment behaviors are appropriate when using a small or medium network dimensions but seems not enough good in large ones [1].

PLEB Algorithm

| 0 | Set Backoff timer to initial value |
| 1 | While BOT ≠ 0 do |
| 2 | For each time slot |
| 3 | If channel is idle then BOT = BOT - 1 |
| 4 | If channel is idle for more than IDFS then |
| 5 | Send |
| 6 | If send failure then |
| 7 | If NOB <= N then |
| 8 | CW = CW * 2 |
| 9 | BOT = Rand (x); |
| 10 | Else |
| 11 | CW = CW * T |
| 12 | BOT = Rand (x); |
| 13 | Else |
| 14 | CW = Initial value |
| 15 | BOT = 0 |
| 16 | Go to 1 |
| 17 | Stop |

Note : 1 ≤ X ≤ CW - 1, NOB: Number of Backoffs, N,M: CW Threshold

Figure 1. Pessimistic Linear-Exponential Backoff (PLEB) Algorithm

The Pessimistic Linear-Exponential Backoff algorithm as in Figure1, assumes that congestion in the network will take more time to be resolved; it combines linear and exponential increment behaviors by using linear before using exponential at the first stages. PLEB algorithm adopts that a transmission failure is due to the network congestion resulted from the network high traffic load or a larger number of nodes located in a given network area.

The PFB algorithm proposed in next section aims to improve overall network performance mainly to achieve the best data delivery ratio with fewer routing load in the network. This algorithm uses a combination of Fibonacci, cubic and exponential increment behaviors.

Figure 2 presents the new proposed Backoff algorithm which referred as the Pessimistic Fibonacci Backoff (PFB). It assumes that there is congestion which is high enough and cannot be resolved in the near future.

PFB increases the contention window size exponentially and a transmission failure occurs to give a longer waiting time before retransmission, then PFB increases the timer cubically in order to avoid increasing Backoff extremely. After a fixed number of cubic increments PFB starts to increase the timer, using a Fibonacci series to achieve a less dramatic growth of the contention window size, allows nodes to perform more tries to access the channel.

PFB Algorithm

| 0 | Set Backoff timer to initial value |
| 1 | While BOT ≠ 0 do |
| 2 | For each time slot |
| 3 | If channel is idle then BOT = BOT - 1 |
| 4 | If channel is idle for more than IDFS then |
| 5 | Send |
| 6 | If send failure then |
| 7 | If NOB <= N then |
| 8 | CW = CW * 2 |
| 9 | BOT = Rand (x); |
| 10 | Else |
| 11 | If N < NOB < M |
| 12 | CW = CW * 3 |
| 13 | BOT = Rand (x); |
| 14 | Else |
| 15 | Use Fibonacci CW BOi+1=fib(I) --- CW = next fib |
| 16 | Else |
| 17 | CW = Initial value |
| 18 | BOT = 0 |
| 19 | Go to 1 |
| 20 | Stop |

Note : 1 ≤ X ≤ CW - 1, NOB: Number of Backoffs, N,M: CW
growth in the contention window size to allow the nodes to access the channel after incrementing Backoff time.

V. EXPERIMENTS SET-UP

This section explains the main methodology points used to direct this research, such as: implementing PFB, testing it and primary justification. Many parameters were used to measure the network efficiency such as delivery ratio, delay time, throughput, overhead, traffic load, and number of hubs. This work, uses three: end-to-end delay, normalization, and packet delivery Ratio.

A larger size of data was successfully received by nodes over the network due to the reduced amount of contention window size. During the simulation experiments the total number of nodes, the nodes pause time, and the maximum node speed are varied. Results are compared to both standard Backoff algorithm and Pessimistic Linear Exponential Backoff algorithm. NS-2 simulator [16] used to implement Pessimistic Fibonacci Backoff algorithm, and each figure represents the average of twenty autonomous runs. Our simulation is done using a personal laptop with 64 bits Ubuntu open-source operating system, the CPU is AMD phenom™ II N830 Triple-Core of speed 2.10GHz, and 8 GB of RAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. LIST OF PARAMETERS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes Number</td>
<td>25,50,75,100, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area(x*y)</td>
<td>(900m*900m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection Number</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause time</td>
<td>0.150seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum speed</td>
<td>1.4,15 meters/second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Size</td>
<td>512 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Packets</td>
<td>10, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>900 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>2 Mbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned above NS-2 simulator used and we implement proposed algorithm in it. We used the constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic generator, therefore the sources and destinations are distributed in the network area randomly. The packet size is 512 bytes, sending 10 and 20 packets/second with a 10 number of connections. Nodes move at a random speed distributed in 900 meters X 900 meters mainly to stabilize the network, and to record more accurate results.

In this simulation, the value of proposed algorithm achieved improvement over standard and Pessimistic Fibonacci Backoff algorithm using equation 5.

\[
\text{Improvement} = \frac{\text{Old Value} - \text{New value}}{\text{Old} \times 100}\% \tag{5}
\]

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The proposed topology simulations assume the following points:

- External network interference or noise does not exist. All the data that exist in the network is originated from within the network.
- Each node is equipped with a transmitter/receiver, or transceiver, IEEE 802.11 devices.
- The number of nodes over the network is constant for the length of simulation time. No nodes join nor leave the network for the duration of simulation.

Performing experiments and simulations, ideally is to achieve minimum delay, maximum packet delivery Ratio and minimum normalized routing load. Hence, the following factors will be used to measure the performance of the Pessimistic Fibonacci Backoff algorithm:

- End to End Delay [5]: is the average delay taken to transmit a packet through a network from source to destination. This delay may suffer from media access control retransmission delays and buffering the same time routing discovery.
- Packet delivery Ratio [6]: the number of received data packets by the destination nodes to the total number of transmitted data packets by the source node.
- Normalized routing load (overhead) [6]: the average number of sent routing packets to the total number of received packets.

Figure 3 represents the relation between end to end delay and network density of the STD (STD is the standard used algorithm which is Binary), PLEB and PFB scenarios, while each node has a movement speed up to 1 meter per second, and the transmission rate is 10 packets per second.

Figure 3 show that PFB algorithm achieves the lowest delay with specified area over all numbers of nodes. In case of dense environments (Maximum = 25 nodes), PFB outperforms STD and PLEB by 56.83% and 50.59%, respectively. In contrast, in sparse environments, PFB Outperforms STD by 40.41% and PLEB by 25.49%.

This is due to the fact that in the PFB, the number of increments and slow decrement behavior produced by exponential factor which leads to generate a longer Backoff values, is greater than PLEB, which leads to have a longer waiting times, and drive the contention window size to be larger instead of the need to achieve a minimum delay.

![Figure 3: End To End Delay of STD, PLEB and PFB for Sending 10 packet/second, 0 second pause time, and 1 meter/second maximum speed.](image-url)
Figure 4 shows end-to-end delay of the STD, PLEB and PFB scenarios over increasing number of nodes until reaching 125 nodes, 150 second pause time, while each node has a movement speed up to 4 meters per second, and the transmission rate is 10 packets per second.

This graph shows that PFB algorithm achieves the lowest delay with specified area over all numbers of nodes. In case of dense environments (Maximum = 25 nodes), PFB outperforms STD and PLEB by 13.61% and 10.67%, respectively. In contrast, for sparse environments PFB Outperforms STD by 25.88% and PLEB by 13.15%.

Figure 4: End To End Delay of STD, PLEB and PFB for Sending 10 packets/second, 150 second pause time, and 4 meters/second maximum speed.

Figure 5 shows end-to-end delay of the STD, PLEB and PFB scenarios over increasing number of nodes until reaching 125 nodes, while each node has a movement speed up to 1 meter per second, and the transmission rate is 20 packets per second. This graph shows that PFB algorithm achieves the lowest delay with specified area over all numbers of nodes. In case of dense environments (Maximum = 25 nodes), PFB outperforms STD and PLEB by 49.44% and 31.22%, respectively. On the other hand, for sparse environments PFB Outperforms STD by 35.99% and PLEB by 31.1%.

Figure 5: End To End Delay of STD, PLEB and PFB for Sending 20 packets/second, 0 second pause time, and 4 meters/second maximum speed.

Figure 6 shows end to end delay of the STD, PLEB and PFB scenarios over increasing number of nodes until reaching 125 nodes, while each node has a movement speed up to 4 meters per second, and the transmission rate is 20 packets per second. In case of dense environments (Maximum = 25 nodes), PFB outperforms STD and PLEB by 68.26% and 49.33%, respectively. Oppositely, for sparse environments PFB Outperforms STD by 31.80% and PLEB by 21.80%. This graph shows that PFB algorithm achieves the lowest delay with specified area over all numbers of nodes.

Figure 6: End To End Delay of STD, PLEB and PFB for Sending 20 packets/second, 0 second pause time, and 4 meters/second maximum speed.

Figure 7 shows end to end delay of the STD, PLEB and PFB scenarios over increasing number of nodes until reaching 125 nodes, 150 second pause time, while each node has a movement speed up to 15 meters per second, and the transmission rate is 20 packets per second. This graph shows that PFB algorithm achieves the lowest delay with specified area over all numbers of nodes. In case of dense environments (Maximum = 25 nodes), PFB outperforms STD and PLEB by 20.83% and 12.10%, respectively. Inversely, on the Maximum number of nodes PFB Outperforms STD by 32.26% and PLEB by 21.19%.

Figure 7: End To End Delay of STD, PLEB and PFB for Sending 20 packets/second, 150 second pause time, and 15 meters/second maximum speed.

Figure 8 shows packet delivery Ratio of the STD, PLEB and PFB scenarios over increasing number of nodes until reaching 125 nodes, while each node has a movement speed up to 1 meter per second, and the transmission rate is 10 packets per second. This graph shows that PFB algorithm delivers more packets than others with the specified area over the total number of nodes. When there are a few number of
nodes (maximum = 25 nodes), PFB outperforms STD and PLEB by 0.097% and 0.057%, respectively. Oppositely, on the maximum number of nodes PFB outperforms STD by 0.21% and PLEB by 0.14%.

0.05%, respectively. Oppositely, on the maximum number of nodes PFB Outperforms STD by 0.17% and PLEB by 0.11%.

- Figure 8: Packet delivery Ratio of STD, PLEB and PFB for Sending 10 packets/second, 0 second pause time, and 1 meters/second maximum speed.

- Figure 9 shows the Packet Delivery Ratio of the STD, PLEB and PFB scenarios over increasing number of nodes until reaching 125 nodes, while each node has a movement speed up to 15 meters per second, and the transmission rate is 10 packets per second.

- Figure 9 graph depicts that PFB algorithm delivers more packets than others with the specified area over all numbers of nodes. In case of dense environments (Maximum = 25 nodes), PFB outperforms STD and PLEB by 0.05% and 0.02%, respectively. Instead, on the maximum number of nodes PFB Outperforms STD by 0.11% and PLEB by 0.06%.

- Figure 10 shows packet delivery Ratio of the STD, PLEB and PFB scenarios over increasing number of nodes until reaching 125 nodes, 150 second pause time, while each node has a movement speed up to 15 meters per second, and the transmission rate is 10 packets per second.

- This graph shows that the PFB algorithm delivers more packets than others with the specified area over all numbers of nodes. In the case of dense environments (Maximum = 25 nodes), PFB outperforms STD and PLEB by 0.02% and

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This research proposes the PFB algorithm designed which is compared in contrast to the STD and PLEB algorithms. The results show that the new proposed algorithm outperforms the other compared ones, in terms of packet delivery fraction, end-to-end Delay and normalized routing load. Results also show the effect of node speed in all three algorithms.

When the nodes speed is high, the delivery ratio is lower than, when the motion experienced by the node when having slow movements.

Results show the network density variations in terms of the parameterized measurements, where sparse areas have the highest value compared to the dense ones. Results also show that for different approaches, as the node speed increases, the number of successfully delivered packet, increases.

Moreover, this study highlights the importance of developing a new Backoff algorithm that can dynamically adjust the Backoff waiting time, and takes into confederation the increased contention window size that has to be progressively reduced.

Another improving area includes investigating the effect of node’s transmission ranges. The PFB algorithm proposed can be used with any Medium Access Control protocol, to achieve uniform distribution using Fibonacci series by reducing the increment factor for large contention window sizes.

The results extracted by conducting simulation experiments show that PFB algorithm achieved better performance than PLEB by a percentage that ranges between 0.01% up to 74% in the cases studied for different network densities and mobility states for the end-to-end delay, the packet delivery Ratio, and the normalized routing load.

In a number of limited cases the PFB algorithm performance was not the optimal, which means that in any of these cases the devices’ performance cannot reach peak compared to other established algorithms.
In order to find the most optimal network performance we can test different parameters, increment behaviors and distinct environment conditions.

A future work can merge more Backoff algorithms with different distributions to examine different variations of the pessimistic Fibonacci Backoff algorithm, including more parameters for measuring and validating the efficiency. Finally one of our priorities in future aims of the current research is to evaluate the proposed scheme under real-time parameterizations and conditions using WSN and more specifically the MICA2Dot motes. This will enable in real time the evaluation and efficiency of the proposed scheme under real-time conditions and experimentation.
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